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INTRODUCTION

This report was conceived to give our sponsor, the National Science
Foundation, a comprehensive summary of NCAR's work during the preceding fiscal
year, as required by the NSF-UCAR contract governing the operation of NCAR.
Its preparation is also a valuable part of the NCAR planning process, enabling
the organization to examine and assess the work of the past year. And it
provides a reference document that many of our staff, visitors, and university
colleagues find useful.

The scope of NCAR research and facilities programs is such that even a
document this thick can only be a relatively quick-look summary of all the
work done here, but the overall flavor of NCAR's work is given.

Some of the hallmarks of NCAR's programs are:

* A research program of the highest quality, the essential foundation on
which the success of the organization must be built

* An array of facilities intended to meet and anticipate the needs of
the entire atmospheric sciences community, and identified and designed in
consultation with the community

* Activities across the organization carried out in extensive
collaboration with the university community, as evidenced by the fact that
more than 30% of the staff's scientific publications are co-authored with
scientists from other institutions, by the hundreds of scientists from other
institutions who use NCAR's facilities, and by the extensive use of NCAR and
its staff for the planning of national research programs and initiatives.

More than most sciences, the atmospheric sciences are difficult to
separate cleanly into fundamental and applied research. For the preponderance
of atmospheric research efforts, the benefit of the knowledge being sought is
quite clearly a practical application, somewhere downstream.

Nonetheless, it is equally clear that there are great variations in the
distance between the research and the goal of practical applications, in the
specificity with which the application can be defined, and in one's certainty
that the goal can actually be reached. In these respects, most NCAR research
programs, like most of those in the university community, are and should be at
the long-range and speculative end of the research spectrum.

An example is atmospheric chemistry, which has experienced a revolution
in the past ten years that will continue for another decade or more. The
chemical processes by which the atmosphere establishes and maintains itself,
in interaction with the life, land, and oceans beneath it, are only now
beginning to be identified and understood. Until far more fundamental
knowledge of these processes is produced and integrated into an overall
understanding of our planetary system, we can give only interim answers to
such puzzling and pressing questions as those surrounding acid rain, or the
effects on the atmosphere of increasing carbon dioxide release, or the
clearing and burning of much of the earth's tropical forests.
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The quest for this information is difficult, requiring sustained effort
over many years, involving scientists expert in many subdisciplines, and using
extensive facilities and financial and logistic support. Undertaking such
long-range efforts, in concert with scientific colleagues from across the
nation and the world, is a principal reason for the existence of NCAR.
Indeed, NCAR, embedded in the university community and provided stable support
by a federal sponsor devoted to the support of basic research, is ideally, and
in some respects uniquely, suited to be the site and the focus for such
research efforts.

What is true of atmospheric chemistry is true in the other major areas of
NCAR research--atmospheric dynamics, climate, convective storms, solar and
interplanetary physics, the theory of turbulence. Therefore, most of the
progress reported each year in this volume is in the form of significant
milestones reached along the long roads of science. Some examples this year
are the first detailed airborne measurements of hydrogen peroxide, which is
believed to be a vital link in the chain of events leading to acid rain;
increased understanding of the dynamical relationships between the El Nino
warming of the equatorial Pacific waters and climatic anomalies in northern
mid-latitudes; the resumption of observations of the solar corona following
repair of the Solar Maximum Mission satellite by NASA astronauts; an increased
understanding of the latitudinal dependence of angular velocity in the solar
atmosphere; and the completion of the task of processing all the aircraft data
from the largest investigation of convective clouds and storms ever mounted.

From time to time, we become involved in efforts that not only possess
great scientific interest, but also can contribute to a practical application
in the present or the near term. Two examples of such work, discussed in this
report, are efforts to contribute directly to aircraft safety through a
program to detect and warn of severe downbursts near airports and to develop
an acid deposition model that can be used to assess the severity and
distribution of acid rain and dry deposition on a regional basis. We are
proud to be involved in these significant contributions to the nation's
immediate welfare. As we continue our longer-range work, we will take
advantage of the opportunity to contribute to the solution of short-range
problems if they are natural extensions of our program and can be accommodated
with the long-range research programs that are especially suited to NCAR.

Our facility divisions play an essential role in the atmospheric research
effort, both nationally and at NCAR. Not only do they supply capabilities to
the atmospheric research community that are unavailable elsewhere, but they
often provide the glue that binds together collaborative research among NCAR
scientists and their university colleagues. Equally important, they develop
the new tools and systems required for effective study of the critical
problems facing atmospheric research. There may be no other field of science
where the variety and range of observations required are greater or the data
handling and computational challenges more complex. Clearly, NCAR's role in
developing these observational and computational tools is of critical
importance.

NCAR's performance will be judged in the light of the issues just
discussed. My thanks go to the NCAR staff for the enthusiasm and success with
which they are meeting these challenges. My thanks go also to the many
colleagues from the scientific community who participate in the planning and
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execution of collaborative research and who contribute thousands of days each
year to serve as UCAR Trustees and Members' Representatives and on the many
committees and panels who review our work and give us valuable advice. Our
success is their success.

Wilmot N. Hess
Director



ATMOSPHERIC ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION DIVISION

Scientists in the Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction (AAP) Divi-
sion of NCAR continue to address some of the most difficult, and most
exciting, problems in atmospheric and oceanic physics. Through a
balance of theoretical, numerical, and observational studies, progress
continues in the advancenent of fundamental understanding of nonlinear
fluid behavior, regional and global climate theory, extended-range pre-
diction, mesoscale meteorology, and the oceans. In addition to perform-
ing individual and collaborative research with visitors and scientists
in universities and other research institutions, we participate actively
in the planning and execution of national and international scientific
projects, such as the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE), the
National Stormscale Operational and Research Meteorology (STORM)
Program, First ISCCP Regional Experiment (FIRE; ISCCP denotes Interna-
tional Satellite Cloud Climatology Program), Tropical Ocean Global Atmo-
spheric (TOGA) Programme, and the Global Tropospheric Chemistry Program.

The advances in fundamental understanding by scientists in AAP and
their collaborators are making it possible to answer many extremely
important applied questions, such as those related to seasonal forecasts
and climate change due to increases in trace gases, acid deposition, and
nuclear winter.

In the following material, it should be apparent that there are
considerable interconnections anong what might seem, at first glance, to
be disparate scientific problems. For example, improved physical
paraneterizations in the developing mesoscale meteorological model will
aid such diverse studies as regional-scale climate change due to
modifications of surface characteristics, atmospheric tracer studies,
experiments that simulate observing systems for the STORM Program,
high-resolution simulations of the early (0-3 days) transient atmo-
spheric response to massive smoke injections (nuclear winter), mesoscale
predictability studies, and diagnostic studies of atmospheric dynamics
on the mesoscale. Similarly, a solution to the "climate drift" problem
would have immediate positive impacts on medium-range and seasonal fore-
casting as well as on long-term climate simulations.

SIGNIF ICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Four scientific activities involving AAP scientists may be high-
lighted for the past year (fiscal year 1984 or FY 84):

Summer Colloquium

Under the leadership of Joseph Klemp of the Mesoscale Research
Section (MRS), a highly successful summer colloquiun, "Dynamics of Meso-
scale Weather Systens," was conducted jointly by AAP and the Advanced
Study Program (ASP). Held from 11 June through 6 July, it attracted 24
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students from 15 institutions to its lectures and discussions on meso-
scale dynanics. Principal lecturers Kerry Emanuel (Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology or MIT) and David Raymond (New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology) discussed the nechanisms that produce mesoscale
weather events and the dynamic processes and scale interactions govern-
ing their evolution and energetics. The colloquiun also featured 14
additional seminars by leading scientists. NCAR supported 19 of the
students in attending a two-week Anerican Meteorological Society short
course called "Mesoscale Meteorology and Forecasting" immediately fol-
lowing the colloquiun.

Turbulence Simulation Models

Turbulence simulation using mathematical models is emerging as a
leading tool in the investigation of turbulent fluid flows, which affect
almost all aspects of atnospheric and oceanic behavior. AAP scientists
and their collaborators are now using two types of turbulence models--
large-eddy simulation (LES) models, which use subgrid paraneterizations
and are cirectly app icable to small-scale atmospheric flows, character-
ized by high Reynolds nunbers, and direct-simulation models, which are
free of paraneterizations but are restricted to flows with low Reynolds
numbers. Advances in supercomputers and simulation techniques now make
it possible to compute turbulent flows much more reliably and accurately
than ever before, in sone cases providing detail that cannot yet be
measured with conventional sensors. Jackson Herring, Chin-Hoh Moeng,
John Wyngaard (all of MRS), and Janes McWillians (Oceanography Section)
are using turbulence simulation models to study and parameterize a
number of important flows, including nonlocal transport processes of
nonreactive and reactive scalars, thermal convection, and two- and
three-dimensional turbulence. Moeng and Wyngaard have used the data
sets provided by the turbulence simulation models to develop simple, yet
accurate, parameterizations of turbulent transfer processes in the
planetary boundary layer (PBL).

Atmospheric Teleconnections

Considerable progress was made in understanding atmospheric tele-
connections--correlations in atmospheric circulation anomalies over
widely separated regions of the earth. In simulations with the com-
munity climate model (CCM), Maurice Blackmon, Gary Bates (Climate
Section), John Geisler (University of Utah), and Eric Pitcher
(University of Miami) found a statistically significant response in
tropical precipitation and winds as well as in the North American jet to
a prescribed sea-surface temperature (SST) anomaly near the equator in
the vicinity of the intertropical convergence zone. Grant Branstator of
the Large-Scale Dynamics (LSD) Section made a major advance in the
interpretation of these and other complex results of SST anomaly experi-
ments through solutions to simpler quasi-linear barotropic models. Two
dynamical processes--horizontal energy propagation in a zonally asym-
metric basic-state flow annid barotropifc instabi11iEy--are essential in
explaining the coupling of large-scae flows between the tropics and the
mid-latitudes. Additional work by Akira Kasahara (LSD Section) showed

2
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the importance of vertical shear of the zonal wind in transferring
energy from enhanced cunulus convection heating over the warm SST
anomaly into middle latitudes. Together, these nunerical and theoreti-
cal studies have greatly enhanced our understanding of atmospheric tele-
connections.

Balanced Models of Ocean Circulations

A fourth scientific highlight of the past year has been a compre-
hensive comparison of results from a variety of three-dimensional ocean
models, including primitive-equation models (the most general but most
expensive models), quasi-geostrophic models, and a model based on the
full nonlinear balance equations. A very significant result for ocean
modelers (and also for some atmospheric applications) is that the
balance-equation model is a much better approximation of the primitive-
equation model than is the quasi-geostrophic model and hence may be used
to study a variety of ocean circulation problems (those characterized by
Rossby numbers of less than approximately 2) at a cost in computer time
of about 20% that of primitive-equation models.

AAP DIVISION OFFICE

Regional-Scale Numerical Modeling and Observational Studies

Richard Anthes, AAP director, continued his research on several
topics related to mesoscale meteorology. He and Ying-Hwa Kuo (MRS) com-
pleted their study of the effects of cunulus convection on the large-
scale environment in a case of intense convection over the central
United States (the 10-11 April 1979 AVE-SESAME case). After establish-
ing the adequacy of the AVE-SESAME 3-h observational data base through
experiments that simulated observing systems by using a nunerical model,
they computed heat and moisture budgets over an area (550 km) 2 . At the
time of most intense convection, an apparent heat source of over
20°C/day was diagnosed at about the 400-mb level, while an apparent
moisture sink of more than 12 g/kg/day was found in the lower tropo-
sphere. Semiprognostic tests of several Kuo-type cumulus parameteriza-
tion schemes using this data set showed that these schemes were capable
of reproducing many features of the observed profiles of the apparent
heat source and moisture sinks, and they support the concept of parane-
terizing the effects of intense mid-latitude convection on the thermo-
dynanic and moisture fields in large-scale numerical models.

Anthes, together with Eirh-Yu Hsie (Aeronomy Laboratory of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration or NOAA), Daniel Keyser
(Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheric Sciences of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration or NASA), and Daniel Baldwin (Climate Section),
completed a modeling study of the effects of the latent heat of conden-
sation on a two-dimensional model of frontogenesis. The major findings
of this research were: (1) Latent heating intensifies the front, espe-
cially at middle and high levels. (2) The ageostrophic circulation
around the front is much stronger in the moist case than in the dry

3
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case. (3) The vertical velocity field in the model's warm sector devel-
ops a banded structure in the moist case. (4) The Sawyer-Eliassen diag-
nostic equation shows the quantitative role of geostrophic deformation,
friction, and latent heating in forcing the transverse circulation.
(5) Both the large-scale (200-km) moisture convergence and vertical
motions are highly correlated with the mesoscale condensation rate, a
result having positive implications for the concept of paraneteriza-
tion.

As head of the meteorology group of the Acid Deposition Modeling
Project (ADMP), Anthes continued collaboration with Kuo, Hsie, and
Thomas Warner and Nelson Seanan (both of Pennsylvania State University
or Penn State), David Baumhefner and Ronald Errico of the LSD Section,
and Philip Haagenson of the Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronomy Division
(ACAD) on the development of the meteorological model that will provide
input into the transport, diffusion, and chemistry model. During FY 84,
the group has developed an improved version of the Penn State/NCAR
mesoscale modeling system. As well as being considerably faster than
previous versions, the new model contains additional options within the
sane code, such as alternative schemes for boundary-layer physics and
treatment of the water cycle. The model also has options for both
one-way and two-way interacting nested-grid formulations. In addition
to its role in ADMP, the model is being used for other meteorological
studies by scientists at Penn State, NCAR long-term visitors Linsheng
Cheng (Lanzhou University, People's Republic of China) and Peter Howells
(Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization,
Australia), and two students at NCAR (Wendell Nuss, University of
Washington; Andrew Okeyo, University of Nairobi, Kenya). Nuss is study-
ing the effect of sensible and latent heat fluxes from the ocean on
intense marine cyclogenesis, and Okeyo is studying the role of orography
and land-sea contrasts in generating mesoscale circulations over Kenya.

An important scientific objective of ADMP is the determination of
the factors that contribute to uncertainty in simulations or predictions
of acid deposition on regional scales over time periods of a few days to
a year. A related problem is the question of predictability of
mesoscale meteorological flows. Experiments with the Penn State/NCAR
model (four different cases) during the past year indicate that, in con-
trast to the behavior of global models, initial errors in the 80- and
160-km-grid limited-area model increase only slightly over a three-day
period. Apparently, the role of the lateral boundary conditions is to
limit the increase of small initial differences. An optimistic conclu-
sion from these studies, which still must be considered tentative pend-
ing further analysis and experiments, is that improved meso-alpha scale
(200-2,000-km) forecasts are possible over the 0- to 72-h time range,
provided that large-scale (global) fields are well forecast (to provide
lateral boundary conditions) and that realistic physical parameteriza-
tions are incorporated in the high-resolution limited-area model.

In other scientific activities, Anthes presented a series of ten
invited lectures at the National Meteorological Center (NMC) on various
topics related to regional numerical weather prediction, continued his

4
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collaboration with William Cotton (Colorado State University) on writing
a book on cloud dynamics, and was appointed chair of the Panel on Meso-
scale Research, Board on Atmospheric Sciences and Climate, of the
National Research Council, which is part of the National Academy of
Sciences.

Land-Surface Processes

The objective of this research is to improve the description of
land-surface processes in global and mesoscale models. It has three
thrusts--the development of improved theoretical concepts and model
parameterizations, the implementation of these paraneterizations in
three-dimensional models, and participation in national and interna-
tional programs likely to provide the data sets required for input to
and validation of the parameterizations or to define important applica-
tions for these research activities.

Robert Dickinson, in collaboration with Patrick Kennedy, has com-
pleted testing, in a one-dimensional model of the PBL, of a detailed
package of surface-physics paraneterizations and has begun implementing
the package in the CCM. Information has to flow between surface vari-
ables and the rest of the model, and daily averages of the surface
variables have to be transferred to history tapes for post-processing.
For example, the CCM provides temperatures and winds at its lowest level
about 70 m above the surface. The surface package uses these and down-
ward radiative fluxes, mixed-layer similarity theory, and the physics
package to calculate several temperatures. These are surface and
below-surface soil temperatures, a foliage temperature, and a tempera-
ture of air within the vegetation canopy, if present. Finally, the
model uses similarity theory to interpolate to an anemometer-level tem-
perature, defined as measured at 1.5 m over short grass. These tempera-
tures can all differ from each other by several degrees Celsius or more.

A realistic description of surface-energy fluxes requires a diurnal
cycle of solar heating not present in the standard CCM. Therefore, it
is necessary to modify the radiation package so that its computation and
diagnostic outputs treat a diurnal cycle of radiation. In conjunction
with these improvenents, Dickinson and Kennedy added a surface albedo
package that distinguishes among different types of land cover, includ-
ing snow depth relative to the height of the vegetation.

The standard CCM does not have a PBL treatment adequate to describe
a diurnal cycle of surface fluxes. Therefore, Dickinson has implemented
in the CCM a similarity-theory-based, first-order closure approximation;
that is, PBL vertical mixing is given by an eddy-diffusion coefficient
depending on Richardson number. To make the model better conserve
energy, the loss of kinetic energy by frictional dissipation is put into
the temperature equation as an additional heat source.

Descriptions of land-surface cover are now obtained from two inde-
pendent data sets, tabulated on grids of 1° x 1°, i.e., those developed
by Elaine Matthews (NASA Goddard Institute of Space Studies) and Maureen
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Wilson (British Meteorological Office, currently an ASP visitor). Work
is in progress to better mesh these data with the CCM land-surface
physics model. Dickinson is continuing collaboration with Anthony
Federer (U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service) to validate the
surface-physics package against specific point-site micrometeorological
data. Federer uses observed atmospheric winds, temperatures, and
radiation balance to drive the model and compares diurnally varying
modeled and observed fluxes of sensible and latent heat.

A new collaboration has evolved involving Dickinson, Piers Sellers
(University of Maryland), and Daniel Kimes (NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center) to develop a radiative-transfer nunerical model for the albedo
of a vegetation canopy with three-dimensional structure. A program pre-
viously developed by Kimes has been extended and tested against a one-
dimensional analytic solution previously derived by Dickinson.
Dickinson is participating in a number of outside programs to promote
future improvements in land-data sets and to better define model appli-
cations. He is a member of the steering committee and has participated
in several meetings of the International Satellite Land-Surface
Climatology Project of COSPAR (the Committee on Space Research of the
International Council of Scientific Unions), the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO), and the United Nations Environmental Program. He
has recently become a manber of the World Climate Research Program's
steering group on Land-Surface Processes and Climate. He is also par-
ticipating in the International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis
program, Sustainable Development of the Biosphere, and the United
Nations University project, Climatic, Biotic, and Human Interactions in
the Hwmid Tropics. As secretary of the International Commission on
Climate, he has been involved in planning the 1985 International
Association of Meteorology and Atmospheric Physics Assembly in Hawaii.

Anthes completed a preliminary study of the possibility that sur-
face inhomogeneities associated in semiarid regions with alternating
bands of vegetation about 100 nk wide could, under favorable large-scale
atmospheric conditions, result in increases of convective precipitation
through differential surface heat and moisture fluxes. Results with a
simple linear model tend to support this hypothesis, but additional
research with more realistic numerical models, incorporating models of
vegetation of the type developed by Dickinson and Kennedy, is needed.

MESOSCALE RESEARCH SECTION

MRS maintains observational, theoretical, and numerical-simulation
research programs in severe storms, mesoscale meteorology, the planetary
boundary layer, turbulence, trace species transport, and regional air
quality studies. In addition to the completion of the well-received
colloquiun on mesoscale meteorology and the progress in turbulence simu-
lation, summarized in the division overview, other MRS highlights in
1984 include (1) completion of the work on understanding the mechanisms
of producing rotation and propagation of supercell thunderstorms and a
redirection of effort to study the dynamics of convection in squall

6
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lines and mesoscale convective systems, (2) analysis of the errors
introduced by neglecting the local temporal rate of change of the hori-
zontal wind in deriving three-dimensional wind fields in thunderstorms
from Doppler radar data, and (3) studies of the effects of several types
of errors in sensors for measuring turbulent fluctuations of atmospheric
trace species, sonic anemometers, and aircraft-borne systems that mea-
sure turbulence.

Convective Storm Research

Previous research by Klemp, Richard Rotunno, and Mbrris Weisman has
concentrated on the structure and evolution of isolated convective
cells. During 1984, they expanded this work to study the organization
of convection into features such as squall lines and mesoscale convec-
tive systems. Their initial goal is to deduce the dynamic structure of
squall lines under a variety of atmospheric conditions using the Klemp-
Wilhelmson three-dimensional nunerical cloud model (with minor modifica-
tions involving the geometry of the domain and treatment of the lateral
boundary conditions). By varying the depth and magnitude of the initial
vertical wind-shear profile, they simulate a variety of quasi-steady
line structures, composed of both ordinary cells and supercells and
representing structures observed in both the tropics and mid-latitudes.

In nonsupercellular squall lines, they have found that the
strongest and most long-lived convective lines form when the environmen-
tal wind shear normal to the line is moderate to strong at low levels
but weak at middle and upper levels. Wind shear along the line does not
appear to be necessary to sustain the squall line.

Supercellular squall lines require wind-shear profiles similar to
those for isolated supercell storms (moderate to strong wind shear
extending through mid-levels), but the shear vector must be oriented at
a significant angle to the line to avoid destructive interference anong
the evolving cells.

Rotunno and Klemp completed a major study of the rotation and
propagation of a simulated "generic" supercell thunderstorm. Using the
interactive graphics features of the MRS VAX 11/780, they studied the
storm's rotation at a level of detail not previously accessible. They
found that the mechanisms of low-level and middle-level storm rotation
are fundamentally different. The source of the middle-level rotation is
the horizontal vorticity associated with the environmental wind shear,
while the low-level rotation derives from the baroclinic generation of
horizontal vorticity along the storm's low-level, cold-air boundary.
They also established that simulated supercell thunderstorms propagate
transverse to the shear, primarily because of the favorable dynamic
pressure gradient that is always present on the right flank of the
storm's updraft owing to storm rotation.

7
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Mesoscale Research

Kerry Emanuel (MIT) and Rotunno have been developing new analytical
and numerical solutions for moist, axisymmetric, hurricane-like vor-
tices. Their principal emphasis is on understanding the ways in which a
lower, isothermal boundary adds sensible and latent heat to the
boundary-layer air as it converges toward the center of the vortex. The
mechanism under consideration is fundamentally different from those con-
sidered previously by other researchers in that the latent instability
is induced by the vortex itself (through the lower boundary condition)
and does not rely upon a pre-existing unstable atmosphere.

David Parsons cnopleted studies of the influence of local temporal
rates of change of the horizontal wind on the derivation of three-
dimensional wind fields in thunderstorms fron multiple Doppler radar
data. His findings suggest that the comnonly used steady-state assump-
tion can lead to large differences in the derived wind fields. This
result is somewhat surprising since the radars take only a few minutes
to complete their velocity measurements. However, the use of Doppler
radars to study mesoscale systems larger than individual thunderstorms
presents an even nore complicated picture, since the radar will take
much more time to measure these larger systems. Fortunately, Parsons's
study suggests a number of correction procedures that can substantially
reduce these tenporal errors.

Parsons is also studying the mesoscale circulations associated with
surface cold fronts, focusing primarily on wind fields observed with
Doppler radar data. After correcting for the temporal errors described
above, he retrieves thermodynamic parameters from these observed motion
fields. These findings and the results of numerical experiments run
with the MRS three-dimensional cloud model will provide new insight into
frontal dynamics, particularly the nature of frontal ageostrophic circu-
1 ation.

Stanley Benjanin, a scientist in MRS through a cooperative agree-
ment with the Prototype Regional Operational Forecasting System (PROFS)
in NOAA's Environmental Research Laboratories (ERL), completed a two-
dimensional nunerical study on the effects of differential heating on
flow over a plateau. Benjamin also has acted as team leader for devel-
opment of the Mesoscale Analysis and Prediction System at PROFS. This
group is developing a regional objective-analysis scheme (optimal inter-
polation) incorporating multiple data sources and short-range forecast
models designed to run in real time on a VAX.

MRS scientist Kuo is also the coordinator of the Meteorology Group
in ADMP. In that role, he has major responsibility for the development
of ADMP's regional-scale meteorological model. As summarized under the
division overview, Kuo continued his work on mesoscale predictability.
In addition, he, together with other ADMP staff members, conducted a
theoretical analysis of the uncertainties in long-range transport. They
found that the current synoptic observational network is not adequate
for long-range transport calculations during episodic events; improved
temporal and spatial resolutions are needed,

8
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Kuo also spent considerable time working with Cheng and Howells.
Kuo and Cheng have conducted mesoscale analyses and diagnostics of a
flash flood case in China, finding that mesoscale vortices over and near
the Tibetan Plateau were the direct causes of the flood. They are now
doing further modeling to understand the effects of the Tibetan Plateau
on the generation of these mesoscale vortices. Kuo and Howells have
finished a preliminary simulation of a cold-front case over Australia.
They have been able to simulate mesoscale cyclogenesis to the lee of the
Great Dividing Range over the east coast of Australia, and they are now
doing detailed diagnostic studies to investigate the physical mechanism
responsible for this cyclogenesis.

Boundary-Layer Research

Leif Kristensen, Peter Kirkegaard (both from th e Risc National
Laboratory, Dennark), and Donald Lenschow used their kinematic model of
turbulence to describe spectral and integral-length scales of velocity
components and scalars in the convective boundary layer. They describe
the spectral shape with five parameters that can be calculated from
observed spectra by a least-squares fit. They will then compare these
with integral-length scales calculated from aircraft data by Borislava
Stankov. Their technique allows one-dimensional spectra to be used to
estimate a three-dimensional spectral tensor that can in turn be used,
for example, to calculate multipoint second-order velocity statistics.

Zhou Ming-Yu (Academia Sinica, Beijing, People's Republic of
China), Lenschow, and Stankov have analyzed several cases at the Boulder
Atmospheric Observatory (BAO) when the height of the convective daytime
boundary layer remained below the top of the 300-m tower for several
hours, allowing them to study the structure of both the boundary layer
and the overlying inversion. They found that these cases occurred with
baroclinic upslope flow and, consequently, that shear generation of tur-
bulence at the inversion was large compared to buoyant production. Wave-
like motions above the inversion resulted in large temperature and
velocity variances, which they correlated with motions within the
boundary layer at the spectral maximun.

Zhou, Lenschow, and Stankov also used BAO data, as well as aircraft
data, to study the flux-gradient relationship of scalars just below the
top of the convective boundary layer. In this way, they are able to
compare their observations with the "top-down" diffusion process pro-
posed by Wyngaard and Richard Brost (ADMP) from large-eddy simulations.
Preliminary results indicate that the observed gradients may be somewhat
larger than those found in the simulations. Many of the aircraft data
for this study came from the Clear Air Boundary-Layer Experiment.

In recent years, the atmospheric sciences community has developed
several sensors for measuring turbulent fluctuations of trace atmo-
spheric constituents. Many of these are limited in resolution by random
uncorrelated noise generated by the number of molecules or particles
counted. Lenschow and Kristensen have theoretically analyzed the con-
tribution of this noise to first- and second-order turbulence statistics

9
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and developed criteria for estimating when this noise contributes sig-
nificantly to turbulence statistics.

Kristensen, in collaboration with David Fitzjarrald (State
University of New York at Albany), also developed a model to predict the
effects of the path length of a sonic anemometer on vertical flux mea-
surements of scalars. Their results indicate that little attenuation
exists down to a height of four to five times the line-averaging length
of the sonic anemoneter.

Research engineer Larry Rockwell joined NCAR early in FY 84 to work
with Wyngaard on aircraft flow-distortion problems, his position being
funded jointly by the Atmospheric Technology Division (ATD) and the
Convective Storms Division (CSD). To date, Rockwell has applied
Wyngaard's flow distortion theory to aircraft, studying the reliability
of turbulence measurements fran nose booms. His results indicate that
short booms (one fuselage diameter or less, as often used) can cause
significant errors in stress measurements. Rockwell and Wyngaard hope
to complete this work in FY 85, developing along the way objective
criteria for boom design for turbulence measurements.

There is an increasing need for reliable parameterizations of
boundary-layer turbulent transfer processes within large-scale meteoro-
logical models. To understand better the boundary-layer structure so
that they can develop better paraneterizations, Moeng and Wyngaard are
using Moeng's LES model as an experimental tool on the computer to pro-
vide a data base for the study of boundary-layer turbulence.

Moeng and Wyngaard studied the statistics of conservative scalars
in the convective PBL through LES. They found a generalized mixed-layer
similarity hypothesis that represents the observed scalar variance pro-
files. Using the data generated from the LES, Brian Fiedler (MIT) and
Moeng also presented an integral closure model that parameterizes the
nonlocal transport process. Moeng implemented condensation and thermal
radiation processes into her model and is now beginning studies of the
stratus-topped PBL.

Wyngaard used the results of his earlier LES study with Brost to
develop a simple parameterization for scalar transport in the convective
PBL. The scheme, an integral method, allows simple, fast calculations
of scalar concentration profiles within the convective PBL of a large-
scale model.

Turbulence Research

During this span, Herring focused on three research topics:
(1) thermal convection (with and without a simple chemically reactive
scalar), (2) two-dimensional turbulence (comparison with nunerical simu-
lations, and an application of closure to such turbulence bearing a pas-
sive scalar), and (3) an examination of bispectra for three-dimensional
turbulence with scalars.

10
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The thermal convection work consisted of two studies: (1) of the
applicability of closure to convection, comparing the direct interaction
approximation to nunerical simulation, and (2) of a simple chemically
reactive scalar convected by turbulent flow. The first of these com-
posed William Dannevik's Ph.D. thesis (University of St. Louis). The
results indicated that the closure was useful and could be made the
basis for producing simple procedures to understand certain aspects of
large-scale convection. The chemically reacting scalar convection
study, currently nearing completion, suggests that certain applications
of linearity (Wyngaard's "top-down, bottom-up" concepts) are quite use-
ful in understanding the vertical profiles of the scalar fluxes. This
latter work by Herring is in collaboration with Wyngaard.

In addition, with the assistance of Steven Orszag (Princeton
University) and Steven Jackson (MIT), Herring developed a much-improved
large-scale code to be used for convection and stratified turbulence
calculations. During the past year, they thoroughly tested and devel-
oped graphics for it. This code permits state-of-the-art turbulence
calculations for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous (slip-boundary) tur-
bulence. Olivier MWtais (long-term visitor from the Institute of
Mechanics of Grenoble, France) is performing a vital task in developing
this progran for stratified turbulence as well as convection. Most of
the two-dimensional studies, in collaboration with McWilliams (the com-
parison with nunerical simulations) and with Marcel Lesieur (Institute
of Mechanics of Grenoble), are now finished. In its first phase, this
work will now be directed toward the large scales of the mesoscale,
using statistical closures.

The bispectra work is a revival of some earlier efforts to under-
stand (via closures) the scalar bispectra observed by Charles van Atta
(University of California at San Diego) and others. Earlier attempts
were inconclusive because of the lack of good data. Herring and MWtais
have now brought this work closer to completion; their numerical simula-
tions fonn the basis of a comparison to assess the closure--at least at
low Reynolds nunbers.

CLIMATE SECTION

The Climate Section conducts research on the theory of natural
climate fluctuations on time scales of seasons to decades, the formation
of clouds and their interactions with radiation that affect climate, and
the application of three-dimensional global climate models (atmosphere
and ocean) to exaninations of the sensitivity of the climate system to
its various components and to external forcing. The section is divided
into three groups. The Empirical Studies Group (ESG) studies various
aspects of climate using global data. The Cloud-Climate Interactions
Group (CCIG) studies the radiative effects of clouds, trace gases, and
aerosols on climate using both satellite measurements and models. The
Global Climate Modeling Group (GCMG) works on the development and use of
tropospheric, stratospheric, and ocean models. Subprojects of the
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Climate Section are study of climatic effects of increased C02, partici-
pation in ERBE, and the Geophysical Affiliates Program (GAP) paleo-
climate study, a cooperative program involving 15 universities.

Empirical Studies Group

ESG describes the physical characteristics of the atmosphere and
oceans and attempts to link observed features with theory. The past
year's research has dealt with the Southern Oscillation (SO), Southern
Hemisphere (SH) climatology, other large-scale atmospheric variations,
the First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE; GARP stands for Global Atmo-
spheric Research Program) year, climate data summaries, and the mecha-
nisms of baroclinity and frontogenesis.

Southern Oscillation. Harry van Loon and Dennis Shea established a
connection between the tro-pical easterly winds and the intensity of the
mean trough in the westerlies over the South Pacific during the develop-
ment of a warm event in the SO. Normally, this trough reaches its peak
between April and July while the easterlies weaken. A substantial
increase in the amplitude of this seasonal cycle, following a year when
it was depressed, was characteristic of warm events. Because the trough
fails to anplify as usual in the winter before the year of a warm event,
anomalous northerly winds develop over the western half of the South
Pacific Ocean between 15°S and 45°S. Consistent with the anomalous
wind, the SST over this area becomes anomalously high. This SST
anomaly, in turn, affects the intensity of the convection of the South
Pacific Convergence Zone as the latter expands over the anomalously warm
water during the southern spring. Van Loon and Shea are now looking
into how this enhanced convection might contribute to the development of
the warm event.

Southern Hemisphere Analyses. Van Loon and Kingtse Mo (NASA
Goddard pace light Center) are studying decadal differences of tem-
perature and pressure over the SH. Kevin Trenberth and Mb comprehen-
sively documented the frequency and distribution of blocking in the SH
and the strong role played by planetary wave 3. Trenberth has further
considered persistence and the extent to which interannual variability
can be related to climatic noise as opposed to a climate signal. He
investigated the theory, illustrated it with simple examples taken from
artificially generated time series, and applied it to the 1,000- and
500-mb circulations of the SH. A comparison between the best-fit auto-
regressive process and a first-order autoregressive process determined
for the data reveals interesting differences that relate to the problem
of estimating the potential for long-range predictability.

Other Large-Scale Atmospheric Variations. Roland Madden developed
a spectral-analysis ftechnique that' allow isolation of spectral and
cross-spectral quantities as a function of season. Applied to long time
series of rawinsonde data from tropical stations, the technique revealed
that the out-of-phase character between upper- and lower-troposphere
zonal winds characteristic of the 40- to 50-day tropical oscillation is
stronger in the summer hemisphere and weaker or sometimes nonexistent in
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the winter hemisphere. This suggests an important, but not surprising,
link between the oscillation and convection associated with the sea-
sonally migrating intertropical convergence zone. Trenberth continued
work with his students from the University of Illinois: Won-Tai Shin,
John Christy, and Shyh-Chin Chen. With Shin, he analyzed the quasi-
biennial oscillation over the Northern Hemisphere (NH) using empirical
orthogonal function analysis. Christy is examining the annual cycle of
global sea-level pressure and the total mass of the atmosphere, and Chen
is studying the effects of vertical wind shear on orographically and
thermally forced large-scale waves.

Global Weather Experiment Analyses. Trenberth, van Loon, and Mo
prepareceports tor the National cademy of Sciences and WMO on the
representativeness of the global circulation during the FGGE year
(1979). They showed that the SH circulation was quite unusual in the
southern winter of 1979. Owing to the extraordinarily deep circumpolar
trough during that season, the usually dominant half-yearly wave hardly
appeared. In addition, there was a southward shift in the storm tracks,
an increase in the westerlies in the 45-70°S latitude band, and a
decrease in the subtropical jet to the north. Trenberth and Christy
demonstrated that many aspects of this SH circulation are consistent
with the constraint of conservation of mass. Over the NH, sea-level
pressures were the highest in the last 56 years during the FGGE-year NH
summer and second-highest for the NH spring at a time when there was a
corresponding deficit of mass in the Australian SH analyses. However,
there is evidence that the Australian analyses have, since FGGE, shown
a too intense SH circumpolar trough, because these analyses indicate a
loss of total global mass. Nevertheless, discrepancies between the
Australian and WNC analyses during FGGE leave large uncertainties as to
the true state of the atmosphere.

On 1 July, Paul Julian began a one-year collaborative leave to
Dalhousie University in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, where he will work
with Jean Thiebaux on extending optimum statistical objective analysis
to include conditional probability and covariance structure. Such an
extension permits objective analysis based upon the statistics of local
or proximal data, rather than on ensemble statistics, and makes analysis
by optimum-interpolation techniques more responsive to individual or
unique synoptic events.

Climate Data and the Surface Climate Atlas. Shea used long time
series 4 yeas) to cibe te annal yce and interannual v ari-
ability of daily temperature and precipitation over North America. He
also determined the unconditional probability of precipitation on a
given day and transition probabilities (of successive wet or dry days)
and calculated the interannual variability of the nunber of wet days for
various seasons. Shea incorporated the Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere
Data Set, derived primarily from ships of opportunity, to complement a
land-based observational network derived primarily from meteorological
stations.

13
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Frontogenesis Processes and Atmospheric Circulations. Chester
Newton,, with Anna Trevisan (University of Bologna, Italy), final i zed
investigations of the mechanisms of baroclinity change and frontogenesis
in upper levels in a generalized analytical treatment encompassing vari-
ous types of confluent currents. This work includes detailed analyses
of these processes in a nunerically simulated cyclone wave. Newton
further revised most of the manuscript for the book Atmospheric Circula-
tion Systems, a comprehensive text for specialists and advanced
students,

Cloud-Climate Interactions Group

CCIG employs both observational and modeling approaches for attack-
ing the cloud-climate feedback problem. In addition, last year CCIG
undertook collaborative studies with outside scientists and other NCAR
scientists to examine the radiative effects of tropospheric aerosols,
trace gases, and smoke on climate. CCIG is actively participating in
three international projects--ERBE, FIRE, and the international compari-
son study of radiation codes for climate models (ICRCCM). The
fundanental objectives of these projects are to verify and to improve
the climate-model treatment of radiative processes due to clouds, gases,
aerosols, and the earth's surface.

Observations of Clouds from Satellites. In an effort to extend
cloud-cover est§imates Tor multilayered systems to daytime data sets,
Janes Coakley and Gyula Molnar (Atmospheric and Environmental Research,
Inc., Cambridge, Mass.) explored the possibility of predicting cloud
cover based on the nunbers of completely cloud-covered and cloud-free
scan spots within a scene. The number of cloud-free and cloud-covered
scan spots is determined through spatial coherence analysis. By making
the mean cloud cover for the partially cloud-covered scan spots a linear
function that increased with increasing numbers of completely cloud-
covered scan spots, they obtained results that agreed with those of the
spatial coherence method to within the uncertainties of that method.
This agreement proved universal for low, middle, and high clouds and for
two-layered cloud systems.

ERBE. The Earth Radiation Budget Satellite carrying the ERBE
instruments was launched successfully in October 1984. A preview of the
solar flux measurements taken within a week after launch revealed that
the performance of the instruments has been excellent. Baldwin and
Coakley developed a first version of the scene-identification algorithm
that will be used to validate the operational ERBE algorithm for invert-
ing the top-of-the-atmosphere radiative fluxes from scanner measure-
ments. The algorithm collocates advanced very high resolution
radiometer (AVHRR) scan spots with ERBE scanner footprints. It then
identifies the scene as either cloud-free, partially cloudy, mostly
cloudy, or canpletely cloud-covered, depending on the amount of cloud
cover retrieved through spatial coherence analysis of the pixels. The
four different scene types have different directional models associated
with them and thereby affect the radiative flux estimated for the
scanner nmeasurneents.
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Smoke and Volcanic Aerosol Effects on Climate. Jeffrey Kiehl and
Venkatacha Ramasamy (ASP) constructed a one-dimensional radiative-
convective model that employs 56 spectral intervals in the visible and
near-infrared region and accounts for scattering due to aerosols. Their
model also includes a comprehensive and accurate treatment for the
radiative effects of smoke and dust. The model has been enployed to
study the sensitivity of the radiative effects of aerosols produced by a
hypothetical nuclear war. Their study revealed that the computed sur-
face cooling due to tropospheric smoke is very sensitive to particle
size and vertical distribution of smoke in the troposphere. Kiehl also
calculated the perturbation in lower stratospheric radiative damping
rates as a result of aerosols from huge volcanic eruptions such as that
of El Chichon. The radiative danping change due to the presence of
these aerosols decreases by 15% the period of the quasi-biennial oscil-
1 ation.

Trace Gas Effects on the Climate Trend. Veerabhadran Ramanathan,
Ralph Cicerone (AAU), Kiel, and Hanwant ingh (SRI International,
Menlo Park, Calif.) completed a study involving modeling of the atmo-
spheric chemistry, radiation, and climate and also analyses of tropo-
spheric data on trace constituents. Their study concludes that the
increase in 24 radiatively active trace gases, other than carbon dioxide
(C02), from the preindustrial era to the present may have contributed as
much as 50% of the total greenhouse effect. The new study also con-
cludes that increases of trace gases other than CO2 as a result of
anthropogenic sources may be as important as increases in CO2 in deter-
mining climate changes over the next several decades. Kiehl performed
several accurate and detailed radiative treatments for chlorofluorocar-
bons, methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N 20), and C02. His calculations
formed the basis for the new radiative parameterization employed by
Ramanathan in the climate model.

Climatic Effects of Background Tropospheric Aerosols: CCM Experi-
ment.in an experiment to discover the ettect or naturaly occurring
tropospheric aerosols on the general circulation of the atmosphere,
Coakley and Robert Cess (State University of New York at Stony Brook)
found few regional changes that stood out significantly from the intrin-
sic variability of the model-simulated climate. To test the validity of
the experiments, they doubled the radiative forcing due to the aero-
sols. With the increased forcing, a pervasive cooling of the continents
became significant over large spatial scales. Over northern Africa, the
radiative forcing contributed to surface cooling and decreased precipi-
tation. The results followed closely Jule Charney's (MIT, until his
death) description for desertification. These results may be sensitive
to the parameterization of surface moisture that is used in early ver-
sions of the CCM.

Radiation Modeling. Kiehl, Patrick Downey, and Rananathan partici-
pated in tne ICKLLc study involving over 30 radiation modeling groups
from the United States and Europe. For this model comparison study,
Kiehl developed a detailed narrow-band long-wave radiative-transfer
model (0-2,500 cm- ) with wave number resolution of 5 cm- . The model
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identifies several key radiation problems, such as uncertainties in the
water vapor e- and p-type continua and how these uncertainties affect
the tropospheric fluxes and heating rates. The results of the compari-
son study will be published as a WMO report in 1985.

Rananathan and Downey have completed work on a new radiation model
for the CCM. The new model includes all of the water vapor continuum
bands that have traditionally been ignored in general circulation models
(GCMs). In addition, the new scheme incorporates accurate treatment for
the 9.6-nm bands of ozone and for solar heating by water vapor. With
the above revisions, the CCM radiation scheme can be considered state of
the art for GCMs. Kiehl, in collaboration with Christoph Bruhl (Max
Planck Institute for Chemistry, Mainz, Federal Republic of Germany) and
Takashi Yamanouchi (Polar Research Institute, Tokyo, Japan), developed
accurate and efficient treatment for the solar absorption due to molecu-
lar oxygen and CO2.

Global Climate Modeling Group

GCMG has been developing and using global atmospheric, oceanic, and
sea-ice models for several years, and during the last year these models
were used in simulations of the effects of ocean temperature anomalies,
blocking phenomena, stratospheric-tropospheric interactions, paleo-
climate reconstructions, and climatic effects of increased CO2.

Sea-Surface Temperature Anomaly Experiments. Blackmon and Bates
exianined the impact of the tropica-l tlantic nl anomalies on the
general circulation. In one experiment with a large observed anomaly,
only small responses were found, probably because the anomaly was
largest north of the equator under an area of subsidence. Blackmon and
Bates moved the anomaly toward the equator and toward the model's inter-
tropical convergence zone and found a statistically significant response
in the tropics and in the mid-latitudes. The tropical response is a
positive precipitation anomaly near the coast of South Anerica and large
changes in the tropical winds, primarily near South America. In the
mid-latitudes, the response includes a strengthened North American jet,
which is shifted to the south of its normal position, and a height
response that looks like a wave train from the Atlantic across Europe
into Asia. The temperature anomalies are such as to produce colder-
than-normal temperatures over western Europe and warmer-than-normal tem-
peratures near Greenland.

Teleconnection Studies. Blackmon and Yen-Huei Lee extended earlier
work on global teleconnections to include fluctuations in the 500-mb
height in periods of 30 to 60 days. Fluctuations with these periods
show some evidence of being forced from the tropical western Pacific.
However, these fluctuations also show characteristics of energy propaga-
tion from the mid-latitudes back to the tropics. The dominant effect in
the time variation of these fluctuations is two-dimensional Rossby wave
dispersion, with the time of propagation and dispersion being less than
two weeks for most regions of the NH.
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Stratospheric Modeling. Byron Boville is using the CCM to examine
the stratospheric crclation and the effect of that circulation on the
troposphere. Boville showed that the structure of the winter strato-
spheric simulation in general circulation models has many important con-
sequences for their tropospheric simulations. Using wave-mean flow
interaction theory in conjunction with a higher-vertical-resolution ver-
sion of the CCM, he has shown that the CCM stratospheric simulation
behaves as one would expect from theoretical considerations. For
further study of the stratospheric circulation, he developed a version
of the CCM with greatly enhanced vertical resolution extending into the
lower mesosphere.

Interannual Variability and Climate Predictability. Robert Chervin
used an advanced version oZ the UCM as a proxy tor the real atmosphere
to infer estimates of the unpredictable component of the observed inter-
annual variability of seasonal mean climate states, specifically
sea-level pressure and 700-mb geopotential height over most of the NH.
By means of an extended-tern integration over many annual cycles featur-
ing no interannual variability in ocean-surface temperature, snow cover,
soil moisture, or sea ice, he achieved a "pure" internal dynamics
experiment in which any interannual variability of climate states is
attributable solely to internal dynamics in the absence of any anomalous
boundary conditions. This complete isolation of variability in internal
dynamics permitted a quantitative comparison of unpredictable variance
(from the model) and total variance produced by any and all sources
(from observational data) by means of an objective statistical testing
procedure. The analysis from this baseline study showed that no poten-
tial long-term predictability exists over the continental United States
for mean sea-level pressure for any season. In the case of 700-mb geo-
potential height, a few limited sections of potential predictability
were revealed within the primary search area over the Pacific Northwest
and the North Central states in summer and over the southeastern part of
the United States in winter.

Ocean Studies Related to Climate Modeling. Albert Semtner devel-
oped tw models ror use in general circulation studies of the ocean and
climate. The first is a numerical formulation of diffusion along iso-
pycnal surfaces, and the second is a dynamical model of sea ice using a
bulk-viscous rheology suggested by William Hibler (Cold Regions Research
and Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, New Hampshire). The first model
has been successfully tested in an idealized simulation of a mid-
latitude gyre, and the second has been tested for the Arctic Ocean using
John Walsh's (University of Illinois) monthly forcing data. A coupled
ocean-ice model of the Arctic is now being used to simulate Arctic Ocean
circulation as well as climate changes due to increased atmospheric C02
and Soviet river diversions. Semtner, in collaboration with Jean-Pascal
van Ypersele (ASP, graduate research assistant), formulated a similar
model for the Atlantic portion of the Southern Ocean. Another coupled
model of the idealized Pacific Ocean and a global atmosphere, based on
the formulation of Isaac Held (Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory or
GFDL) and Max Suarez (NASA Goddard Space Flight Center), has been used
to simulate the natural variability of the climatic system and the
response to specified ocean temperature anomalies.
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Paleoclimate Studies. The Paleoclimate Studies Project staff con-
tinuedto i orF on a variety of research aspects related to the long-term
evolution of the earth's climate. Eric Barron, with Michael Arthur and
Thomas Glancy (both at University of Rhode Island), is investigating how
the atmospheric circulation responds to changes in orbital elements
using the CCM with specified realistic paleogeographies. Barron,
Memorie Yasuda, and Robert Douglas (both at University of Southern
California) are examining ocean-model sensitivities to ancient ocean-
basin configurations. Barron is comparing the results of full seasonal
and mean annual versions of the CCM in specified Cretaceous Period (100
million years ago) paleogeography and is examining the causes of
climatic cooling over the last 60 million years with the CCM coupled
with a simple ocean. Barron's research is continuing on high-latitude
paleoclimates with Starley Thompson and Stephen Schneider (both in ASP)
and on CCM experiments with highly idealized geography with Thompson and
William Hay (University of Colorado). An international research effort
to produce an atlas of paleoclimatic data for the Cretaceous Period,
chaired by Barron, continues to compile relevant data with students
James Sloan (University of Miami) and Dale Beeson (University of
Colorado).

Coupled Atmosphere-Ocean CCM Studies. During the last year, Warren
Washington, herald Ieeni, and Lynda verppank completed climate simula-
tions with the CCM coupled to a swamp (energy-balance) ocean and a sim-
ple mixed-layer ocean. They also conducted doubled CO2 experiments that
showed that the resulting globally averaged surface air-temperature
increase would be 1-3.5°C, depending upon the type of model. Most of
the change in the simulated climate system occurs in the vicinity of the
sea ice. They have made progress on simulations with a completely
dynamical ocean component.

LARGE-SCALE DYNAMICS SECTION

The objectives of the LSD Section are to improve our understanding
of the transient behavior of large-scale motions in the atmosphere on a
time scale of up to several weeks, and to advance atmospheric modeling
to meet the need for long-range predictions in the time range of 15 to
30 days. In addition to improving understanding of large-scale motions
dealing with the dynamical mechanism of atmospheric teleconnections (see
division highlights), another notable achievement concerned the dynamic
balance of the NCAR community forecast model (CFM). Ronald Errico has
asked the following questions: Which of the model's normal modes should
be initialized? How should they be initialized? Errico's results, in
analyzing the dynamic balance in the CFM, indicate that all modes whose
natural periods are less than approximately 24 h can be initialized.
While surface drag can be incorporated in the Machenhauer initialization
scheme, the present practice of balancing tropical winds using convec-
tive heating rates with nonlinear normal-mode initialization may be
inadequate.
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While the CFM serves as our major forecasting tool, the high-
quality atmospheric data from FGGE, known as the Global Weather Experi-
ment (GWE), have been used to provide initial conditions for medium-
range forecasting experiments and to analyze diagnostically the behavior
of large-scale motions. It is important to understand the FGGE data's
accuracy and representativeness compared to the "true" state of the
atmosphere. As will be reported later, Baunhefner made notable progress
in tightening our estimate of large-scale atmospheric predictability
using both the CFM and the FGGE data base.

Diagnostic and Prognostic Studies with the FGGE Data

Roger Daley, David Williamson, and Thomas Mayer completed their
study of large-scale Rossby waves. The European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) FGGE IIIb analyses for January 1979 were
expanded in the normal modes of a baroclinic model. The model, devel-
oped earlier by Daley, is quasi-geostrophic and linearized about a
zonally averaged wind field varying with height and latitude. Several
large-scale propagating external Rossby modes were discovered with
observed periods similar to those of the corresponding normal modes.
Particular attention centered on a large-amplitude 16-day wave mode.
Their results demonstrated that this 16-day signal was not a normal mode
of the atmosphere, contrary to a general belief, because of inconsis-
tencies in its SH structure, which were revealed by analyzing radiosonde
data from Antarctica.

Kasahara and Arthur Mizzi completed their preliminary study of the
global distribution of diabatic heating rates using the ECMWF FGGE IIIb
analyses obtained during Secial Observing Periods I and II. While the
global distributions of the daily average heating rate thus obtained
agreed well with those obtained by Donald Johnson and his coworkers at
the University of Wisconsin, the heating rate over the Himalayas still
seemed to be too large, even though an improved scheme was used to cal-
culate the lower boundary condition for vertical velocity. In this
calculation, the global diabatic heating rate was determined using only
the thermodynamic equation. To refine further the method of calcula-
tion, Kasahara, Mizzi, and Errico are working on a semiprognostic
approach based upon integration of the entire dynamical system. It uses
the diagnostically determined heating rates as an initial guess in an
iterative procedure for determining the optimal diabatic heating rate
distribution for the 12- or 24-h period. The CFM is being used for this
study.

Daley prepared a review for the National Academy of Sciences on all
data-assimilation techniques used in the production of FGGE IIIb analy-
ses in the United States and abroad. This review focused on side-by-
side comparisons of the assimilation techniques adopted by various
operational and research organizations.

Joseph Tribbia has been examining the use of variational methods
with regularity constraints and generalized cross validation as a method
of obtaining normal-mode analyses directly from FGGE IIb data. One
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problem with this method has been that geopotential data alone in the
tropics are insufficient to determine the rotational wind field. Conse-
quently, Tribbia has been studying the conditions required of the geo-
potential field to permit nonsingular solutions to the classical linear
balance equation. He then uses the preconditioned geopotential to
obtain Rossby mode projections, while the residual geopotential is pro-
jected onto divergent gravitational modes. Tribbia and Madden have used
this method to improve the accuracy of their previous calculation of the
seasonal variation of forced ultralong Rossby waves.

Baumhefner performed an extensive analysis/forecast comparison
using the FGGE Special Observing Period I data sets and various forecast
models. He compared three analyses of the FGGE data spectrally before
and after initialization. Among three analyses, large uncertainties
existed in the planetary waves and in scales smaller than wave number
15. Initialization does not seem to contribute a large amount to this
uncertainty. Forecasts from each analysis produced similar forecast
errors; however, some significant differences did appear in the largest
scales. Ensembles of forecasts from several forecast models using the
sane data bases revealed common error characteristics. Limits of useful
forecasts were five to eight days, with somewhat longer times (-ten
days) in the planetary waves. The importance of SH information is
apparent only to the largest scales of notion (wave number < 4) after
three days. Comparison of pre- and post-FGGE analyses/forecasts
revealed that improvements in the data base during the FGGE year
resulted in an extension of the period of skillful forecasts of about
one day, but modeling improvenents during the last several years pro-
vided a further gain of one to two days.

Atmospheric Predictability

Baumhefner continued his investigation of large-scale atmospheric
predictability with the CFM. He examined the variability in the error
growth for synoptic conditions and its sensitivity to different initial
conditions. He evaluated the SH predictability and compared it to the
NH results. The rate of predictability error growth did not seem to
depend upon specific synoptic conditions. However, there were situa-
tions in which the error doubling times were slower by a factor of two.

Tribbia and Baumhefner are collaborating on the study of atmo-
spheric predictability at low temporal frequencies in order to extend
earlier quasi-geostrophic results to the primitive equations using the
CFM. They are investigating the effects of different temporal filtering
on model forecasts as a means of maximizing the predictability of low
frequencies (such as ten- to 20-day averaged flows).

Tribbia extended his previous investigations related to temporally
coherent nonlinear structures in two directions. First, he derived a
lower bound to the southerly extent (in the NH) of dipole block struc-
tures (modons) through an examination of their inertial stability. In a
recent work, John Knox (Canadian Climate Centre, Downsview, Ontario)
observationally substantiated this theoretically predicted lower bound.
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Second, Tribbia has uncovered a set of nonlinear Rossby wave solutions
to the barotropic vorticity equation that are related to modons but have
attractive additional attributes. These solutions complement modons and
Rossby-Haurwitz waves continuously filling the frequency spectrun.
Truly stationary solutions, kinematically resembling blocks in nonzonal
mean flows, are subsets of these solutions. Also, westward propagation
of these nonlinear modes is independent of the stretching vorticity, and
so nonlinear equatorial anticyclone pairs constitute an additional
subset of these modes. These anticyclone pairs may resolve the discrep-
ancy between the strength of observed long-lived equatorial anticyclones
and those obtained in forced linear models.

Baumhefner, along with Errico, Anthes, and Kuo, evaluated several
mesoscale predictability experiments with the Penn State/NCAR regional
model. Baumhefner examined the same cases with a high-resolution CFM
(R30) and calculated the regional error growth. In all cases examined,
the global model produced error growth locally, whereas the regional
model with specified perfect boundary conditions displayed little or no
error growth. To assist in the analysis of these results, Baunhefner
has initiated a project with Frederick Carr (University of Oklahoma) and
his student, Peter Stamus (NCAR graduate assistant), to develop more
sophisticated mesoscale verification schemes.

Analyses of Forecast Errors

Tribbia and Baumhefner completed a theoretical and nmnerical study
of the relationship between model-induced forecast error and forecast
errors induced by inaccurate initial data. They demonstrated that these
two types of errors may be used in reliability tests when examining
improvements in the initial analysis of numerical prediction models.
They propose a signal-to-noise ratio from the reduced error divided by
the residual independent error as a measure of significance of these
improvements.

Daley and Chervin developed methodologies for statistical signifi-
cance testing in numerical weather prediction (NWP) experiments. These
experiments are often subject to sampling error, but the NWP community
(unlike the climate modeling community) has made little effort to test
the statistical significance of their experimental results. Daley and
Chervin developed appropriate procedures for examining model-sensitivity
experiments and climate-drift experiments.

Branstator is investigating the day-to-day variability in forecast
error of NWP models. Examination of a data set consisting of ten years
of NMC 72-h forecasts has shown that about 50% of the variability in
skill takes place on time scales of 15 days or longer. Various sta-
tistical predictors of forecast skill are being tested. The standard
deviation of predicted anomalies from climatology, for example, has some
skill as a predictor. Discovery of a good predictor could serve as a
clue to model deficiencies or might make it possible to evaluate a con-
fidence level for individual forecasts. Furthermore, the structure of
daily error maps is being analyzed to determine whether there are any
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recurring patterns associated with particular flow regimes. Empirical
orthogonal function and compositing techniques suggest that there are
nore distinct error patterns than flow regimes. It appears that fore-
cast models do a better job of predicting those flows that resemble the
nodel's own climatology.

Thomas Bettge, Baumhefner, and Leslie Allen (summer student from
State University of New York at Oneonta) initiated the compilation of a
global climatological data base to verify model forecasts. For the
period 1976-1984, the 500-mb height field in the NH shows a mean and
variance structure very similar to previous studies over longer time
periods.

Community Forecast Model

Extensive efforts are now under way to evaluate the forecast errors
of the CFM in the medium to longer time range (15-30 days). Baumhefner
assessed the systematic error of the CFM for the winter period and com-
pared it to the long-term climate of the CFM. The results showed many
of the typical errors found in common with other models, such as a
general cooling, a dominant two-wave pattern, and a poleward shift of
the jet structure. By ten days, the model's drift to its own clima-
tology is quite apparent and strongly resembles the CFM's long-term
climatological error. The source of these errors was examined by sys-
tematically removing the physical parameterizations of the CFM. The
diabatic terms strongly contribute to the latitudinal structure of the
error, while the dynamical forcing (mountains, diffusion) produced wavy
error patterns. In collaboration with Jan Paegle (University of Utah),
Baumhefner is examining the effect of systematic cooling in the
tropics. The addition of an empirical form of heating reduced the
errors in the Hadley circulation and the subtropical jet.

Williamson, Daley, James Vickroy, and Mayer developed a version of
the CFM that produces thermal, momentum, and vorticity budgets. They
will use this new CFM version to examine the drift of the model away
from the true climate and toward its own equilibriun climate. C1 imate
drift is common to all prediction models, as mentioned earlier, and must
be eliminated before progress can be made in longer-range forecasting.

To evaluate the sensitivity of the systematic error distribution to
the change in domain, Bettge examined a ten-case average of hemispheric
and global integrations using the CFM. The results were consistent with
an earlier study by Daley, Tribbia, and Williamson in that spurious,
large-scale Rossby waves are generated near the equatorial wall and
quickly propagate into the mid-latitudes. The spurious waves tend to be
generated in nearly the same locations along the equatorial wall, and
because they propagate at nearly the sane phase speed in each case, they
create a systematic error signature different from that seen in the
global version. The differences, however, are not as large as, and
therefore do not explain, the systematic error differences observed in
an earlier NMC hemispheric/global comparison.
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The CCM/CFM core group, headed by Williamson and composed of Linda
Bath, Elizabeth Coolbaugh, Michael Dias, James Hack, and Richard Wolski
(all of the division office), and Gloria Williamson (Scientific Com-
puting Division), continued to upgrade the basic model, CCMOB, in prepa-
ration for a forthcoming major effort to produce the next version, CCM1,
and to convert it to the next generation of supercomputers. Many
major processing capabilities were also added to the modular processor
for common use. An atlas has been produced summarizing circulation sta-
tistics of January and July simulations with CCMOB. This atlas will
allow comparison of the average fields produced by CCMOA and CCMOB as
well as comparison of CCMOB with various observational studies. Also,
Willianson continued to investigate the numerical approximations in the
model. He has noted various deficiencies with regard to conservative
properties and is developing solutions for these for incorporation into
future versions.

A problem exists in all prediction models concerning the selection
of a variable to represent water vapor. Most models, including the CCM,
contain prognostic equations for a water-vapor mixing ratio q. However,
in extended forecasts this variable often becomes negative in some
regions of the domain--a physically unrealizable situation. In spectral
transform models such as the CCM, the spectral truncation following the
nonlinear grid domain calculations exacerbates the problem. Williamson
and Philip Rasch (LSD Section) examined the use of alternate moisture
variables such as An q, the square root of q, and dew-point depression
and found that these also exhibit problems in global spectral models.
They developed a hierarchy of simpler models to diagnose the source of
the conservation problems. These models include two-dimensional advec-
tion on a plane, advection with the global spectral shallow-water equa-
tion, and vertical advection of scalars. Their work in examining new
formulations to alleviate conservation problems continues.

Errico investigated how the CFM's numerical time-integration scheme
affects both the structure and the frequency of the model's normal
modes. In particular, Errico determined when the model's semi-implicit
scheme must be taken into account in nonlinear normal-mode initializa-
tion. The major finding is that neglecting the time scheme in initiali-
zation will introduce errors, although they will be small. Errico's
primary motive for examining this problem was to understand the nature
of the balance generated by the model itself.

It is increasingly clear that the roles of atmospheric physical
processes, including soil-atmosphere boundary-layer processes, cumulus
cloud paraneterizations, and radiation-cloud interactions, must be
examined very carefully in every aspect of numerical modeling, not only
in prediction models, but also in the objective analysis and initializa-
tion stages. In this respect, Leo Donner is working on the sensitivity
of the model's long-term statistical behavior to model physics to
examine the question of model climate drift. Hack is also upgrading
various physical parameterizations in the CCM/CFM.
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Limited-Area Modeling

In addition to research on a global scale, LSD scientists are also
cooperating with the division office in regional-scale modeling in sup-
port of ADMP. For example, Errico developed a spectral-analysis
technique applicable on an irregular limited-area grid. By removing the
deleterious effects of aperiodic boundaries, Errico demonstrated how to
interpret such spectra and how to use this technique for scale decompo-
sition. Warner (Penn State) and his colleagues are now using this tech-
nique.

Errico also developed a method of initialization for the Penn
State/NCAR limited-area model. Nonlinear balance and omega equations
are solved in physical space, but the conservation of potential vor-
ticity is incorporated as a constraint and all nonlinear terms are
included in much the sane way as modern normal-mode initialization.
Vickroy determined the convergence properties of Errico's initialization
iteration procedure depending on the number of vertical modes initial-
ized and physical processes used in the model.

In addition, Errico completed other projects for ADMP, including
development of software for linking the CFM with the Penn State/NCAR
limited-area model. This software has been used in an investigation of
predictability on the mesoscale, mentioned earlier. To understand the
results of predictability experiments with the limited-area model, it is
necessary to initialize, spectrally analyze, and specify boundaries
using CFM forecasts. Errico's work is an integral part of the limited-
area modeling effort.

Mizzi completed tests of a fully Lagrangian scheme of integrating
the barotropic vorticity equation over a limited domain, earlier pro-
posed by Philip Thompson. Comparison of the numerical integrations with
exact solutions shows that this is a very accurate method, and 12-h wind
predictions made from real data over the United States are significantly
better than persistence forecasts. This method is specifically designed
to accept raw wind observations from an irregular network.

Atmospheric Teleconnections

Over the time spans of short-term climate variability, the atmo-
sphere and ocean are strongly coupled. It is now well known that SST
anomalies-in the equatorial Pacific, in particular those associated with
the El Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon, influence wintertime
climate in the Pacific/North American area. As described in the divi-
sion highlights, Branstator investigated the dynamical mechanism of
atmospheric teleconnections from the standpoint of two dynamical pro-
cesses, horizontal energy propagation and barotropic instability. By
comparing solutions of quasi-linear barotropic models with controlled
simulations of the CCM, Branstator determined to what degree these two
dynamical processes are likely to operate in the atmosphere during
El Nino episodes. His analysis implies that the two processes work
together to form distinctive flow anomalies in the CCM simulations.
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Eigenanalysis of the linear system suggests that a common conjecture--
that a single linear normal mode may be dominating the CCM experiments--
is unlikely. A Green's function analysis of the linear model indicates
that anomalous forcing over the East Indies may be especially important
in CCM experiments, leading to the possibility that the influence of SST
anomalies on the Walker Circulation may be a key to tropical/mid-
1 atitude interactions.

When equatorial waters are unusually warm, such as during El Nino,
cumulus convection tends to be anchored over the warm water, releasing
latent heat of condensation that gives rise to thermal forcing.
Planetary-scale waves can be generated by this anomalous heating and
propagated into the mid-latitudes. However, there is one missing link
in this chain of thought. Kasahara showed, in agreement with John
Geisler (University of Utah), Duane Stevens (Colorado State University),
Hock Lim, and C.-P. Chang (both of Naval Postgraduate School), that only
the internal modes whose equivalent heights are on the order of a few
hundred meters are excited by tropical heating in the troposphere, and
the response of the external mode is rather small in this case. Since
the horizontal structures of the internal modes are trapped near the
equator while those of the external mode are global, it is essential to
explain the excitation of the external mode by tropical heating to
entertain the idea of horizontal energy propagation as the mechanism of
teleconnection. Kasahara extended his linear response study by taking
into account the effects of basic zonal flow. He showed that the
presence of vertical shear of the zonal wind permits the coupling of the
external mode with the internal vertical modes. A significant response
occurs in the external mode as a result of exciting the "baroclinic"
internal modes due to tropical heating. Together with the work of
Branstator, Kasahara's recent finding is the missing link in the dynami-
cal theory of atmospheric teleconnections.

Atmospheric Modeling with Statistical-Hydrodynamical Methods

Thompson investigated three types of problems in his effort to
develop a long-range forecasting model based on statistical-
hydrodynanical methods. First, to find the atmosphere's climatic
response to slowly changing external conditions, he extended the methods
of statistical mechanics to derive the Fokker-Planck (Liouville) equa-
tion for the probability distribution of states of Phillips's general
circulation model. He derived the formal solution of the Fokker-Planck
equation as a convergent eigenfunction expansion, whose coefficients are
the solutions of a large, but sparse and almost diagonal, matrix. The
principal advantage of this approach to the climate problem is that it
avoids the calculation of a large ensemble of extended time integrations
of the equations describing details of the model's behavior.

Thompson also developed and tested a stochastic-dynamic method of
predicting the probable errors of prediction, arising from an ensemble
of incorrect initial states distributed normally around the correct
initial state. This method is distinguished from those proposed earlier
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by Rex Fleming (NOAA) and Eric Pitcher (University of Miami) in that
indirect interactions between spectral modes are not treated explic-
itly. With this simplification and full use of the invariants of a sys-
tem with n nodes, the number of numerical operations per time step of
the prediction is reduced from n 4 to n . Comparisons with the results
of Monte Carlo calculations show that this stochastic-dynamic method
yields probable prediction errors to within 10% accuracy up to the
doubling time of total error.

Finally, Thompson examined a higher moment closure for calculating
the equilibrium statistics of two-dimensional, viscous flows with arbi-
trary random forcing. In particular, he studied the moment equations
for a single, nonlinearly interacting triad of spectral modes, as a pre-
liminary step to dealing with many-mode systems. Owing to a simple
relationship between fourth cumulants and correlations between anomalies
of modal kinetic energy and energy transfer, a "sixth-moment discard"
approximation leads to a low-order closure that is tractable and fairly
accurate. Comparisons between the theoretical estimates of modal
kinetic energy and energy transfer and the statistics of a large ensem-
ble of numerical integrations indicate that the "sixth-moment discard"
closure is accurate to within about 5%. This study also reveals the
conditions under which the closure may be expected to be valid or
inval id.

OCEANOGRAPHY SECTION

Several achievements in the Oceanography Section in the past year
are noteworthy. Two new initiatives involving section scientists are
under way: FIRE (Francis Bretherton) and the South Atlantic/South
Indian Ocean Modeling Initiative (William Holland and Dale Haidvogel).
Oceanography scientists can expect to be involved in these exciting
problems for some years. On the research front, Peter Gent and
McWilliams have obtained a very significant result for ocean modelers,
that is, how good the balance equations are and how closely their
solutions track those of the primitive equations. This result should
add to our stable of models yet another powerful tool for studying ocean
circulation.

Ocean Circulation Modeling

Numerical studies of ocean circulation on the basin and smaller
scales continue to be the focus for much of the work. This research
involves the interplay of models that have eddy resolution with models
that parameterize the effects of eddies. It also involves models that
are suitable for mid-latitude problems (the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio
currents and the subtropical gyre circulation), as well as the equa-
torial ocean circulation. Thus, a variety of models is needed, and the
development as well as the exploitation of such models is the main
thrust of research within the section.
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Numerical experiments in simple models (quasi-geostrophic, rectan-
gular basin geometry) have been performed in the past to investigate
several processes. This work continues with higher resolution and other
parametric changes to clarify the nature and extent of potential vor-
ticity homogenization in mid-latitude gyres. The particular focus has
been upon the details of the eddy-mixing processes that achieve this
effect and upon the vertical structure and horizontal extent of the
well-mixed regions. In collaboration with William Schmitz (Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution), Holland is analyzing other numerical experi-
ments to show how the zonal penetration of both the eddy and mean flows
is accomplished by the thin Gulf Stream jet after it leaves Cape
Hatteras. There is a subtle balance between the (very nonlinear) iner-
tial tendency for the jet to penetrate far to the east and a counter
tendency for the instability of the stream to arrest this zonal penetra-
tion by tearing the jet apart (thus confining the eddy kie enetic energy
and recirculation zones to the western basin). A number of parameters
(topography, friction, vertical resolution) significantly affect this
balance.

Haidvogel and Stephen Riser (University of Washington) continued
simulations and analyses of float (particle) trajectories in an eddy-
resolving model of the wind-driven ocean. Using a newly developed
quasi-geostrophic basin model with enhanced resolution in the western
boundary layer region, they obtained accurate multiyear float paths.
They are studying the resulting rich data set to determine the geo-
graphical character of particle dispersion within a turbulent ocean
gyre, and the relationship of eddy diffusivity to local measures of eddy
kinetic energy and the integral time scale. The float data are also
being actively examined to address several questions of central impor-
tance to future large-scale observational ocean experiments such as the
World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE), including the formulation of
efficient float deploynent/sampling strategies and inversion-
interpretation procedures.

Holland and Haidvogel made substantial progress in defining the
nature of a sequence of model studies of the South Atlantic Ocean,
including adjacent regions of the South Indian Ocean and circumpolar
current. The most sophisticated model will simultaneously incorporate
the wind-, eddy-, and thermally driven components of the ocean circula-
tion, thereby bridging the gap between presently available high-
resolution, quasi-geostrophic and coarse-resolution, primitive-equation
ocean models. In the future, the resulting model will be used to assess
the role of mesoscale eddies (and transience in general) in these
regions, to examine the novel features of the western boundary currents
(the Agulhas and Brazil currents), and to study the prevailing water
mass-formation processes as related to the particular basin geometry and
to wind and thermohaline forcing. These results will be interpreted by
making use of a variety of simpler models including quasi-geostrophic
and adiabatic primitive-equation models.

Gent continued work on equatorial ocean circulation. He used a
linear, periodic model to predict the annual cycle in the equatorial
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Pacific Ocean with the wind-stress forcing data of Sol Hellerman
(GFDL). He compared the results with temperature observations in the
upper ocean taken during the 16-month Hawaii-Tahiti shuttle experiment
in 1979-80. This comparison reveals the successes and failures of a
linear model at the equator.

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics

McWilliams continued his numerical investigation of the inter-
actions of isolated vortices, both with each other and with a
turbulent-flow environment. Collisions of isolated vortices often show
quite orderly behavior. Modons have been shown to pass through each
other with little induced change, much in the manner of solitons (mono-
pole block structures); collisions of other types of vortices have been
shown to amalgamate in such a way that the collison product is yet a
different type of isolated vortex solution. In a turbulent-flow envi-
ronment, isolated vortices can, under some circumstances, emerge from
random initial conditions and grow in strength until they dominate the
flow and suppress the turbulence itself. Collectively, these results
help to establish the robustness of coherent vortex solutions, and hence
the greater likelihood of their frequent occurrence and persistence in
nature.

McWillians and Gent made major progress in using a multilevel,
fully baroclinic numerical model of the balance equations to study
finite Rossby number effects on the behavior of isolated, low-vertical-
mode vortices. They include Gulf Stream rings and submesoscale, coher-
ent vortices that have recently been clearly observed in the POLYMODE
Local Dynamics Experiment. The focus has been on the steadily propagat-
ing regime and the instability mechanisns that delimit this regime in
parameter space. The instabilities are inertial, baroclinic, and baro-
tropic; the last two types have been studied quite extensively using the
balance-equation model. Comparable primitive-equation and quasi-
geostrophic-equation models have also been run that show that, in the
stable regime, the balance equations are a much better approximation to
the primitive equations than quasi-geostrophy.

This instability work has led to an analytic study of the insta-
bility of barotropic circular vortices by Gent and McWilliams. The
f-plane, quasi-geostrophic equations are used for tractability and, for
vortices with zero circulation, a novel result is obtained. For vortices
that decay relatively slowly with increasing radius, the fastest-growing
instability is internal when the perturbations have nontrivial vertical
structure. For vortices that decay quickly as their radius increases,
the fastest-growing instability is external when the perturbations are
barotropic, like the mean flow vortex. This work explains the vertical
fragmentation of vortices seen in the numerical models.

Haidvogel and Bach Lien Hua (NCAR postdoctoral fellow) concluded a
study of forced/damped three-dimensional quasi-geostrophic turbulence
using a high-resolution spectral model. Analyses of these simulations
have shown strong agreement with Charney's theory of three-dimensional
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isotropization. The stratified energy and enstrophy transfers and the
steepness of the equilibrium energy spectra as a function of vertical
wave nunber have been examined for their dependence on the external
parameters of the system (e.g., total energy and bottom friction
levels). Comparison of these factors with the spectral properties of
the observations taken during the MODE and POLYMODE experiments shows
promising agreement.

From 1 June to 31 December, Haidvogel (on collaborative leave)
occupied the CNOC Chair in Oceanography at the Naval Postgraduate School
(NPS). Teaching an advanced course in numerical ocean modeling and par-
ticipating in Ph.D.-level examination and thesis formulation committees
were among his activities. While at NPS, Haidvogel began the implemen-
tation of a sophisticated new primitive-equation model for studies of
the transition zone between the continental shelf and deep ocean circu-
lation regimes. With Christopher Mooers (NPS), he is formulating a col-
laboration involving numerical simulation and direct observations of the
transient "jets and squirts" of the central California shelf.

Gent, with long-term visitor James Luyten (Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution), analyzed the vertical propagation of energy in the equa-
torial oceans. They showed that the majority of the downward-
propagating energy from the surface can be reflected from the thermo-
cline if the latter is sharply differentiated and thin. This implies
that deep equatorial ocean phenomena are unlikely to be surface-forced.
Gent and Luyten also pointed out pitfalls in analyzing observed
downward-propagating signals by the standard technique.

Holland began numerical simulations of baroclinic laboratory flows
with Donald Boyer (University of Wyoming) to understand flows over
topography. They are pursuing this work to look at the effects of
stratification on topographic influences in a rotating basin.

Design, Measurement, and Analysis of Data

Analysis of data from the POLYMODE Local Dynamics Experiment has
continued. McWilliams, in collaboration with Colin Shen, Bruce Taft,
and Curtis Ebbesmeyer (all of University of Washington), published three
papers describing various aspects of the hydrographic measurements made
during the experiment. Also, an objective-analysis study of the meso-
scale eddy flow and its dynamical balance equations is continuing, in
collaboration with Brechner Owens (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution)
and Hua. Finally, the study of intense submesoscale eddies, discovered
in the experiment, continues. These eddies appear to persist for years
and cross entire ocean basins without being destroyed by interactions
with the more energetic mesoscale or mean flow.

The development of new instruments and measurement techniques is
important for the study of many processes and scales of atmosphere-ocean
interaction. The cooperative effort for the development and utilization
of surface drifting buoys--DRIFTERS--has continued for several years
now; McWilliams is its scientific coordinator and William Large is a
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participant. A particular element, the Climate Air-Sea Interaction
Drifting (CASID) buoy program initiated by McWilliams, Large, and Peter
Niiler (Scripps Institution of Oceanography), has now been deployed in
several experiments. The mesoscale thermal response of the North
Pacific during the fall and winter deployments of the Storm Transfer and
Response Experiment in 1980 and 1981 has been more completely investi-
gated than ever before.

Large and Niiler are also studying the role of the daily thermo-
cline in the evolution of the Sargasso Sea seasonal thermocline in con-
junction with the Long Term Upper Ocean Study (LOTUS). Richard Walden
(Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution) completed a mechanical perfor-
mance evaluation of the CASID buoys used in LOTUS. An array of seven
drifters with 200-m suspended lines (two with thermistors for 120 m) was
deployed in October 1983 along the Pacific equator from 115 to 140°W as
part of the Tropic Heat Program. Evident in these drifts are equatorial
waves between 1°N and 2°S and a large-scale convergence followed by a
southward jetlike flow. This flow was directly across SST isotherms,
implying a significant heat transport. A larger array of ten long-line
drifters (four with thermistors) was deployed over the same area in
October-November 1984.

The SEASAT-A scatterometer system (SASS) demonstrated that it could
provide the global wind observations required for research into a
variety of climate and global-scale phenomena. However, the wind-
retrieval techniques have not yet been perfected, and there may be very
large errors in wind stresses derived fromn scatterometers. The Frontal
Air-Sea Interaction Experiment (FASINEX) will provide an opportunity to
employ airborne scatterometers, with the objective of better understand-
ing scatterometry and possibly establishing a direct relationship
between surface wind stress and microwave backscatter (Large, in col-
laboration with Michael Freilich [Jet Propulsion Laboratory] and Joost
Businger [ATD]).

Bretherton continued research on cloudiness-retrieval algorithms
from AVHRR data and was cochairman of the planning effort for FIRE.
Bretherton became chairman of the Earth Systems Science Committee,
advising NASA on an implementation strategy for its entire earth-looking
program. Bretherton also has been investigating how much information
about the large-scale mean flow and effective diffusivity can be
obtained from the displacements over long times of floats in the
Holland-Haidvogel model.

Bretherton, Large, and McWilliams are members of the U.S. Panel for
WOCE and have begun work on various aspects of the experimental design.
Bretherton is chairman of the International Science Steering Group for
WOCE, and Haidvogel is chairman of the U.S. WOCE Working Group on
Numerical Modeling. In addition, Holland is a member of both the inter-
national and U.S. Numerical Modeling Working Groups.
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Thomas Mayer
Arthur Mizzi
Mary Niemczewski
Philip Thompson
Joseph Tribbia
James Vickroy
David Williamson

Oceanography Section

Mary Batteen (to 31 May)
Francis Bretherton
Julianna Chow
Peter Gent
Dale Haidvogel
Sarah Hawkins
William Holland (Section Head)
Craig Kunitani
William Large
John Masterson
James McWilliams
Nancy Norton

Visitors

Leslie Allen, State University of New York at
Oneonta, June to August 1984, Large-Scale Dynamics
Section

Jose Aragao, University of Miami, November to
December 1983, Climate Section

Dale Beeson, University of Colorado, August 1983
to January 1984, Climate Section

Howard Bluestein, University of Oklahoma, May to
July 1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Lee Branscome, University of Miami, July 1984,
Large-Scale Dynamics Section
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Visitors

Christopher Bretherton, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, June to July 1984, Mesoscale
Research Section

Christoph BrUhl, Max Planck Institute for
Chemistry, Mainz, Federal Republic of Germany,
April to October 1983, Climate Section

Gregory Byrd, University of Oklahoma, May to June
1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Tsing-Chang Chen, Iowa State University, June to
July 1984, Large-Scale Dynanics Section

Linsheng Cheng, Lanzhou University, Lanzhou,
People's Republic of China, February 1984 to
February 1985, Mesoscale Research Section

Jean-Pierre Chollet, National Polytech Institute,
Grenoble, France, September to October 1984,
Mesoscale Research Section

Lisa Cirbus, Kent State University, September to
November 1984, Climate Section

John Clark, Pennsylvania State University,
September 1984 to September 1985, Mesoscale
Research Section

Janes Curry, University of Colorado, September
1983 to September 1984, Division Office

David Dempsey, University of Washington, June to
July 1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Michael Dudek, State University of New York at
Albany, June to July 1984, Mesoscale Research
Section

Dale Durran, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, June to August 1984, Mesoscale Research
Section

Lie-shieu Fang, University of St. Louis, December
1983 to February 1984 and May to July 1984,
Mesoscale Research Section

Brad Ferrier, University of Washington, June to
July 1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Brian Fiedler, University of Colorado, June to
July 1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Tzvi Gal-Chen, University of Oklahoma, June to
July 1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Stephen Garner, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, June to July 1984, Mesoscale Research
Section

Thomas Glancy Jr., University of Rhode Island,
August to November 1984, Climate Section

Louis Grasso, University of Oklahoma, June to
July 1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Brian Gross, University of Colorado, June to July
1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Michael Ham, Pennsylvania State University, June
to July 1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Jack Harlan, Florida State University, May to
September 1984, Oceanography Section

Owen Hertzman, University of Washington, June to
July 1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Peter bHwells, Monash University, Melbourne,
Australia, October 1983 to December 1983 and April
1984 to February 1985, Mesoscale Research Section

Bach-Lien Hua, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institu-
tion, September 1982 to May 1984, Oceanography
Section

Stephen Jackson, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, October 1983 to October 1984, Mesoscale
Research Section

Teddie Keller, UCLA, June to July 1984, Mesoscale
Research Section

David Knight, University of Washington, June to
July 1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Leif Kristensen, Ris0 National Laboratory,
Roskilde, Dernark, August 1983 to August 1984,
Mesoscale Research Section

Joachim Kuettner, World Meteorological Organiza-
tion, Geneva, March 1983 to October 1984,
Mesoscale Research Section

Glen Lesins, University of Oklahoma, June to July
1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Douglas Lilly, University of Oklahoma, May to July
1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Edward Lorenz, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, July to August 1984, Division Office

James Luyten, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institu-
tion, March 1983 to July 1984, Oceanography Sec-
tion

Mankin Mak, University of Illinois, September 1983
to June 1984, Large-Scale Dynamics Section

Susan Marshall, University of Colorado, December
1983 to January 1984 and June to September 1984,
Cl imate Section

Osman El Mekki, University of Khartoum, Sudan, May
to July 1984, Division Office

Olivier Metals, National Polytech Institute,
Grenoble, France, January 1984 to April 1985,
Mesoscale Research Section
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Visitors

Thomas Nehrkorn, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, June to July 1984, Mesoscale Research
Section

Evgeny Novikov, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, August 1984 to September 1985, Mesoscale
Research Section

Andrew Okeyo, University of Nairobi, Kenya,
September 1983 to November 1984, Division Office

Alice Palmer, Colorado College, February to March
1984, Climate Section

William Perrie, University of Vancouver,
September to November 1983, Large-Scale Dynamics
Section

Eric Pitcher, University of Miami, June to August
1984, Climate Section

Saroja Polavarapu, University of Toronto, Canada,
June to July 1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Xu Qin, University of Oklahoma, June to July
1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Mohan Ramamurthy, University of Oklahoma, June to
July 1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Gandikota Rao, University of St. Louis, December
1983 to April 1984 and June to July 1984, Meso-
scale Research Section

Michael Reeder, Monash University, Melbourne,
Australia, June to July 1984, Mesoscale Research
Section

Peter Rhines, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institu-
tion, June to December 1983, Oceanography Section

Jeffery Rogers, Ohio State University, September
to December 1983, Climate Section

Karen Sangren, University of Oklahoma, June to
July 1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Eric Skyllingstad, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, June to July 1984, Mesoscale Research
Section

Richard Somerville, Scripps Institution of Ocean-
ography, August 1984, Climate Section

Naomi Surgi, Florida State University, June to
July 1984, Mesoscale Research Section

James Toth, Colorado State University, June to
July 1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Hugh van den Dool, Scripps Institution of Oceanog-
raphy, January 1984, Climate Section

Man-Kui Wai, North Carolina State University, June
to July 1984, Mesoscale Research Section

John Walsh, University of Illinois, October to
December 1983, Climate Section

Bret Wayne, University of Colorado, April 1984 to
April 1985, Climate Section

Klaus Weickmann, University of Wisconsin, Madison,
October to December 1983 and July to August 1984,
Climate Section

Douglas Winsand, University of Colorado, June to
December 1984, Oceanography Section

Memorie Yasuda, University of Southern California,
June to September 1984, Climate Section

William Young, Scripps Institution of Oceanog-
raphy, November 1983 to January 1984, Oceanography
Section

Ming-Yu Zhou, Academia Sinica, Beijing, People's
Republic of China, April 1983 to October 1984,
Mesoscale Research Section

Xiaoping Zhou, Academia Sinica, Beijing, People's
Republic of China, September 1982 to March 1984,
Mesoscale Research Section

Jeanne Schneider, University of Oklahoma, May to
June 1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Charles Seman, University of Wisconsin, Madison,
June to July 1984, Mesoscale Research Section

Steven Silberberg, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, June to July 1984, Mesoscale Research
Section

Pedro Silva Dias, University of Sao Paulo,
Brazil, January to March 1984, Large-Scale
Dynamics Section

William Skamarock, Stanford University, June to
July 1984, Mesoscale Research Section
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The goals of the Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronomy Division
(ACAD) research program are:

* To derive and explain the chemical composition of the earth's
atmosphere, with particular concern for constituents that have
global and regional significance because of their effects on the
biosphere, air quality, climate, and the stratospheric ozone layer.
This research requires the identification and quantification of the
sources and sinks of atmospheric gases and of biospheric and
industrial emissions.

* To determine the atmosphere's composition (including the products
of chemical conversions) and dynamical features (including their
interactions with chemistry) from global observations. This is
accomplished through satellite programs; global in situ sampling
measurements from aircraft, balloons, and rockets; and various
global and regional chemical field programs.

To design photochemical-meteorological models to analyze and
interpret atmospheric data and to predict future trends in the
earth's chemical, physical, and biological environment, globally
and in selected regions.

* To determine the important chemical, physical, and biological
mechanisms that maintain and perturb chemical balances within the
earth's atmosphere. Examples are cycling processes of nutrient
elements and those processes that control atmospheric concentra-
tions of methane.

We consider a balanced scientific program consisting of both theo-
retical and experimental efforts to be vital; without such a balance
scientific method loses its potency. Thus, we emphasize interaction
between theorists and experimentalists. Additionally, because of the
nature of our investigations, it is useful to draw ideas, methods, and
scientific personnel from disciplines other than atmospheric science,
for example, physics, chemistry, biology, mathematics, oceanography, and
soil science. Major channels of interaction include collaborations
developing out of our visitor program and cooperative research endeavors
with university, government, and, occasionally, private-sector colleagues.

ACAD's organizational structure is designed to meet these goals.
It consists of four scientific sections and one support section. The
scientific sections are Precipitation Chemistry, Reactive Gases, and
Aerosols; Chemical and Aeronomical Modeling; Global Observations,
Modeling, and Optical Techniques; and Atmospheric Gas Measurements.
Most research activities are carried out within projects under the
section and under the overall guidance of the section heads. Research
efforts frequently involve members and resources from several projects.
Meteorological, engineering, and technical advice and assistance are
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available in the division from the Support and Visitor Section, as is
clerical assistance. The ACAD Visitor Program is also administered
through this latter section. There are also several programs administered
through the ACAD director's office. In the following pages, we review
progress in each section of ACAD.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

ACAD developed a sensitive, automated fluorimetric technique to
measure hydrogen peroxide (H1202) in air and water. H202 is believed to
be the most important oxidant for converting S02 to sulfuric acid in
clouds, but until now no H202 measurement techniques have been available.
The technique, which is adapted for use on aircraft, is based upon the
selectivity of the enzymes catalase and peroxidase.

We performed a cross-spectral analysis of Limb Infrared Monitor of
the Stratosphere (LIMS) ozone results and measurements of solar output
that shows how stratospheric ozone responds to small changes in solar
ultraviolet radiation. Although it has been predicted for 75 years,
this is the first clear demonstration of the effect. The sensitivity
suggests that the ozone at 1 mb should vary by approximately 5% over the
11-year solar cycle.

An increase of stratospheric HC1 concentrations was detected and
measured after the 1982 El Chich6n volcanic eruption. The measurements
used an infrared absorption spectrometer, developed by ACAD, flown on
NCAR's Sabreliner aircraft, and provide the first experimental evidence
that volcanoes can inject chlorine into the stratosphere.

Laboratory and computer modeling studies that give new insight into
the tropospheric nighttime chemistry of the nitrogen oxides were con-
ducted. Measurements of the rate constants of the transient N03 molecule
with aldehydes and the equilibrium constant for its reaction with N02
(NO3 + NO2 <=> N205), when coupled with a comprehensive model of the
tropospheric chemistry, suggest strongly the importance of new, gas-
phase, nighttime sources of nitric acid, hydrogen peroxide, peroxyacetyl-
nitrate (PAN), and the reactive free radicals, H02 and CH3C002.

We developed, tested, and deployed sensitive instrumentation for
measuring gaseous NO and NO2 in clean, background tropospheric air.
These instruments were flight-tested, and data were obtained from the
marine boundary layer, the free troposphere, subsiding stratospheric air,
and from active cumulonimbus clouds.

Field experiments to measure the fluxes of biogenic sulfur gases
from saltwater marshes were performed. Variations of the fluxes of
three gases (OCS, H2S and CS2) with light intensity, moisture, and other
factors were recorded, and the data were used to deduce the role of
saltwater marshes as global sources of these gases.

A two-dimensional model of middle-atmosphere dynamics and chemistry
was developed, tested, and employed. Momentum deposition and turbulent
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diffusion induced by breaking waves are shown to help explain numerous
features of observed wind, temperature, and odd-oxygen distributions in
the mesosphere and lower thermosphere. A version of the model with full
chlorine chemistry shows that ozone reductions expected from manmade
chlorofluorocarbons will depend strongly on latitude.

ACAD staff participated in the generation of the National Academy
of Sciences publication, Global Tropospheric Chemistry: A Plan for Action,
which presented a plan for a national effort with the long-term goal of
providing critical information on the maintenance and management of the
atmospheric component of the global life support system.

ATMOSPHERIC GAS MEASUREMENTS SECTION

In ACAD's Atmospheric Gas Measurements (AGM) Section, research
progresses through three projects, the In-Situ Measurements (ISM) Project
led by Leroy Heidt, the Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions (BAI) Project
led by Patrick Zimmerman, and the research activities of Brian Ridley
(a long-term visitor from York University) in nitrogen oxide measure-
ments. The AGM Section has no section head; Ralph Cicerone has served
as acting head and is seeking authorization to recruit a section head.

In-Situ Measurements Project

The sustained observational efforts of the ISM Project include
tropospheric and stratospheric measurements of trace gases which may be
used to assess sources and sinks, delineate trends, and to establish the
in situ data base required to test atmospheric photochemical, radiative,
and dynamical models. The data produced from these measurements not
only provide important tests and input data for global models of atmo-
spheric chemistry, but also allow indirect deductions of stratospheric
OH and C1 concentrations. The combination of these data is also valuable
in assessing the climatic effects of global changes such as the elevation
of atmospheric C02, CH4, CO, and N20 from both anthropogenic and natural
sources. This measurement program is designed to provide direct data to
help determine and understand the long-term composition trends and
controlling processes so that changes can be predicted. Additionally,
its application is a planned component of the anticipated Global Tropo-
spheric Chemistry Program.

To achieve these goals, the ISM Project has participated in several
series of instrumental intercomparisons with other institutions both in
the laboratory and in the field. One such collaborative experiment was
the international intercomparison of stratospheric water vapor instru-
mentation begun in fiscal year (FY) 1982 and completed in FY 84 with two
series of simultaneous balloon flights from the National Scientific
Balloon Facility (NSBF) at Palestine, Texas. Heidt, Richard Lueb,
Walter Pollock, and James Shetter used the ISM Project cryogenic whole-
air sampler to collect large samples of stratospheric air for subsequent
measurements of H20 in the laboratory. Investigators from other institu-
tions participating in the NASA-sponsored intercomparison included
Dieter Kley, Arthur Schmeltekopf, and Daniel Albritton (NOAA Aeronomy
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Laboratory, Boulder); Konrad Mauersberger (University of Minnesota);
Nigel Swann (National Physical Laboratory, England); John Mastenbrook
(Naval Research Laboratory); Samuel Oltmans (NOAA); David Murcray
(University of Denver); and Wayne Evans (Atmospheric Environment Service,
Canada). A major problem involving materials used in balloon manufacture
prevented the completion of a similar stratospheric intercomparison of
the trace gases CFC13, CF2C12, N20, and CH4 planned in FY 84.

A substantial effort of the ISM Project has, since 1982, focused on
the "background" troposphere. In a collaborative program with the Global
Monitoring for Climate Change (GMCC) Project of NOAA (James Peterson,
Richard Gammon, and Dale Gillette), Bruce Henry has used samples collected
weekly at four GMCC sites (Pt. Barrow, Alaska; two sites in Hawaii; and
American Samoa) to measure selected trace gases to monitor seasonal and
long-term concentration trends. In addition, Vincent Lally and Marcel
Verstraete of the NCAR Global Atmospheric Measurements Program (GAMP)
have been collaborating with Heidt in collecting samples at a fifth site
in New Zealand.

Initial efforts of this program, Trends in Atmospheric Constituents
Study (TRACS), focused on the global trend of atmospheric CH4. When
combined with tropospheric data accumulated by the ISM Project over the
prior 18 years, a long-term increase of slightly less than 1% per year
is indicated for CH4. The rate of increase, however, is not linear, but
peaks at 1.6% and diminishes to rates as low as 0.6% in cycles of
approximately five to seven years.

Additional trace gas measurements were added to the weekly TRACS
samples during FY 84. These now include measurements of CO, H2, N20,
CFC13, CF2C1 2, CHC13, CH3CC13, CC14, C2F3C13, CH3Br, CH2Br2, C2H4Br2,
CHBr 3, CF4, and CI-C4 hydrocarbons. Techniques were developed during
FY 84 to include measurements of CH3C1, CH3I, and other chlorofluoro-
methanes in the weekly samples from each of the four sites if storage
proves not to be a factor. Storage integrity for each of these species
is now under investigation.

With support from the NOAA-GMCC project, an automated gas chromato-
graph was operated throughout FY 84 at the South Pole Observatory as
part of the United States Antarctic Research Program sponsored by NSF.
This experiment will be continued through FY 85 to provide CH4 data from
a sixth site for the TRACS for pole-to-pole latitudinal coverage in the
Pacific quadrisection.

In support of other research efforts within ACAD, Lueb has worked
with Ridley to modify his stratospheric NO instrument to provide measure-
ments to an altitude of 40 km. This instrument will be incorporated
into the stratospheric payload of James Anderson (Harvard University) as
a collaborative experiment to measure the radicals important to strato-
spheric photochemistry.

ASP post doctoral fellow Stanley Tyler, working with the ISM Project,
has established techniques to measure C 3/C12 isotope ratios in sources
of atmospheric CH4 and CO2. He has completed preliminary measurements
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of these ratios in CH4 from tropospheric background air, termites, local
marshes, rice plants, and solid waste sites as the first step to determine
relative source strengths. He has also begun a study of C02 isotope
concentrations as a function of altitude using samples previously
collected by the ISM Project.

Mary Anne Carroll, Heidt, Cicerone, and Ronald Prinn (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT)) completed a series of field measurements
designed to measure fluxes of gaseous OCS, H2S, and CS2 from a coastal
salt marsh. Nine separate 26-hour experiments were conducted at a
Spartina-vegetated Wallops Island, Virginia, site with a flow-through
chamber placed over vegetated test plots. Cryogenic enrichment was
employed on air flowing through the chambers, and the contents of the
cryogenic traps were analyzed each 50 minutes by flame photometric gas
chromatography. Fairly repeatable diurnal variations were observed for
OCS and H2S with the highest emissions during the days and lowest (usually
zero) at night. CS2 fluxes also tended to be largest during the day,
but tidal influence was evident. Observing the relationships between
fluxes, ash and soil water temperatures, light, intensity soil moisture,
and water depth, allowed representative diurnal averages to be calculated
from the measured fluxes. These averaged values, when extrapolated to
global areas of saltwater marshes, showed that only a few percent or
less of global atmospheric OCS and H2S can be due to saltwater marsh
emissions, at least from high areas of these marshes.

Pollock, Heidt, and Cicerone have developed a technique for measur-
ing atmospheric CF4 and have analyzed enough atmospheric samples to
deduce an upward trend in CF4 concentrations. The technique involves
cryogenic trapping on a carbon surface, gas chromatographic separation,
and mass spectrometric analysis. The origin(s) of atmospheric CF4
is(are) not clear at all; measurements of its temporal rate of change
can permit some deductions about its sources, but no such data have been
available until now.

Atmospheric Odd Nitrogen

Odd nitrogen (NO, NO2, HNO3, N20 5, NO3, HNO,, NH+, NO3, PAN) plays
a central role in the photochemistry of the free and polluted atmo-
sphere. Despite this importance, the global distribution of these
species is not well characterized due to the difficulty of making
unambiguous measurements at levels below 100 pptv.

During the past year, Ridley has developed instrumentation and
carried out aircraft field measurement studies of NOx = NO + N02. Two
successful flight programs (fall 1983, spring 1984), each of X 55 hours
aircraft ti:ne, were made as part of the NASA Global Tropospheric Experi-
ment (GTE). This program, involving NASA, universities, and other
agencies, has an eventual goal of investigating in detail remote tropo-
spheric chenistry and photochemistry. At present it is concentrating
upon demonstrating accurate measurement capability for a number of key
atmospheric constituents (eg. OH, CO, N NONO2, HNO 3, PAN). Ridley's
role (with Carroll and Albritton) has been the development of instru-
mentation and measurement of NO and NO2 in the remote troposphere.
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In the fall program, an intercomparison of our chemiluminescence
technique for NO measurements was made with another such instrument
(Arnold Torres of NASA-Wallops) and with a laser-induced fluorescence
technique (Douglas Davis and colleagues at the Georgia Institute of
Technology). The intercomparison was successful and demonstrated that
this variety of techniques could measure NO at levels below 50 pptv. In
fact, a large body of data was collected for maritime air masses (both
in the free troposphere and marine boundary layer). NO rarely exceeded
40 pptv except in subsiding air from the stratosphere and in active
cumulonimbus. In the marine boundary layer, NO was rarely above a few
parts per trillion by volume.

In the spring mission, we obtained simultaneous NO and NO2 measure-
ments in the free troposphere, marine boundary layer, and during tropo-
pause fold missions. These flights demonstrated that NO2 is the dominant
NO species in these air masses and that the NO2 abundance was significantly
greater than would be anticipated from simple photostationary calculations
involving the ambient ozone concentration, temperature, and insolation.
Research papers covering both field programs are being prepared.

During the year, we also initiated laboratory work to augment our
instrument complement for future GTE aircraft missions. A gas chromato-
graph for measurements of peroxyacetylnitrate (PAN) has been assembled
and field tested (by Ridley, Shetter, and Neil Donahue, a summer student).
Preliminary design of a total odd-nitrogen measurement instrument (with
David Fahey of NOAA) has been completed. All four instruments will be
flown in the fall of 1985 to begin a more detailed study of odd-nitrogen
species in the remote troposphere.

Two field programs using the PAN instrumentation have also been
completed by Ridley and Shetter, one during the summer season and one
during early winter conditions. Both programs were conducted at a
fairly remote mountain site (Niwot Ridge) where the NOAA laboratory
operates instruments for measurements of total odd nitrogen, NO, NO2,
HN03, 03, and NO3. The interest is not in PAN measurements per se, but
to augment the odd-nitrogen instrument set to allow simultaneous measure-
ments of as many of the odd-nitrogen species as possible. The measurements
of PAN made to date show that it is a very important reservoir for odd
nitrogen species. Its concentration has been comparable to or in excess
of NO under a variety of atmospheric conditions.

x

Less emphasis has been placed upon modifying the stratospheric
balloon payload for measurements of NO during flights of the Harvard
University (James Anderson) free-radical measurement balloon payload.
Lueb and Heidt of NCAR are collaborators in this project.

Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions Project

The Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions (BAI) group has continued work
to understand the global methane cycle. Laboratory and field measurements
have indicated that termites could be a substantial methane source;
however, efforts to try to assess their atmospheric impact have been
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hampered by a lack of ecological data concerning termite distributions,
densities, and biomass turnover rates. Spatial and temporal variability
also makes quantitation of other major sources difficult. NCAR visitor
J.P.E.C. Darlington (National Museums of Kenya) completed an exhaustive
literature review this year to reduce this uncertainty. Biological
processes tend to fractionate carbon isotopes, creating the possibility
that major methane sources have identifiable isotopic fingerprints. The
BAI group is collaborating with Tyler in examining the 12C/13C ratios
of various methane sources and of atmospheric methane. These ratios
have now been determined for methane emissions from several species of
termites, local marshes, and laboratory rice paddies. Initial results
are promising and should help to narrow the uncertainty in estimates of
methane emission.

Rice paddies are a major methane source that is being directly
influenced by changing agricultural practices such as double-cropping
and increased fertilization. In the last year, the BAI group has con-
ducted a laboratory experiment designed to isolate the effect of variables
such as fertilization rate and soil organic matter on the production of
methane from rice. Several photosynthetically important parameters
(transpiration rate, stomatal conductance, leaf temperature), as well as
pH and electrochemical potential, were measured along with methane
emissions. The experiments have just been completed and the data are
being collated.

Recent collaborations with Robert Chatfield (ACAD Chemical Modeling
Project) have shown that even trace levels of volatile organics have
important immediate effects on OH, often as large as CO. An analysis of
air samples from Kenya demonstrating this phenomenon has been submitted
for publication. Many of the organics have their origins in biomass
burning or vegetative emissions, and their reactions in the atmosphere
are similar to those of organics from anthropogenic sources measured in
the atmosphere in developed areas. Not many measurements are available
fron nonurban locations. The BAI group has therefore continued to
collaborate with other researchers to obtain air samples from remote
locations. In the last year, the BAI has obtained remote air samples from
Darlington in Kenya; Jennifer Robinson and David Simonett (University of
California at Santa Barbara) in the Brazilian Amazon; and upper atmo-
sphere samples from Russell Dickerson (University of Maryland) aboard
the NCAR Sabreliner. (Our measurements established vertical gradients
of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide in the free troposphere, where few
data are available to quantify the importance of hydrocarbons to the
chemistry of the free troposphere.) The samples have been analyzed by
James Greenberg (ACAD).

Nitrogen compounds play key roles in many atmospheric processes,
and an understanding of their emission and deposition fluxes is crucial
to our perception of atmospheric chemistry. Nitrogen is a critically
important nutrient; in consequence, the biosphere plays an important
part in both emission and deposition. As part of an ongoing effort,
instrumentation and techniques are being developed and utilized to
define these fluxes. Dickerson has also cooperated with BAI staff in
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developing modifications to increase the sensitivity of chemiluminescence
NO instruments, thereby providing greater accuracy in flux determinations
for both the enclosure and gradient methods. This more sensitive chemi-
luminescence detector has already been used to measure the fluxes of NO
by the correlation method. Recently, a suitable converter has been
fabricated to allow the fluxes of NO to be measured at the same time.
The micrometeorological techniques for flux determinations involve
auxiliary measurements of vertical air motion, temperature, and temperature
gradient. These requirements, in turn, have required the development of
a computer system for fast data acquisition and of an the entire support
system for operating in the field. A field study site has been established
in eastern Colorado beyond the influence of the urban pollution plume.

In order to define the emission/deposition fluxes of nitrogen
species, a field experiment for the study of the nitrogen balance of the
wheat-field monoculture has been organized. Initial experiments indicate
that atmospheric fluxes of nitrogen are an important component of the
nitrogen balance.

The collaborative study will also involve soil scientists; W. Parton
and colleagues (Colorado State University/Natural Resource Ecology Laboratory)
and I. Anderson (NASA/Langley); atmospheric chemists: Donald Stedman
(University of Denver) and Barry Huebert (Colorado College); and micro-
meteorologists: Donald Lenschow (NCAR/MRS) and D. Fitzjarrald (SUNY,
Albany).

Components to be measured will include soil nitrogen (organically
bound nitrogen, nitrate, nitrite, ammonia ion), atmospheric deposition
and flux (NO, NO , NO , NH3, HNO 3, N20), and total plant nitrogen at
various stages diringYthe growing season. Eddy correlation, vertical
gradient, and chamber measurements of fluxes will be compared. In
addition, 15N labeling experiments will be conducted to help evaluate N
fixation and denitrification. A portable automated mesonet system will
transmit measurements of CO, 03, and condensation nuclei count via
satellite to our Boulder laboratory.

The installations have been completed at the field site, and trailers,
towers, walkways, and electrical power are in place. The study has
already begun with the initial soil nitrogen analyses. Observations
will be continued through the growing season in spring and summer 1985.

CHEMICAL AND AERONOMICAL MODELING SECTION

The Chemical and Aeronomical Modeling (CAM) Section is headed by
Raymond Roble. It is composed of two projects, the Chemical Modeling
(CM) Project, led by Cicerone, and the Upper Atmosphere Dynamics and
Aeronomy (UADA) Project, led by Roble. The presence of the two modeling
efforts of the division in one section encourages cooperative research
in areas of overlap and the sharing of resources as each project focuses
on its primary responsibility--photochemical modeling for the CM and
aeronomical and dynamical processes for the UADA.
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Upper Atmosphere Dynamics and Aeronomy Project

The primary goals of the UADA Project are to understand the global
structure and circulation of the atmosphere above the tropopause; to
examine the interactions among upper and lower atmospheric physical,
chemical, and dynamic processes; and to understand the interaction of
the aurora with the earth's atmosphere. To accomplish these goals the
project emphasizes numerical modeling and maintains close collaboration
with university, government, and foreign scientists to obtain the
necessary guidance for the numerical efforts and interpretation of the
measurements.

Work toward the long-range goals of this project, which are described
in the ACAD multiyear plan, progressed in five separate but interconnected
areas: (1) thermospheric dynamics, (2) ionospheric dynamics and auroral
processes, (3) electrical coupling between the upper and lower atmospheres,
(4) the study of minor and major neutral constituents in the upper meso-
sphere and lower thermosphere, and (5) chemical-dynamic modeling of the
stratosphere and mesosphere.

In studies of thermospheric dynamics, NCAR's thermospheric general
circulation model (TGCM) has been modified to include auroral particle
precipitation heating and enhanced ion drag caused by the particles. A
fast parameterization of auroral ionization rates was derived from more
detailed studies using the complex auroral model. The results of TGCM
calculation with auroral particle precipitation show a strong F-region
response if the particle precipitation is soft and a strong E-region
response for hard particle precipitation. Auroral particle precipita-
tion enhances ionization in the F-1 and E-regions of the ionosphere and
with the coexistence of strong electric fields provides an important
momentum source which drives strong winds in the lower thermosphere.

The TGCM was also used to calculate the thermospheric temperature,
composition, and winds at F-region heights over the northern (winter)
hemisphere for geophysical conditions appropriate to the December 1981
period. The Dynamics Explorer-2 (DE-2) satellite made measurements of
the temperature, winds, and compositional structures over the Northern
Hemisphere polar cap during this time period, and these measurements
were used for comparisons with TGCM predictions. The measurements along
the 06-18 local time polar passes all display a universal time dependence
that is due to the displaced geomagnetic and geographic poles. The
temperature and molecular nitrogen densities are enhanced, and the
atomic oxygen density is reduced in the magnetic polar cap compared with
lower-latitude regions. The TGCM model predictions were in good agree-
ment with the DE-2 measurements illustrating the strong control of
magnetospheric convection and auroral particle precipitation on the
dynamic structure of the high-latitude thermosphere. In comparison with
the summer pole study, the dynamic structure of the winter pole is much
more variable due to the absence of a steady solar photoionization
source.

The TGCM has also been used to examine the dynamics of several
geomagnetic storm periods observed over Fritz Peak, Colorado, and Fairbanks,
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Alaska, by Gonzolo Hernandez (NOAA). During these large storms of
Kp X 8, it was found that the high-latitude magnetospheric convection
pattern that is usually well north of the station moves equatorward to
the immediate vicinity of Fritz Peak and greatly alters the dynamics of
the thermosphere at mid-latitudes.

A TGCM analysis package has been developed in collaboration with
Timothy Killeen (University of Michigan) to investigate the balance of
forces responsible for the thermospheric dynamic structure and also to
examine the nature of the intense cyclonic vortex generated in the lower
thermosphere by ion drag associated with magnetospheric convection.

The TGCM was also used to predict the thermospheric response to the
11 June 1983 total solar eclipse. The results show a significant thermo-
spheric perturbation following the path of totality.

Other data used to verify TGCM predictions are obtained through
collaboration with Hernandez; Manfred Biondi (University of Pittsburgh);
John Meriwether, Paul Hays, and Killeen (University of Michigan); Manfred
Rees and Robert Sica (University of Alaska); the NASA Dynamics Explorer
satellite team; and from various incoherent scatter radar stations.

In ionospheric modeling, the numerically fast auroral satellite
track code has been used, along with data measured along the Dynamics
Explorer satellite track, to calculate the ionospheric and neutral
atmospheric structure from the satellite altitude near 300 km down to
80 km. The model calculates the neutral-gas particle and Joule heating
rate profiles, the ionospheric temperatures, electron density, and ion
composition profiles and the height profiles of the minor neutral gas
constituents, NO, N(4S), and N(2D). The code defines the atmospheric
and ionospheric structure in the lower thermosphere and determines the
magnitude of the ion drag momentum source in the lower thermosphere and
the Joule and particle heating rates along with the preferred location
of such resources. This information is important for determining the
appropriate forcing parameterizations for the NCAR TGCM.

In studies of global atmospheric electricity and the electrical
coupling between the upper and lower atmosphere, it was found that the
intense horizontal electric fields measured by the Dynamics Explorer
satellite can map effectively down to the ground and produce perturba-
tions of up to 50% to the ground air-earth current and electric fields
maintained by worldwide thunderstorm activity. These large fields occur
at high magnetic latitudes at the polar cap/auroral zone boundary.
There is considerable variability associated with the electric fields in
the magnetospheric convection pattern, which results in considerable
variability induced in the air-earth current and ground electric field
through downward mapping.

The limited-area thunderstorm model has also been used to examine
the interaction with its immediate environment. It was shown that

corona currents beneath the thunderstorm are important for limiting the
magnitude of the electric field beneath the storm. It was also shown
that the current from a thunderstorm flows in a vertical column up to
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about 60 km, where it spreads globally because of the increased electrical
conductivity provided by free electrons in the ionospheric D-layer. The
thunderstorm model has been extended to form a hybrid global model to
demonstrate that thunderstorms are capable of supplying the current
necessary to power the global circuit.

In studies of the constituents of the lower thermosphere and upper
mesosphere, the zonally averaged chemical-dynamic model of the lower
thermosphere has been integrated with the zonally averaged NO, N(4S),
and N(2D) chemical model of the lower thermosphere to investigate the
coupling of dynamics-chemistry and radiation in the lower thermosphere.
The results for solstice conditions during solar minimum show that 5.3-
pm radiational cooling by NO can have an appreciable influence on the
dynamic structure of the thermosphere. These results indicate that it
is important to consider the chemical heating, dynamic transport, and
radiational cooling of the minor neutral constitutents when attempting
to model the structure of the thermosphere and mesosphere.

Chemical Modeling Project

Cicerone and R. Zellner (University of Gottingen) investigated the
atmospheric chemistry of hydrogen cyanide (HCN). They used available
laboratory photochemical and thermochemical data and a one-dimensional
model to determine the atmospheric behavior of HCN. Its principal sink
is apparently reaction with OH, which reaction forms an adduct. By
analogy with other oxidation mechanisms they estimated the decomposition
rate of the NCH * OH complex. This study predicts a residence time for
atmospheric HCN of 1-2 years. Coupled with HCN mixing ratios as determined
originally by Michael Coffey, William Mankin, and Cicerone, globally
averaged annual source strengths can be determined (see Cicerone and
Zellner paper in Journal of Geophysical Research 88, C15).

The role of clouds in the large-scale chemistry of the lower atmo-
sphere has been the focus of Chatfield's work in ACAD's Chemical Modeling
Project. He has been developing techniques to describe poorly understood
aspects of very reactive compounds in the global organic carbon, nitrogen,
and sulfur cycles. Clouds are frequently seen as media that facilitate
those reactions that occur only in aqueous phase. This role is important,
but cloud effects on gas-phase chemistry may be just as important. An
obvious effect is upon photolysis rates, and Chatfield is working with
Venkatachalam Ramaswamy of AAP and an ACAD visitor, Ivar Isaksen, to
develop inexpensive, but accurate, calculations of photolysis rates
around, below, and within clouds.

The effects of cloud transport of reactive compounds are even more
important. A paper being submitted in collaboration with Meinrat Andreae
and Ronald Ferek of Florida State University appears to verify many
details that Chatfield and Paul Crutzen (Max Planck) published this year
in the Journal of Geophysical Research. In brief, the effects of
dimethyl sulfide in producing the tropospheric background SO2 concentra-
tions, and the apparent source of the pervasive marine non-seasalt cloud
condensation nuclei, cannot be simulated using conventional eddy-diffusion
parameterizations. Only simulations of the intermittent transport
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produced by deep clouds appear to produce the sulfur gas distributions

observed. Chatfield is attempting to adapt a cloud transport description

to fit the requirements of two-dimensional global models. He is collaborat-

ing with Robert Charlson and Steve Warren of the University of Washington

in describing the data needs to allow more advanced descriptions of

chemical transformation and transport in two- and three-dimensional
models.

The effects of clouds are not yet well understood in meteorology,

so Chatfield and Anthony Delany are comparing chemical tracers (ozone

and carbon monoxide) with meteorological tracers (entropy and water

vapor), to uncover the sources and sinks of each in a limited data set

available from flights of an instrumented airplane over the Amazon

Basin.

The production of ozone and oxidizing species in the atmosphere
appears to be strongly affected by intermittent cloud processes. These

species are strongly affected by the availability of nitrogen oxides

and reactive hydrocarbons. Chatfield is collaborating with Zimmerman
and Greenberg in describing hydrocarbons in the nonindustrial world. In

a paper submitted to Geophysical Research Letters, they find that rural

Kenya may frequently be more influenced by combustion-generated hydro-

carbons from biomass burning than from natural plant emissions like

isoprene. Another paper with Jack Calvert (ACAD) and Edward Gardner

(California Institute of Technology) explores the fates of atmospheric
acetone.

Chemical and Dynamical Modeling of the Middle Atmosphere

Rolando Garcia and Susan Solomon (NOAA/Aeronomy Laboratory) have

used their two-dimensional, chemical/dynamical model in several studies

of coupled chemistry and dynamics in the middle atmosphere. They

calculated the mean meridional circulation, temperature structure,
and distribution of constituents in the mesosphere and lower thermo-

sphere with a version of the model that includes a parameterization of

diffusion and momentum deposition due to gravity waves. Momentum

deposition was found to produce spatial and seasonal variations in the

mean zonal winds and meridional circulation that are in good agreement

with observations. In addition, studies of the effect of gravity-wave
diffusion on the chemical composition of the 70- to 100-km region indicate

that seasonal variations in the vertical profile of the diffusion coef-

ficient can have important effects on the distribution of a number of

trace species. The model can reproduce well the observed latitudinal
and seasonal behavior of the oxygen green-line emission (5577 A), which

is a good indication of the 0-atom concentration at 90-100 km. Model

results are also in very good agreement with observations of 03 at the

80-km level made by the Solar Mesosphere Explorer (SME) satellite.

The distribution of CO in the stratosphere and mesosphere was the

subject of another investigation by Garcia and Solomon undertaken in

collaboration with John Olivero (Pennsylvania State University), Richard

Bevilacqua and P. Schwartz (Naval Research Laboratory), and R. Clancy

and D. Muhleman (California Institute of Technology). Calculations with
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the Garcia/Solomon model showed that downward transport of CO produced
at upper mesospheric/thermospheric altitudes can greatly enhance the
abundance of this constituent in the polar night region of the upper
stratosphere and lower mesosphere. Planetary wave activity can then
transport air with very high CO concentrations equatorward, producing an
order-of-magnitude increase over the abundances normally found in mid-
latitudes. These findings are consistent with recent observations of CO
abundances made by Garcia and Solomon's co-authors.

Garcia and Solomon also studied the effect of chlorine catalysis on
stratospheric ozone with the latest version of their two-dimensional
model, which now includes chlorofluoroc.arbons and chlorine chemistry.
They found that the efficiency of chlorine compounds as a sink for ozone
is highly latitude-dependent, the effect being considerably greater in
middle and high latitudes than in the tropics.

Garcia has collaborated with Kevin Hamilton (University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, Canada) in a study of long-term changes in the
amplitude of the solar semidiurnal tide. Hamilton and Garcia have found
quasi-biennial variations in the strength of the tide that can be attributed
to the effect of the changing lower stratospheric winds, and to temperatures.
They also found two periods of large decreases in the amplitude of the
tide that are consistent with a decrease in UV flux of 10-15% in the
Hartley-Huggins bands. These two periods correspond to two solar minima;
however, no regular association between sunspot maxima and minima and
the strength of the tide was found.

Garcia and Murry Salvy (University of Colorado, Boulder) have
performed calculations with a linear, spectral primitive-equation model
to investigate the role of localized, transient heat release in the
tropics in the generation of planetary-scale waves. In particular, they
find that for sufficiently fast forcing (e-folding time of about 5 days)
a substantial amount of energy is radiated in the form of vertically
propagating Kelvin waves, which can reach mesospheric heights. These
findings could help explain the fast, eastward-propagating equatorial
waves found in satellite observations (e.g., LIMS) and in general circula-
tion models.

GLOBAL OBSERVATIONS, MODELING, AND OPTICAL TECHNIQUES SECTION

The Global Observations, Modeling, and Optical Techniques (GOMOT)
Section is headed by John Gille. It consists of the Optical Techniques
(OT) Project, under the direction of Mankin, and the Global Observations
and Modeling (GOM) Project, led by Gille.

The goals of GOMOT are to understand the chemical composition,
dynamics, and radiation in the atmosphere by developing instrumentation,
making observations, and interpreting results. The emphases are on
global scale processes and interactions in the middle atmosphere, and
sources, sinks, transports, and perturbations in the troposphere. The
section's activities include data acquisition, analysis, limited modeling,
and instrument development.
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Global Observations and Modeling Project

Global Data Acquisition. Much of the activity in previous years
has centered around the calibration, inversion, mapping, and archiving
of the data from LIMS. Gille and James Russell III (NASA Langley Research
Center) were co-leaders of the team that guided the experiment develop-
ment and data reduction. Validation and archiving of the data were
largely completed this year.

The LIMS operated from 25 October 1978 to 28 May 1979. It produced
data from 100 mb (15 km) to 0.1 mb (65 km) for temperature and ozone,
and to lower altitudes for the other trace gases measured (water vapor,
nitric acid, and nitrogen dioxide). Gille and Russell published a paper
describing the experiment in detail. They and others have published
discussions of the data validation for the various measured quantities,
indicating the data accuracy and precision. The temperatures appear to
be accurate to 2 K below 1 mb; they are cooler than rocket measurements
in the mesosphere, for reasons which are still under investigation. The
constituent accuracies range from 10-50%, depending on the altitude and
gas involved. The random variability of the profiles is a few percent
in the most important regions. The data have been archived in the
National Space Science Data Center for use by the scientific community.
The accuracy, precision, and resolution of the data should make them
applicable for a wide range of chemical and dynamical studies.

In an effort aimed toward the acquisition of future data, Steven
Massie is working with Gille, Paul Bailey, Coffey, and Mankin in a
collaborative program to develop the Cryogenic Limb Array Etalon Spectrom-
eter (CLAES) experiment for flight on the Upper Atmosphere Research
Satellite (UARS), scheduled for launch in 1989. Aidan Roche of Lockheed
Palo Alto Research Laboratories is the principal investigator for this
experiment, with scientists from the University of Denver (DU) and Utah
State University also on the experiment team.

Massie has developed codes to calculate the outwelling limb radiance
at high spectral resolution along atmospheric paths in which 24 gases
are emitting. A careful effort was made this year to refine the model,
through comparison with calculations done by Aaron Goldman (a visitor
from DU). The results of passing these high-resolution spectra through
a tilting etalon dispersing element were then calculated, to simulate
the signals that will be seen by CLAES. The code has now been used to
assess a large number of potential spectral intervals that might be used
by CLAES. Of approximately 30 intervals that have been used by other
investigators or suggested, about four have now been identified as
superior. Another four remain to be selected, based on technical and
scientific criteria.

One of the critical areas for any limb scanner like CLAES is
determining the view direction, since spacecraft attitude, ephemeris,
and flexure generally are not known well enough to determine it geo-
metrically. Gille and Massie have begun exploring methods for inferring
the pressure and temperature for a particular measurement from the
spectroscopic data themselves. Development of such a scheme is critical
to the success of the experiment.
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Analysis and Interpretation of Global Data.

(1) Chemistry. Gille, Charles Smythe, and Donald Heath (NASA/Goddard
Space Flight Center) published the results of a study showing the response
of stratospheric ozone to variations in solar UV measured at 205 nm.
The study made use of the fact that from January to May 1979 the solar
UV varied with a 13.5-day period, due to the sun's rotation and the
existence of two active regions on the sun about 180° of solar longitude
apart. Cross-spectral analysis showed high coherences at the 13.5-
day period in the tropics; after filtering to reduce very low frequency
power, the gain was found to be 0.2-0.45 %A03/%AUV. This is the first
observation of the effect of UV variations due to solar rotation on
stratospheric ozone and the clearest indication of any response of ozone
to UV variations. This study is being extended to allow for the effects
of temperature variations and the phase lag between the solar signal and
the ozone response.

This past summer, with the help of Henry Nebel (visitor from Alfred
University), LIMS observations of the diurnal variation of HN03 were
compared with model calculations. Over the altitude range for which the
LIMS data are best, there is reasonably good agreement, with LIMS showing
somewhat larger variation. The results appear to provide additional
support for the use of the Herman and Mentall absorption coefficients
for 02.

Similarly, Bailey, Gille, Nebel, and Massie carried out a study of
the 03 diurnal variation. Results below 1 mb agree with some models but
not others, but in general support a more rapid lifetime than usual
values (as do the solar response data).

Earlier, calculations of the temperature dependence of 03 were
carried out by Gille and Cheryl Craig, using a somewhat different method
than that used by most other groups. These suggest more variation of
the effective reaction temperature with altitude than previously believed.
Some further interpretation of these results is needed before they are
published.

Gille, Lawrence Lyjak, Smythe, and Massie began a study of the odd-
nitrogen compounds. When they approximate NOy - NO2(night) + HNO3 and
plot zonal cross sections, the results are qualitatively as one would
expect. There is NOT formation in low latitudes and transport poleward
and downward, with evidence of loss, probably to N205. The scientists
expect to do more quantitative calculations and complete this in the
near future.

Gille and Bailey also collaborated with Ellis Remsberg (NASA/Langley
Research Center) and his colleagues on a discussion of the LIMS-observed
distribution of water vapor. Gille is working with Russell and Roderick
Jones (Oxford) on the calculation and interpretation of LIMS H20 measure-
ments and Stratospheric and Mesospheric Sounder (SAMS) CH4 data to study
the hydrogen balance.
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Finally, the group has been collaborating with Solar Backscatter
Ultra Violet (SBUV) and Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE)
investigators to identify and understand differences among the ozone
retrievals.

(2) Dynamics. In the area of middle-atmosphere dynamics, papers
on wave-mean flow interactions during the winter of 1978-79 (by Gille
and Lyjak), and a study of tropical traveling waves (by Salby, formerly
of GOMOT; Dennis Hartmann, University of Washington; Bailey; and Gille),
showing clear evidence of Kelvin waves, were published. Anne Smith
(GOMOT and Advanced Study Program [ASP]), working with Lyjak and Gille,
published two papers on wave-wave interactions. These showed that there
are many situations in which wave-wave interactions play a critical
role; by implication, models that only include wave-zonal flow inter-
actions are not realistic. Smith and Lyjak have used the momentum
balance in the stratosphere and mesosphere to determine, as a residual,
the forcing of the mean flow by small-scale waves such as gravity waves,
which cannot be measured directly. Smith and Bailey have done a statistical
comparison between horizontal winds derived from LIMS measurements and
all available rocket wind measurements. This showed quite reasonable
agreement for both u and v components up to the stratopause. In addition
to the paper, which has been submitted, Smith and Bailey produced an NCAR
Technical Note giving the complete results.

(3) Transports. Gille and Lyjak recalculated the terms in the
ozone continuity equation with the remapped data. This allows the ozone
transport to be depicted from both the Eulerian and transformed Eulerian
(residual mean) points of view. The mean meridional circulation is
calculated from the heat balance equation, so there are no free parameters
in the ozone budget. The calculated ozone transport predicts the
observed ozone change very well in the most difficult region, where
dynamics controls the ozone distribution. The calculations also show
the expected effects of "chemical eddies." This study is being extended.
It is closely related to a study by Smith of the transport and budget of
potential vorticity. Each of these studies should shed much light on
the way zonally averaged transport takes place and facilitate the
development and improvement of two-dimensional models.

In a related investigation, Gille and Lyjak have collaborated with
Conway Leovy (University of Washington) on a study of ozone transport by
breaking planetary waves and the so-called "surf zone" that is now in
press.

(4) Radiation. Variations have been seen in the LIMS observations
of H20 at high altitudes, which may be due to non Local Thermodynamic
Equilibrium (LTE) effects. Daniel Packman, Gille, Bailey, and Nebel
have developed a model that allows a reasonably good prediction of the
observed effects. The model needs to be refined and to incorporate
slightly more physics before the final calculations are run. This has
implications not only for the LIMS observations, but also for future
data (e.g., CLAES and perhaps the Improved Stratosphere and Mesosphere
Sounder (ISAMS) on UARS), as well as for the heat budget of the mesosphere.
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Optical Techniques Project

The OT Project uses spectroscopic methods for the study of the
composition and chemical processes in the atmosphere. Areas of interest
range from small-scale variations in composition near tropospheric
sources to global-scale variation of the stratosphere and long-term
temporal changes in the atmospheric transparency. The principal areas
of effort in 1984 have been the analysis of previously recorded strato-
spheric spectra, the development of a field instrument for sensitive and
specific measurement of sulfur dioxide, beginning a program for monitoring
from the ground the spectrum of the atmosphere at high resolution to deter-
mine temporal trends in the transparency of the atmospheric window
regions, and preparation for the analysis of high-resolution occultation
spectra from space.

Over the last several years, Mankin and Coffey have flown a Fourier
transform spectrometer with resolution of 0.06 cm-1 on the NCAR Sabreliner.
They have collected several thousand spectra covering the spectral range
from 2 to 13 pm at various latitudes, seasons, and at sunrise and sunset.
From these spectra they are able to deduce the stratospheric column of many
trace gases above the flight altitude of 12 km. The sensitivity allows
observations of species with concentrations of a part per billion or
less.

Along with Goldman, they have continued the analysis of these
spectra for more species. Mankin and Coffey published the results of
two studies on the halogen sinks in the stratosphere, HC1 and HF. The
first paper reported the results of a five-year series of measurements
of HC1 and HF as a function of latitude, season, and time of day. Both
species showed a minimum in the tropics and a monotonic increase with
latitude. The concentration is almost independent of season and time of
day, but the time series shows for the first time the increase of halogen
sinks in the stratosphere as a result of man's use of fluorocarbons.
The HC1 and HF columns show an annual increase of 5% and 12%, respectively;
the ratio of the rates of increase of the two compounds is consistent
with the increased halogen coming from fluorocarbons.

The second study reported the effect of the 1982 eruptions of the
Mexican volcano El Chich6n on the chlorine in the stratosphere. Mankin
and Coffey observed an increase over the previously observed levels of
HC1 in the geographic areas covered by the cloud of volcanic debris.
The amount of the increase observed was about 40% above the background
in the tropics. Several years ago, Cicerone suggested that volcanoes
could seriously affect the ozone chemistry by injecting chlorine into
the stratosphere, but in the absence of observations, the suggestion was
largely ignored by chemical modelers; this observation will require
rethinking of the natural influences on the ozone.

The vibrational frequencies of molecules are affected by the mass
of the constituent atoms; thus the absorption bands of isotopic variants
of molecular species can be distinguished. Mankin, Coffey, and Goldman,
working with colleagues at NASA and NOAA, used this fact to measure the
hydrogen to deuterium ratio in water in the stratosphere from aircraft
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and balloon spectra. This ratio reflects different volatility of H20
and HDO, and thus the physical processes of evaporation and condensa-
tion. They have also used the spectra for measuring the falloff of the
concentration of ethane near the tropopause. The rapidity of the falloff
of hydrocarbons above the tropopause is an indicator of the concentration
of the reactive radicals C1 and OH in the lower stratosphere.

In 1983, Coffey and Mankin participated with a dozen other research
groups from seven nations in a campaign to intercompare results from as
many of the remote sensing methods for measurement of stratospheric
composition as possible. During the past year, work has continued on
the analysis of these data and the comparison of results from different
groups. There is generally good agreement between groups using middle
infrared spectroscopy, and fairly good agreement with other methods.
Work is beginning with chemical and dynamic modelers for the interpreta-
tion of the campaign data set, which is one of the most complete data
sets for the composition of the stratosphere at one time and place.

As the interest of the atmospheric chemistry community has shifted
more toward the global chemistry of the troposphere, it has become
apparent that there is a need for a new generation of chemical instru-
mentation. The horizontal scale over which averaging can be done is
much smaller than in the stratosphere, the number of important species
is greater, and the ubiquitous absorption by water vapor poses a particular
problem for the spectroscopist. The versatility and specificity of
spectroscopy makes it a very attractive technique, despite a comparatively
low sensitivity with the limited path length available. Coffey and
Mankin have developed an instrument for airborne or ground-based field
use that employs an infrared tunable diode laser to increase the sensitivity
by making it possible to measure much smaller absorptions than are
possible by classical spectroscopy. The laser is turned rapidly on and
off an absorption line of the gas to be measured. Coffey and Mankin
previously built a system for measuring carbon monoxide; this year they
have adapted it to a much longer absorption cell to increase the sen-
sitivity and converted it for the measurement of sulfur dioxide. Sulfur
dioxide is one of the principal precursors of acid rain, but it has not
yet been determined how much of the S02 mitted by power plants and
other combustion sources is converted to acid rain. A rapid, sensitive,
and highly specific analytical method is needed for this type of research.

The tunable diode laser technique is promising for the measurement
of a variety of trace gases. It can be adapted to other species by
changing the wavelength of the laser and developing suitable sample-
handling and calibration techniques. Potentially, measurements could be
made on two or three gases simultaneously. The present limit on sen-
sitivity is set by spurious optical effects due to interference of the
highly monochromatic radiation from the laser; it is anticipated that
ultimately the sensitivity can be made substantially better than a part
per billion, which would make it useful for a large variety of scientific
probl ems.

The effects of changes in the composition of the atmosphere on the
radiation balance play a crucial role in changes of climate. The
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increase of carbon dioxide from the burning of fossil fuel has received
most of the attention, but Cicerone, V. Ramanathan (AAP), and Jeffrey
Kiehl (ASP) have shown that much smaller changes in other trace gases,
particularly those that absorb in the 8-12-pm window region of the
spectrum, can have significant effects. The OT Project has begun a long-
term program of regular observations from the ground to monitor changes
in the transparency of the atmosphere. This program should also be
valuable for validating the calculation of atmospheric radiation in
climate models.

The final effort this year again relates to the chemistry of the
stratosphere. Mankin is on the science team for the Atmospheric Trace
Molecules Observed by Spectroscopy (ATMOS) experiment to be flown on the
space shuttle early in 1985. ATMOS is a very high resolution, high-
speed Fourier spectrometer that will observe the sun as it is occulted
by the earth's atmosphere. It will obtain spectra with a spectral
resolution of 0.015 cm-1 and a vertical resolution in the atmosphere of
2 km. From these spectra the concentration of a large number of strato-
spheric species can be measured simultaneously, including most of the
species crucial for the chemistry of ozone. In addition, valuable
information will be obtained on the physical composition of the strato-
sphere and mesosphere, and on departures from local thermodynamic
equilibrium, which are important for studying the energy balance of the
atmosphere and for planning future space missions. Mankin has worked on
the development of methods for the analysis of the data as well as plans
for flight operations.

PRECIPITATION CHEMISTRY, REACTIVE GASES, AND AEROSOLS SECTION

Tie Precipitation Chemistry, Reactive Gases, and Aerosols (PCRGA)
Section encompasses three atmospheric chemistry projects: The Reactive
Gases and Particles Project (RGP), Allan Lazrus, Project Leader; the
Global Halogen (GH) Project, Walter Berg, Project Leader; and the Homo-
geneous Tropospheric Chemistry (HTC) Project, Jack Calvert, Project
Leader.

The RGP involves many different studies designed to enhance our
understanding of the gaseous and aerosol products of atmospheric chemical
cycles and the identification of the processes by which they are removed
or transformed within the troposphere and stratosphere. The current
emphasis of RGP research is on the cloud chemistry of S02, NOx, H202, 03,
etc., and the development of instrumentation to measure H202 in both
the gas and liquid phases.

The GH Project focuses primarily on the evaluation of geochemical
pathways of chlorine, bromine, and iodine-containing compounds from the
biospheric, oceanic, and anthropogenic sources that feed both the tropo-
sphere and the stratosphere. Both the RGP and GH projects depend heavily
on field studies and are concerned with the development of highly speci-
alized mobile sampling equipment for balloon and aircraft use.
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The HTC Project focus is on the identification and study of the
important transient molecules and free radicals that are intermediates
in the chemical transformations occurring in the troposphere. Spectro-
scopic techniques are used to determine the elementary rate constants
and the reaction mechanisms defining the pathways for formation and
destruction of reactive species, such as NO3, HO, H02, R02, and certain
reactive molecular trace species, such as S02, NO2, the hydrocarbons,
and their oxidation products.

The personnel of the three projects share many common interests,
and the mix of field, laboratory, and theoretical studies in which they
participate contributes significantly to the overall goals of the PCRGA
Section and the Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronomy Division. A more
detailed description of the research during the past year in each of the
three projects is given in the following sections.

Reactive Gases and Particles Project

Prior to the summer of 1982, it was widely believed that the
occurrence of sulfuric acid in precipitation was not proportional to
sulfur dioxide emissions. This belief was based on an analysis of
historical records of precipitation composition in Europe (Granat, 1978)
that indicated that sulfate in bulk precipitation had remained relatively
unchanged in spite of a large increase in S02 emissions from 1960 to
1975. This result tended to discourage efforts to significantly reduce
S02 emissions to ameliorate the acid rain problem. However, in June
1982, the National Research Council issued a report entitled "Acid
Deposition, Atmospheric Processes in Eastern North America." This
report pointed out that the sole continuous record of high-quality data
of precipitation composition in the United States did indeed show a
decrease in sulfate ion concentration corresponding to a similar decrease
of S02 emissions in EPA Regions I and II in the Northeast. This hotly
contested report offered other indirect evidence for a proportionate
relationship between emissions and acid deposition in eastern North
America.

The most reasonable explanation for the possible lack of a pro-
portionate relationship is inadequacy of the amount of oxidant to
convert the S02 to H2SO4 in the atmosphere. The most probable oxidant
for conversion of S02 in clouds is hydrogen peroxide, a highly soluble
gas formed by photochemical processes.

In order to provide some firm evidence to help resolve this conflict,
the RGP project has worked for several years to develop methods for
measuring H202 in both air and cloudwater. Previous techniques were
shown to suffer from both negative and positive artifacts. During the
past year, the RGP group has brought this effort to completion and has
initiated a survey in the eastern United States to determine whether the
oxidation of SO2 is limited by inadequate H202z

The technique for H202 measurement is based on the selectivity of
two enzymes, peroxidase and catalase, and has been automated to measure
H202 in the concentration range 1.2 x 10-8 M to 1.5 x 10O 5 M. No
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common atmospheric trace constituents have been found to interfere with
the test. The H202 vapor technique, under flying conditions on the NCAR
King Air, has a detection limit of 50 pptv and time resolution of 30 s.

A commercial S02 instrument was extensively modified to improve the
detection limit and to eliminate sensitivity to fluctuating conditions
experienced during aircraft flights. Both the S02 and H202 instruments
were flight-tested on NCAR's Queen Air during April.

Instrumentation to measure aqueous H202, gaseous H202, S02, ozone,
and nitric oxides was mounted on a trailer. During August and September,
measurements were conducted at Delaware, Ohio (in a midwestern region of
high SOz emissions), and at Whiteface Mountain, New York (in a sensitive
downwind region in the Adirondacks). To our knowledge, these are the first
determinations of the ratio of Hz0 2 and S02 vapors.

During this period extensive preparations were also under way for
assaying the levels of H202 and SO2 vapors in various types of air mass
over the eastern United States in aircraft missions planned for the
following fall and spring.

RGP staff hope now to concentrate on the warm-sector air of cyclonic
storms that generally travel from the Midwest to the Northeast, and in
which warm frontal precipitation is formed. We plan to obtain a series
of simultaneous vertical concentration profiles of SO2, H20 2, and 03
vapors in warm-sector air distributed between the Gulf Coast and upper
New York State.

The H202 measurement methodology has also been shared with the
Department of Energy (DOE) to enable them to conduct similar surveys on
a larger scale. The people primarily responsible for the above work are
Bruce Gandrud, Sonia Gitlin, Brian Heikes, Gregory Kok, John Lind,
Richard Shetter, and Allan Lazrus.

Two smaller projects, both related to the chemistry of S02 in
clouds, were also completed. Lind and Kok have completed their study
of Henry's Law coefficients of H202 in concentrated solutions of H2SO4
and (NH4)2SO4. Kok, Gandrud, Gitlin,and Lazrus completed and published a
modification of the Schiff reaction, eliminating interferences.

Global Halogen Project

The Global Halogen Project research emphasis continues to be on
expanding understanding of the geochemical pathways and atmospheric
chemistry of chlorine- and bromine-containing species. The research
goal is to improve knowledge of the movement of halogen-bearing species
from biospheric, oceanic, and anthropogenic sources to and through the
troposphere and the stratosphere. During 1984 research efforts continued
in both the laboratory and field to meet this goal.

From a practical viewpoint the expansion of knowledge in this area
is important because chlorine, bromine, and possibly iodine may play a
significant photochemical role in the reduction of the stratospheric
ozone layer, and prominent halocarbons have global infrared effect.
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A three-phase systematic approach to the study of global halogen
pathways was adopted in 1981. Phase three was begun in mid-1982 as
large blocks of halogen data became available and continued throughout
1984. Emphasis in this last phase has been on data interpretation and
publication of results. This research effort forms the foundation for
the more detailed tropospheric and stratospheric measurement program
developed for 1984 through 1986. A systematic approach has been pos-
sible because of close cooperation with seven other research insti-
tutions: the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL); the University of
California, San Diego; the National Bureau of Standards (NBS); the
University of Rhode Island; the University of Tokyo; Florida State
University; and NOAA.

A focus of the GHP research program during 1984 has been on mid-
stratospheric measurements of halogen-containing species in collabora-
tion with Ernest Gladney (LANL). Significant discrepancies exist
between theory and observation for several key chlorinated and bro-
minated species involved in stratospheric ozone destruction. Of par-
ticular concern since 1977 has been the discrepancy between measurements
of C10 and the model-predicted maximum possible stratospheric volume
mixing ratio for C1X (2-3 ppbv). Discrepancies such as these and sheer
lack of data have led to suggestions that (1) the chlorine and bromine
chemistry in current photochemical models is incomplete, (2) perhaps not
all of the stratospheric sources of chlorine and bromine have been taken
into account in the budget analyses and model calculations, or (3) the
high C10 measurements are not representative of average stratospheric
conditions. An accurate global measurement of the stratospheric total
chlorine and total bromine volume mixing ratio would resolve this
discrepancy, provide a test for current one- and two-dimensional photo-
chemical models, and increase our understanding of halogen photochemistry
in the stratosphere. For these reasons efforts were continued to
obtain total chlorine and bromine measurements at the 35- to 40-km
level during 1984. An 1,850-lb balloon payload, designed specifically
for these measurements, was completed late in 1983, and two flight
attempts were made during May/June and September/October 1984. Several
launches were scrubbed at the National Scientific Balloon Facility
(NSBF) during May and June due to a combination of abnormally high
surface winds and strong stratospheric flow. A fall 1984 turnaround
launch was actually made, but the balloon ruptured at the tropopause
(56,030 ft). The payload was recovered with only minor damage and is
being readied for a spring 1985 turnaround flight.

Three additional experiments have been integrated into the payload
design. Each of these subprojects represents a cooperative research
effort with a non-NCAR research group. The first experiment involves
the mid-stratospheric collection of meteoric ablation products by two
low-pressure cascade impactors. This is a joint project with James
Arnold's group (University of California, San Diego), and Takashi Onaka
and Toshihito Tanabi (University of Tokyo, Japan). The goals of the
project are: (1) to determine the absolute magnitude of the contribu-
tion of ablation debris to the middle stratosphere, and (2) to explore
the possibility that stratospheric metal vapors and/or aerosols from
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meteoric ablation play a significant role in halogen-ozone photo-
chemistry. A prototype test system was successfully flown in late 1981
and analyzed in November 1982.

The second payload subproject involves oxygen isotope measurements
at altitudes of 23 and 36 km. This is a cooperative effort with Mark
Thiemens (University of California, San Diego). One purpose of the
experiment is to test recent theoretical hypotheses that predict an
isotopically selective photolysis of molecular oxygen at altitudes above
25 km. During 1982 and 1983 a mass spectrometer with a separate high-
vacuum gas chromatographic line was set up for measurements of the
18o060/6o0160 and 170160/160160 ratios. The detection of an isotopic
ratio other than the tropospheric value (6180 - 23.5 ± 0.3 per mil)
would be significant. An isotopic fractionation resulting from the
primary photochemical process and its altitudinal variation might serve
as an isotopic tag through the stratospheric 02, 03, NOx, HOx, BrOx,
and ClOx cycles. The measurement of the 170160/160160 ratio will represent
the first atmospheric measurement of this ratio above ground.

The third payload subproject is a continuation of the research
effort begun in 1980 to measure HC1 at ambient concentration levels of
0.1 to 2 ppbv. Alan Fried, a laser spectroscopist with NBS in Washington,
D.C., has been working with the GHP staff to develop a detection system
for HC1 using a tunable diode laser coupled to a multipass White cell.
In early 1984, employing a 40-m path length, it was demonstrated that a
detection limit in the 150-230 pptv range at stratospheric pressures of
9 torr was possible. The goal of the HC1 experiment is to perform
continuous, cell-less, measurements of HC1 from ground level to 40 km
with a sensitivity of 100 pptv.

In addition to the stratospheric research program, the GHP con-
tinued the tropospheric halogen studies begun in 1982. The oceans are a
major natural source for most atmospheric halogen-containing species,
but the production mechanism(s), magnitude, and chemical speciation of
the major participants remain unknown. Trace-level measurement tech-
niques have been developed and are being perfected to examine the
production mechanism(s) of the major inorganic and organically bound
halogen species (e.g., for chlorine they are not known but are believed
to be HC1 and CH3C1). The techniques include application of the computer-
assisted NCAR gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer (GC/MS) system for
organic halogen chemistry; continued use of ion chromatography, neutron
activation analysis (NAA) for elemental determination of total C1, Br,
I, and F; and the field use of a tunable diode laser (an NCAR-NBS joint
effort) for tracking the highly reactive HC1 molecule.

As part of the tropospheric halogen research effort a measurement
program was started in the Arctic during 1982 with a base at the NOAA
Geophysical Monitoring for Climatic Change (GMCC) station at Pt. Barrow,
Alaska. The scientific objectives of the GHP Arctic program are two-
fold: (1) to provide an upper limit, as a function of altitude, to the
total amount of bromine produced in the Arctic available for potential
stratospheric injection, and (2) to record the spatial and diurnal
variability in particulate and gas-phase bromine produced at the air-sea
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interface in the Arctic. This is a joint research project with Kenneth
Rahn (University of Rhode Island). From stratospheric bromine data
obtained in our ballooning program we found that one or more large
sources for bromine in the troposphere remained to be identified.
From aerosol data and a detailed literature search completed in 1982 it
appeared plausible that the Arctic Ocean, Greenland, and the Barents
Sea, together with adjacent northern seas, were probably the largest
single source region for naturally produced atmospheric bromine. Based
on this supposition, we initiated a bromine measurement program to set
the boundary conditions on atmospheric bromine in the Arctic. Results
suggested that, in fact, the Arctic may be a major global source region.
The gas-phase bromine levels measured during the late winter/early
spring exceeded by a factor of up to 10 all other published background
tropospheric values. Based on these results we expanded the program and
built a modular aircraft sampling system for use aboard the NOAA
P-3 Orion research aircraft. In March and April 1983 more detailed
bromine measurements were made with this unit as part of the NOAA Arctic
Gas and Aerosol Sampling Program (AGASP). Working closely with Heidt's
group (In-Situ Measurements Project), we also determined volume mixing
ratios for CH3Br, CH2BrCH2Br. CHBr3 , and CH2Br2 by gas chromatographic/
mass spectroscopic analysis from samples taken Arctic-wide, including at
the geographic North Pole and during a tropopause folding event over
Baffin Bay near Thule, Greenland. Results of these measurements were
published during 1983 and 1984 in Geophysical Research Letters and the
Journal of Geophysical Research. Early in 1984 emphasis shifted to
understanding these measurements in terms of an Arctic-wide phenomenon.
The data base was substantially expanded and detailed isentropic trajectory
data added. Efforts in this area are continuing in order to understand
both the tropospheric and stratospheric impact of Arctic brominated
species.

Homogeneous Tropospheric Chemistry Project

The Homogeneous Tropospheric Chemistry (HTC) Project is now enter-
ing the third year of its effort. It was established to provide needed
new information on the properties of reactive transient species that
are important in the transformation of common atmospheric trace components,
including SO2, NOx, the hydrocarbons, and their oxidation products.
During the report period the group personnel were Jack Calvert (project
leader), Christopher Cantrell (ASP postdoctoral fellow), Edward Gardner
(visiting scientist), William Stockwell (now member of the Acid Deposition
Modeling Project (ADMP)), Ranmali Wijayaratne (ASP postdoctoral fellow),
and Michael Mozurkewich (ASP postdoctoral fellow). Cooperative projects
included several colleagues in other sections; Chatfield (Chemical
Modeling Project), Heikes (RGP), Delany (BAI), and Edward Martell (ACAD
director's office). In July of 1984 James Davidson and Richard Shetter
were added to this group. During the report period several scientific
visitors and collaborators were associated with the project: Larry
Anderson (University of Colorado, Denver), Michael Hoffman (California
Institute of Technology, Pasadena), Harold Johnston (University of
California, Berkeley), J. Alistair Kerr (University of Birmingham,
England), Ivar Isaksen (University of Oslo, Norway), Volker Mohnen
(State University of New York, Albany), Dieter Perner (Max Planck Institute,
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Mainz, Germany), Arthur Schmeltekopf and R. H. Winkler (NOAA Aeronomy
Laboratory, Boulder), Jerre Wilson (United States Military Academy, West
Point, New York), and Kerry Busarow (graduate student, University of
California, Berkeley).

Both experimental and theoretical studies have been carried out by
the HTC personnel during the past year. The experimental work concerned
the determination of elementary rate constants of some seemingly important
tropospheric transient species and the nature of the primary photochemical
processes in some important organic trace species in the troposphere and
their quantum yields at several wavelengths and temperatures common to
the troposphere. The theoretical work involved evaluation and extrapolation
of existing quantitative information on the chemical mechanisms of acid
generation, oxidant formation, and the other chemical transformations
that occur in the troposphere.

Experimental Work. The first of a series of studies related to the
nighttime chemistry of the troposphere was completed and a report accepted
for publication. This involved the cooperative effort of Cantrell,
Stockwell, Johnston, Anderson, Busarow, Perner, Schmeltekopf, and Calvert.
It had been suggested earlier through theoretical studies by Stockwell
and Calvert (1983) that the NO3 free radical could induce some interesting
new atmospheric chemistry during the nighttime hours. The NO3 radical
is formed in the troposphere through the reaction between the trace
impurities 03 and NO2:

03 + NO2 - NO3 + 02

Although it is formed during periods of both day and night through this
reaction, its destruction rate through the photochemical decomposition
by sunlight,

NO 3 + hv - NO + 02

NO3 + hv - NO2 + 0,

is so very large that it prevents the significant buildup of NO3 during
the daylight hours. It had been suggested that the aldehydes (formalde-
hyde (CH20), acetaldehyde (CH3CHO), etc.), products of the oxidation of
the natural and anthropogenic hydrocarbons present in the troposphere,
could react with NO3 and lead to nitric acid (HON02) and certain free
radicals (HO2, CH3CO02, etc.). These species can in theory lead to
hydrogen peroxide, peroxyacylnitrates, and other reactive species which
are important reactants for acid generation and other transformations
which occur in the troposphere.

In the past year the rate constants and mechanisms for the NO3
reactions with CHzO and CH3CHO have been determined. Through the use of
the in-situ spectroscopic analysis (both infrared and visible) of the
reactants and products during the course of the reactions, we have been
able to define both the mechanism and the rate constants for these
reactions. The results and computer simulations show that these
NO3-aldehyde reactions can occur for the usual conditions of pollution
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encountered in much of the troposphere over populated land masses, such
as North America and Europe. The primary reaction steps are the following:

NO3 + CH20 -+ HON02 + HCO

NO3 + CH3CHO - HON02 + CH3CO

The HCO and CH3CO radicals will react further to generate several important
products:

HCO + 02 - H02 + CO

HO2 + HOz - H202 + 02

CH3CO + 02 ) CH3C002
CH3CO02 + NO2 -+ CH3COO2NO2

The atmospheric chemistry of the most complex oxide of nitrogen,
dinitrogen pentoxide (N20 5), is still not well defined. N20 5 is formed
through the association of the NO3 radical with NO2. Recent work has
suggested that the previously published equilibrium constants involving
these species are incorrect. In a cooperative effort with Perner,
Schmeltekopf, and Winkler (NOAA, Boulder), Johnston (University of
California, Berkeley), Calvert, Cantrell, and Stockwell have made new
laboratory and field studies to redetermine the equilibrium constant for
this system:

N205 <=> N03 + N02

In laboratory experiments we observed directly through both infrared and
visible spectroscopy each of the reactants and products as a function of
time. From these data obtained at temperatures near 298 K we derived
the Keq values. These values appear to be in good accord with the more
extensive but less direct estimates of Ke published by Graham and
Johnston; they are significantly different from some other recent direct
measurements. In the same study Perner and Schmeltekopf have made
measurements in the remote troposphere of Colorado in which the con-
centrations of N03, N02, and 03 were followed in a 10.25-km path. The
same scientists have made indirect estimates of the N205 concentration
from the time-dependent concentrations of N03 and N02 at sunset and
sunrise. They also derived indirect estimates of Keq from these data.
Direct measurements of the equilibrium constant have not been made at
the lower temperatures of the troposphere encountered here (269-281 K),
but our field data are consistent with the extrapolated laboratory data
(In Keq vs 1/T plot) of Graham and Johnston that were obtained at the
higher temperatures. We have concluded from this work that a significant
fraction of the NOx in a remote troposphere can be in the N205 form,
especially for atmospheres at low temperatures. N20 5 can have a direct
impact on living matter with potential damage in wooded, remote regions.

Davidson, Cantrell, Shetter, and Calvert made additional measurements
of the NO3 reactions with H2S, HC1, and NH3. The nature of the products
formed suggests the primary reactions are;
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(a) N03 + H2S - HONO2 + HS

(b) NO3 + HC1 HONO2 + C1

(c) NO3 + NH3 + HON02 + NH2

It has been found that the HS radical produced in (a) leads largely to
S02 in air at 1 atm in pressure. The Cl product of (b) gives largely
C1N02 for our conditions. N20 is one of the observed products of the
NH2 reactions in our systems. The following mechanism seems to explain
these results well:

HS + 02 + M - HS02 + M

HS02 + 02 + H02 + S02

Cl + N02 + M + ClN0 2 + M

NH2 + NO2 + (NH2NO2) + N20 + H20

Experinents with N-15 labeled NH3 show that the following alternative
mechanism involving the NH2-N02 reaction is an unimportant pathway:

NH2 + 02 - 2HNO

2HNO - N20 + H20

Further quantitative work on these systems is planned in which the rate
constants for the various important elementary steps will be determined.

Our research concerned with the study of the kinetics and mechanisms
of the tropospheric chemistry will be enhanced greatly through the use
of the new Bomem Fourier transform infrared, visible, UV-spectrometer
that was delivered early in FY 85 and is now being installed in the HTC
spectroscopy laboratory.

The group associated with the photochemistry laboratory of HTC
(Gardner, Wijayaratne, and Calvert) has completed a quantitative study
of the primary photochemical processes that occur in the acetone (CH3COCH 3)
molecule in air under tropospheric conditions; this work has recently
been published (Journal of Physical Chemistry). The primary quantum
yields of acetone loss and formation of the products C02, CO, CH30H,
and CH20 in dilute acetone mixtures were measured in synthetic air.
Experiments were carried out using several wavelength regions for excita-
tion (313, 299, 290, and 279 nm), with a range of air pressures (25 to
745 torr) and temperatures (-1 to 28°C) characteristic of the tropo-
sphere. The quantum efficiency with which acetone decomposes,

CH3COCH 3 + hv -- CH3 + CH3CO,

decreases with increasing air pressure (range 25-350 torr), but about 7%
of the excited acetone molecules dissociate independent of the pressure
in the range (350 to 745 torr). Calculations based upon these data show
that the estimated apparent first-order photochemical decay constants
for acetone in the troposphere are small compared with those for formaldehyde
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and acetaldehyde, two other common carbonyl impurities of the tropo-
sphere. Furthermore our calculations and considerations of the chemistry
of this species in the troposphere (Chatfield, Gardner, Wijayaratne,
Calvert) rationalize well the observed, relatively high concentrations
of acetone that have been observed in the remote troposphere.

The oxidation of both anthropogenic and natural hydrocarbons in the
troposphere leads to a variety of aldehydes and ketones. Photochemical
studies on only three of the many hundreds of these carbonyl species
have been made under typical tropospheric conditions. Yet evidence
suggests that these compounds may exert a significant influence on the
chemistry of the troposphere. Preliminary studies of the photochemistry
group (Gardner, Calvert) on acrolein (CH3CH=CHO) and methyl-n-propyl-ketone
(n-C3H7COCH 3) have been made during the past year. The results of the
ketone study are of special interest. The photodecomposition of this
compound is found to occur in air (680 torr) by two processes:

(a) CH3COCH 2CH2CH3 + hv - CH2=CH2 + CH3C(OH)CH 2

(b) CH3COCH 2CHzCH 3 + hv + CH3CO + CH2CH2CH 3

Process (a) is of particular interest to atmospheric chemists since the
products include two reactive hydrocarbon species: ethylene (and by
analogy, larger alkenes in the higher ketones) and the enol-form of
acetone. This latter species should react with ozone and HO-radicals to
generate acetic acid and peroxyacetic acid in the troposphere. Further
quantitative studies on the photochemistry of the ketones are planned to
define quantitatively the impact that ketone photochemistry has on
organic acid production in the troposphere.

Theoretical Studies. The HTC group have been evaluating chemical
reaction mechanisms in the troposphere. The first of these efforts (Calvert,
Chatfield, Delany, Martell) suggested an alternative mechanism for the
suggested short lifetime observed for the 38S02 in the troposphere
(Junkermann and Roedel, 1983). These workers proposed that the observa-
tions point to a lifetime of only a few hours for S02 in the troposphere.
In the opinion of our group, the 38S formed by cosmic ray interaction
with atmospheric argon may not form 38S02 quantitatively, but may bypass
the S(IV) oxidation state and lead quickly to S03 and H2S04. The very
short lifetimes suggested by Junkermann and Roedel are not consistent
with the long-range transport of S02 that has been observed in the
troposphere.

In other studies of the HTC group, Calvert, Heikes, Stockwell,
Mohnen, and Alistair Kerr (University of Birmingham, England) have re-
viewed various alternative mechanisms leading to sulfuric acid and
nitric acid in the troposphere and suggested some new alternatives for
hydrogen peroxide generation. In other work, Mohnen, Calvert, and
Wilson have attempted to review the various concepts and strategies for
the control of acid rain in North America.

The complex chemistry of the troposphere has been reviewed and
evaluated by our HTC group (Calvert, Hoffman [California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena] and Kerr). A rather complete chemical mechanism
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for the gas-phase and liquid-phase chemistry of the troposphere was
formulated, and the best rate-constant estimates were selected as part
of the effort associated with the ADMP, which was supported during the
past year in HTC by the Environmental Protection Agency. It is believed
that this compilation of reaction-rate data is the most complete and,
hopefully, the most accurate representation that has been prepared of
the mechanism of generation of acidic compounds in the troposphere. It
may serve as the logical starting point for further studies to design
more simplified and useful chemical mechanisms for the continuing chemical
modeling studies within ACAD and NCAR. This mechanism will be updated
at regular intervals in an attempt to identify the reaction mechanisms
and rate constants that appear to have the greatest uncertainties
associated with them. These will be selected for further study here or,
if more suitable, elsewhere at UCAR or other academic or national
laboratories.

Calvert and Isaksen have undertaken another aspect of the tropo-
spheric modeling effort during the latter part of the current report
period in cooperation with the ADMP program at NCAR. They are evaluating
the current literature related to the several parameters that determine
the first-order photodissociation constants (J-values) for the important
photochemically active molecules in the troposphere. These are the
quantum yields of the primary processes as a function of wavelength, the
absorption cross-sections as a function of wavelength, and the irradiance
of sunlight as a function of wavelength and atmospheric conditions
(solar zenith angle, extent of cloud cover, aerosol content, etc.). The
latter data are being generated by Isaksen and, when combined with the
selected quantum yield and absorption cross-section data, the calculated
J values are being tested against available measured data related to the
J(N02) and J(03-O(UD))values. These studies are designed to aid in the
development of useful parameterizations for simulation of the photochemical
processes operative in the tropospheric chemistry.

Chameides (Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta) has carried
out theoretical studies of atmospheric cloud-containing systems and
shown that the chemistry that occurs in cloud water is strongly affected
by the capture of reactive intermediates present in the gas phase,
provided that the capture of these species on collision with the droplet
is reasonably efficient (sticking coefficients of 10-3 or greater). A
theoretical study and literature evaluation of the discordant information
related to the capture of gaseous species by atmospheric water droplets
is in progress in HTC by Mozurkewich. Preliminary results related to
the H20 vapor sticking coefficient (fraction of the species striking the
surface captured by the liquid droplet) on liquid water droplets indicate
that efficient capture occurs. These studies are continuing with a view
toward estimating the sticking coefficients for H02, HO, N20 5, etc., on
cloud droplets. Preliminary results suggest that these values are
greater than 10- 3 and that gas-phase transport of reactive transients in
the atmosphere to the cloud water and their subsequent chemistry in the
cloud water can be very important, as Chameides has suggested. Laboratory
work within HTC at NCAR, designed to experimentally evaluate the important
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sticking coefficients for H02 and N20 5 on moist aerosols, is planned for
the fall of 1985 in conjunction with Peter McMurry and Robert Carr at
the University of Minnesota.

DIRECTOR'S OFFICE

Studies of radioactive aerosols and effects have been performed by
Edward Martell in the ACAD director's office. Although experimental
work on the properties and dynamics of radioactive aerosols has been
interrupted (at least temporarily), Martell has continued the evaluation
and publication of recent experimental results on radon progeny aerosols
and their atmospheric effects and health implications.

Recent studies have included a comprehensive review of the relevant
published literature and provide a new hypothesis on the role of tran-
spired radon and thoron, and their radioactive decay products, as major
contributing sources of ions and ion production in convective storms.
It is estimated that radioisotopes of continental surface origin provide
enhanced rates of ion production in convective storms which exceed that
by cosmic rays at cloud levels by factors of 5 to 10 or more. This work
is being reported in the forthcoming special issue on atmospheric
electricity in the Journal of Geophysical Research. These processes
require further experimental evaluation and bear importantly on the
relative merits of various proposed mechanisms of thunderstorm
electrification.

Other atmospheric studies in progress include assessment of the
role of alpha particle emissions in continental surface air as con-
tributing sources in the production of large cluster ions and stable
embryo particles--a natural gas-to-particle conversion process. A paper
providing new insights on mechanisms of radiogenic nuclei production was
presented at the 11th International Conference on Atmospheric Aerosols,
Condensation and Ice Nuclei in Budapest, 3-8 September 1984.

Martell's studies of the properties and dynamics of indoor radon
progeny aerosols and their implications for lung cancer risks in smokers
and passive smokers also are continuing. An overview of the processes
involved is presented in his recent article in the Proceedings, National
Academy of Sciences (Vol. 80, 1285-1289, 1983).

Cicerone worked with many collaborators to produce the NAS/NRC
report Global Tropospheric Chemistry: A Plan for Action (National
Academy Press, 1984, 191 pp. .Part I of that report (pp. 1-52), "A
Plan for Action" presents the conceptual framework and justification for
a research program on global tropospheric chemistry. Part I was authored
by Robert Duce (University of Rhode Island), Cicerone, Douglas Davis
(Georgia Institute of Technology), C. C. Delwiche (University of California,
Davis), Robert Dickinson (NCAR), Robert Harriss (NASA), Bruce Hicks
(NOAA), Donald Lenschow (NCAR), Hiram Levy II (NOAA), Shaw Liu (NOAA),
Michael McElroy (Harvard), Volker Mohnen (SUNY, Albany), Hiromi Niki
(Ford Motor Company), and Joseph Prospero (University of Miami).
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Cicerone, Delwiche, Harriss, and Dickinson also contributed a later
chapter (pp. 55-69) of the report "Biological and Surface Sources," in
which they discussed, in principle and with examples, the importance of
biological sources of atmospheric gases. Key areas for research on this
topic were also identified and discussed.

Liu and Cicerone contributed a similar review of the existing
knowledge and questions on fixed-nitrogen compounds in the troposphere.
Cicerone wrote another chapter on the halogen elements (fluorine, chlorine,
bromine,and iodine) for the NAS/NRC report. The state of knowledge and
current questions on the atmospheric distributions, sources, sinks,
and transformations of halogen-containing gases and aerosols are covered
in that chapter.
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Lawrence Lyjak
Steven Massie
Daniel Packman
Charles Smythe

Optical Techniques Project

Michael Coffey
Dale Cupp
Douglas Hoyt
William Mankin (Leader)

Atmospheric Gas Measurements Section (AGM)

Vacant (Head)

In-Situ Measurements Project

Albert Gyorkos
Leroy Heidt (Leader)
Bruce Henry
Jeffrey Kobayashi
Richard Lueb
Walter Pollock
James Shetter

Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions Project

Anthony Delany
Gerald Dolan
James Greenberg
Jenifer Serafin
Arthur Wartburg
Patrick Zimmerman (Leader)

Chemical and Aeronomical Modeling Section (CAM)

Raymond Roble (Head)

Chemical Modeling Project

Robert Chatfield
Ralph Cicerone (Leader)
Kenton Sieckman
Stacy Walters

Upper Atmosphere Dynamics and Aeronomy Project

Barbara Emery
Rolando Garcia
Arthur Richmond
Raymond Roble (Leader)
Israel Tzur (long-term visitor)

Visitor and Support Section

Peter Crooimans
Frank Grahek
Nelder Medrud Jr. (Head)

Clerical Element

Teresa LaCrue (Leader)
Mary Nuanes
Mary Ann Olson
Donna Sanerib
Sharon Vieyra

Meteorological Element

Philip Haagenson (Leader)

Technical Element

William Bradley
Jon Burkepile
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Visitors

Eugene Allwine, Washington State University,
December 1983 to February 1984, Biosphere-
Atmosphere Interactions Project

Kerry Busarow, Wittenberg University, June to
August 1984, Homogeneous Tropospheric Chemistry
Project

Mary Anne Carroll, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, May 1984 to May 1985, Atmospheric
Gas Measurements Section

Johanna Darlington, National Museums of Kenya
(Nairobi), January 1983 to January 1984, Biosphere-
Atmosphere Interactions Project

Constant C. Delwiche, University of California,
Davis, January to July 1984, Director's Office

Russell Dickerson, University of Maryland, August
to September 1984, Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions
Project

Neil Donahue, Brown University, May to August 1984,
Atmospheric Gas Measurements Section

Karen Fong, University of Texas, June to August
1984, In-Situ Measurements Project

Aaron Goldman, University of Denver, September
1979 to September 1985, Optical Techniques Project

Edward Gardner, California Institute of Technology,
July 1983 to June 1985, Homogeneous Tropospheric
Chemistry Project

Michael Hoffman, California Institute of Technology,
July to September 1984, Homogeneous Tropospheric
Chemistry Project

Mark Johnson, Carleton College, June to August 1984,
Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions Project

J. Alistair Kerr, University of Birmingham (England)
July to September 1984, Homogeneous Tropospheric
Chemistry Project

Shaw Liu, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration, January 1981 to September 1985,
Director's Office

Menachem Luria, Hebrew University (Israel), August
1984 to August 1985, Homogeneous Tropospheric
Chemistry Project

Henry Nebel, Alfred University, June to August
1984, Global Observations and Modeling Project

Dieter Perner, Max Planck Institute for Chemistry
(Germany), July 1983 to August 1984, Director's
Office

Victoria Putsche, University of Colorado, September
1984 to December 1984, Biosphere-Atmosphere Inter-
Actions Project

Brian Ridley, York University (Canada), May 1982
to May 1985, Atmospheric Gas Measurements Section

Murry Salby, University of Colorado, August 1984
to August 1985, Upper Atmosphere Dynamics and
Aeronomy Project

Mark Smith, University of Colorado, May 1984 to
October 1985, Optical Techniques Project

Susan Solomon, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, November 1983 to November 1985,
Upper Atmosphere Dynamics and Aeronomy Project

Frode Stordal, Oslo University (Norway), February
1984 to November 1984, Director's Office
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The Acid Deposition Modeling Project (ADMP) is an interdisciplinary
project funded primarily by the Environmental Protection Agency with co-
funding from NCAR's regular National Science Foundation allocation. The
principal objective of this project is to develop an Eulerian regional
acid deposition model (RADM) suitable for assessing source-receptor re-
lationships. The initial task is the construction of a modeling frame-
work integrating an existing and evolving mesoscale meteorological model
with a new transport and chemical transformation model. All components
of this modeling system are expected to include state-of-the-art repre-
sentations of the relevant physical and chemical processes. Much of the
required development will be based on contributions from a broad cross
section of the scientific community.

At this time, ADMP has 14 full-time staff, with another 13 part-
time participants from the scientific divisions of NCAR (Atmospheric
Analysis and Prediction, AAP; Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronomy, ACAD;
and Advanced Study Program, ASP) and from the Aeronomy Laboratory of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). We are also
collaborating with researchers from universities and other institutions.
Many of the detailed physical submodels are being developed by other re-
searchers, who are funded by the National Acid Precipitation Assessment
Program of the Interagency Task Force on Acid Precipitation. When ap-
propriate, NCAR staff also contribute to this aspect of the modeling
program so as to bridge gaps in development schedules. NCAR staff also
contribute to the basic research disciplines supporting these submodels,
such as gas phase and aqueous phase chemistry models and in-cloud trans-
formation and transport processes. The bulk of ADMP at NCAR, however,
focuses on the development of the research-oriented, comprehensive RADM.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The following list highlights this year's significant accomplish-
ments by participants in ADMP:

* The computer program for the mesoscale meteorological model was
rewritten, with as much as a factor-of-three gain in execution speed,
depending on the options used.

* Basic results from our large-eddy simulation experiments led to
new concepts on planetary-boundary-layer modules for large-scale models
such as the RADM.

* Studies based on the Oxidant-Scavenging Characteristics of April
Rains (OSCAR) field experiments determined that the existing synoptic
network and observational frequency are not adequate for accurate cal-
culations of long-range transport during episodic events.
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* A first-generation Eulerian long-range transport and acid depo-
sition model was assembled and has been undergoing extensive evaluation.

* First-generation submodels of gas phase chemistry and aqueous
phase chemistry with simple parameterizations of subgrid-scale cloud
processing and dry deposition were completed.

* A first complete examination of OSCAR experiment chemistry data
was documented.

* A promising new approach to source-receptor analysis for Eu-
lerian models using specific carrier frequencies as signals from each
source was developed.

These and other results will be described in the following sec-
tions.

The meteorological model, a mesoscale dynamical model, uses inputs
from surface stations, radiosondes, satellites, and aircraft for vari-
ables such as pressure, temperature, horizontal winds, water vapor,
cloud cover, and precipitation. After suitable processing of the input
data, this dynamical model computes a set of time-varying three-dimen-
sional fields of primary meteorological variables, such as wind, temper-
ature, pressure, water vapor content, and precipitation, with consider-
ably more detail than the initial data had. These variables can then be
used to generate other diagnostic variables that are of direct use to
the acid deposition model. In addition to these meteorological var-
iables, chemical data on reaction rates, atmospheric abundances, and
natural and man-made emissions are needed as input to the newly devel-
oped acid deposition model.

This model, with its comprehensive description of all the currently
recognized major physical and chemical processes, is a most suitable
tool for research and a scientifically defensible application model.
However, for policy and assessment studies, the RADM would need to be
streamlined for computational efficiency and to have the representation
of the physical and chemical details suitably simplified. As RADM simu-
lation results become available, they will be used to construct a set of
fast-turnaround "engineering" models for application or as an introduc-
tion to the RADM. This process will be continuous and evolutionary.
The "engineering" model development is now part of ADMP.

METEOROLOGY

The main objectives of the meteorology group of ADMP are the devel-
opment of a state-of-the-art mesoscale modeling system and the study of
the meteorological aspects of the overall model uncertainties. The ef-
forts of the meteorology group during the past year include work done at
NCAR and work done at Pennsylvania State University under a subcontract.
Since the beginning of the project, considerable improvement has been
made in the meteorological (dynamic) model and associated processing
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programs. In addition, we have made progress on several important sci-
entific research problems related to mesoscale predictability, boundary-
layer modeling, air pollution meteorology, and long-range transport.
Because many of these studies are funded jointly, some have been re-
ported in the earlier sections on AAP and ACAD.

The ADMP meteorological model is based on the mesoscale model orig-
inally developed at Penn State by Richard Anthes (now of AAP) and Thomas
Warner. This model has evolved as a complex system, including the model
itself and both preprocessing and postprocessing programs. A major ac-
complishment during the past year has been Eirh-Yu Hsie's (NOAA partici-
pant of ADMP) recoding of the Penn State/NCAR mesoscale model. The new
version of the mesoscale model (Version 4) is more user-friendly and
computationally efficient than the old version. It requires about one-
third the computational time of the old version, depending on the op-
tions used. The new model is written in modular form; i.e., each phys-
ical component is written in a separate subroutine. It is relatively
easy to modify the model if different physical parameterizations or
computational schemes are desired. All the options and parameters
needed by the model are in one subroutine. The new version is an in-
core model: all the three-dimensional variables are stored in the main
computer memory.

Our research over the past year has focused on a number of problems
related to acid deposition modeling. First, Anthes, Ying-Hwa Kuo, David
Baumhefner, Ronald Errico, and Thomas Bettge (all of AAP) conducted a
preliminary study on mesoscale predictability to help plan the model un-
certainty study and to understand the sensitivity of model simulations
to variations in initial and boundary conditions. John Wyngaard (AAP)
proposed a new way of parameterizing the convective boundary layer based
on the results from large-eddy simulations (LES). Kuo and Anthes car-
ried out a semiprognostic test of several variations of the Kuo-type
cumulus parameterization scheme. These tests help improve the cumulus
parameterization schemes used by the mesoscale model. Philip Haagenson
(ACAD) surveyed the weather patterns over the eastern United States and
classified them into several synoptic categories. He then selected 12
cases during the last three years for the model uncertainty study. The
synoptic classification can be used to estimate annual acid deposition
when combined with the results of the transport and chemical model.

Kuo and Haagenson carried out preliminary synoptic analyses and
model simulations on a case observed in the OSCAR '81 experiment. Paul-
ette Middleton (ASP) studied the chemical aspects of this case, which
will be the first test case for our complete acid deposition model, in-
cluding meteorology, transport, chemistry, and deposition. Kuo, Haagen-
son, Marina Skumanich, and Julius Chang performed a theoretical study on
the accuracy of the trajectory models using the model simulation of the
OSCAR case. The objective of this study is to understand the uncertain-
ties of long-range transport calculations using atmospheric data. Haa-
genson, Kuo, Allan Lazrus (ACAD), and Paul Sperry (ACAD) used the field
data from an acid precipitation experiment conducted in 1979 to study
the relationship between precipitation acidity and three-dimensional
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transport associated with synoptic-scale cyclones. Hsie experimented
with the simulation of an air pollution episode on a meso-beta scale
over Colorado. Summaries of the research mentioned above are given in
the following paragraphs.

During 1984, Wyngaard carried out some basic studies of the struc-
ture and dynamics of the planetary boundary layer (PBL), with special
emphasis on transport processes in convective conditions. Much of this
work has its roots in the LES studies done by Richard Brost and Chin-Hoh
Moeng (AAP).

LES data generated by Wyngaard and Brost showed that vertical
transport of conservative scalar species through the convective PBL
could be represented as the sum of "bottom-up" and "top-down" processes
driven by the scalar fluxes at the bottom and top, respectively, of the
mixed layer. Moeng and Wyngaard used these concepts to represent the
field of a turbulent, conservative scalar as the sum of top-down and
bottom-up components. Through LES studies, they isolated the statistics
of each in the convective PBL, enabling them to develop a generalized
"mixed-layer similarity" hypothesis for a scalar field. Their results
indicate that a scalar flux of entrainment is much more effective than a
surface flux in generating scalar fluctuations.

Using the results of the LES study with Brost, Wyngaard developed a
very simple module for calculating scalar transport in the convective
PBL. Basically an integral model, it uses analytical forms for the sca-
lar profiles and uses the scalar conservation equation to predict the
scalar fluxes at the bottom and top of the "mixed layer," which need not
be well mixed.

In a recent review paper, Wyngaard discussed integral methods, rate
equations for PBL depth, transport closures, and other issues central to
modern PBL parameterization. He stressed the need for balance in model
building and described the general features of what he thought would be
the next generation of PBL modules used within larger-scale models.

For the initial testing of the RADM, Haagenson has chosen three
distinct synoptic types known to be important in the acid deposition
problem. The three basic types are wintertime precipitation events,
summertime precipitation events, and summertime nonprecipitating events.
Haagenson is preparing a synoptic discussion of each case. We plan to
run all variations of the model on the chosen cases, which involves
about 156 forecasts. At least two of the cases contain special chemical
measurements, an OSCAR case, and a case from the Northeast Regional Oxi-
dant Study.

Using the mesoscale model of ADMP, Kuo conducted a three-day simu-
lation of the fourth event of the OSCAR experiment. Many important
large-scale features and mesoscale circulations, including the intensity
and movement of the cyclone, the cold front, the frontal rain band, the
dry tongue behind the cold front, and upper-level and low-level jets,
are successfully simulated throughout the three-day period. Even at the
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end of the 72-h simulation, the model still demonstrates considerable
accuracy. The simulated OSCAR storm merges with the maritime cyclone,
although it is stronger than--and lags behind (by about 400 km)--the
observed storm. The 400-mb relative humidity clearly shows the high
humidity associated with the frontal rain band and a distinct dry tongue
behind the cold front.

Increased concern over regional and international aspects of air
pollution has created a need for reliable means to determine the long-
range transport of pollutants. Air parcel trajectories, useful for re-
vealing source-receptor relationships in atmospheric pollution transport
and deposition, are often used to estimate the long-range transport of
chemical species. Kuo, Haagenson, Skumanich, and Chang carried out a
series of observing systems simulation experiments to investigate the
uncertainties of trajectory computations. In such experiments, the
results from this OSCAR case simulation are assumed to represent the
"true" atmosphere at the spatial and temporal resolutions of the meso-
scale model. Three-dimensional trajectories are first computed from
this "reference data set" to represent "true" atmospheric trajectories.
The model data (the "reference data") are then degraded to mimic obser-
vations with lower temporal and spatial resolutions and to simulate ac-
tual measurements routinely available from the National Weather Service.
Comparisons of the trajectories computed from these data bases showed
that, as the temporal and spatial resolutions of the data set were de-
graded, the accuracy of the trajectory model was quickly degraded. This
suggests that the current synoptic network and observational frequency
are inadequate for accurate calculations of long-range transport of epi-
sodic events.

CHEMISTRY

The main objectives of the chemistry group of ADMP are the incor-
poration, modification, and development of chemistry and deposition sub-
models for the RADM. Several of the submodels are being developed by
research groups both inside and outside of NCAR. All the primary ef-
forts for the past year are directed toward the development of first
versions of the major submodels. William Stockwell has developed a 40-
species, 80-step homogeneous gas phase mechanism which has been inte-
grated into the transport and deposition model along with a dry deposi-
tion submodel. Christopher Walcek has developed an aqueous phase chem-
istry and cloud processes submodel. Both of these submodels are the
first version in a sequence of expected improvements. As more under-
standing of the relevant processes develops and more complete mechanisms
become available, we will be updating and replacing the existing model
components continuously. Examples of this are the cloud processes sub-
model currently under development at Pacific Northwest Laboratory and
the chemistry submodels being developed by Jack Calvert (ACAD) at NCAR.
Calvert and colleagues are examining ways of simplifying two very com-
prehensive gas phase and aqueous phase chemical schemes so as to meet
the computational constraints of the RADM. The two-pronged program on
chemical submodels is essential because of the time constraints for RADM
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completion and for scientific completeness. The more comprehensive
approach is needed to assure that all essential known processes have
been considered and will be accurately simulated. To facilitate this
last task, we have developed an interactive chemistry simulation model
(ICSM). This stand-alone model allows a user to formulate and solve the
time-dependent behavior of a uniformly mixed and interacting chemical
system. The direct man-machine interaction, program prompting, and
error-trapping capabilities significantly simplify the process of eval-
uating and testing mechanisms.

The ICSM is a computer program which allows a user to interactively
enter a chemical kinetics reaction mechanism and to specify the time-
dependent solutions desired with various built-in error- and consisten-
cy-checking procedures. The program will then automatically set up the
relevant system of differential equations and solve them numerically.
The ICSM relieves the user of the tedious task involved in changing re-
action mechanisms and attending to the programming details usually asso-
ciated with running a computer simulation. All entries into a simula-
tion file are made while one is viewing informative displays on a ter-
minal screen. The files created by a user can be stored by the ICSM as
a data base for that user. These files can be modified by the ICSM in
future studies, either in part or in total. This program was developed
by Stacy Walters (ACAD), with contributions from Kenton Sieckman (ACAD)
and John del Corral.

Stockwell has developed a first version of a relatively simple gas
phase chemical mechanism for use in an acid deposition model and has
compared its behavior with that of two more complex chemical mechanisms,
a mechanism developed at California Institute of Technology and the car-
bon bond mechanism, version CBM-X, developed at Systems Applications,
Incorporated. All three mechanisms have been extensively tested against
smog chamber data and other air quality models.

The inorganic chemistry of this mechanism is essentially the same
as that of the complex mechanisms, with a few exceptions. Most notably,
the production of nitric acid from nitrogen pentoxide and water are not
allowed. With these changes, we obtained better fits of the nitrogen
oxide data in smog chambers.

The organic chemistry for the RADM chemical mechanism is represent-
ed by 14 stable species and eight radical intermediates. This number of
classes and the complexity of the organic chemistry mechanism employed
in the RADM chemical mechanism compare well with those of air quality
models. The number of lumped groups chosen to represent the organic
classes of alkanes, alkenes, aromatics, aldehydes, and ketones was de-
termined by the reactivity of the class and the range of rate constants
of species within each class. The classes with high reactivity and with
larger ranges of individual rate constants required representation by
larger numbers of lumped groups. The rate constants for the master
mechanism and other published reviews were the basis for the rate con-
stants used in the first version of the RADM mechanism.
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Extensive intercomparisons among these mechanisms were carried out
along with smog chamber simulations. In summary, our preliminary study
shows that the RADM mechanism gives reasonable results when compared
with smog chamber data and with the complex models. There is consid-
erable variation in the predicted amounts of hydrogen peroxide between
all three mechanisms. This would be important when one considers aque-
ous chemistry. More data from laboratory studies, smog chambers, and
field observations will be required before chemical mechanisms for re-
gional acid deposition modeling can be thoroughly tested.

Walcek developed a one-dimensional cloud model to predict mesoscale
and microphysical aspects of the clouds above a given point in the mod-
eling domain. This model is integrated with an aqueous chemistry sub-
module which predicts liquid phase concentrations and deposition rates
of various pollutants along with sulfur dioxide oxidation rates within
the cloud. The cloud and aqueous chemistry models represent preliminary
routines within the cloud processes subroutine of the RADM transport/
transformation model. The cloud processes subroutine is used whenever
clouds or rain are predicted above a given grid cell during model execu-
tion. Methods of modeling nonprecipitating cloud systems are currently
under development.

The model used to predict the vertical variation of cloud parame-
ters is a semi-empirical model based on observations which suggest that
cumulus clouds are efficient vertical, rather than lateral, mixers of
environmental air. This type of cloud model represents a steady-state,
one-dimensional approximation which overcomes several problems asso-
ciated with other laterally entraining cloud models.

The aqueous chemical model has been developed to predict the con-
centrations and deposition rates for dissolved aerosol and trace gas
pollutants and the sulfur dioxide oxidation rates within cloud water.
The model represents a simplified version of the aqueous model of Daniel
Jacob and Michael Hoffmann of California Institute of Technology and is
similar to an earlier published equilibrium model. All reversible aque-
ous phase reactions are assumed to occur rapidly, and thus an equilib-
rium is established between the various dissolved ionic and nonionic
pollutant species. Those irreversible reactions involving the oxidation
of sulfur (IV) in cloud water are calculated using a forward time-dif-
ferencing technique, with chemical equilibrium being reestablished at
the end of each oxidation time step.

SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND VALIDATION

Following an earlier study on suitable numerical integration tech-
niques for the transport and transformation model, the method of Piotr
Smolarkiewicz (Convective Storms Division) was chosen for its ability to
maintain positivity in solution variables and in conservation of trac-
ers. Brost's analysis of the CRAY computer memory availability led to
the development of an in-core model as the first-generation model. This
will allow quicker turnaround and quicker implementation of the chemis-
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try submodels under separate, parallel development. He has carried out
several standard numerical tests to assure the accuracy and stability of
the numerical scheme. At this time, the first-generation gas phase and
aqueous phase chemistry submodels have been integrated with the trans-
port model. A cloud effects submodel and a dry deposition submodel are
also included. The structure of this in-core model allows it to be ex-
panded to a full-sized, disk-based model with reasonable effort. The
first-generation model still has 30 x 30 horizontal grids and ten ver-
tical layers. Both dimensions can be expanded slightly without diffi-
culty.

The structure of the transport and deposition model of the RADM
system is designed to be as close as possible to that of Version 4 of
the mesoscale model. However, the latter has only four to six predicted
variables and is in core, while ultimately the transport model will have
more than 40 chemical species and may be out of core. The transport
model's data structure was planned for eventual out-of-core use, but we
are starting with an in-core version with the same structure. In the
planning of the transport model, the emphasis was on flexibility, so the
different processes are handled with replaceable modules.

With all processes included except wet scavenging, and with 7,500
grid points, the in-core model's ratio of simulated time to CRAY central
processor time is 50 to one. We do not believe that the inclusion of
wet scavenging will significantly increase these computational require-
ments. Also, we believe that we can increase speed by a factor of four,
so that it will be feasible to use several times as many grid points.

The RADM code was tested with in-situ point sources, surface area
sources, surface deposition sinks, horizontal and vertical diffusion,
horizontal and vertical advection, various inflow boundary conditions,
and a PBL that was constant or growing in time. These tests debugged
the different modules of the code and proved that there were no great
problems with reflections at the boundaries. We never found a grid
point where a concentration became negative. The development of plumes
from point or area sources was realistic. The numerical diffusion in
the iterated upstream scheme never seemed excessive.

We performed a three-dimensional simulation with the RADM using the
mesoscale model (Version 4) forecast for 22-24 April 1981. The trans-
port model was in-core and used a subdomain of 25 points from east to
west, 20 from north to south, and 15 in the vertical, giving a total of
about 7,500 grid points. There were 21 transported species and 11 diag-
nostic species. The vertical resolution was about 80 m near the surface
and about 1 km near the tropopause. This was our first long simulation
with the RADM, and not all of the parameters of the simulation were per-
fect for this case. Nevertheless, all of the capabilities of the model
were exercised except wet scavenging. The RADM used a reasonable amount
of computer time and generated realistic values and smooth patterns for
the chemical species.
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Middleton has examined the fourth episode of OSCAR to determine the
characteristics of a wet deposition episode revealed in the precipita-
tion data and to determine appropriate procedures for comparing the RADM
with field observations. She is continuing the study with the other
episodes of OSCAR.

The OSCAR program was designed to study the chemical and dynamical
features of selected cyclonic, or frontal, storm systems as they tra-
versed the eastern portion of North America. During the April 1981
study period, four storm systems were examined. The meteorological
descriptions have been presented elsewhere.

The characteristics of precipitation during OSCAR are investigated
first on a qualitative basis by examining hourly average contours of the
rainfall volume and precipitation chemistry data, and then on a statis-
tical basis by examining the correlations among rainfall volume and the
chemical components of the rain.

This study concentrated on examining the amounts and spatial dis-
tributions of sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, pH, and rainfall volume since
data for the other chemicals were much more sparse. If a station regis-
tered bad or missing data for any one of these five variables for a par-
ticular hour, that station was omitted for that hour. Contours, cor-
relation analysis, and principal component analysis were used in the
study. At all periods, the patterns of chemical concentrations appeared
to be more closely related to each other than to the patterns of rain-
fall volume. This lack of a strong relationship between rainfall volume
and the chemical components of the rain was also reflected in the sta-
tistical analysis. Sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, and acidity were strong-
ly interrelated. Rainfall volume was not strongly associated with the
concentration of any of the chemical constituents. In this analysis,
the first principal component described over 70% of the variability
among the four variables. Except for a few high-rainfall cases, there
was very little direct correlation between rainfall volume and the chem-
ical concentrations of the precipitation.

Hsiao-ming Hsu and Chang have studied a new technique for carrying
out intrinsic source-receptor analysis within existing frameworks of
Eulerian models. The basic concept is the superposition of a small
oscillatory (in time) perturbation on each constant source function in
the model. They conjecture that this small oscillatory signal will not
affect the actual physical interactions in the model but will be carried
downwind. If so, then at any given receptor site the time-dependent
solution of any variable of interest can be Fourier-analyzed to recover
the power spectrum of all the imposed carrier signals along with rela-
tive amplitudes. Physically, this small superimposed signal should be
within the natural fluctuations of the source functions. For the major
sources of atmospheric acid material, these fluctuations are at least on
the order of a few percent. Therefore, signals of less than 1% can be
safely utilized without affecting the simulation result.
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A set of test problems was studied using both single and systems of
linear and nonlinear advection-diffusion equations in two dimensions.
Clear signals were indeed found at all the receptor sites. However, the
relative amplitudes of individual signals depend on several parameters.
For linear problems, this can be clearly sorted out, but for nonlinear
problems, it is much more complicated. The major influencing factors
have been identified, but procedures for quantifying the relative con-
tributions of different sources to a particular receptor site still
require more study.

ENGINEERING MODEL

The development of an Eulerian RADM is an important component of
the National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP). The RADM
will incorporate the current state of knowledge of regional-scale atmo-
spheric processes related to acid deposition, and will include provi-
sions for updating as the state of knowledge evolves. This comprehen-
sive description of all the major physical and chemical processes makes
the RADM the most appropriate analysis tool for deriving basic under-
standings. For policy and assessment studies, as we stated earlier, it
would be necessary for the RADM to be streamlined and simplified. The
current NAPAP schedule for RADM development does not allow for this to
occur prior to 1988 or 1989. It is the general consensus of the scien-
tific community that a rigorous treatment of the relevant processes is
of the highest priority at this time. Still, actions must be taken to
address the near-term needs of the policy and assessment components of
NAPAP, especially since an assessment report is due in 1987. To this
end, Chang proposed the concept of an "engineering" model to bridge the
gap between the already approved schedule for comprehensive RADM devel-
opment and the policy and assessment needs of NAPAP in late 1986 and
beyond.

With the help of Environmental Protection Agency staff and other
consultants, we have defined the type and format of physical variables
that would be of use to the policy and assessment needs of NAPAP. This
definition includes the temporal and spatial resolutions for the desired
variables. A group of preliminary technical studies has also been iden-
tified and should be carried out so as to guide the development and im-
plementation of a definitive plan for an appropriate engineering model
or set of models. This has been scheduled for the first half of 1985.
After exploring several concepts for engineering models, we have iden-
tified a three-dimensional Eulerian model with reduced resolution and
carefully parameterized physical and chemical submodules as the most
feasible approach. A final implementation plan will be developed in
early 1985.
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Staff:

ADMP Project Office

Julius Chang (Director)
Daloris Flaming

Meteorology

Richard Anthes (Leader)(AAP)
David Baumhefner (AAP)
Thomas Bettge (AAP)
Ronald Errico (AAP)
Philip Haagenson (ACAD)
Debra Hopkins
Eirh-Yu Hsie (NOAA)
Anna Kanski
Ying-Hwa Kuo (AAP)
Marina Skumanich
John Wyngaard (AAP)

Chemistry

Jack Calvert (Leader)(ACAD)
Ralph Cicerone (ACAD)
John del Corral
Ivar Isaksen (long-term visitor)
William Stockwell
Christopher Walcek
Stacy Walters (ACAD)

System Integration and Validation

Julius Chang (Leader)
Richard Brost
Hal Hildebrand
Hsiao-ming Hsu
Shaw Liu (NOAA)
Glen Long
Paulette Middleton (ASP)

Visitors:

Seog-Yeon Cho, University of Iowa, July to
August 1984, Meteorology Group

Sarah Gille, Yale University, June to August
1984, Meteorology Group

Prasad Kasibhatla, University of Kentucky,
July to August 1984, Meteorology Group

Holger Kley, Dartmouth University, July to
August 1984, Chemistry Group

Gregory McRae, Carnegie-Mellon University,
June to August 1984, System Integration and
Validation Group

STAFF AND VISITORS AND
MEMBERS OF SCIENTIFIC WORKING GROUPS

Members of Scientific Working Groups:

Working Group 1: Dynamic Modeling

Gregory Carmichael, University of Iowa
Robert Lamb, Environmental Protection Agency
Akula Venkatram, Environmental Research and

Technology, Inc., Concord, Mass.
Thomas Warner, Pennsylvania State University
Richard Brost, ADMP
Ying-Hwa Kuo, AAP
John Wyngaard, AAP

Working Group 2: Clouds and Precipitation

Terry Clark, Convective Storms Division
William Cotton, Colorado State University
Jake Hales, Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Harold Orville, South Dakota School of Mines

and Technology
Hsiao-ming Hsu, ADMP

Working Group 3: Gas and Aqueous Phase Chemistry

Roger Atkinson, University of California at
Riverside

William Chameides, Georgia Institute of Technology
Michael Hoffman, California Institute of Technology
Jennifer Logan, Harvard University
John Seinfeld, California Institute of Technology
Gary Whitten, Systems Applications, Inc., San

Rafael, Calif.
Jack Calvert, ACAD
William Stockwell, ADMP

Working Group 4: Heterogeneous Processes and
Deposition

Thomas Graedel, Bell Laboratories
Bruce Hicks, NOAA Atmospheric Turbulence and

Diffusion Laboratory
Alan Lloyd, Environmental Research and

Technology, Inc., Newbury Park, Calif.
Volker Mohnen, Atmospheric Sciences Research

Center, State University of New York at Albany
Christopher Walcek, ADMP

Working Group 5: Sensitivity Analysis and
Data Bases

Carmen Benkovitz, Brookhaven National Laboratory
Gregory McRae, Carnegie-Mellon University
Richard Stolarski, NASA Goddard Space Flight

Center
Douglas Whelpdale, Atmospheric Environment

Service, Canada
Julius Chang, ADMP
Paulette Middleton, ASP
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The foremost goal of the research program of the High Altitude Observa-
tory (HAO) is to enhance, in significant ways, our understanding of the sun,
its environment, and its influence on our earth. Most commonly, this enhance-
ment takes the form of scientific publications in the open literature. It may
also arise from interactions with and stimulation of the community by HAO
staff by way of seminars and colloquia at institutions around the world, visi-
tor programs at HAO, student guidance, and help in defining directions and
goals of the nation's research program. It is important--even crucial--for
HAO to contribute in each of these areas in substantive ways. In this report,
we summarize the staff research efforts during the past year that have and
will result in scientific publications. These activities cover a wide variety
of topics, which collectively form (and conform to) the research plan of HAO.
HAO has long taken the position that this research program should reflect a
broad approach toward understanding solar processes--an approach involving a
suitable mix of experimental, interpretive, and theoretical efforts.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

One measure of the success of HAO's research program is the impact of the
Observatory's research on the overall discipline's progress. During the past
year, several of HAO's research efforts resulted in significant milestones in
solar and solar-related research; they include:

* The Fourier tachometer, designed to measure solar velocity fields, became
operational and has produced two-dimensional data that will allow the first
specification of the latitude dependence of solar internal angular velocity;

* Studies of the theory of solar internal processes have resulted in the
first identification of solar inertial oscillations and their potential role
as probes of the position of the convection zone bottom and internal differen-
tial rotation with depth;

* The more rigorous examination of both convective motions and radiation
fields in the solar interior indicates that they may significantly alter
observed acoustic modes of solar internal oscillations;

* Continued detailed analysis of magneto-optical effects, line damping, and
vertical velocity gradients on the profiles of magnetically sensitive lines in
the solar atmosphere have significantly enhanced the utility of Stokes polar-
imetry as a diagnostic probe of three-dimensional solar magnetic fields;

* New, self-consistent treatments of the magnetostatic modeling of sunspots
have removed past difficulties with predicted bright umbral rings and, thus,
brought together more closely observations and theory;

* Analytic solutions for an axisymmetric, magnetostatic solar atmosphere,
including gravity, have been discovered, that provide new tests of the con-
cepts of equilibria and stability of solar magnetic fields;
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* The Observatory's coronagraph on the NASA Solar Maximum Mission (SMM)
satellite was repaired in space; it is currently observing the corona at a
period of solar activity analogous to that in the previous solar cycle,
observed by HAO's first orbital coronagraph.

By no means do these few highlights fully reflect the diversity of
research efforts within HAO; these and other important efforts are described
in the following pages. Overall, efforts by HAO staff, collaborators, and
visitors have resulted in 70 papers in the refereed scientific literature
during the past year.

On a more personal note, this report would be incomplete without mention
of three significant personnel changes in the Observatory's scientific staff.
Sadly, the long, productive career of Sadami Matsushita ended with his death
in early 1984. HAO was bolstered, however, with the transfer of Raymond Roble
and Arthur Richmond to the HAO scientific staff in October 1984.

SOLAR ATMOSPHERE AND MAGNETIC FIELDS SECTION

The solar atmosphere can be characterized as a turbulent, radiating
plasma permeated by magnetic fields. In the photosphere, where the gases are
only partially ionized, energy is supplied mainly by diffusion of radiation
from the interior, motions are of moderate amplitude with respect to the local
sound speed, and the magnetic field is compressed by the fluid motions into
small flux tubes at the borders of convection cells. However, in the overly-
ing chromosphere and corona, where the ionization becomes essentially com-
plete, dissipation of mechanical energy provides the main energy supply,
motions are frequently of an amplitude comparable to the local sound speed,
and the magnetic field is sufficiently strong with respect to local pressure
forces to channel the fluid motions. The complex interactions between the
radiating plasma, its flow characteristics, and the local magnetic field are
evident over the entire solar surface, but are especially pronounced in active
regions. The enhanced magnetic flux in active regions, for example, is accom-
panied by enhanced radiation output as well as sporadic violent upward ejec-
tions of matter and sudden dramatic releases of energy (both thermal and
nonthermal) in flares. Similar phenomena occur on a reduced scale in quiet-
sun areas.

The long-range goal of the Solar Atmosphere and Magnetic Fields Section
is to understand the physical processes present in the lower solar atmosphere.
To do this, we must develop three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) models
of such quasi-steady solar features as sunspots, plages, supergranule
cell/network structures, and of the atmospheric expansion into interplanetary
space. These models, when developed, will include the complete energy and
momentum balance. Their development presents a difficult challenge that will
require several years of effort and a step-by-step approach, involving both
theoretical and observational programs. The effort will encompass other
scientific sections of HAO as well as outside collaborators.

One important aspect of the overall goal involves progress in understand-
ing energy transport in the solar atmosphere, including heating of the chromo-
sphere and corona and the transport of heat by thermal conduction and enthalpy
flow. Achievement of this understanding will also require collaborative
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efforts involving both theoretical and observational programs.

The expertise of the current staff of the Solar Atmosphere and Magnetic
Fields Section includes an approximately equal balance between radiative
transfer and magnetohydrodynamics. An attempt is made to maintain an
appropriate balance between data analysis, theory, and modeling. Members of
the section avail themselves of opportunities to conduct observations from
both space- and ground-based facilities. In addition, members of the section
are actively involved in the planning of major new observing facilities,
including the Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) to be flown by NASA in the early
1990's and an advanced Stokes polarimeter (Stokes III) being planned jointly
with the National Solar Observatory (NSO), the Institute for Astronomy of the
University of Hawaii, and the University of Sydney. HAO and NSO are also
beginning to explore possible sources of funds to support United States parti-
cipation in the Large European Solar Telescope Foundation project (LEST).

Observational and data analysis programs conducted during the past year
include magnetic and velocity shear in active regions, stellar chromospheres,
eruptive prominences associated with coronal transients, and Stokes polariza-
tion in sunspots. Areas covered by theory and modeling efforts include radia-
tion hydrodynamics, radiation-driven stellar winds, structure and stability of
three-dimensional magnetic fields, two-dimensional (axially symmetric) sunspot
models, and model solar and stellar atmospheres.

Polarimetry

At its meeting in Huntsville in May 1984, the Stokes III consortium
presented and adopted a plan by the NSO to investigate the use of the NSO
solar tower at Sacramento Peak for polarimetric observations. To reduce resi-
dual instrumental effects, it will be necessary to replace the present vacuum
entrance window at the top of the tower with a thinner (and possibly more
optimally designed) window. If the telescope is operated under vacuum, as it
currently is, the window thickness can be reduced by a factor of two. This
offers enough prospect for improvement to merit further study. By filling the
vacuum tank with helium, the window thickness can be reduced further. This
latter approach offers better prospects for accurate polarimetry but may
compromise the image quality. Testing with a helium filled tank began last
summer and will be continued during the coming year.

Andrew Skumanich continued his efforts to improve the interpretation of
Stokes line profiles in terms of magnetic field, velocity, and thermodynamic
parameters. One of the major contributions of the Stokes II program at HAO
was the demonstration that the diagnostic method in use at that time was
inadequate for explaining the observed profiles. Subsequent improvements in
the diagnostics incorporated by Skumanich and Bruce Lites (formerly with NSO)
included the introduction of magneto-optical effects, improved absorption pro-
files for the spectral lines, recognition of the effects of scattered light,
allowance for velocity gradients in the region of line formation, and improved
numerical methods for fitting the predicted profiles to the observations.
During the past year Skumanich has further improved the theoretical profiles
by recognizing that the individual Stokes profiles are asymmetric as a result
of vertical velocity gradients and that the asymmetry leads to systematic
wavelength shifts between the polarized and unpolarized profiles. This
improvement results in large changes in both the width and strength of the
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empirical line absorption profile and yields results that for the first time
are consistent from point to point in a sunspot umbra as well as with
corresponding results from lines that are unaffected by the magnetic field.

In a continuing study with Lites, Skumanich has improved the understand-
ing of magnetic field diagnostics using data from filters whose spectral reso-
lution is inadequate to fully resolve the Stokes profiles but which have the
enormous advantage of simultaneously observing in two spatial dimensions.
Through the use of their improved procedures for fitting well-resolved Stokes
profiles, they are able to identify the optimal wavelength sampling of the
Stokes profiles and to specify the accuracy with which the modulation transfer
function for the filter must be known for a given accuracy in the magnetic
field measurement. These analyses are being applied to a sequence of increas-
ingly sophisticated model atmospheres designed to eventually mimic the real
solar atmosphere.

Radiation Hydrodynamics and Radiative Transfer

During a stay at the Max Planck Institut fur Astrophysik in Munich, Dimi-
tri Mihalas worked with Karl-Heinz Winkler on the development of adaptive mesh
techniques for computational fluid dynamics. They made a significant advance
in methodology by changing the mathematical nature of the grid-generation
equation from elliptic to locally parabolic; the new formulation controls grid
runaway, e.g., during shock reflections, and results in a more stable, power-
ful, and efficient technique.

As part of a long-range program to apply modern radiation hydrodynamics
techniques to stellar pulsation, D. Mihalas is collaborating with David Hummer
(University of Colorado) and Michael Seaton (University College, London) on a
new ab initio calculation of stellar envelope opacities. At the present time
D. Mihalas and Hummer are developing an equation of state, needed to determine
atomic and ionic level-populations; they are using a free-energy minimization
technique that incorporates a realistic cutoff procedure for the bound-state
partition functions. Seaton and coworkers in London and Belfast are generat-
ing atomic cross sections.

In collaboration with Paul Kunasz (unaffiliated), D. Mihalas has com-
pleted conversion to the CRAY-1 computer of a radiation transport code for
line formation in two-dimensional media. They are currently extending the
code to handle multi-ion, multilevel atomic models, and in collaboration with
Jean-Claude Vial of Laboratoire de Physique Stellaire et Plandtaire in Paris,
are working toward the goal of calculating realistic spectra from solar prom-
inences.

Barbara Mihalas (HAO visitor, unaffiliated) has continued her theoretical
study of the influence of radiation on waves and oscillations in the solar
atmosphere. Her treatment includes wave propagation in the regimes from
purely radiative waves to radiation-damped acoustic and magneto-acoustic
waves, and has recently been extended to include the effects of radiation on
the phase relationship between intensity and velocity for propagating acoustic
waves. She has nearly completed a code to compute wave propagation self-
consistently and will use it to investigate the phase relationships in a
variety of model atmospheres. These can then be compared with observations to
determine whether waves are propagating or evanescent.
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Skumanich and Lites have continued their work on the interpretation of
radiative transfer solutions to multilevel excitation and ionization problems.
They have developed and applied a sensitivity analysis procedure that identi-
fies and measures the various sources of photons for any particular transi-
tion. Their results have clarified the role of Lyman-alpha photons in con-
trolling the electron density in the chromosphere of the quiet sun. Since
free electrons colliding inelastically with atoms and ions are the source of
radiant energy loss from the chromosphere, chromospheric energy losses may be
controlled by the conditions in the higher temperature Lyman-alpha source
region. Skumanich and Lites are applying sensitivity analysis to the excita-
tion of Ca II in the solar atmosphere, in collaboration with Rush Holt
(Swarthmore College) and to hydrogen in the cool dK-dM stars in collaboration
with Carl Kincheloe (graduate student, San Diego State University).

Solar Atmosphere

Grant Athay and Lawrence Anderson (HAO visitor, University of Toledo)
began a collaborative effort to model the magnetohydrodynamic and radiative
processes in the lower solar atmosphere. Atomic collision and absorption cross
sections have been computed for nine abundant atomic species that are impor-
tant as sources of opacity and of free electrons. A successful radiative
equilibrium model including all sources of continuum opacity (lines excluded)
has recently been completed. Succeeding models will include the effects of
line opacity, computed in non-LTE, and the effects of nonradiative heating.

The transition region temperature domain between about 3 X 104 and 3 X
105 K exhibits a number of peculiar characteristics that have puzzled solar
physicists for many years. Spectral lines formed in this domain are too
strong to be explained by conventional models of the transition region, and
those formed near 10 K show widespread downflow. Athay has shown that a
kinematic model in which hot material is allowed to cool and fall as it con-
denses and is later replaced by rising material undergoing a net heating pro-
vides an explanation for both the observed line intensities and the mass flux
in the downflow.

Athay and Rainer Illing developed a temperature and density diagnostic
for eruptive prominence material in the outer corona, associated with coronal
transients observed with the HAO coronagraph-polarimeter on the SMM satellite.
Their diagnostic is based on observations of the intensities of the H-alpha
line and the electron scattering continuum. Scaling laws derived from radia-
tive transfer computations are used to evaluate radiative transition rates in
the Lyman lines, which are required for the diagnostic. When they applied the
results to one event, they found that the rising prominence material underwent
both a large decrease in density and a substantial increase in temperature.
They suggest that the rise in temperature is probably due to the marked reduc-
tion in the radiation loss rate (resulting from the decreased density) without
a corresponding reduction in the heating rate.

Stellar Atmospheres

D. Mihalas is assisting Anderson in his calculations of non-LTE line-
blanketing in early-type stars. These computations should result in much more
realistic descriptions of the ultraviolet radiation field of hot stars than
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previously available; this information will provide improved input data for
theoretical models of stellar winds and the physics of the interstellar
med i um.

Skumanich and Arthur Young (HAO visitor, San Diego State University) com-
pleted the reduction and analysis of H-alpha observations of sunlike dM
stars. Their observations, when combined with other H-alpha observations by
John Stauffer (Harvard College Observatory), Young, Eugene Harlan (Lick Obser-
vatory), and Bernie Bopp (University of Toledo) form a comprehensive set (to
be published as a joint paper) that clearly delineates the drop-off of chro-
mospheric H-alpha emission along the main sequence. The dMe stars that pro-
duce H-alpha in emission above the continuum are found to have chromospheres
that are somewhat more active than do stars in the Ursa Major age group.

Skumanich and Young have made the interesting discovery that the H-alpha
chromospheric energy loss is linearly related to the coronal X-ray energy loss
from these stars and amounts to approximately 10% of the X-ray loss. This
places a strong observational constraint on the mechanism of energy supply to
both the corona and the chromosphere in young stars. Indeed, the additional
observational datum that flaring or frequency in such young stars is corre-
lated with H-alpha emission strength (as discovered by Soviet astronomers)
implies, according to the Skumanich and Young result, that higher flaring
rates go hand in hand with higher coronal X-ray emission. This may imply a
common magnetic mechanism for both phenomena and may represent a significant
observational datum for the source of the nonthermal energy supply to stellar
chromospheres and coronae.

In a separate study of a single dMe star, GLS 890, having an unusually
high rotational velocity, Keith MacGregor, Skumanich, and Young observed its
far ultraviolet spectrum using the International Ultraviolet Explorer satel-
lite instrument. Over a time interval covering approximately two rotation
periods for the star, they observed a considerable modulation of intensity in
the Mg II H and K lines correlated with the previously determined rotation
period. Surprisingly, however, they found no evidence for emission lines
characteristic of temperatures near 105 K. This suggests that the star has a
well-developed chromosphere but does not have a high-temperature corona. The
lack of a corona is unusual for stars of this spectral type.

Magnetostatics

Significant progress has been made in the studies of magnetostatic topol-
ogy and stability during the past year. Boon-Chye Low has discovered an
entirely new family of three-dimensional equilibrium solutions that greatly
extends the class of solutions he found last year. This new class of solu-
tions has a richer and broader variety of three-dimensional topologies than
can be found in all of the possible potential field configurations. Such
features as discrete flux loops of the type observed in coronal X rays can now
be studied as individual magnetic entities. Also, the formalism developed by
Low permits the realistic modeling of magnetic structures in the solar atmo-
sphere using photospheric magnetograph data as input. Previously, such model-
ing has been limited to the very restrictive cases of potential and linear
force-free magnetic fields.

Victor Pizzo's recent work on sunspot modeling has overcome a major bar-
rier found in almost all other theoretical models. Models in which the
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magnetic field topology is specified prior to the determination of the equili-
brium gas pressure almost invariably lead to the prediction of a bright ring
of continuum radiation surrounding the sunspot, which is contradictory to
observations. Pizzo discovered that this theoretical result is purely an
artifact of a priori specification of the magnetic topology. When the problem
is reversed by first specifying the gas pressure distribution and then solving
for the magnetic field topology, the bright ring disappears. With the elimi-
nation of this stumbling block, the computed sunspot models are now showing
much closer agreement with observations.

In a broader context, Pizzo has used the model to study how the shape of
the magnetic configuration in thick flux tubes scales with the basic parame-
ters of the problem--the atmospheric scale height, the radius of the tube, the
magnetic field strength, and the gas pressure deficit between the interior and
the exterior of the tube. For parameters typical of solar conditions, he
finds that the field topology in small spots (R < 10,000 km) is likely to take
on an hourglass shape; i.e., the higher gas pressure exterior to the tube
causes the tube to pinch preferentially at certain depths. This effect is
greatly reduced in large spots, however, such that a more monotonic fanning
out of the field lines is achieved. It is well known that a pinched-in config-
uration is unstable to fluting (interchange instability) and that anything
that reduces the curvature of the field lines or eliminates the hourglass
shape enhances the stability of the structure. Hence, these results suggest a
theoretical basis for the observation that long-lived sunspots are invariably
very large.

SOLAR VARIABILITY SECTION

Studies of the variable nature of the sun encompass a wide variety of
topics, ranging from solar internal processes to the modulation of cosmic rays
by the heliospheric magnetic field. The solar dynamo--the complex interaction
between convection motions and rotation--is ultimately the cause of all solar
variability as manifest in solar activity. Its understanding is a fundamental
problem of solar (and stellar) physics, and improvement in observing various
facets of the solar oscillatory spectrum promises to stimulate new progress in
this area. The solar output--radiation, fields, and particles--provides the
means of both measuring the dynamo effects and the input to the terrestrial
environment. A common thread of all these diverse studies, however, is that of
understanding the global solar properties and how they influence the terres-
trial environment.

Observations of Solar Oscillations and Global Flows

Timothy Brown has concentrated on bringing the Fourier tachometer II into
operation at Sunspot, New Mexico, and to develop the techniques needed to
obtain and analyze oscillations data using it. Reliable solar velocity data
were first obtained in March 1984, and in late October an observing run of 17
days was achieved. Typical instrumental noise levels have been reduced to
about 6 m/s for a 60-s velocity integration at a single pixel (20 arc seconds
square), or 15 cm/s for a 60-s integration over the entire solar disk. Sta-
bility over a time span of hours or days appears to be better than 50 m/s,
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with considerable room for improvement via the use of wavelength calibration
sources.

Brown has actively pursued the analysis methods needed to convert Fourier
tachometer observations into useful information about solar velocity fields.
These include correcting the data for known instrumental effects and for vari-
ations in the instrument's velocity relative to the sun, subtracting the large
velocity fields due to solar rotation and the limb red shift, spatially
filtering the data to yield instantaneous amplitudes for each spherical har-
monic component of the velocity field, and filling the gaps in the amplitude
timestrings that result from clouds, instrument failures, and the diurnal
cycle.

Work has proceeded on means for interpreting velocity maps to yield
information on various solar processes. Brown and Peter Gilman developed and
tested (using artificial data from Gilman's compressible global convection
model) a method for detecting giant cells in the presence of velocity noise
from the solar supergranulation. The method relies on the symmetry properties
and latitudinal extent of the giant cell flows--properties not shared by the
shorter-lived supergranules. Tests suggest that this method should be notice-
ably more sensitive than those used heretofore, and much less dependent on
doubtful assumptions about the shape of the longitudinal spectrum of the giant
cells.

Brown and Cherilynn Morrow (graduate student, University of Colorado)
have recently begun a program to apply Bayesian and related probability con-
cepts to the problem of inverting oscillations data to learn about solar
structure and rotation.

Gilman has continued his collaboration with Robert Howard (NSO) to meas-
ure the global circulation of the sun for the 20th century by tracking the
movement of sunspots. In particular, they have found that leader sunspots,
i.e., those that appear first when a new sunspot group rotates into view on
the east limb of the sun, rotate systematically faster across the visible disk
than follower spots, by about O.1°/day, or about 14 m/s. Thus, the leading
and following parts of groups are diverging from each other in longitude by
about this amount. This is the first time it was demonstrated to be a statist-
ical property of a large sample of spots. Gilman and Howard have also found
that leader and follower spots separately show the same variations in rotation
rate with cycle phase as previously found for all spots taken together, i.e.,
peaks in rotation rate near solar minimum and maximum, with troughs in
between.

In a related study, Gilman and Howard have also shown that there is a
systematic correlation of the motions in longitude and latitude of individual
spots. Such a correlation had been found almost two decades ago for groups by
Ward. The significance of this correlation is that it can be interpreted as
evidence of angular momentum transport toward the equator from high latitudes.
Gilman and Howard showed that, while the correlation for individual spots was
smaller than for groups by a factor of three or so, the individual spot result
was still statistically significant. A similar correlation is also found for
leader and follower sunspots considered separately. The angular momentum trans-
port estimated from this correlation is of similar magnitude to that calcu-
lated in the global convection model of Gilman described in earlier annual
reports, for solutions that predict a differential rotation of similar magni-
tude and profile to that observed on the sun.
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Theory of Solar Oscillations

Solar oscillations in a variety of frequency ranges are being actively
studied at HAO and elsewhere, in order to deduce properties of the solar inte-
rior, such as its stratification and rotation. Up to now principal focus has
been placed on the well observed "five-minute" or acoustic modes on the sun,
with some work also on gravity modes that have periods of one hour or greater.
During FY 84, Gilnan and David Guenther (HAO visitor, Yale University) have
developed theoretical models to demonstrate that a third class of oscilla-
tions, so-called inertial oscillations, also hold promise for deducing proper-
ties of the solar convection zone. Coriolis forces act as the restoring force
for inertial oscillations, so their period is determined by the rotation rate
of the sun. Consequently, the solar periods would be two weeks or longer.
Unlike acoustic and gravity modes, inertial modes have never been observed on
the sun, and never really looked for. If these oscillations can be observed on
the sun, they can, in principle, be used to deduce both the convection zone
depth and the rotation rate with depth. Gilman and Guenther plan to extend
their work so that more detailed information on the solar interior can be
deduced when these inertial modes can be identified from observations.

Brown developed a formalism for estimating the change in p-mode oscilla-
tion frequencies resulting from the fluctuating velocities within the solar
convection zone. These velocity fields not only distort the acoustic wave
fronts passing through them, but also retard the mean wave front position,
reducing the effective phase velocity. Brown found that this reduction is
sufficient to alter the frequencies of short-wavelength p-modes by several
tenths of a percent, which is a large amount compared with current observa-
tional errors. The variation of the calculated frequency shift with wave
number is similar to that arising from variations in the assumed convection
zone depth or in the solar helium abundance. This effect may thus be an
important complicating factor in the attempt to determine the solar structure
from oscillation frequency measurements. Brown and B. Mihalas plan further
work on this problem during the next year.

B. Mihalas has been studying how radiative effects can alter frequency/
wave-number diagrams for acoustic modes in the sun and other stars. In the
sun, radiative effects increase the sound travel time between the two reflec-
tion levels of an acoustic mode and thus decrease the frequency. In stars that
are hotter and less dense than the sun, the sound speed is increased above the
adiabatic value by radiation pressure at large optical depths. Hence, the
frequencies of acoustic modes are expected to be increased. The effect should
be the greatest for large horizontal wavelengths, while modes of small
wavelengths may experience a decrease in sound speed near the surface and an
increase at greater depths, thus producing a highly model-dependent effect on
the frequency.

Modeling the Global Circulation and Dynamo

In last year's Annual Scientific Report, results from Gilman's global
convection and dynamo model were described that suggested the main seat of the
solar dynamo may not be in the bulk of the solar convection zone as had been
generally assumed, but rather in a thin shell at the bottom of that zone. In
the past year, several related studies have been carried out to explore
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various aspects of this possibility, by Edward DeLuca (graduate student,
University of Colorado) and Gilman, by Thomas Bogdan (HAO visitor, University
of Chicago) and Ian Lerche (University of South Carolina), and by Gordon
Newkirk.

During FY 84, DeLuca and Gilman have developed a dynamo model for the
thin layer at the bottom of the convection zone. They applied an energetically
consistent and computationally stable numerical solution technique to the
model equations, and recently found steady dynamo solutions. DeLuca and Gilman
will carry out a systematic exploration of this model for a wide variety of
physical parameter values during the next year, to look particularly for
oscillatory dynamo solutions. The main goal is to see if the solar cycle and
torsional oscillations can be explained with such an approach.

Bogdan and Lerche have studied the dynamical evolution of two-dimensional
large-scale magnetic fields through a statistical formulation that treats the
fibril magnetic field as a dilute gas of parallel, twisted, magnetic flux
tubes. The key physical ingredients of such an approach are the advective and
diffusive transport of magnetic fibrils, coupled with their coalescence
through binary collisions. Bogdan and Lerche find that the transport and in
situ coalescence of toroidal magnetic fibrils through the solar convection
zone may be effective in producing the observed size spectrum of emerging mag-
netic flux at the solar surface. This result raises the interesting possibil-
ity that the solar magnetic field may be in a fibril state throughout much of
the convection zone and supports the notion that the seat of the solar dynamo
might be confined to a thin layer just below the solar convection zone.

Newkirk's study is motivated by the concept that it may be possible that
the behavior of the solar cycle itself may allow us to determine whether it is
driven by a dynamo located at the boundary between the convection zone and the
radiative envelope or by a dynamo distributed over the convection zone. This
is so because the former dynamo would be expected to be quite periodic while
the latter would be expected to behave in a largely stochastic manner.

To test whether the observed sunspot cycle can be described by either of
these two extreme models, Newkirk constructed a numerical simulation of their
behaviors. The principal distinction between the two is that the deeply
seated dynamo would be expected to maintain the phase of solar maxima (or
minima) over many hundreds of cycles, while errors in the phases in the dis-
tributed dynamo would steadily increase in time. The numerical simulations
demonstrate that the subtle differences between the two extremes should be
unambiguously detectable after approximately 60 solar cycles. The result sup-
ports the conclusions of Dicke and Gough that the currently available data
covering only 24 cycles is insufficient to distinguish between the two
extremes. We can hope that in the near future proxy data on past solar
cycles, such as is becoming available from the analysis of o0Be in ice cores,
will extend this record over several thousand years.

Search for Possible Instabilities of the Deep Solar Interior

Ronald Gilliland used a stellar evolution code developed at HAO, with
full resolution of the nuclear reaction network responsible for solar, nuclear
energy generation, to search for possible instabilities in the solar core.
Previous linear analyses with partial coupling of nuclear and thermal proper-
ties showed no evidence for instability. This work, which included more
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detailed physical couplings and allowed for finite-amplitude perturbations,
confirms that no theoretical evidence exists for believing the nuclear burning
in the sun to be unstable on any time scale. It remains possible that non-
radial or dynamical instabilities of finite amplitude could exist in the solar
core leading to variation in the 3He burning rate.

Variations in Terrestrial Insolation

John Eddy, in collaboration with Ye.P. Borisenkov and A.V. Tsvetkov (Main
Geophysical Observatory, Leningrad), has completed the first part of a histor-
ical reconstruction of the patterns of Northern Hemisphere insolation
throughout the last 100 years. The amount of sunlight falling in any latitude
band depends upon (a) the transparency of the atmosphere; (b) intrinsic
changes in the total irradiance of the sun; and (c) variations in earth orbit
parameters. Eddy and his colleagues have reconstructed daily values of the
latter two effects for the benefit of climatological studies.

The HAO contribution to the joint study was daily reconstructions of the
solar total irradiance, based on the work of Eddy and Douglas Hoyt reported
here in 1982.

The Soviet contribution was to examine changes in insolation induced by
varying orbital parameters--in essence, the "high-frequency" components of the
well-known Milankovitch effect. These were calculated as daily values of
insolation change for 100 latitude bands for the period of the HAO study.

In the combined data the dominant effect is that of solar activity that
comes about through sunspot blocking and introduces an 11-year modulation with
an amplitude of about 0.1% in the total irradiance over the earth. At high
latitudes, however, nutation of the earth's rotational axis induced by the
gravitational pull of the moon adds a distinct modulation of about the same
amplitude with a period of 18.6 years. Eddy and his colleagues conjecture
that changes in patterns of atmospheric circulation induced by these subtle
perturbations may be responsible for the 18.6-year term found in patterns of
drought in the western United States.

Observed Relation between Solar Luminosity and Radius

A relationship fundamental to studies of the sun is that relating changes
in the solar luminosity (L) to the solar radius (R). Perturbations in lumi-
nosity may be expected, for example, from changes in subsurface temperature
gradients and hence convective flux as a result of solar activity. Pressure
perturbations within the convective zone may alter the radius directly, as
will changes in potential energy associated with global oscillations of the
sun. It has been frequently pointed out that were an exact relationship to
apply between changes in L and in R, direct measurements of the solar diameter
(as in the HAO solar diameter monitoring program) might serve as a useful
proxy for year-to-year variations in solar luminosity. In a recent paper,
however, Gilliland has demonstrated the inherent difficulties in fixing a
theoretical value for a solar luminosity/solar radius relationship, noting
that published values differed over a wide range and even in sign.

Eddy, with Claus Frohlich (Physikalisch-Meteorologisches Observatorium
and World Radiation Center, Davos, Switzerland), has made a preliminary
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empirical determination of the relationship, using the best (and the only)
available data: measurements of the total irradiance made from balloons,
rockets, and satellites in the period since 1967. When reduced to a common
calibration scale and when a consistent scheme for residual atmospheric
absorption is applied, these data suggest that during the period from about
1967-1979 the total irradiance of the sun was systematically increasing at a
rate of about 0.025% per year, with a possible systematic decrease of about
the same amount thereafter.

Measurements of the solar diameter used in the study are those made at
the Herstmonceux station of the Royal Greenwich Observatory in a continuous
program begun in 1957 and ended in 1982. Although the accuracy of a single
day's measurement is low, the taking of annual averages permits a test of pos-
sible secular trends. Eddy and Frohlich find that the Greenwich measurements
of the solar diameter are characterized by a statistically significant
increasing trend during the years when the total irradiance measurements show
an increase. The amount of the increase is about 0.033 seconds of arc per
year in both horizontal and vertical diameters.

If the total irradiance and diameter changes are both real, as statisti-
cal analysis suggests, one obtains an empirical value for the relationship of
luminosity and radius that is consistent with an empirical value found earlier
by Gilliland. He used historical solar diameter measurements and terrestrial
surface temperature as a proxy for solar luminosity.

Solar Diameter Instrument

Brown has continued to supervise the operation of the solar diameter mon-
itor. This instrument has now been measuring the solar diameter at noon every
clear day for three years. Estimates based on the first year of data suggest
that the currently available data set should be adequate to detect at least
some of the diameter variations that appear to be present in the historical
record. Accordingly, Brown plans to analyze all of the available data during
the upcoming year.

Galactic Cosmic Rays and the Heliospheric Current Sheet

Newkirk has continued the analysis of the role of latitudinal transport
of galactic cosmic rays in the heliosphere; until this question is resolved
the mechanisms responsible for the solar cycle modulation of cosmic rays
remain unclear.

Newkirk, in collaboration with John Simpson and Moises Garcia-Munoz (both
of the University of Chicago), John Lockwood (University of New Hampshire),
and John Asbridge (Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories), have analyzed the
energy dependence of the latitudinal gradient relative to the heliospheric
current sheet of cosmic ray flux. The analysis shows that, while the signature
of the latitudinal gradient of 2 to 3% per AU at high energies is nearly sub-
merged in a clutter of transient variations, the effect grows to an unmistak-
able 30 to 40% at low energies. This newly established empirical result should
constrain models of solar cycle modulation and, perhaps, resolve the question.
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Stellar Variability

During FY 84, HAO finished the conceptual design for a solar-stellar
spectrophotometer. Detailed design and fabrication is now under way under the
supervision of Richard Fisher, and Lawrence Ramsey (Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity) is providing verification data of certain performance attributes of the
instrument using the existing Pennsylvania State University spectrograph. The
overall effort is a continuing collaboration among HAO, Pennsylvania State
University (Ramsey), the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (Richard Radick), and
Lowell Observatory (Lockwood), where the instrument will be operated.

The solar-stellar spectrophotometer will consist of two spectrographs;
one will image the calcium H and K lines, and the other will image a broad
spectral range containing H-alpha and the Ca II infrared triplet.

Preliminary work leading to the selection of an observing list of stellar
objects is currently under way.

In collaboration with Fisher, Gilliland has used existing solar plage
area data from observations of the summer of 1982 and simulated data to test
analysis techniques for the determination of stellar rotation and differential
rotation from chromospheric activity data. The solar data demonstrated the
extent to which active region evolution can affect rotation analyses. An
important conclusion based on simulated data and solar X-ray fluxes is that
the lifetime of rotation tracers must exceed the rotation period in order to
derive valid rotation periods. In particular, X-ray observations cannot be
reliably used to determine rotation periods since the sources have short life-
times.

In collaboration with Sallie Baliunas (Harvard Center for Astrophysics),
Gilliland has begun the computer code and algorithm development necessary for
objective characterization of stellar chromospheric activity cycles. Gilli-
land has found, and determined a method for quantifying, a crucial limitation
to the statistical quantification of stellar cycles.

Gilliland has continued work on a collaboration with John McGraw (Univer-
sity of Arizona) to study broadband photometric variations in solar-type stars
on time scales from days to years. A special-purpose transit telescope
developed by McGraw will measure stellar intensities in five color bands to a
nightly precision of 0.2-0.5%. The primary goal is to quantify the range of
variations as a function of time scale and stellar spectral type. Gilliland
has developed the algorithms and computer code necessary for extracting inten-
sities to the photon statistics limit of precision.

CORONAL/INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS SECTION

The broad, long-range goal of the Coronal/Interplanetary Physics Section
remains that of understanding the physical properties and processes determin-
ing the state of the solar corona and its interplanetary extension, the solar
wind. Studies within the section have been pursued during the past year in
three ways--through observing programs using both ground-based and space-borne
instruments, through interpretive studies of solar and interplanetary data
stemming from our own observing programs as well as those from outside of HAO,
and particularly, through a strong theoretical effort aimed at the basic
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understanding of coronal and interplanetary physics. Some of our studies
extend beyond the coronal-interplanetary environment to closely related space
and astrophysical systems where similar physical processes play an important
role. It is convenient, as in the past, to describe efforts in solar
coronal/interplanetary physics in terms oF the temporal scales of variations
observed.

Structure and Slow Evolution of the Corona and _Interplanetary Medium

The structure of the solar corona and interplanetary medium is organized
by the large-scale solar magnetic field. The relatively slow variation of
this field leads to a time variation of several coronal and interplanetary
structures that is sufficiently slow that it can be approximated as a succes-
sion of stationary (time-independent) states. Stationary structures are much
easier to study, both observationally and theoretically, than rapidly evolving
structures, and their study is necessary to provide an understanding of the
background medium in which rapidly evolving phenomena occur. Further, we
suspect that these long-term/large-scale variations reflect variations in the
global solar magnetic field, and hence reflect the evolution of the surface
phenomena of the solar dynamo. It is appropriate, therefore, that a great
deal of attention has been and continues to be devoted to such structures.
Studies of coronal structure such as long-lived holes, streamers, and rays,
and of related interplanetary structures such as recurrent high-speed streams,
magnetic sectors, and magnetic neutral sheets, continue to lead to some of the
most significant recent advances in coronal and interplanetary physics.

Observations from both space-borne white-light coronagraphs and ground-
based K-coronameters provide means of studying coronal density structures and
their evolution over time. At present, HAO is operating two such instruments:
the newly repaired coronagraph/polarimeter (C/P) on the SMM satellite and the
Mark III K-coronameter at the Mauna Loa Observatory (MLO). In addition,
comprehensive data sets are available from instruments operated by HAO in the
past, including the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) white-light coronagraph on
Skylab, earlier versions of the Mauna Loa K-coronameter, and the portable
coronal camera used for solar eclipse observations. Fisher and David Sime
have used a large fraction of the HAO coronal data set in studying the sys-
tematic variation of integrated coronal brightness over the solar cycle, and
they have found that this variation is linearly proportional to the sunspot
number, with the integrated coronal brightness at solar maximum being about
twice that at solar minimum. A simplified geometrical model has been used to
show that only about half of this variation can arise from the growth and
decay of coronal holes during the solar cycle, with the resultant implication
that some modulation in the brightness of the corona associated with active-
region latitudes must occur.

Fisher and Sime have also used this long series of observations to study
the rotational characteristics of the corona. They confirm earlier reports
that the corona shows much less differential rotation with latitude than do
other tracers of solar rotation (e.g., sunspots, active regions) and that the
average coronal rotation rate is close to the average sunspot rate at the
equator. However, the present observations reveal that systematic variations
that could only be hinted at in earlier studies have an amplitude some four
times that of the variations in sunspot rotation rate recently reported by
Gilman and Howard and, in fact, are anticorrelated with the latter variations.
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If the coronal signal is interpreted as reflecting the properties of the larg-
est scale magnetic fields, these results would seem to indicate that there is
little, if any, change of angular velocity with depth below the photosphere.
Such a conclusion has far-reaching implications for solar interior dynamo
models. Lewis House has begun to study new methods by which the signals
received by coronagraphs or K-coronameters may be employed to deduce the
three-dimensional coronal structure. He is utilizing X-ray tomographic
techniques--the radon transform--to study new deconvolution techniques, which
promise wide application to coronal problems.

If indeed it is the largest scale solar magnetic field that determines
large-scale coronal structure, then any fundamental understanding of the
coronal structure must be built upon an understanding of equilibria and sta-
bility of such large-scale solar magnetic fields. Low recently discovered a
set of analytic solutions for the axisymmetric, magnetostatic atmosphere in a
1/r2 gravitational field. These equilibrium solutions provided an opportunity
for Low to investigate by rigorous analysis the linear stability of large-
scale coronal structures associated with completely closed or partially open
global magnetic fields. He found that those closed field lines of the stressed
magnetic field that are anchored to the coronal base with baselengths in
excess of a critical value are unstable to buoyancy. A remarkable property of
these axisymmetric equilibrium states is that they are absolutely stable to
axisymmetric perturbations. Perturbations that excite the buoyancy instabil-
ity have to be three-dimensional (i.e., nonaxisymmetric), suggesting the
scenario of an unstable individual magnetic flux rope pushing neighboring flux
ropes apart to rise through the atmosphere. The theoretical study of this
instability is part of an ongoing effort to synthesize a theory of why quasi-
steady coronal structures would transit abruptly into a transient mass ejec-
tion (see below).

Although the large-scale solar magnetic field provides the framework of
coronal structure, the detailed temperature and density structure along the
magnetic field is ultimately determined by processes governing mass and energy
transport from the lower solar atmosphere into the corona. Unfortunately, it
is most difficult to obtain observations directly revealing the nature of such
processes, but important inferences can be drawn through a number of recent
observational and theoretical approaches. One such approach involves the com-
parison of elemental abundances in the chromosphere and corona. A study that
can be used as a basis for such a comparison has recently been undertaken by
Richard Munro, Fisher, Gary Rottman (University of Colorado), and Frank Orrall
(University of Hawaii), who are endeavoring to determine the heavy element
abundance in the inner corona through the use of Mg X intensity data from the
University of Colorado rocket spectrometer and white-light coronal data from
the Mark III K-coronameter. Another approach to the coronal mass and energy
balance problem is being taken by Tod Woods (HAO graduate student, University
of Colorado), Thomas Holzer, and MacGregor, who are modeling the structure of
the chromosphere-corona transition region in the presence of mechanical heat-
ing, radiative cooling, thermal conduction, and differential ion flow. The
problem of coronal heating is being attacked more directly by Mitchell Berger
(ASP visitor, Harvard University) through a study of the limits on coronal
magnetic energy dissipation imposed by the principle of conservation of mag-
netic helicity (a topological property of the magnetic field).
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Coronal Mass-Ejection Transients

There are, of course, many observed coronal phenomena that are obviously
time-dependent and cannot be adequately described by a series of steady-state
coronal structures. The study of such phenomena is difficult, demanding
observations with adequate temporal resolution to delineate the time-
dependence, interpretive tools adequate to cope with temporal changes and the
implied volume of data, and theoretical models involving an additional
independent variable. A time-dependent coronal phenomenon of major interest
in the HAO research program is the coronal mass-ejection transient (CME). The
basic properties of CMEs have been described in previous Annual Scientific
Reports.

A particularly important feature of CMEs that has been the subject of
intensive study during the last year is their morphology. Arthur Hundhausen
and Illing have used data from the SMM C/P instrument to study CME structural
features that were not clearly seen or identified with earlier instruments.
Mass ejections with a simple "looplike" appearance (in the two-dimensional
projection inherent in white-light coronal images) are even more common (on
the order of 2/3 of the SMM events) than during the Skylab period (when 1/3 of
the transients were looplike). Of the looplike ejections seen by the SMM
coronagraph/polarimeter, over half show a concentrated bright region near the
center of the loop; this bright "core" is separated from the loop by a dark
shell. Images of some of these mass ejections were also obtained through a
narrow band-pass filter that includes the H-alpha emission line. The images
confirm what the highly structured (knotty) and sometimes looplike appearance
of the bright core suggests visually--that this common feature of SMM-observed
mass ejections contains the cool material from an associated eruptive prom-
inence. The dark shell surrounding the bright core can be identified with the
dark cavity seen to enclose many quiescent prominences. In a few events an
"inverted arch" of bright material is seen moving rapidly outward in the late
stages of mass ejections. Illing and Hundhausen have tentatively interpreted
these observations as evidence for magnetic reconnection in closed magnetic
loops that were stretched outward during the initial phases of the event.

Other studies of CME structure include the completion by Sime and Munro
of a catalog of the morphological description of CMEs seen during the ATM mis-
sion. Sime has also examined the relationship between the apparent morphology
of Skylab CMEs and the nature of associated solar activity and has found that
loop like CMEs are associated preferentially with prominence eruptions, and
transients showing a less ordered structure tend more to be associated with
primarily flarelike activity. The result holds also for the data gathered
during the SMM I mission. This leads to the hypothesis that loop transients
are one manifestation of the evolution of a large-scale structure in the
corona, while the others reflect more of a response to a chaotically injected
input from a flare site. This notion of a "structural" nature for
prominence-associated events and a "responsive" nature for others appears to
be borne out when individual events are examined in detail.

Another important CME characteristic is apparent outward speed, and two
extreme (in terms of speed) types of CME have been studied during the past
year. Hundhausen and Illing have used SMM C/P data to examine CMEs with out-
ward expansion speeds of only 10-20 km/s -- an order of magnitude below the
lower end of the range of speeds usually stated for Skylab transients. These
very slow mass ejections can persist for 1-2 days, show a modified three-part
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structure (bright core, dark shell, bright outer "rim" with a diffuse or
indistinct front), and involve a mass of coronal material larger than the
average mass of "normal" ejections. Still slower ejections may occur, but
they would be very difficult to distinguish from the effects produced by solar
rotation. Sime and Hundhausen also studied an exceptionally fast-moving event
detected by SMM. Their detailed examination of the CME of DOY 188 1980 sug-
gests that the bright loop that forms the event may be a propagating shock
front. The low mass, rapid lateral expansion, and possible refraction into a
neighboring streamer all are consistent with a wave nature for the front, as
opposed to a magnetic structure, while the high velocity (900-1,000 km/s) and
the absence of effects outside the envelope suggest that it may indeed be a
shock. Although this event may not be unique, it is clearly in a small minor-
ity of the events recorded by HAO coronagraphs and is quite different from the
prototypical loop event. This would suggest that most such events are indeed
not compressive disturbances, and certainly not shocks.

A number of other observational studies of CMEs have seen progress during
the past year. Robert MacQueen and Holzer have continued the study of a most
unusual, raylike CME seen in ATM observations. It seems unlikely that this
event is a thin, looplike transient seen edge-on; rather, it appears to be an
ejection of mass along a magnetic flux tube. MacQueen, in collaboration with
David Cole (summer undergraduate student, Calvin College) has studied the
behavior of the tops of looplike CMEs from both SMM and ATM data. They find
that the behavior cannot be explained by current theories of CMEs.

Newkirk has initiated a study of the relationship between CMEs not asso-
ciated with solar flares and changes in the photospheric magnetic field under-
lying the events, with the hope of detecting magnetic changes that might
trigger a global gravitational instability responsible for driving the CME.
Such a mechanism for driving CMEs has been suggested in the context of
theoretical models constructed by Low (see previous Annual Scientific
Reports). Newkirk has recently discovered that the occurrence of CMEs during
1973-74 seems to be correlated with periods when the global magnetic field
energy is changing most rapidly. He will extend this effort to examine changes
in the global magnetic field orientation, and then examine smaller spatial
scales. Finally, House and Illing have continued to examine synoptic maps of
the corona from the 1980 SMM period and find their reduction techniques to be
sensitive to the presence of CMEs. Their work promises to increase the
overall sensitivity of detection to such events, thus widening the range of
energies of CMEs currently known.

Low and his colleagues have continued their theoretical studies of CMEs
by taking two different approaches. Low, Hundhausen, You-Qui Hu (University
of Science and Technology of China), and Charles Kane (summer undergraduate
student, University of Chicago) have obtained exact solutions for three-
dimensional coronal structures arising from a closed, bipolar magnetic field
embedded in an open, global magnetic field (in the presence of gravity).
These magnetostatic solutions can be transformed mathematically into self-
similar solutions to the time-dependent equations of magnetohydrodynamics, so
as to provide a model for CMEs. The structures produced in this theoretical
description, when projected onto a plane, closely resemble a number of the
observed features of CMEs discussed above. Low is also collaborating with Yu
Qing Lou and Robert Rosner (both of Harvard University) in developing a time-
dependent, two-dimensional, magnetohydrodynamic code (based on the theory of
characteristics) and testing this code against analytic self-similar solutions
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previously obtained by Low. Such a numerical tool can become an important
addition to analytical tools in theoretical studies of CMEs.

Solar Wind and Other Stellar Winds
Although the basic dynamics of the coronal expansion have been understood

for more than two decades, there remain some fundamental problems with our
understanding of energy transport in the coronal expansion and solar wind.
For example, there is no adequate description of energy transport by thermal
conduction in the solar wind, the mechanism of nonthermal energy transport
into the region of supersonic flow--which is required to drive high-speed
solar wind streams--is not understood, and the mechanism whereby energy is
transported through the lower solar atmosphere and into magnetically open
coronal regions remains a mystery.

One approach to resolving some of these outstanding problems involves the
observation of the solar wind acceleration region, which lies within a few
solar radii of the solar surface. Munro, together with John Kohl, George
Withbroe, and Heinz Weiser (the latter three of the Harvard-Smithsonian Center
for Astrophysics), is continuing the analysis and interpretation of data from
white-light and Lyman-alpha coronagraphs flown on a rocket in 1982 and is
preparing for the flight of a similar experiment package on the shuttle-
oriented Spartan 2. The 1982 rocket flight presented the first opportunity to
observe a polar coronal hole, and analysis of the combined observations of
white light, Lyman-alpha, and 0 VI X 1032 show strong evidence for supersonic
outflow velocity at heights of 1.5 to 2 R . The 0 VI line is totally Doppler
dimmed, and with the Lyman-alpha Doppler dimming observed, velocities on the
order of 235 km/s at kinetic temperatures of about 1.1 X 106 K may be
inferred. A self-consistent two-fluid model for this polar region is
currently under construction. A related study has been carried out by Rosine
Lallement (HAO visitor, Institute for Astrophysics, CNRS, Paris), Holzer, and
Munro. They re-examined the 1977 analysis of white-light coronal hole data by
Munro and Steve Jackson, which led to the inference of velocity and tempera-
ture profiles and consequent requirements on mechanical energy transport in
coronal holes. They have found that such inferences are extremely sensitive
to uncertainties in the white-light coronagraph data and in the assumed lati-
tudinal structure of the solar wind mass flux, and thus that one must be most
careful in drawing conclusions about coronal hole energy balance from such
observations, as was done in the oft-cited Munro and Jackson study.

As the solar wind expands into interplanetary space, its large-scale
three-dimensional structure (which arises both from the corotation of high-
speed streams and from the transient ejection of coronal mass and magnetic
field) exhibits substantial evolution. Pizzo has completed a comprehensive
review of theoretical studies of such evolution, with an emphasis on the for-
mation, evolution, and decay of shocks in the solar wind. Pizzo, together
with Bruce Goldstein (Jet Propulsion Laboratory), has also been examining the
possibility that systematic meridional flows generated by corotating solar
wind streams may explain deviations of the mean interplanetary magnetic field
from its expected spiral direction at large heliocentric distances, which have
been reported by observers using data from the Pioneer spacecraft. Using
Pizzo's three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic corotating flow model, Pizzo and
Goldstein find that for entirely plausible stream geometries, compressive
interactions at recurrent stream fronts preferentially push material away from
the solar equator, carrying some of the magnetic flux to higher latitudes in
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the process. Preliminary calculations indicate that the predicted magnitude
of the transport falls nicely within the reported range. Pizzo, Leonard Bur-
laga (Goddard Space Flight Center), Alan Lazarus (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology), and Paul Gazis (NASA/Ames Research Laboratory) have completed a
study in which they compare the observed radial evolution of corotating solar
wind flows with the predictions of Pizzo's two-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic
model. Though this general type of study has been undertaken before, this is
the first time the full multidimensional aspects of the problem, including
field, have been treated self-consistently, and it is the only such study to
demonstrate the mechanics of shock formation so near 1 AU.

Many of the physical principles governing the acceleration of the solar
wind are also applicable to the acceleration of winds from the other stars,
although the detailed mechanisms of wind acceleration may be different.
MacGregor has continued his studies of winds from both early- and late-type
stars. He and David Friend (HAO visitor, now at the University of Wisconsin)
have extended their earlier studies of radiation-driven winds from rotating,
magnetized hot stars to study in detail the structure and consequences of the
radial variation of the azimuthal flow in such winds. They find that it is
necessary to include the effects of an azimuthal radiative force in such
winds. For a wind model in which the driving force arises from the scattering
of radiation from a Gaussian photospheric absorption profile by a single opti-
cally thin line formed in the flow they find that: (a) the magnitude of the
azimuthal force can be comparable to that of the radial line force near the
base of the wind; (b) the azimuthal force acts counter to the sense of stellar
rotation, causing VO to fall off faster than r- ; and (c) the azimuthal line
force is enhanced by the inclusion of optical depth effects.

MacGregor and Peter Cargill (University of Maryland) have investigated
the motion and changes in shape of a cool, dense condensation ("cloud") con-
tained in a slowly varying, inviscid flow field. Such a model may be relevant
to the dynamics of inhomogeneities in the winds of the sun and other late-type
stars. It is found that the outward force arising from the hydrodynamic pres-
sure distribution on the surface of a cloud in pressure equilibrium with the
background flow is generally insufficient to ensure its ejection from the
gravitational field of the wind-emitting star. However, the inclusion of the
force arising from a background stellar magnetic field can provide the means
for cloud escape, although substantial distortion of the cloud's shape is
likely to occur. Holzer and MacGregor have examined in some detail the
several other mechanisms proposed to explain mass loss from low-gravity,
late-type stars and have noted a number of general constraints all such
mechanisms must meet. It appears that to explain massive low-speed winds
observed to flow from these stars with any of the proposed mechanisms, one
must find a means whereby the stellar atmosphere exhibits a self-regulating
process that finely tunes the location of deposition of the driving energy
flux in the wind. With a detailed parameter study, Holzer and MacGregor have
shown that it is not possible to produce the observed massive, late-type stel-
lar winds through driving by a thermal pressure gradient force alone, pri-
marily because of the inefficiency of the thermal driving mechanism.
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Kathryn Whaler: University of Leeds, England,
July 1984 to August 1984

Oran White: Independent, February 1984 to Indef-
inite

Arthur Young: San Diego State University, June
1984 to August 1985
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The Advanced Study Program (ASP) conducts visitors programs by
means of graduate research assistantships, postdoctoral fellowships,
and summer colloquia. The scientific work of these visitors is
summarized below; further descriptions of some of these efforts are
given in the reports by the divisions with whom the visitors
collaborated.

The Environmental and Societal Impacts Group (ESIG) of ASP
explores the social context and implications of atmospheric research
and phenomena through interdisciplinary studies within NCAR and in
collaboration with university, governmental, and other groups. In
addition, regular ASP staff carry out research on the physical
processes of coupled climate systems.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

One ASP study in the past year deserves special notice, the exam-
ination of the issue of nuclear winter. It has been suggested that
clouds of smoke and dust generated by a nuclear exchange and the sub-
sequent fires would blot out the sun and trigger subfreezing tempera-
tures, not only in the war zones but also in areas not directly
involved in the war. Such "quick freezes" could threaten plant and
animal life.

The scientific issues raised are those of getting numbers right.
No one doubts that if enough smoke were maintained in the atmosphere
for long enough, we would all die. But it is also true that ordinary
atmospheric particles--smoke from forest fires, volcanic dust, and the
like--do not destroy the biosphere. The problem thus comes down to
quantities: how much smoke and dust will possible nuclear exchanges
create, how long will they stay in the atmosphere, how large a change
will they produce in temperature, rainfall, and light for photosyn-
thesis. The ASP group found itself well placed to study the last of
these questions. Regular staff, postdoctoral fellows, and students
were interested in the problem; studies were already underway on radi-
ative properties of atmospheres, on climate change, and on the role of
oceans in modifying atmospheric changes. Other divisions of NCAR had
developed important tools, notably the community climate model (CCM),
needed to study this problem. Thanks to these tools, a full, three-
dimensional simulation could be applied, for the first time, to the
nuclear winter problem.

This simulation showed that the problem is quite complex, that
the distribution of smoke and dust would depend on the particulars of
the weather at the time of the explosions, and that the blocking out
of sunlight, therefore, would probably be patchy. The ASP group also
showed that major changes in atmospheric circulation would result from
the heating of the smoke and dust and that these changes would tend to
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carry the obscuring material into the Southern Hemisphere. Despite
these complexities, all of the ASP results tended to confirm the
earlier suggestions that the expected amount of obscuration from
moderate nuclear exchanges during the growing season could produce
freezing cold and a major loss of sunlight in many of the crop-growing
areas of the world.

VISITORS PROGRAM

Graduate Research Assistantships

ASP awards a limited number of graduate assistantships to stu-
dents pursuing master's or doctoral degrees in the atmospheric
sciences. While in residence at NCAR, graduate assistants carry out
research based on their thesis proposals, which must be endorsed
jointly by a university scientist and an NCAR scientist. These
scientists serve as advisers for the thesis and as members of the
student's thesis committee. The students work directly within NCAR
research projects in such areas as atmospheric dynamics, climate,
cloud physics, and oceanography. The length of tenure for the comple-
tion of a Ph.D. thesis is normally a maximum of two years and for an
M.S. thesis, one year. These periods are designed for students who
have finished their course work and qualifying exams and can emphasize
their thesis research. In FY 1984, seven new graduate research
assistants (GRAs) received one-year appointments, eight continued in
ASP, and four received their degrees. (One will not begin her
appointment until FY 1985.) A list of these students appears at the
end of this chapter, and includes their NCAR advisers.

Students working on global modeling included Oribe Rocha de
Aragao, (University of Miami), who was able to use the NCAR CCM to
reproduce the observed reduction in rainy-season precipitation in
northeastern Brazil following El Nino. Steven Mullen (University of
Washington) examined blocking events that occur in perpetual January
simulations with the CCM. He studied blocking in three regions: the
North Pacific, the North Atlantic, and western North America. Local,
time-averaged balances of heat and vorticity were evaluated for model
blocks composited by region of occurrence. Wendell Nuss (University
of Washington) investigated the influence of surface-heat and moisture
fluxes on explosively deepening marine cyclones using a mesoscale
numerical model. Peter Stamus (University of Oklahoma) examined the
verification of numerically produced weather forecasts, particularly
those made by mesoscale models. Jean-Pascal van Ypersele (Catholic
University, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium) examined the impact of carbon
dioxide (C02) in the Antarctic using a coupled sea-ice/ocean model.
Michel Verstraete (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) developed
methods of incorporating soil, vegetation, and atmospheric processes
in arid regions into climate models.
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Several GRAs studied air chemistry. Penelope Boston (University
of Colorado) compared in-situ biological fixation of atmospheric
molecular nitrogen by microorganisms and breakdown of organic nitrogen
by other microorganisms to the input of ammonium ions and nitric acid
in snow, rain, and dry deposition in the Colorado Rocky Mountain
alpine regions. Her aims were to provide baseline numbers for the
nitrogen balance in relatively remote mountain sites in order to com-
pare them with possible anthropogenic nitrogen increases in the future
and to elucidate the mechanisms of biogeochemical cycling on a micro-
bial scale. Filippo Giorgi (Georgia Institute of Technology)
developed parameterizations of wet and dry removal of atmospheric
aerosol for large-scale transport models that can be applied to
studies of nuclear winter. Glen Long (University of Texas at Austin)
completed his development of air quality models (one for carbon
monoxide [CO] and one for ozone [03]) that can be used on hand-held
calculators for convenient environmental assessments in developing
countries and elsewhere.

Chemistry and general circulation were combined by Stephen
Bougher (University of Michigan), who sought to identify and quantify
physical processes previously neglected in a self-consistent, coupled
chemical/dynamical model of the Venus thermospheric circulation. He
used a two-dimensional symmetric model developed by Dickinson and
Ridley to determine the degree to which eddy cooling, eddy or wave
drag, eddy diffusion, and 15vm radiational cooling are necessary to
bring the model temperature and composition fields into agreement with
observations of Venus available from the Pioneer orbiter. With the
experience gained from this two-dimensional model, he adapted the NCAR
terrestrial thermospheric general circulation model (TGCM) for Venus
inputs and these newly prescribed two-dimensional parameters. The
global temperature and composition fields obtained were in good agree-
ment with Pioneer data. Also, because of the strong 15um damping and
low extreme ultraviolet efficiency required, a very weak response to
solar-cycle variability was demonstrated by the circulation.

Daniel Ely (University of Colorado at Denver) completed a
master's thesis in public administration on the use of long-term
climate information in water resource planning. He also worked with
Steven Rhodes (University of Colorado) and John Dracup (University of
California at Los Angeles) investigating the role of climate in the
1983 flooding along the Colorado River. Their investigation is
discussed further in the ESIG section of this chapter.

Jothiram Vivekanandan (Colorado State University) attempted to
model electromagnetic phenomena in precipitation regions of clouds to
study the polarization signatures obtained with radar measurements.
Bryan Baum (University of Colorado) developed a model that shows that
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a Taylor instability mechanism can give rise to a pattern of trans-
verse traveling waves in two-layer viscous flows such as those
observed in many obsidian lava flows. Shun Der Ko (University of
Michigan) studied nonlinear interactions between rotational and gravi-
tational modes and their effects on the large-scale atmospheric circu-
lation.

Postdoctoral Fellowships

During FY 1984, fifteen new postdoctoral appointments were made,
twenty fellows completed their terms, and thirteen continued from the
previous year. (Eight will not begin appointments until FY 1985.) As
with the GRAs, much of the work summarized below is still in progress,
and some is further described in the reports of other divisions. All
the fellows are listed at the end of this section; both in the text
and in that list, the institution given with each name is the degree-
granting institution.

Several fellows studied aspects of convective storms or small-
scale weather systems. Gary Klaassen (University of Toronto), with
Terry Clark of the Convective Storms Division (CSD), studied the
nature of entrainment in small cumulus clouds with the aid of Clark's
anelastic numerical model. The recently implemented interactive
grid-nesting feature of this model proved to be of vital importance in
providing sufficient resolution for these simulations. Andrew
Detwiler (State University of New York at Albany), with Andrew
Heymsfield (CSD), analyzed cloud physics data from CSD's Cooperative
Convective Precipitation Experiment (CCOPE). With Venkatachalam
Ramaswamy (State University of New York at Albany), he collaborated in
modeling the interaction of radiative energy exchanges and micro-
physical processes in cirrus clouds. Roy Rasmussen (University of
California) incorporated his thesis work on melting hailstones into a
detailed microphysical model. Applying this model to the 1 August
1981 severe storm during CCOPE, he showed that the melting and subse-
quent shedding of one-millimeter drops can provide a continuous source
of hail embryos. Andrew Weinheimer (Rice University), in addition to
examining the radar analog of the Kerr effect, participated in a
thunderstorm case study focused on understanding the role of dynamics
in the formation of precipitation. Pablo Vicharelli (Joint Institute
for Laboratory Astrophysics) attempted to model various aspects of
lightning discharges, and Brian Fiedler (University of Colorado)
modeled tornado dynamics, stratocumulus cloud decks, and turbulent
transport in the planetary boundary layer. David Fitzjarrald
(University of Virginia) completed three projects during his period as
a postdoctoral fellow: (1) a theoretical and numerical study of a
simple model of slope and drainage winds that grow against opposing
ambient winds; (2) a theoretical analysis with Donald Lenschow
(Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction Division [AAP]) of flux-profile
relationships for chemically reactive substances in the atmospheric
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surface layer; and (3) a field study of the response properties of the
sonic anemometer. Christopher Bretherton (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology) used idealized, mathematically tractable models to
investigate the factors responsible for organizing moist convection
into mesoscale systems.

Some postdoctoral work was largely theoretical. Cassandra Fesen
(NASA Goddard Space Flight Center) incorporated upward propagating
tidal waves due to insolation into the NCAR TGCM in order to analyze
the effects on the neutral winds and temperatures and on the iono-
sphere, particularly at low latitudes. Ho Lin (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology) investigated both closure and direct simula-
tion results of a quasi-linear evolution of random eddies embedded in
a sinusoidal jet. Mitchell Berger (Harvard University) emphasized
theoretical studies of magnetohydrodynamic equilibria, including the
implications of magnetic helicity conservation in the solar corona,
while Peter Cargill (University of St. Andrews, Scotland) examined the
magnetohydrodynamic stability of magnetic fields in the solar corona.

NCAR has from its earliest days emphasized atmospheric general
circulation modeling, and this year several postdoctoral fellows con-
tributed to this work. Two fellows, Jeffrey Kiehl (State University
of New York at Albany) and Ramaswamy, collaborated on the development
of a one-dimensional, multispectral, radiative/convective model and
employed it to study the thermal response of the atmosphere to dust
and smoke that would be placed in the air by a nuclear war. With
James Coakley (AAP), Ramaswamy also studied the feasibility of esti-
mating perturbed stratospheric-aerosol optical depths from satellites
and examined the influence of volcanically injected aerosols in
enhancing ozone photodissociation rates. Jean-Jacques Morcrette
(University of Lille, France) investigated the sources of systematic
biases in cloud-radiation parameterizations such as those used in the
general circulation model and the impact of such biases on the radia-
tive fields and the climate generated by the NCAR CCM. In a related
study, Leo Donner (University of Chicago) refined calculations on the
sensitivity of the amplitudes and phases of stationary planetary waves
to radiative forcing and the sensitivity of the waves to the cloud
distribution. He calculated the meridional heat fluxes by stationary
planetary waves and their dependence on radiation, examined the heat
balance of the CCM in the presence and absence of a cumulus parameter-
ization linked to large-scale moisture convergence, and added horizon-
tal momentun transport by cunulus convection to this parameteriza-
tion. Mark DeMaria (Colorado State University) emphasized the
initialization of tropical cyclone models with application to tropical
cyclone track prediction. He also worked on the vertical discretiza-
tion of atmospheric models and the forcing of tropical planetary scale
waves by convection. Philip Rasch (Florida State University) worked
on improving model realism through improved normal-mode initializa-
tion, water vapor transport, and absorbing upper-boundary conditions.
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NUzhet Dalfes (Rice University) applied a low-order atmospheric GCM
coupled to a mixed-layer ocean model to study long-term climatic vari-
ability. In addition, he modeled postdepositional processes with the
object of recovering paleoclimatic information from deep-sea cores
and developed a time-dependent paleolake/basin model. Curt Covey
(University of California at Los Angeles) also examined the geological
record in a study of how oxygen isotope ratios in geological segments
are related to paleoclimatic change. He joined with several others in
a study of the climatic effects of a sudden injection of aerosols into
the atmosphere. Modern data were examined by Barbara Gray (University
of East Anglia, Norwich, England) in order to investigate the aliasing
in daily spectra of the forty- to fifty-five-day day oscillation to
determine whether the signal can be detected in monthly records of the
same and other variables in tropical latitudes. Ann Smith (University
of Washington) studied measurements and models of stratospheric
dynamics, taking advantage, in particular, of observations from the
Limb Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere program.

In atmospheric chemistry, Stanley Tyler (University of California
at Irvine) measured stable carbon isotope ratios in atmospheric meth-
ane and its sources. The results are being used to make methane bud-
get calculations and to determine the relative strengths of the
various sources. Anne Thompson (Bryn Mawr College) investigated trop-
ospheric trace-gas distributions and variability using a model that
coupled photochemistry with transport, including the effects of air-
sea gas exchange and micrometeorological turbulence on reactive spe-
cies in the marine boundary layer, the role of gas-particle inter-
actions on odd nitrogen chemistry, and cloud effects on atmospheric
photolysis rates and ozone formation. She also performed model
studies of oxidant chemistry in the boundary layer and perturbations
to atmospheric methane and carbon monoxide. Christopher Cantrell
(University of Michigan) studied the kinetics of nitrate ion reactions
of interest in the troposphere using Fourier transform infrared spec-
troscopy and a long path cell. William Stockwell (Acid Deposition
Modeling Project) cooperated in these measurements and also modeled a
number of atmospheric chemical reactions. Ranmali Wijayaratne
(University of Maryland) studied formaldehyde in rain water and
photo-oxidation of acetone under tropospheric conditions. Michael
Mozurkewich (University of Chicago) attempted to determine sticking
probabilities for gas-phase species on the surfaces of water droplets
and to calculate the temperature and pressure dependences of
reaction-rate constants of hydrogen dioxide with free radicals.
Robert Chatfield (Colorado State University) completed a description
of the cycle of sulfur in the atmosphere. He found that it is sulfur
dioxide (SO2), perhaps along with other products of dimethyl sulfide
oxidation such as methane sulfonic acid, that appear to produce the
background aerosol and the cloud condensation nuclei for most of the
troposphere. Carol Stoker (University of Colorado) and Boston (GRA)
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joined in a study to test the hypothesis that organic compounds
produced abiotically in the high-temperature shock region of a
lightning discharge from the gases available in the primitive earth's
atmosphere could have sustained a primitive heterotrophic biosphere
after the origin of life and prior to the development of autotrophy.
The production rate of reduced carbon compounds by lightning was
estimated by application of a computer code that simulates trace
species production in the high-temperature shock region of a lightning
stroke. Combined with the terrestrial lightning rate, this model
leads to an estimate of the global average supply of reduced carbon
compounds available as nutrients to a biosphere. These compounds were
then used as nutrient input to a model biosphere, and the global
biomass that could be sustained was estimated.

Stoker and Boston, with Starley Thompson, examined the potential
for growth of terrestrial microorganisms in the atmosphere of
Jupiter. They constructed a model biosphere that simulated the condi-
tions in the water clouds of the Jovian atmosphere. As this potential
niche is known not to have adequate light to allow photosynthesis,
growth was considered to be limited by the availability of organic
carbon produced in the atmosphere. Production rates of organic carbon
due to lightning and photochemistry were estimated. Organisms were
allowed to grow when organic carbon and liquid water were available.
Transport of organic compounds, organisms, and water droplets was
simulated by a numerical solution of a diffusion equation. Microbial
growth was found to occur in the model simulation provided that all of
the organic carbon was available to organisms. Access to nutrients is
a fundamental limitation to growth if the organisms are constrained
inside individual small water droplets with no mechanism for scaven-
ging organics. Timothy Fuller-Rowell (University College, London,
England) developed a high-resolution, nested-grid model of the thermo-
sphere, which was used to simulate the response to an electric field
"spike," and also modeled the effect of different scale sizes of elec-
tric field.

Three postdoctoral studies looked outside the earth's atmos-
phere. David Friend (Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics)
studied the dynamics of the winds from hot stars and concentrated on
rotating stars with magnetic fields. Susan Terebey (University of
California at Berkeley) studied molecular clouds in the outer galaxy.
She found that the cloud-size spectrum is the same as in the inner
galaxy, despite the very different galactic environments. Jean Arnaud
(Pic du Midi Observatory, Toulouse, France) studied the polarization
of light from emission lines in the solar corona. His survey of
coronal emission line polarimeter data allowed us to correct the most
important instrumental factors affecting the measurements so that the
general properties of the polarization, in the 10747A line, could be
established.
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Fellows also paid attention to the interaction of the atmosphere
and society. Diana Liverman (University of California at Los
Angeles), in cooperation with Stephen Schneider, completed the adapta-
tion of the international futures simulation model to the NCAR comput-
ing system and performed a number of sensitivity and validation tests
of the model's performance in predicting the effects of climate vari-
ability and change on world food systems. She found that such a
global simulation is not yet accurate enough to simulate faithfully
the behavior of crop prices, food supplies or other important features
of food systems. Rhodes continued his work on the regulatory and
legislative issues related to acid rain policy control and to water
resources management in the Colorado River basin. Harris Williams
(Arizona State University) examined drought persistence and accompany-
ing pressure patterns in humid subtropical regions of the world, using
the southeastern United States as a test case. Jonathan Taylor
(University of Arizona) designed a program to survey the perceptions
of drought and aquifer conditions among farmers of the Ogallala
Aquifer region of the Great Plains. He is also coordinating a joint
U.S./Mexico conference on copper-smelter pollution in the border
region and doing cooperative work with the U.S. Forest Service on
wilderness fires and public attitudes toward them.

Summer Colloquium

The ASP summer colloquium was held 11 June to 6 July. Its
emphasis was on fundamental features of mesoscale dynamics, including
the mechanisms that produce significant mesoscale weather events, the
dynamic processes that govern their evolution, and interaction among
phenomena of different scales.

The colloquium was coordinated by Joseph Klemp (AAP). Principal
lecturers were Kerry Emanuel (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
and David Raymond (New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology).
The lectures were supplemented by seminars and informal discussions
conducted by leading research scientists in mesoscale meteorology.

After the colloquium, most of the participants joined other grad-
uate students and operationally oriented meteorologists to take part
in an American Meteorological Society short course sponsored by the
Cooperative Institute for Mesoscale Meteorological Studies in Norman,
Oklahoma, and the Environmental Research Laboratories of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in Boulder, Colorado. This
short course, in mesoscale meteorology and forecasting, ran from
8 to 20 July. A list of student participants appears at the end of
this chapter.
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OTHER ASP STAFF RESEARCH

It has become clear in the past few years that a significant
challenge lies in understanding the interconnections between various
parts of the climate system. Attempts to merge atmospheric climate
models and ocean models have long been underway, but from today's
vantage point it is obvious that we must also incorporate glaciers and
icecaps, changes in the color of the surface from land-use practices
or other human processes, changes in atmospheric dust content from
volcanos or nuclear explosions, and changes in the trace-gas content
of the atmosphere arising directly from human activity or indirectly
from biospheric responses to some change of conditions. Whether
climate-system models finally achieve a useful degree of realism also
depends on understanding where climate change will first or most
strongly touch hunan society and what responses by people are possible
or likely. The interaction of climate and society is studied by ESIG,
as described below. The interconnections between components of the
physical climate system have been studied by several ASP staff, and,
beginning in FY 1985, this effort will be formalized as the Natural
Systems Group. The work of the group will necessarily be cooperative
with other NCAR programs and with university scientists, since so much
of the study and understanding of the components of the larger climate
system resides outside ASP.

Schneider and University of Toronto visitor Danny Harvey
completed their study of the effect of various formulations for
oceanic mixing on the transient response of the surface temperature to
external forcing on a time scale of ten to a thousand years. They
concluded that internal oceanic mixing, such as meridional overturn-
ing, can have a significant effect on the transient response on these
time scales and thus must be properly treated in more comprehensive
models if the regional distribution of climatic anomalies associated
with external forcings, such as C02 increase, are to be reliably simu-
lated. They also showed that significant errors in both energy
conservation and transient climatic response can occur in a globally
averaged model if such a model does not properly account for the
differential heat capacities and thermal coupling between land and
oceanic sectors of the earth's surface. They showed several ways in
which such coupling can be parameterized in the context of global-
average energy balance models.

Schneider, Thompson, and Eric Barron (AAP) extended their earlier
studies of the very warm mid-Cretaceous climate. They found that in
modeling mid-Cretaceous paleogeography (for 100 million years ago),
very efficient oceanic mixing (fixing all oceanic surface temperatures
at 293°K) was insufficient to produce above- (or even near-) freezing
surface temperatures in mid- to high-latitude continental interiors in
midwinter. For mean annual solar forcing and a no-heat capacity,
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no-transport "swamp" ocean, Barron and Washington had obtained high
northern-latitude land and oceanic surface temperatures in the
270-280°K range, warmer in the high-latitude mid-continents in the
Northern Hemisphere than Schneider, Thompson, and Barron obtained with
a much warmer, all-293°K ocean. In the all-293°K case, the equator-
to-pole ocean-surface temperature gradient is very weak, as is the
vigor of atmospheric circulation, which, in turn, provides insuffi-
cient ocean-to-land atmospheric heat transport to mitigate midwinter
continental radiative cooling. Increasing the air temperature
gradient from equator to pole can increase atmospheric circulation and
moderate somewhat mid-continental cold temperatures. Nevertheless,
all the cases considered suggest that midwinter high-latitude freezing
is still present, particularly in regions of assumed higher
topography.

As reported last year, Covey, Schneider, and Thompson produced
one of the first three-dimensional global simulations showing the
effects on climate of massive high-altitude smoke injections (such as
might occur during a nuclear missile exchange). Smoke was shown to
cool Northern Hemisphere continents by an average of 25°C in July but
less in other seasons. Maximum cooling occurred in continental
interiors, away from the moderating effect of oceans. More recent
work has shown that cooling over land is very rapid and subject to
near-random variations, a result that could greatly increase potential
climatic effects of the "patchy" smoke that might occur after nuclear
war. Detailed analysis of the CCM simulations has pointed to
inadequacies in the model (i.e., unrealistic vertical diffusion) that
must be improved for the next generation of simulations.

In annual-mean simulations using the CCM, Barron, William Hay
(University of Colorado), and Thompson found that moving all the
earth's land mass to the tropics as a belt around the equator produced
global mean temperatures 7.4°C higher than in a simulation having all
the land mass centered on the poles. In the polar land-mass case, the
polar temperatures were up to 34°C colder than in the tropical land-
mass case. We are pursuing these experiments to develop a feel for
the effect of geographic variations on climate through geologic time.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIETAL IMPACTS GROUP

ESIG members address important issues related to the impact of
human activities on the atmosphere and of the atmosphere (and the
atmospheric sciences) on human activities. Research related directly
and indirectly to the carbon dioxide issue continues to draw the
attention of some members of the group, as does research on policy
aspects of acid rain. Possible "teleconnections" (causal connections
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between oceanic/atmospheric events that are distant in time and space)
between climate anomalies around the world and El Nino events and
droughts in various parts of the African continent have been prominent
research subjects in the past fiscal year.

Two additional broad categories of ESIG's research are the uses
of climate-related information and methodological aspects of climate-
impacts research. Research in the former includes the use and value
of weather and climate forecasts, climate-related policy analysis,
perceptions of climatic factors and how those perceptions affect
policy responses, and improving the use of information related to the
atmospheric sciences. With respect to methodology, ESIG scientists
have evaluated the methodological underpinnings of a major climate-
impacts report, have established methods for evaluating visual air
quality in urban settings, and have begun to organize a workshop to
evaluate the need for a network of climate-impacts research groups in
North America.

Human Impacts on the Atmosphere

Paulette Middleton continued to explore the interconnections
between acid rain and other air-quality issues. She concluded that
even given the current uncertainties regarding the impact of acid
rain, an integrated approach to making acid rain policy might be more
effective than a piecemeal approach. For example, it appears that a
strategy that would include control of oxides of nitrogen would be
more effective than just controlling S02 emissions from power plants.
Postdoctoral fellow Rhodes continued his work on the regulatory and
legislative issues related to policy to control acid rain.

ESIG programmer Mary Downton and Robin Dennis (now with the
Environmental Protection Agency) completed their model of ambient CO
concentrations designed to detect changing trends in automobile
emissions. Downton developed a nonlinear regression model for hourly
CO concentrations and a time-series model for monthly mean CO concen-
trations as alternative approaches to assessing emission changes. The
results of this work are now being used for planning the evaluation of
auto emission controls by the Colorado State Department of Health.

Impacts of the Atmosphere on Human Activities

El Nino-related research in FY 1984 included the organization of
a study group on teleconnections that includes Michael Glantz, Richard
Katz, Barbara Brown, Tracy Nishikawa (University of California at Los
Angeles), and John Lewis (McGill University). There are now scores of
research papers in the scientific literature that explicitly link a
climate anomaly in some part of the world with El Nino events in the
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eastern equatorial Pacific and many more that do so implicitly. Katz,
Glantz, Brown, and Nishikawa worked on the statistical component of
the alleged teleconnections between atmospheric or oceanic phenomena
and droughts and streamflow in northeast Brazil. Another specific
case studied at NCAR is the variable catch of the salmon fisheries
along the northwest coast of the United States and Canada. Where
teleconnections prove to have a high degree of validity, there may, of
course, be some potential for forecasting capability in those areas
that are affected. Glantz, with visiting support scientist Daniel Ely
(University of Colorado at Denver), prepared maps of worldwide climate
anomalies that have occurred during the last three major El
Ninos--1957-58, 1972-73, and 1982-83. These are probably the most
detailed impacts maps that have been prepared for these periods. In
addition, Glantz has asked scientists here and abroad to provide case
studies of the climate anomalies that occurred in their countries
during (but were not necessarily caused by) the 1982-83 El Nino, which
now appears to have been the biggest such event in the past century.
Countries so far contacted are Australia, Brazil, China, Nambia, South
Africa, and the United States. Scientists from other countries will
also be involved.

Katz assisted Pao-Shin Chu (Oregon State University) in the
development of a statistical model for the monthly and seasonal time
series of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI), one of the primary
variables with which worldwide droughts (and other climate anomalies)
are claimed to be associated. This statistical model would be useful
in forecasting future values of the SOI and in properly accounting for
the statistical characteristics of this index in testing whether tele-
connections are real or merely apparent.

An educational poster report on the impact of El Nino on the
Peruvian fisheries was prepared. The poster report summarizes the
interaction of policy and El Nino events and their combined effect on
the management of the Peruvian anchoveta fishery in particular and on
the Peruvian economy in general. This report is available to research
institutes, universities, and high schools that are interested in
educational material on how climate affects sectors of the economy and
of society.

ESIG's FY 1984 research on the impacts of drought focused in part
on statistical aspects of African rainfall and their implications for
drought-related policy considerations. Glantz and Katz prepared a
paper (commissioned by the United Nations Environmental Program) for
the U.N. Economic Commission of Africa Scientific Roundtable on
Drought and the Climatic Situation in Africa. Katz, Glantz, and
Downton calculated probabilities for runs of dry and wet years, given
the rainfall characteristics of the West African Sahel. They also
studied the statistical characteristics of a rainfall index commonly
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used to monitor drought in regions like the West African Sahel. This
study identified some limitations that arise when decision makers rely
on a single index, such as the inability of the index to account for
much of the spatial variation in rainfall.

Glantz also continued to study the societal aspects of African
drought. This work is based on the premise that although drought is a
recurring phenomenon, it has often been viewed as a transient one and,
therefore, is not taken into proper account as a constraint on the
economic development process in developing countries. If drought is
given its proper weight in the development process, then perhaps
drought-prone countries (and donor governments that provide diverse
foreign assistance) will be better able to mitigate the impacts of
drought and to choose appropriate economic development strategies.
ESIG scientific visitor Donald Borock (Gettysburg College) initiated
an assessment of the possible long-term effect of drought in African
countries on their international debts.

In another study of the impacts of weather on human activities,
Thomas Stewart, in collaboration with Thomas Leschine (University of
Washington), finished a study of methods for assessing the risk of oil
spills from tankers and offshore drilling rigs. Climate factors such
as fog, wind, and icing conditions have been important elements in
such risk assessments. Stewart and Leschine concluded that even the
most sophisticated empirically based methods depend heavily on the
judgment of the analyst. The findings of this study are relevant to
risk assessments in climate impact studies in general.

The Use of Climate-Related Information

Katz continued his collaborative research with Allan Murphy
(Oregon State University) and Robert Winkler (Duke University) on a
nunber of case studies concerned with quantifying the economic value
of weather forecasts. Recently, they have focused on the methodology
for analyzing specific real-world decision-making situations involving
the use of weather information. For example, an analytical treatment
of the so-called "dynamic cost-loss ratio decision-making model" was
completed. Although this model is simpler than any real-world
decision-making situation, it is especially helpful as a pedagogical
tool, showing the need to incorporate the dynamics of decision making
into any model in order to obtain realistic estimates of the value of
weather information. In related work (funded in part by the Climate
Analysis Center of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration), Brown, Katz, and Murphy completed a study of the
economic value of seasonal forecasts of precipitation to spring wheat
farmers in the northern Great Plains. This work made use of Markov
decision processes for determining whether to plant a wheat crop or to
leave the land fallow for a given seasonal precipitation forecast,
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based on the assumption that the farmer wants to maximize the total
expected discounted return indefinitely. The researchers found that
current forecasts have little, if any, economic value, whereas rela-
tively small improvements over current forecasts would result in
relatively large increases in forecast value.

Katz continued to work on a project originally started at the
Climatic Research Institute, Oregon State University, concerned with
the problem of making statistical inferences about climatic varia-
bility. Although this issue is extremely important for climate-impact
studies, it has received relatively little attention from atmospheric
scientists. Statistical procedures appropriate for dealing with vari-
ations have been reviewed, and a methodological approach for making
inferences about changes in climatic variability has been proposed.

Murphy and Katz also edited a book, Probability, Statistics, and
Decision Making in the Atmospheric Sciences, for Westview Press. It
covers a wide range of applications of statistics to meteorology,
including decision analysis, weather forecasting, and weather modifi-
cation. It is especially relevant to those concerned with environ-
mental and societal impacts of climate.

Middleton, Thomas Stewart, and John Leary (Colorado Department of
Health) completed a comprehensive review of the combined use of judg-
ment and physical/chemical measurements in the development of visual
air quality management programs. The assessment involved several
important management-related concerns: public recognition of the
problem, degree of public acceptance of different levels of visual air
quality, the relationship between emissions and visual air quality,
and trends. They found that: ratings of visual air quality made by
observers in the field provide the most direct measurement of human
responses to the visual environment and, therefore, are important for
addressing all of the above concerns; surveys and trade-off analyses
are useful for the first two issues; and measurements of emissions,
pollutant concentrations, light extinction, and meteorological condi-
tions are needed to identify sources of visibility degradation and to
provide data for determining trends.

ESIG postdoctoral fellow Rhodes and visiting support scientist
Ely, in association with John Dracup (University of California at Los
Angeles), completed their study of the causes of the Colorado River
flooding of 1983. The flooding brought allegations that the Bureau of
Reclamation had mismanaged the river's water resources because of an
inaccurate short-term climate forecast. This study concluded that the
reasons for the flooding went far beyond the particular weather events
of the year and arose from the fact that the principal management
strategy for the river's water resources gave highest priority to
maximizing water storage.
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Methodological Aspects of Climate Impacts Research

Stewart and Glantz completed a methodological critique of Climate
Change to the Year 2000, a recent study by the National Defense
University. In the first phase of that study, an expert panel on
climate was asked to make judgmental forecasts of world climate in the
year 2000. In their review of the study, Stewart and Glantz found
that the method of eliciting judgments from members of the expert
panel failed to guard against known sources of error in judgment.
They concluded that the study may have underestimated uncertainty
about future climate and that the major finding of the study--that
future climate will most likely resemble the climate of the past 30
years--was probably more a reflection of the methods used in the study
than of the actual judgment of the expert panel. This finding is
important in light of the wide distribution of Climate Change to the
Year 2000 and its use as the basis for the climate component of the
Global 2000 Report to the President.

ESIG is planning a workshop for groups active in the field of
climate impacts. While several groups are actively involved in a
variety of aspects of climate-impacts research, there are also many
North American researchers who use climate implicitly in their work
but do not see themselves as part of the climate-impacts community.
The workshop, to be held in FY 1985, is designed to expand the aware-
ness of these researchers so that climate factors can be better taken
into account in social, economic, and political studies. UCAR has
provided grant funds from the Mellon Foundation to support this activ-
ity. ESIG and Walter Roberts are organizing a computer conferencing
network to facilitate planning for the workshop, under a grant from
the Rockefeller Brothers Fund. Seven institutions are now linked with
ESIG via the network: the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public
Affairs (University of Minnesota), the State Water Survey Division of
the Illinois Institute of Natural Resources, the Center for
Agricultural Meteorology and Climatology (University of Nebraska), the
Office of Arid Lands Studies (University of Arizona), the geography
departments at the University of Wisconsin and the University of North
Carolina, and the Climate Project of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS). In addition to involving these insti-
tutions in planning the workshop, the computer network also serves as
a pilot project for possible future computer conferences involving
institutions interested in climate-related impacts studies.

ESIG members have participated in a number of other collaborative
works with scientists from other divisions of NCAR, universities, and
government agencies. Middleton has continued her work with Julius
Chang and the Acid Deposition Modeling Project staff, and with Richard
Anthes (AAP), and Ralph Cicerone and Jack Calvert (Atmospheric
Chemistry and Aeronomy Division). In her visual air quality research,
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Middleton has collaborated with Leary and James Lents of the Colorado
Department of Health and William Malm of the National Park Service on
the development of visibility standards for the West. With Richard
Miksad (University of Texas), Middleton supervised the Ph.D. thesis
work of graduate research assistant Glen Long on the development of a
simple urban ozone model for policy analysis. Stewart worked with
Barry Anderson of Portland State University on the methodology of
climate perception studies. Glantz collaborated with Donald Wilhite
(University of Nebraska) on several projects related to drought in
the Great Plains. He also worked with Linn Hammergren (United States
Agency for International Development) on El Nino and its effect on the
Peruvian anchoveta fishery; with Thomas Potter of the World Climate
Program of the World Meteorological Organization on climate-related
programs; and with the USSR commission to the United Nations Environ-
ment Programme (UNEP) on arid-lands studies.

In addition, ESIG members are serving on several national and
international scientific committees such as the AAAS Committee on
Climate, the Committee on Polar Regions and Climate of the National
Academy of Sciences, the Environmental Protection Agency's Chemistry
and Physics Review Panel, the American Meteorological Association's
Probability and Statistics Comnittee, Clean Air Resources and Educa-
tion Committee, UNEP World Climate Impacts Program Advisory Committee,
and the International Climate Commission of the International
Association of Meteorology and Atmospheric Physics.
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STAFF AND VISITORS

Division Staff

John Firor (Director)
Bernhard Haurwitz
Susan Henry
Pam Lair
Barbara McDonald
Mary Rickel
Ursula Rosner
Walter Orr Roberts
Stephen Schneider (Visitors Program Head)
Starley Thompson (from 10 December 1983)
Betty Wilson

Environmental and Societal Impacts Group (ESIG)

Barbara Brown
Beverley Chavez
Mary Downton
Michael Glantz (Head)
Dale Jamieson, Adjunct Professor (from 1 September)
Richard Katz
William Kellogg
Maria Krenz
Paulette Middleton
Jan Stewart
Thomas Stewart

Visitors

Donald Borock, Gettysburg College, 7 June 1984 to
20 July 1984, ESIG Scientific Visitor; food and
climate

Curt Covey, University of Miami, 15 May 1984 to
11 August 1984, ASP Scientific Visitor;
community climate model and nuclear war

Daniel Ely, University of Colorado, Denver, 5 March
1984 to 4 May 1984, ESIG Visiting Support
Scientist; use of climate information in river
basin development

L. Danny Harvey, University of Toronto, Canada,
28 May 1984 to 31 December 1985, ASP Student
Visitor; climate modeling

Gerardo Hernandez, Grambling State University,
4 June 1984 to 3 September 1984, Summer Employ-
ment Program/ESIG; impacts of air pollution on
food production in developing countries

Robert Kandel, National Center for Scientific
Research, Verrieres-la-Buisson, France, 16 July
1984 to 17 August 1984, ASP Scientific Visitor;
relationship of diurnal variation to validating
climate models

Carlos Latorre, Ministry of Agriculture and
Hydraulic Resources, Mexico City, Mexico,
27 June 1983 to 26 June 1985, ASP/CSD
Scientific Visitor; environmental issues
involving atmospheric science

Diana Liverman, University of Wisconsin, 8 June 1984
to 7 August 1984, ASP Scientific Visitor;
impacts of climate on human activity

Edward Lorenz, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, 25 July 1984 to 27 August 1984, ASP/
AAP Scientific Visitor; dynamic meteorology

Tracy Nishikawa, University of California, Los
Angeles, 1 July 1984 to 7 September 1984, ESIG
Student Visitor; rainfall assessment in West
African Sahel and E1 Nino

Sherry Oaks, University of Colorado, 16 January 1984
to 26 May 1984, ESIG Work Study Student
Visitor; droughts in Africa

Karen Robinson, University of Colorado,
12 September 1983 to 23 December 1983, ESIG
Work Study Student Visitor; climate impacts

Graduate Research Assistantships

Bryan Baum, University of Colorado; linear stability
analysis; Robert Dickinson, AAP

Penelope Boston, University of Colorado; nitrogen
budget of the high alpine region; Ralph
Cicerone, ACAD

Stephen Bougher, University of Michigan, Venus
thermospheric circulation; Raymond Roble, ACAD

H. NUzhet Dalfes, Rice University; climate modeling,
paleoclimatic analysis; Stephen Schneider, ASP

Daniel Ely, University of Colorado, Denver; use of
climate information in river basin development;
Michael Glantz and Thomas Stewart, ASP

Filippo Giorgi, Georgia Institute of Technology; wet
and dry removal of aerosols from the atmos-
phere; Robert Dickinson, AAP

Shun Der Ko, University of Michigan; nonlinear
normal-mode initialization as it relates to
numerical weather forecasting; Joseph Tribbia,
AAP

Glen Long, University of Texas at Austin; atmo-
spheric chemistry; Paulette Middleton, ASP

Jennie Moody, University of Michigan; cloud chem-
istry and physics; Ralph Cicerone, ACAD

Steven Mullen, University of Washington; use of the
NCAR CCM to understand further the dynamics of
blocking; Maurice Blackmon, AAP

Wendell Nuss, University of Washington; effect of
surface heat fluxes on cyclogenesis; Richard
Anthes, AAP
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Philip Rasch, Florida State University; modeling
physics parameterizations; David Williamson,
AAP

Jennifer Robinson, University of California, Santa
Barbara; quantification of global biospheric
parameters using Landsat imagery, biomass
burning and swamp areas; Patrick Zimmerman,
ACAD

Jose Oribe Rocha de Aragao, University of Miami;
El Nino; Robert Chervin, AAP

Peter Stamus, University of Oklahoma; mesoscale
verification and predictability; Darrel
Baumhefner, AAP

Jean-Pascal van Ypersele, Catholic University,
Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium; physics and dynamics
of sea ice; Albert Semtner, AAP

Michel Verstraete, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; studying surface processes in arid
and semiarid regions; Robert Dickinson, AAP

J. Vivekanandan, Colorado State University; radar
meteorology, electromagnetic scattering, prop-
agation; Richard Carbone, ATD

Postdoctoral Fellowships

Jean Arnaud, Pic du Midi Observatory, Toulouse,
France; structure of the solar corona, polar-
ization of coronal lines and coronal transients

Mitchell Berger, Harvard University; estimated time
scales for helicity leakage from a closed
coronal region

Christopher Bretherton, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; theory of mesoscale and cloud-
scale phenomena related to convection

Christopher Cantrell, University of Michigan;
instrumentation for gas-phase pollutant
measurement

Peter Cargill, University of St. Andrews, Fife,
Scotland; solar physics

Robert Chatfield, Colorado State University; model-
ing geochemical transport

Curt Covey, University of California, Los Angeles;
planetary atmospheres and modeling

H. NUzhet Dalfes, Rice University; climate modeling,
paleoclimatic analysis

Mark DeMaria, Colorado State University; spectral
modeling as it applies to tropical cyclones

Andrew Detwiler, State University of New York at
Albany; evolution of ice particles in the
anvil, relationship of the anvil to overall
ice budget of storm

Leo Donner, University of Chicago; general circula-
tion model

Cassandra Fesen, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center:
effects of tides on thermospheric general cir-
culation and ionosphere models

Brian Fiedler, University of Colorado; mesoscale
meteorological phenomena

David Fitzjarrald, University of Virginia; atmo-
spheric boundary-layer structure and dynamics

David Friend, Joint Institute for Laboratory Astro-
physics; stellar winds, modeling of binary
systems

Timothy Fuller-Rowell, University College, London,
England; neutral wind model data, response of
global thermosphere to changes in levels of
solar and geomagnetic radiation

Barbara Gray, University of East Anglia, Norwich,
England; effects of autocorrelation in cli-
matic data on the predictive ability of
statistical models

Lin Ho, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; tur-
bulence theory

Jeffrey Kiehl, State University of New York at
Albany; a coupled radiative-convective
chemistry model

Gary Klaassen, University of Toronto, Ontario,
Canada; fluid dynamics

Diana Liverman, University of California, Los
Angeles; impacts of climate on human activity

Glen Long, University of Texas at Austin; atmo-
spheric chemistry

Jean-Jacques Morcrette, University of Lille, France;
improving parameterization of radiative trans-
fer in large-scale numerical models of the
atmosphere

Michael Mozurkewich, University of Chicago;
aerosol chemistry, nucleation, and growth of
aerosols

Venkatachalam Ramaswamy, State University of New
York at Albany; infrared radiative effects of
clouds and aerosols

Philip Rasch, Florida State University; modeling
physics parameterizations

Roy Rasmussen, University of California, Los Angeles;
cloud physics

Steven Rhodes, University of Colorado, relation-
ship between atmospheric phenomena and human
socioeconomic welfare
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Anne Smith, University of Washington; geophysical
fluid dynamics

William Stockwell, Ohio State University; modeling
sulfuric acid oxidation data

Carol Stoker, University of Colorado; convective
dynamics in the Jovian equatorial zone

Jonathan Taylor, University of Arizona; drought
perception and forest burning practices

Susan Terebey, University of California, Berkeley;
star-formation processes

Anne Thompson, Bryn Mawr College; chemistry and
dynamics of the troposphere

Starley Thompson, University of Washington; climate
modeling variations

Stanley Tyler, University of California, Irvine;
methane emissions of the Amazon Basin

Pablo Vicharelli, Joint Institute for Laboratory
Astrophysics; atomic and molecular physics

Andrew Weinheimer, Rice University; cloud micro-
physics and cloud dynamics

Ranmali Wijayaratne, University of Maryland;
primary-product quantum yields as a function
of wavelength

Harris Williams, Arizona State University; solar-
terrestrial interactions

Student Participants in Summer Colloquium

Christopher Bretherton, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

David Dempsey, University of Washington

Michael Dudek, State University of New York at
Albany

Brad Ferrier, University of Washington

Brian Fiedler, NCAR/ASP

Stephen Garner, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

Brian Gross, University of Colorado

Michael Ham, Pennsylvania State University

Owen Hertzman, University of Washington

Teddie Keller, University of California at
Los Angeles

David Knight, University of Washington

Glen Lesins, University of Oklahoma

Thomas Nehrkorn, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

Saroja Polavarapu, University of Toronto, Canada

Mohan Ramamurthy, University of Oklahoma

Michael Reeder, Monash University, Clayton,
Australia

Karen Sangren, University of Oklahoma

Charles Seman, University of Wisconsin at Madison

Steven Silberberg, University of Wisconsin at
Madison

William Skamarock, Stanford University

Eric Skyllingstad, University of Wisconsin at
Madison

Naomi Surgi, Florida State University

James Toth, Colorado State University

Qin Xu, University of Oklahoma
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CONVECTIVE STORMS DIVISION

The research goal of the Convective Storms Division (CSU) is to
identify, understand, and describe the most important interactions influ-
encing the occurrence, structure, and evolution of convective storms.
These include boundary-layer influences, microphysical processes, the
nature and effects of entrainment of dry environmental air, the relation
of environmental flow patterns and thermodynamic properties to storm
structure, the role of storm-scale flow patterns in the evolution of pre-
cipitation, the role of outflows in storm regeneration and propagation,
and the formation and evolution of mesoscale convective systems. Im-
proved basic knowledge of convective storms will provide the scientific
underpinning for improving short-range prediction of significant and
severe weather, for evaluating the possibilities of modification, and for
advancing fundamental understanding of the larger role of clouds in the
atmosphere, including radiative transfer and interactions with chemical
constituents.

Specific research objectives span a wide range of scales. CSD's
organizational structure reflects this range, with Microphysics, iMacro-
physics, and Mesoscale Sections. The actual research crosses these scale
boundaries frequently, so the research reports to follow are organized
according to topic and not by administrative section.

CSD's research strategy is to be active in the interplay between
field observations, theory, and laboratory and numerical model experimen-
tation. However, we are most heavily oriented toward field studies,
especially those larger cooperative programs for which NCAR is best suit-
ed to assume a leading role. We are in the midst of the analysis of data
on convective storms obtained in the Cooperative Convective Precipitation
Experiment (CCOPE, 1981), and we are planning to assume major responsibi-
lities in STORM-Central (STORM stands for Stormscale Operational and
Research Meteorology), planned for 1988 to focus on the evolution of
mesoscale convective systems. Since it is clear that individual convec-
tive storms are the building blocks of mesoscale convective systems,
STORM-Central will draw heavily upon knowledge of storms gained in CCOPE.

We believe that such major projects as CCOPE and STORM are essen-
tial. But many worthwhile objectives are best pursued by smaller,
focused experiments, some of which are also important preparatory steps
for larger programs. Therefore, over the long term, CSD scientists are
involved in a variety of experiments of all sizes. For example, a number
of scientists participated in the May Polarization Experiment (MAYPOLE)
experiment during May and June 1984 near Boulder, Colorado. Several
others took part in the experiment near Socorro, New Mexico, run by the
New Mexico School of Mines and Technology in July and August 1984. Some
are participating in the planning of the Oklahoma-Kansas Pre-STORM
Experiment scheduled for May and June 1985, while another is participat-
ing in planning of the radar aspects of the Genesis of Atlantic Lows
Experiment (GALE) to take place in and around North Carolina in early
1986.
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SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

During the past year, by far the greatest fractional effort went
into CCOPE data analysis and interpolation; some 85%/ of the scientific
staff made presentations at a CCOPE analysis workshop in October 1984.
There is great value in comparative studies of storms in different
larger-scale environments, and many of the results reported below take
advantage of other data sets. Progress in numerical modeling dnd in
instrumentation is reported under separate headings. Significant accom-
plishments during 1984, each of which is elaborated in sections to
follow, include:

* Preparation of multiple-Doppler radar analyses for CCOPE hail-
storms of 12 June, 11 July, 1 August, and 2 August 1981, and
initial comparisons of hail growth in models with observed hail
distributions in these four storms. This is a necessary step
toward the long-term goal of validating or revising existing
concepts of hail formation.

* Preparation of objectively analyzed fields from aircraft data of
inflow velocity, updraft velocity, temperature, moisture, and
pressure at cloud base for over ten convective storms during
CCOPE. This forms the basis for combining aircraft, surface, and
Doppler radar data to construct airflow analyses in pursuit of the
major CCOPE objectives of understanding hydrometeor evolution and
precipitation efficiency.

* Development of a hypothesis for how cumulonimbus clouds transport
horizontal momentum in the vertical direction. Evidence in sup-
port of the hypothesis was found for tropical oceanic cumulo-
nimbus. In its essence, it is proposed that when organized into
quasi-two-dimensional bands, the clouds transport momentum in a
direction determined by the line motion and not, as is commonly
assumed, by the ambient wind shear.

* The most documentation to date of the visual, electrical, micro-
physical, and dynamical evolution of an individual small cumulo-
nimbus cloud (CCOPE, 19 July). Initial analyses show that major
charge separation followed the formation of large ice particles at
temperatures near -200C, and that only a small fraction of the ice
particles carried most of the charge. For this case, therefore,
the data are consistent with recent laboratory results in suggest-
ing that ice-ice collisions in the presence of supercooled water
can transfer enough charge to lead to lightning.

* Analyses of thermodynamic and microphysical data in small cumulus
suggesting that entrainment of environmental air and subsequent
mixing can be inhomogeneous, i.e., that mixing is more incomplete
over longer time scales than usually assumed. Therefore, the path
to understanding the cumulus entrainment process, one of the
fundanental unsolved problems in cloud physics, may have to
include consideration of these pockets of unmixed environmental
air within clouds. There are imiplications for the evolution of
droplet size spectra, cloud top entrainment, dispersion of seeding
naterial, and cloud chemistry.
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* Development of a technique for remote sensing of cloud liquid
water by mathematical inversion of data from airborne microwave
radiometry, to the point where field tests are the next step. If
the field tests are successful, the means will be available for
the first time to observe the horizontal and vertical distribution
of liquid water, necessary for basic research and for locating and
monitoring regions of supercooled water which might react favor-
ably to seeding.

HAIL GROWTH STUDIES

Hail formation in convective clouds depends not only on the micro-
physical processes affecting the growth of individual precipitation
particles but also on the dynamical events that determine cloud shape,
size, and lifetime. These factors control the spatial distributions of
cloud water and temperature and, subsequently, the structure and inten-
sity of vertical motions. All ice particles moving through storms
obviously do not grow into ldrge, damaging hailstones. Many move along
paths that are not favorable for significant growth, and are small enough
to melt before they reach the ground. One of CSD's major research goals
is to identify the circumstances within observed storms that lead to
potentially damaging hailfalls as compared to beneficial rainfalls.

Hail Growth in Numerical Models Compared with Observations

CCOPE was conducted in southeastern Montana during the summer of
1981. The CCOPE data set is being used to study the hail growth process
in several storms, which range from rather ordinary thunderstorms to some
of the largest and most intense storms ever observed in a coordinated
field progran.

L. Jay Miller, William Roberts, and John Tuttle are using an
approach to this problem which conbines a microphysical hail-growth model
developed by Andrew Heymsfield and Roy Rasmussen with time-dependent,
three-dimensional wind fields obtained from multiple-Doppler rdadr
measurements to determine how some small particles might interact with
these winds to produce hailstones. In their application of the model,
Miller, Roberts, and Tuttle assume that graupel particles with initial
didmeters of a few millimeters grow spherically by the accretion of
supercooled cloud droplets. Since measurements of temperature and liquid
water content are usually not possible throughout a cloud, they are
specified using adidbatic parcel ascent from cloud base conditions
determined from either aircraft measurements or a nearby representative
environmental sounding. Nearly adiabatic values of liquid water content
are assumed to exist along the updraft core, while water is reduced away
from the core as a function of measured updrdft speed to duplicate the
generally observed drop-off. The water is further reduced linearly above
the -25°C level until no supercooled water exists above the -4 0°C level
to account for depletion by growth of particles in the updraft and com-
plete conversion to ice crystals at temperatures colder than -40°C.
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M ller, Roberts, and Tuttle have applied the above Inodel to the
growth of hail in the CCUPL storms of 1 and 2 August and 11 July (here-
after referred to as storns 801, 8UZ, and 711), among the most intense
and long-lived of all those observed during the experimient. Tuttle is
working in colldboration with Hdl Frdnk, who has been synthesizing the
Doppler winds for storm l01. Iiller and Roberts have been synthesizing
winds and computing growth trajectories for storms 802 and 711,
respectively.

All three of these stormrs developed within environments having mod-
erate-to-high values of vertical shear of the horizontal winds (3-7 X
10'-/s and significdnt dvail ble potential energy (5-9 deg of thernal
instability at 50U mb). Storms 711, 801, and 802 moved eastward at about
19, 8, and 14 n/s, respectively, while exhibiting modest propagation to
the right of the cloud-layer winds. Relative airflow in middle levels of
the storms was crudely reminiscent of potential flow dround an obstacle,
but with streamlines passing through the updraft area. The flow in storin
801 was nearly symmetric around the updraft core, with horizontal speed
maxirdia of about 20 m/s on both flanks of the updraft. There was a
definite bids toward the right (facing downstream) or cyclonic branch of
the flow in storins 711 and 802. In addition to this flow pattern, storm
802 exhibited a low-level hook appendage in its reflectivity structure, a
middle-level vault, and strong cyclonic rotation within the updraft,
which are features associated with supercellular storms. The storms are
graded upward in size and intensity from 801 to 802, with 711 being
somewhere in the Iniddle. Updrafts were about 5 to 10 km across in the
two weaker storms (711 and 801) and were about 15 to 35 km across in the
more intense and larger storm (802). Updrdft maxiina were from about
30 m/s for storm 801 to as large as 40-45 in/s during some periods in the
life of storm 802. All storms produced reflectivities in excess of
70 dB(Ze), with typical observed hailstone sizes at tne ground of
2-6 cn in diameter; however, some were as large as 8-12 cln in storns 711
and 802.

Tuttle has thus far assumed that one synthesized volume for storn
801 represented the internal storm flow for about 45 Imin and calculated
growth trajectories for individual particles. This particular set of
Doppler winds exhibited a horizontally oriented vortical flow in the lee
of the updrdft core which was capdble of cdrrying pdrticles that sedi-
mented out of the upper-level divergent outflow dbck into the updrdft for
a second growth cycle. Initial graupel embryo sizes of 1-5 nm easily
grew to 3-3.5 cm in times ranging from 20-40 min. Weak horizontal winds
within the middle portions of the updraft kept these particles within the
higher liquid water regions for these periods.

Graupel embryos that were initially placed on the flanks of the
updraft, however, experienced less growth. These particles were carried
eastward along the shoulders of the updraft and fell out at cloud base in
a long streamer stretching 15-ZO km downwind of the updraft. A few of
these small embryos reached diameters of 6-8 mn, but most of them melted
and fell out dt cloud bdse as rain.

In summary, graupel embryos whose initial diameters were 1-5 mm were
found to grow to hailstone sizes approaching those observed by aircraft
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and ground-based personnel. The trajectories that were most favorable
for growth to these sizes were those starting in the weak flow in the lee
of the updraft in mid-troposphere. Embryos were able to grow to 3-cm
hailstones because the maximum updraft was strong enough to support large
hail, and weak horizontal flow within the updraft prevented growing par-
ticles from moving out of the high liquid water region before they were
able to grow this big. This is further substantiated by the existence of
high reflectivities within the updraft rather than on its perimeter, as
is often the case.

Growth trajectories within storm 802 were somewhat simpler than ones
for 801. Miller has been able to compute these trajectories using
several sets of synthesized Doppler winds separated by 3-4 min rather
than resorting to the steady-state assumption. Small (1-2 mm) embryos
initially placed in the updraft were mostly carried into the anvil as
3-to 5-mm graupel and were subsequently carried to the perimeter of the
uomain before they could descend to lower levels. Those particles that
were in weaker updrafts initally ascended some, but grew only to about
1 cm and melted on their way to the ground. Larger (5 mm) embryos placed
within the lower levels of the updraft where speeds exceeded 10 m/s
easily grew to 2-to 3.5-cm hailstones. Those to the south of the updraft
core rose to about 8-10 km and then descended along cyclonically turning
paths on the southeast flank of the updraft.

Some trajectories suggested that particles could be carried from the
hook echo in the western half of the storm back into the updraft. Since
reflectivities in this area exceeded 55 dBZ, particles as large as 1 cm
diameter were probably present and could therefore be carried slowly up-
ward for continued growth to much larger hailstones. Recirculation of
such giant embryos possibly led to the baseball-to softball-sized hail
that was observed at the ground. Thus far, however, such growth has not
been replicated in the model. The reasons for this are still being
pursued. Processes occurring at scales smaller than the ones resolved in
the Doppler flow (wavelengths larger than 8-10 km) may be needed for the
production of such large hail.

During most of their growth cycle, particles in storm 802 were being
carried along the major axis of the updraft. In this way they were kept
in high liquid water regions long enough (20-25 min) to grow to
centimeter-sized hail. Unlike the situation in storm 801, horizontal
winds were large (about 20-40 m/s) but the extent of the updraft was also
much greater so that residence times of growing particles were still in
the range of 20-30 min.

As Tuttle did in the case of storm 801, Roberts has so far assumed
that one synthesized wind set represented the flow for about 30 min for
storm 711. Modest fallspeeds and more rapid growth compared to smaller
embryos kept the 5-rnn ones within the updraft, where they followed simple
up-down trajectories while not moving very far horizontally. These were
still the embryos most likely to reach hailstone diameters ranging up to
2.5 cm before falling out at cloud base. Intermediate-size (2 mm)
embryos had about half the updraft residence time of the 5-mr embryos and
were transported downwind in the anvil, where they slowly descended and
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melted before reaching the ground. The smallest embryos (1 rmm) followed
trajectories that were sinildr to but higher in the cloud than the 2-mm
ones. This allowed theml to be carried far enough downwind through the
anvil to be injected into the updraft of a neighboring cell, where they
continued their growth. Most of these particles still did not grow larg-
er than about a centimeter and therefore melted before reaching the
ground.

Future work on all three of these storms will include tests to
determine the sensitivity of hail growth trajectories to the distribution
of liquid water content since it is highly pardifeterized. It is expected
that pardineterization will continue to be necessary for the foreseeable
future as liquid water content currently cannot be measured throughout
the entire storm. As more sets of Doppler winds are synthesized, the
assumption of steadiness will be dropped for storims 711 and 801.

Charles Knight, with Kevin Knupp froin Colorado State University, has
been studying precipitation growth trajectories in the CCUPE 12 June
storm in a manner simnilar in certain respects to the work just summarized.
The 12 June storm was a vigorous, small, and fairly steady storm
with radar echo reaching 7U dBZ below the mIelting level. It did not
produce giant hail or severe winds characteristic of the three storums
discussed earlier. According to dual-wavelengtth radar informdtion, it
produced only small nmounts of small hail. A somewhat novel approach was
to deduce the particle growth trajectories. Arrays of particles of
different final sizes were initialized in the Doppler-derived wind fields
at the cloud-base level, and tracked backwards in time as they shrank in
size. That is to say, the integrations were performed backwards. The
growth equations and specifications were very simple. Trajectories that
were obviously impossible were automatically rejected using a set of four
simple criteria, most of which were based upon finding particle diameters
unreasonably large for the radar echo strength at their location,
anywhere along the trajectories. The patterns of accepted trajectories
at cloud base were then compared with the radar echo pattern for
verification.

Sensitivity tests show that, for the one storm studied in this way,
the results are nost sensitive to the liquid wdter content dssignmient and
the stormn motion, and much less sensitive to the density and terminal
velocity equations used. The extreme silimplicity in the latter two
factors, in the model, is thus well justified. Knight is working on two
of the 19/6 National Hail Research Experiment storns using the same
system, to try to determine the generality of this result.

Using the most dppropriate stormn notion vector, the computed distri-
bution of large particles for the June 12 storm agrees very well with the
observed radar echo pattern, both its shape at cloud base and the echo-
height relation. (The intense echo was restricted to unusually low
levels in this stormi.) The trajectories of the smdll hail at cloud base
(1 to 2 cm in diameter) were reumrkably varied. Soire originated at low
levels in the storm inflow, in areas where aircraft found rain in the
inflow. Evidently the storm ingested its own rain or drizzle drops to
forin embryos of small hail. Four other distinct types of hail trdjector-
ies also were found. In one, the particles originated in mid-levels at
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the stagnation point of the environmental flow (the storm existed within
strong shear), and grew and fell out at just about the sdame location. In
two others, growth and fall-out occurred within eddies at the two flanks
of the updraft. In the last, the origin was in the main updraft at
middle storm levels, within intense radar echo, and most growth occurred
in the upper-middle levels within updraft that extended down shear. Thus
there was a striking variety of embryo sources and, probably, mechanisms
also (recycling melted graupel, direct ice nucleation, and perhaps ice
multiplication).

The storm had a prominent hook echo for a short time, at its south-
west corner. The trajectory analyses ascribe this to a local region of
recycling, in an area where there was no north-south storm-relative com-
ponent ot flow, not to sweeping particles around the southwest end of the
storm in the wind shear. At one level (about 4 km, about -5°C) there was
an extensive region of weak or zero updraft along with weak storm-
relative horizontal winds. Very long residence times for particles with
small fall velocities were common there. In general, for the accepted
trajectories, the larger the final particle size, the shorter was the
average residence time within the storm. It would be interesting and
perhaps important if this finding has some generality, especially if
there were mechanisms whereby these stored small particles find their way
into the updrafts to become embryos.

Work on improvements in the scheme of particle growth trajectory
determination is centering on using the air parcel trajectories in con-
junction with the radar echo pattern to estimate depletion and produce a
more realistic liquid water content field. This, aside possibly from the
inaccuracies of the wind fields themselves, seems to be the area where
improvement will be most beneficial. However, storm velocity also has to
be used with discrimination, since subjective choices are involved. Even
at the same time in the storm's life, different motions may be appro-
priate for different trajectories, depending upon whether (for instance)
storm-relative or cell-relative trajectories are the most appropriate.

In related work, Nancy Knight of CSD and Stephan Nelson of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's National Severe Storms
Laboratory have used hailstone structure analysis, dual-Doppler synthesis,
and trajectory analysis to investigate a severe hailstorm that occurred
in the vicinity of Norman, Oklahomad in fMay 1980. From the storm struc-
ture and the characteristics of the hail growth derived from the analy-
sis, the storm type has been described as "hybrid": intermediate between
the classical multicellular and supercellular storms.

Time-resolved, sequential hailstorm samples were collected from two
locations under the storm, separated by a distance of approximately
7 km. Analysis of the hailstone thin-sections from these collections
showed that, although the predominate embryo type was graupel in both
instances, the crystal and air-bubble structures were quite different in
the two collections, but consistent for each collection, indicating quite
different growth histories.

It was first thought that the observed difference in hail growth
characteristics might be explained by the hailstones' having grown in dif-
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ferent updraft cores; however, trdjectory calculations demonstrated that
this was not the explanation. This "hybrid" type of hailstorm has tended
to produce the most severe hail in the central Oklahoma area, both in
hailstone size and length of hail swath. In the storm investigated the
maxinmum hdilstone dimension was 7b mn and the hail swath was 300 kin long
and up to 4b km wide.

Production of Hdil Embryos by Shedding

One of the fundamental unknowns in the development of hail continues
to be the nature and forriation regions of the hail embryo. Andrew Heyms-
field arid Roy Rasmussen--a CSD visitor and Advanced Study Program (ASP)
postdoctoral fellow--have synthesized data from one severe hailstorm in
CCUPE and analyzed it in conjunction with wind tunnel experiments and
numerical hail growth calculations to document one process whereby hail
emnbryos lmay form.

The wind tunnel studies by Rasmussen have documented the melting
behavior of hail suspended at its terminal velocity. One of the key
findings of this study was that the melted water was not stored on the
hailstone, but removed in the form of water drops about 1 rm in diam-
eter. These laboratory results have been generalized to allow the calcu-
lation of melting and shedding behavior in d kinemdtic model of hail
growth.

The storm they investigated was the 801 severe storm discussed
above, for which three-diinensional Doppler-derived wind fields were
derived by Harold Frank. The hail growth model used these wind fields to
move the hailstone around in the storm while at the saine time dllowing it
to grow and melt. An ensemble of particles was initialized and allowed
to grow in the wind field. The main finding of this calculation was that
1-inm drops were shed by these hailstones in updrafts. From these posi-
tions, calculations also showed, these 1-mm drops grew into more hail-
stones, which also fell through these same regions and produced still
more drops by shedding. Thus, the storm appears to have had a region
with continuous self-generation of hail embryos. Further work is needed
to find out whether this was likely to have been a significant source for
this storm and the extent to which the process of shedding may be of
general importance.

THUNDERSTORMl MICROPHYSICS AND ELECTRIFICATION

Microphysics of Thunderstorm Anvils

Prior to CCOPE, investigations of the processes by which particles
in thunderstorm anvils develop have been limited because in-situ data and
three-dimensional wind field measurements have rarely been obtained for
comparison and never simultaneously. Heymsfield and Andrew Detwiler (ASP
fellow) have now used such measurements to investigate the growth pro-
cesses in dn anvil cloud associated with a severe storm which occurred
near Miles City, Montdna, on 1 August 1981 (the 601 storm discussed
above).
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These authors analyzed data from five penetrations into the anvil
cloud over the temperature range -25 to -35°C with the NCAR Sabreliner.
The aircraft was equipped with a two-dimensional probe which provided ice
crystal size distribution and habit data from which they based their
deductions. The observed particles were rimed, indicating that they
developed, for the most part, in the main convective towers since little
liquid water was found in the anvil. Subsequent growth in the anvil
appears to have occurred through ice crystal aggregation, where particles
up to 1 cm in diameter were detected. They also found evidence that the
ice mass concentrations in the anvil were modulated according to the
strength of the updraft.

Aggregation was previously considered important in growth only at
temperatures near 0°C. Therefore, their findings are provocative, and
invite some explanation of why it apparently occurred at -30°C.

The authors supported their conclusions by calculating particle
growth trajectories using the microphysical growth models previously
developed by Heymsfield and Rasmussen and the three-dimensional wind
field for the 801 storm synthesized by Frank. The calculations showed
that most of the particle growth occurred in the convective regions.
They also found that the particles in the internal regions of the anvil
were transported from the main convective towers while those along the
anvil edge originated along the periphery of the updraft core at the
upwind edge. This finding is important because it provides a possible
microphysical explanation for a characteristic V-shaped pattern observed
by satellite for the tops of anvils associated with severe storms.

Electrical -Mi crophysical -Dynamical Devel opment of a Small Thunderstorm

Aircraft and radar observations of the 19 July 1981 CCOPE Early
Storm Study have provided documentation and a comprehensive history of
the visual, electrical, microphysical, and dynamic evolution of almost
the entire lifetime of this cloud. The analysis of these data has been a
multi-organizational effort, with James Dye; William Winn and Dan Jones
(New Mexico Tech); Todd Cerni (University of Wyoming); William Cooper
(now at the Research Aviation Facility); John Hallett, Barry Gardiner,
Dennis Lamb, and Richard Pitter (Desert Research Institute, Nevada); and
Clive Saunders (Manchester Institute of Science and Technology, England)
all participating in the study.

The observations have shown the following chronology of events:

Time

1610 - First significant ice (< 0.1/R) formed at about -1b°C (6 kin).

162U - First 0 dBZ radar return originating from 1-mrn graupel
occurred slightly higher in the cloud at -20°C (7 kin).

1625 - 2- to 3-mm graupel and ice concentrations of > 10/T,
reflectivities of about 10 dBZ, updrafts of 15 m/s, and
electric fields of < 100 V/m (the inagnitude of d typical
fair-weather field) were observed.
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1629 - Electric fields begin to intensify with 4- to 5-mrn grdupel
dnd reflectivities of 30 dBZ present.

1632 - The cloud growth reached its mdximum altitude; fields were
500 to 1000 V/m, with reflectivities of 45 dBZ aloft. The
negative charge center was located near 7 knl (-20°C) in or
near the region of high reflectivity.

1636 - Precipitation development reached a Inaxiuium aloft and
measured fields were about 20 kV/m, with primarily
negatively charged particles falling through the -5°C (b kin)
level.

1637-38 - An intracloud lightning discharge occurred, implying
fields of about 300 kV/rn somewhere in the cloud; reflectivity
aloft decreased but reached a peak of 55 dBZ near the
surface.

1640 - Measured fields decreased to 4 kV/m, organized updrafts
disappeared, and the cloud rapidly dissipated.

1650 - Fields decreased to 300 v/r, only anvil debris and a trail of
precipitation with reflectivities less than 20 dBZ remained.

In addition to providing a comprehensive documentation of the
history of the storm, the study has shown the accumulation of the nega-
tive charge to be at about -20°C and near the highest reflectivities, a
finding which has been reported in other studies but with no information
on the microphysical content of the storm. Probably the most interesting
electrical observation is the finding of the Desert Research Institute
group that only 5-10% of the particles contained a charge greater than
5 pc, the detectible limit of the particle charge sensor. This was true in
other clouds as well as the 19 July case. Recent laboratory experiments
have been suggesting that ice-ice collisions in the presence of super-
cooled water is an effective charge transfer mechanism. The observations
from this case are consistent with this hypothesis. However, the small
fraction of ice particles which were observed to carry significant charge
implies that charging events are rather rare but highly effective at
transferring charge.

Field observations and recent laboratory findings suggest that we
are beginning to make headway on understanding the charging mechanism
within thunderstormis and that cloud electrification is currently an
exciting area of investigation.

New Mexico Electrification Experiments

During July and August of 1984 a program was conducted near Socorro,
New Mexico, to study the electrification, particle evolution, and dynamic
evolution of storms forming over the Magdalena Mountains. Storms of
special interest were those forming over the Langmuir Laboratory, where
New Mexico Institute of tMining and Technology has an elaborate array of
field mills, radar, and balloon launch sites,
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Langmuir Lab has been the site of electrification studies for over
the past two decades. One unique feature of the studies this past
summer was a network of four Doppler radars (NCAR's CP-3 and -4 and NOAA-C

and -D) with radars located in a triangle of about 20-km legs at the base
of the mountain and the NOAA-C radar located on top of the mountain. The
NOAA-C radar was scanned primarily in an RHI mode so as to be able to
directly measure the vertical component of particle motion overhead. The
array was situated to try to optimize the possibility of obtaining high
spatial resolution of air motion in the storm and directly measuring the
vertical component of motion, as well as to provide information on storm
structure and air motion for comparison with the aircraft measurements,

Another improvement over past experiments is the addition of air-
craft instruments which gave both the NCAR/NOAA sailplane and the New
Mexico Tech SPTVAR aircraft the capability of measuring both microphysi-
cal properties and electrical field strengths in the clouds. In addi-
tion, the SPTVAR aircraft flew a PMS two-dimensional probe which had been
modified by the University of Wyoming to measure both charge and size for
in dividual particles.

Principal investigators of the NSF part of the project were Dye,
Charles Moore, William Winn (New Mexico Tech), and Peter Ray (National
Severe Storms Laboratory). A related experiment by David Raymond (New
Mexico Tech) used the NCAR Sabreliner to determine momentum and moisture
flux at different levels around the storm.

The analysis of the data is just getting underway, but the Doppler
radar and aircraft measurements are already showing some interesting
features, such as downdrafts along the edges of rising turrets and mini-
mal electrification in some storms which had reflectivities as large as
60 dBZ.

Electrical Forces and Hydrometeor Alignment

ASP/CSU postdoctoral fellow Andrew Weinheimer is investigating
several different topics that have in common the application of a single,
basic physical principle. All involve the propagation of electromagnetic
waves through a medium composed of nonspherical scatterers subject to an
electric field. The scatterers tend to become aligned with the field but
are subject to thermal agitation which prevents complete alignment. The
anisotropy of the scatterers' orientations manifests itself in the
reflection and transmission properties of the medium. The classical
theory of this effect (the Kerr effect) has been generalized, for a
symmetrical case, to include the saturation effects that occur when the
electrical potential energy of alignment is not extremely small in
comparison to thermal energies. This enables its application to radio
wave propagation through and reflection from a cloud of small ice
crystals in the presence of a strong electric field which renders
anisotropic the otherwise random ice-crystal orientations.

There are two main topics of interest being pursued. One is the
determination of the average backscattering cross sections, as a function
of field strength and direction and for different polarizations, for use
in radar studies of storms and their electrical properties. The second
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related application is to tie degradation of satellite-to-earth radio
cominmunication links which simultaneously employ two orthogonally
polarized radio signals. The depolarization caused by the aligned ice
crystals produces cross-talk between the two channels. In addition, the
application of this principle to the measurement of atmospheric water
vapor and atmospheric electric fields, using optical wavelengths, is
being considered.

DYNAMICS OF CONVECTIVE STORMS AND MESOSCALE INTERACTIONS

Vorticity Budget of a Supercellular Storm

It has been known for some time that many convective storms have a
cyclonically rotating portion or mesocyclone associated with them. When
a tornado forms, it is apparently embedded within this mesocyclone.
Uoppler radar cannot resolve the details of tornddic flow because of the
tornado's small size (about 100 m) compared to the raddr beam width which
determines the radar averaging volume. However, the rechanics of meso-
cyclone generation and maintenance are clearly resolvable, as the meso-
cyclone is typically 5-10 km wide.

The approximate prognostic equation for the vertical coinmponent of
vorticity indicates that it may change locally by advection, by vertical
stretching, and by tilting horizontally oriented vorticity into the
vertical direction. The other teris in the equation--generation by
baroclinicity, by convergence of vorticity associated with the earth's
rotation, and by viscosity--are thought to be negligible compared to the
other terms and in any case cannot be evaluated from Doppler radar
measurements. Miller has been investigating the production and mainten-
ance of vorticity using observed Doppler winds from the large and intense
storin thtt occurred on 2 August 1981, described above as the 802 CCUPE
storm. This storm was characteristically supercellular, with accompany-
ing severe winds and damaging hail. Although the existence of a tornado
was not confirmed, a funnel cloud was observed.

The storm's maximun positive vertical vorticity remained between 8
and 10 x 10-'/s during most of the two-hour observational period. It was
located in the middle levels of the storin just below the level of maximum
updraft. An anticyclonic vortex accompanied the cyclonic one, with the
couplet extending vertically through the lower half of the storm. Near
coincidence of the cyclonic/anticyclonic maximum with the updraft/
downdraft core resulted in strong positive correlation between vorticity
and vertical motion, with the linear correlation coefficient rdnging
between 0.6 and 0.8 for most of the time.

As is characteristic for the supercell environment, there was strong
vertical shear between the low-level horizontal inflow and the upper-
level outflow. There was also strong vertical shear between tile middle-
level inflow into the downdraft and the near-surface outflow. Tilting of
this strong horizontal velocity into the vertical was most significant in
the production of cyclonic vorticity just ahead of the updraft and anti-
cyclonic vorticity behind it. Once tilted in the vertical, stretching of
vortex tubes in the vertical appeared to be most important in the low
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levels of the updraft. The net effect of the tilting and stretching
terms in the vorticity equation was to increase cyclonic vorticity in the
eastern portion of the updraft and decrease it in the western portion
(increase anticyclonic rotation), as observed. Increasing positive vor-
ticity, vertical pressure gradients, and updraft generation are usually
coincident in storms of this type, and is consistent with the storms
propagating to the right of the environmental winds in the cloud layer.
The 2 August storm had a propagational component to its motion that was
30-45 deg to the right of the winds.

Thunderstorm Inflow Studies

Because of the great importance of updraft size, strength, and
structure in influencing precipitation development in cumulonimbus
clouds, there was a major effort in CCOPE to collect systematic airflow
and thermodynamic measurements in the inflow to mature thunderstorms.
Data were obtained near cloud-base altitude with one or both of the NCAR
Queen Airs by James Fankhauser, G. Brant Foote, and Gary Barnes, and used
to map inflow updrafts in more than a dozen convective situations ranging
in type and complexity from single isolated unicellular cumulonimbi to
rather complicated precipitation systems.

Objective numerical techniques have been developed by Fankhauser and
Carl Mohr for analyzing the constant-altitude data collected during these
coordinated research missions. The approach combines meteorological and
navigational observations from dual- or single-aircraft flights into a
common frame of reference that moves with the updraft and transforms the
measurements from their original analog format to horizontal two-dimen-
sional Cartesian coordinates. Before being subjected to objective inter-
polation, observed parameters are carefully calibrated to insure compati-
bility between aircraft using results from field intercomparisons.

A basic tenet in selecting a research period for analysis is that
the observed region should not exhibit any significant evolution or dif-
ferential motion during the 10-20 min required to map it. Temporal
stability can be readily assessed by comparing original data at points
where the aircraft tracks overlap or intersect after having been plotted
in a framework that accounts for the movement of the storm system.

The aircraft data were objectively interpolated to a regular Carte-
sian grid in storm-relative space. This greatly aided the production of
contoured displays of all meteorological fields of interest and provided
a way to merge the aircraft data with Doppler radar, surface, and rawin-
sonde data on analyses. A qualitative interpretation of the results is
obtained by viewing the interpolated kinematic and thermodynamic fields
in the context of a storm's radar reflectivity pattern near flight alti-
tude. When the vertical flux of water vapor is examined in this manner,
one finds that a significant portion of the inflow is frequently unde-
tected by the flight patterns, which are limited for safety reasons to
clear areas away from heavy precipitation. This implies that some past
estimates of precipitation efficiency based on aircraft inflow measure-
ments may be too high. Cases of opportunity indicate that the fullest
exploitation of the aircraft inflow mdpping in the calculation of water
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vapor influx through cloud base will comre through comnbining kinematic
fields observed concurrently by aircraft and by multiple-Doppler radars.
The two systems are coimplementary in that each provides medsurements
where the other does not, and in most cases there is some region of over-
lap that can be used to judge their coinpatibility.

Uther applications for the objective inflow analyses include: coml-
pilation of mean inflow statistics and investigation of their variation
withi, for example, storm type; correlations between vertical velocity and
potential temperature, mixing ratio, and flight-level divergence and
vorticity; and comparisions of time- and volume-integrated radar reflec-
tivity with time histories of cloud-base inflow. Analyses of horizontal
fields of vertical velocity reveal a spatial structure in updraft maxina
that compares well in size, location, and spacing with corresponding
reflectivity maximd within the storms. Factors influencing the preferred
updraft scales and spacing are of prilnary research interest. In a search
for causal effects, particular attention is being given to shear of the
environmental wind in the vertical, surface convergence, and buoyancy.

Retrieval of Storm Pressure Fields from Aircraft fleasurements

1Margaret LeMone and Lesley Julian have developed a technique to
obtain Inesoscale pressure fields from aircraft flying strdight and level
over complex topography, using the pressure and inertial altitude
measuremnents; the ultimate objective of the study is to measure the pres-
sure fields in the vicinity of deep cuinulus convection and thunderstorms.
The basic technique involves finding a "D value," equal to the difference
between the actual altitude and the pressure altitude, determined from
the hydrostatic equation in a reference atmosphere, usually the environ-
ment. The U value, in meters, is converted to pressure units by
multiplying by density and gravity. This technique has been used over
the ocean for years to determine the central pressure of a hurricane, and
more recently to study the structure of jet streams and fronts. The main
difficulty to be surmounted in determining pressure perturbations over
land is determining the actual altitude. Over the ocean, the radar alti-
meter determines the aircraft altitude to within a few meters; over land,
and particularly over complex topography, measurement of altitude with
respect to a level reference surface requires another approach. The
first would be to use radar altitude, accurate topographic maps, and
accurate navigation, an approach actually being used by Al Rodi at the
University of Wyoming. The second technique, that used by LeMone and
Julian, uses the inertial altitude.

In order to calculate altitude from the inertial navigation system
(INS), constant biases in the vertical accelerometers had to be removed.
Because even these corrected INS altitudes had spurious fluctuations with
periods from tens of minutes to the entire flight, the INS altitude had
to be anchored to the pressure altitude at appropriate points. By defi-
nition, these are the points at which the U value, and hence the pressure
perturbation, is zero. Therefore, these reference points should be
located in the "environmental" air. In practice, the pressure pertur-
Ddtion is assumed to be zero at the end of each flight leg, which has a
duration of from two to six minutes (corresponding to 10-3U krn), over
which the INS is typically fairly stable. Tihe U value is then the
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difference between the pressure altitude and the inertial altitude,
identically equal to zero at the ends of the flight legs. Since even
these D values were contaminated by residual acceleration bias, a
quadratic trend was removed, constraining the D value to zero at the end
points of the flight leg.

The pressure altitude is currently calculated using the NACA Stan-
dard Atmosphere, which, in the CCOPE environment, introduces an error in
D value of about 5 m for a variation in aircraft altitude of 100 m (not
unheard of in thunderstorm inflows). Use of a local environmental CCOPE
sounding seems to remove this error. Early analysis of aircraft pitch,
roll, and yaw maneuvers in clear air indicates that aircraft attitude
angle to the airstream does not systematically contribute to errors in
static pressure measurement, and that these errors are not severe.

Pressure fields near the bases of large cumulus ("early-storm") to
large cumulonimbus ("mature-storm") clouds have been obtained using this
technique. Qualitatively, the results look reasonable, with the vector
from high to low pressure at the base of early-storm clouds pointing
approximately in the direction of cloud propagation, and higher pressure
under regions of higher reflectivity. Measurements of the pressure
fields in the vicinity of the larger clouds are limited by the length of
the flight legs, whose end points do not necessarily reach the environ-
mental air (pressure perturbation zero). Nevertheless, the persistence
and consistency of the behavior of the pressure field in the vicinity of
the updraft at cloud base is remarkable, with higher pressure toward the
cloud, and lower pressure in the general direction of propagation (the
horizontal high-to-low pressure vector can rotate with height). Further-
more, early comparison of the aircraft pressure field with that retrieved
by Miller from the Doppler wind field for the 2 August 1981 storm is
encouraging.

The primary limitations to the technique are that the flight legs
have to be sufficiently long to reach environmental air, and sufficiently
short that the inertial navigation system altitude error is represented
by a quadratic over that period. The flight patterns flown in CCOPE, de-
signed to map the updraft, often did not map the entire pressure field.
Pressure-measurement errors are probably most significant in the weaker
clouds with the smaller pressure fields, but this tendency is counter-
acted by the relative ease of flying straight-and-level legs in their
more benign updrafts and downdrafts.

Hurricane Studies

Study of the mesoscale structure of hurricane rainbands and their
effect on hurricane evolution continues, funded by a National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) grant. Barnes and Gregory Stossmeister
are analyzing flights into the rainbands of Hurricane Irene to assess the
extent of convective and stratiform types of rainfall, using radar
reflectivity gradients and vertical velocity intensity and variations as
indicators. They are also mapping the band structure, with the intention
of comparinq it to the Hurricane Floyd rainband documented by tbarnes,
Edward Zipser, David Jorgensen (now of the Weather Research Program/
NOAA), and Frank Marks of the Hurricane Research Division/NOAA.
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LeMone is mapping the horizontal and vertical transports of momentum
and angular momentum in Hurricane Alien, to find the effects of the bands
on the fluxes and, ultimately, hurricane evolution. She plans similar
analysis of Hurricane Irene, already being studied by Barnes and Stoss-
meister, and Hurricane Raymond, in which data were collected last yedr.

Jorgensen, Zipser, and Lellone completed an analysis of updraft and
downdraft core statistics in mature hurricanes. A convective updraft
core was defined as having an upwdrd vertical velocity for bO5 mn or more
and reaching a maximnum of at least 1 m/s, with d downdraft core defined
in a corresponding way. The hurricane updrdfts and downcrdfts were found
to be no inore intense than those documented by Zipser and Leflone for iso-
lated cumulonimbi and convective lines in the GloDal Atmospheric Research
Program's Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE), with median udpraft cores
having maximrum vertical velocities of about 3 rn/s at about b kin, and
downdraft cores correspondingly weak. Thus the typical vertical veloci-
ties in hurricanes, as well as in isolated and organized cumulonimbi over
the tropicdl east Atlantic, are much less than is typical for mid-
latitude thunderstorms over land.

Momentum Transport by Convective Lines

In two papers published over the last two years, LeMone, 1Brnes, and
Zipser showed that quasi-two-dimensional lines of convection consistently
transport the momentum normal to their axes in such a way as to deposit
front-to-rear momentum above about 3 km, and rear-to-front momentum below
that level, where "front" is the direction in which the line is moving.
Bdrnes showed that the lines' orientation and direction of movement are
systematically distributed across the easterly wave, with the squall
lines studied to the west of the easterly wave moving westward to south-
westward, lines along the trough moving southward, and those to the east
moving eastward to southeastward. Lellone is seeking the reasons for this
relationship by tracing the lines studied back to their points of origin.
The lines that forn "ahead" of the wave appear to form in groups, sug-
gesting that some sort of hydrodynamic stability is responsible. Their
alignment is more east-west, their imotion southward. The lines coinci-
dent with the trough are more disorganized, but many seem to be generated
from the outflows of those lines that formed ahead of the trough, and
increase in intensity as the trough approaches. Of the cases studied,
dll were dppruximdtely east-west and inoved southward. Behind or to the
east of the trough, the convective bdnds seem to form dlong the envelope
of the outflows of the trough bands, with north-south orientation and
slow eastward movement. The squall lines seem also to generate along
outflows, with their ultimiiate origin in at least one case over the
African continent. They are most intense to the west of the trough,
where they were typically sampled by aircraft.

Collaboration continues with Duane Stevens of Colorado State Univer-
sity, whose grdduate student, Marie Flatau, is attempting to formulate a
simple model, possibly usable in parameterization, of a tropical squall
line that reproduces the moinentum-flux behavior observed in the GATE
lines.
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Microphysics, Dissipating Convection, and Mesoscale Air Motions

Case studies by Thomas Matejka of the stratiform cloud regions in
mesoscale convective systems observed during CCOPE on 1 June 1981 and
17 July 1981 show a similar structure to that observed in stratiform rain
behind squall lines. In particular, convergence occurs at middle levels;
above and below, the air is divergent. This pattern implies the exis-
tence of mesoscale descent at low levels and mesoscale ascent above. It
is believed that the mesoscale air motions are driven by the heating and
cooling of the atmosphere on the mesoscale by water phase changes (depo-
sition at high levels and melting and evaporation at low levels),

The stratiform cloud and precipitation form in the region of the
systems where convective elements dissipate; new convection forms ahead
of the systems, and the systems thereby propagate away from the region of
prior convection. In the two cases chosen, the stratiform region clearly
contains the debris of discrete convective elements, giving the rainfall
pattern a distinctly nonuniform appearance. The cases, therefore, are
being analyzed in order to understand how the mesoscale circulation that
is developing behind the zone of active convection varies in space and
time as a function of the amount of precipitation (and hence the amount
of mesoscale heating and cooling) present.

Initiation of Convection by Outflow Boundaries

Zipser, Szoke, and Stossmeister continue examining the role of meso-
scale outflows in the generation of new convection.

The first phase of the research has involved a survey of a number of
cases with mesoscale outflow boundary boundaries over the High Plains.
To qualify, an outflow had to have an area of at least 100 km2 . So far,
11 cases documented by NOAA's PROFS (Prototype Regional Observation and
Forecast Service) and six cases from CCOPE have been examined. The
objective of the survey was to find out the general characteristics of
the outflows--their frequency, their importance in generating new
convection, and whether there are distinctive classes of outflow,

From the PROFS data set it was found that mesoscale outflows are
frequent, that there are different types of outflows, and that their
effectiveness in generating new convection varies considerably. Thus a
basic goal of the research has become to determine the factors accounting
for the difference between generation or nongeneration of new convection,
and which of these factors could be evaluated in a real-time forecast
situation. Several features of the outflow and its environment were
examined, including the surface conditions from the inesonet, the converg-
ence along the outflow boundaries (from mesonet and Doppler radar), and
the outflow depth. The depth was determined directly from single-Doppler
radar, and estimated from the hydrostatic equation using outflow-
environment temperature and pressure differences. These "equivalent
hydrostatic depths" were consistently less than the Doppler depths but
proportional to them.
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The outflow depths alone were found to be inadequate for predicting
the formation of new storms. Thus the environlrental factors have been
examined using the more extensive CCUPE data set. An initial look at the
six CCUPE cases of interest indicate that soundings through the lowest
2 km of the atmosphere are needed to predict new storm formation. A useful
technique, proposed by Foote, is to determine the level of free convec-
tion (LFC) for dir at different altitudes on the sounding and compare
that with the amount of lifting to be expected from the gust front. If
air at some altitude is lifted above its LFC, given the depth of the
outflow boundary, new development is expected. However, some surface
properties, such as gust-front convergence, may also be useful predictors
of storm development. These techniques will be tested using CCUPE data
from the surface mesonet, the sounding network, and the Doppler radars.

The Denver Convergence-Vorticity Zone

Edward Szoke, along with Morris Weisman (AAP), Thomas Schlatter,
Fernando Cdracena, and John brown (NIOAA)) completed a study of the 3 June
1981 Denver tornadoes, the worst in Denver's history. They expanded the
study beyond an initial look at the tornado day itself to examine the
occurrence and significance of a convergence-vorticity zone which played
an important part in the development of the storns on 3 June. Using
PROFS mesonet data for May through August of 1981 and 1982, they estab-
lished a climatology of occurrence of the convergence-vorticity zone.
They found that the zone occurs on about a third of all days and on
about 75% of days with south or southeasterly flow on the plains. In
addition, the zone was found to be associated with a disproportionate
amount of convection and severe weather. Making a further breakdown
based on the intensity of the convergence zone, they found that on a
number of ddys .the flow on the western side of the zone, which was
usually along a north-south line from just east of Denver to east of
Loveland, became northerly and even northwesterly. These days were
labeled "circulation" days, and while they only occurred on 29 of the
total days examined, 61% of the tornado days occurred on these days. It
was hypothesized that the vorticity present in the tornadoes came at
least partially froIn the cyclonic vertical vorticity present along the
zone, and that this, along with the likelihood that convection would be
forced to develop along the convergence zone, would lead to a significant
increase in the probability of a tornado occurring on days with a
circulation present.

If the results which came out of the 1981-82 clifndtology hold for
other years, then the occurrence of the "Denver convergence-vorticity
zone" (DCVZ) would be a useful forecast tool. Over the past two summers
(1983-84) compilation of the climatology of the convergence zone and its
association with severe and nonsevere convection has continued, so we
now have four years (convective seasons) of data. In addition, some very
detailed data exist which could be used to further examnine the structure
of the zone. One day, 25 June 1982, is from the Joint Airport Weather
Studies experiment, and includes aircraft passes across the zone. In the
suimmer of 1984, as pdrt of several experiments being conducted in this
area, very detailed exdmination with aircraft, inesonet ddta, ground
rneasuremients, Doppler rdddr, dnd soundings was imdde of a good June occur-
rence of the DCVZ. An expdnded climndtology dnd d detailed study of these
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two cases are planned. Using radar and satellite data in real time during
the PROFS exercise planned for 1985, it will be possible to make a better
correlation between occurrence of the DCVZ and convective development,
vastly improving the climatology, without a great expenditure of time.

Work has begun by Szoke and Stanley Benjamin of PROFS/Atmospheric
Analysis and Prediction (AAP) to examine the mechanism responsible for
the development of the DCVZ, now hypothesized to involve the low-level
southerly flow over the higher terrain of the Palmer Divide, Szoke and
Benjamin are using the three-dimensional Anthes mesoscale model to test
and elaborate the hypothesis.

This work is in part connected with a pollution airflow study being
conducted elsewhere in NOAA's Environmental Research Laboratory, but com-
bining efforts will allow both studies to progress to possibly enlighten-
ing answers. The occurrence of the zone should be of significance to
pollution dispersion, because the pollutants from Denver and the Front
Range are often trapped in a fairly narrow corridor from Denver
northwards, west of the DVCZ, sometimes recirculating back into western
Denver. If the zone did not occur, it is quite possible that the
pollutants would be well ventilated out of the Front Range area by the
moderate-to-strong south to southeasterly flow that would otherwise often
prevail.

CUMULUS CLOUDS: STRUCTURE, EVOLUTION, AND ENTRAINMENT

Structure and Evolution of Cumulus and Cumulus Congestus

The coordinated early-storm (ES) experiments conducted during
CCOPE yielded a comprehensive data set on cumulus and cumulus congestus
clouds. These smaller storms, which did not produce well-defined pre-
cipitation shafts for more than 20-30 min, were studied with rawinsondes,
the mesonet, non-Doppler and Doppler radar, and aircraft. In the most
detailed studies, three aircraft flew legs normal and parallel to the
visual axis of symmetry of the cloud at cloud base, the -5°C, and -15°C
levels. In addition to the subcloud and penetration patterns there was a
photography aircraft which documented cloud size and evolution.

A summary completed earlier by Fankhauser and others of the measure-
ments made at cloud base has provided the information necessary to select
clouds for more intensive case study. The smaller clouds, which usually
go from appearance to dissipation within an hour, were observed in most
of the cases throughout their entire life cycles with the aforementioned
instruments and platforms. The use of several aircraft rather than one
reduces the time scale of assumed stationdrity. This allows investiga-
tors to observe evolution rather than assume a steady-state condition.

The typical ES clouds observed in CCOPE had high bases (an average
of 2,750 m above mean sea level). The mean lifted condensation level
(LCL) tenmperature was ~4°C, suggesting that ice would be important in
the precipitation process. These small clouds (mean diameter ~5 km)
existed in a highly sheared environment, with values in excess of 5.0 X
1U0-/s from cloud base to top. Most of the clouds moved rapidly to the
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east and southeast at speeds froin 10 to 20 m/s, which makes the use of
stormn-relative coordindtes imperdtive.

Carlos Ldtorre (visitor, Ministry of Agriculture, Cloud Physics
Group, Mexico) has focused upon the hydrometeor evolution and precipita-
tion efficiency of a cumulus congestus studied on 9 June 1981. The NCAR
Queen Air N306D started sampling near cloud base when reflectivities were
not greater than -5 dBZ and continued for 46 min, with 12 passes being
completed during the cloud's life cycle. An objective analysis scheme
which maps the intensity and location of the air velocity and the thermo-
dynamic variables relative to the reflectivity contours has been used in
conjunction with the Particle fleasuring Systems Inc. (P1S) one-dimen-
sional (1-U) probe on the aircraft. These analyses show that the updraft
was overrunning the environment, including the precipitation falling on
the downshear side, with a reldtive velocity of 5 In/s. The precipitation
particles were then sorted by the updraft, which was not strong enough to
lift the larger drops back into the cloud. The recycling of the smaller
drops acted as d drag force to the updraft and affected future
hydrometeor evolution.

The concentration and size distribution mnesured by thie PIlS 1-U
probe on the aircraft have been used to calculate a reflectivity factor.
This value has been compared to what the radar actually recorded.
Despite the large differences in sampling volume between the two tech-
niques, there is surprisingly good dgreement.

Ldtorre has used the assumption of stationarity for periods of about
1 mriin in order to produce vertical velocity, moisture, and tenperature
fields at cloud base. Studies of the Doppler radar data have shown that
this assumption introduces an error in the calculations comparable to
that of the instruments. The fields have been used to estimate mean
fluxes. The upward water vapor flux of 8.6 X 104 kg/s and downward pre-
cipitation flux of 1.3 X 104 kg/s give a pruLipitation efficiency of 16%,
similar to the value obLdined by Horace Byers and Roscoe Braham (both of
the University of Chicago) during the Thunderstorm Project. Precipita-
tion efficiencies are now being estimated for other well-observed clouds
and will be compared to three-dimensional numerical simulations of these
Slmd Iler cumulus.

The CCUPE data set has provided highly detailed measurements of
small cumnuli; however, the meshing of mesonet, rawin, Doppler, and air-
craft data with their different time, space, and magnitude resolutions is
a problem of considerable difficulty. New techniques have to be
developed to make full use of thle data set.

Weinheimer dnd Daniel Breed are studying the kinemndtic structure of
simlall cumuli observed on 9 June 1981 dnd 20 June 19U1, respectively.
Most of tile work tnus fdr hdS concentrated on evaludting the accuracy of
the Doppler analyses for the iiature stages of the clouds' life cycles on
the simall scale of the clouds. Characteristic wavelengths of phenomiena
such as updraft-downdraft couplets ("4-8 kmi) are only barely resolvable
but do seem to be adequately represented when compared to aircraft data.
The aircraft informimation is also being used to improve the boundary
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conditions and filtering methods applied in the Doppler-derived wind
analysis.

After the analysis procedure has been finalized, momentum, heat, dnd
moisture fluxes will be calculated for these and other cumuli that
occurred on 6 August 1981 and 6 June 1981. These studies should help
fill the gap in the spectrum of flux measurements between the fair-
weather subcloud layer and large cumulonimbi. These calculations should
subsequently aid in the evaluation of numerical simulations of weakly
convective conditions. Doppler analyses will provide a three-dimensional
kinematic field of the cloud that will be used to investigate hydrometeor
evolution when coupled with in-situ measurements of the cloud and pre-
cipitation particles.

Barnes and Daniel Wadsworth are working on the causes of the rapid
dissipation of a large cumulus congestus (9 km in diameter) that was
observed on 21 July 1981. Their approach is to study both internal and
external forces. Internal forces are those considered to be initially
caused by the processes within the cloud while external forces are con-
sidered to be the result of the cloud's interaction with the environ-
ment. Mesonet and rawin observations reveal that this cloud formed on an
outflow from larger cumulonimbi in the northern part of the array. Con-
vective available potential energy (CAPE) of the air near the outflow was
suitable for modest development; however, the cloud moved away from these
conditions and towards a new air mass. Saturation-point analyses show
that the cloud initially was fed from air in the surface and lower sub-
cloud layers but as it moved into the new air mass it lost contact with
the lowest part of the atmosphere. Aircraft analyses show that the
cloud continued to feed upon the upper part of the subcloud layer, but
this air contained little CAPE. This reduction of convective instability
resulted in the cloud's demise.

Utilizing the updraft statistics of Queen Air measurements at cloud
base compiled by Fankhauser, Barnes has been able to estimate the mass
flux into this cumulus congestus, assuming stationarity for only 3-5
min. The mass flux as a function of time shows a smooth growth, matur-
ity, and decay curve, which correlates well with the cloud's life cycle
as observed through radar and photographic data. Surprisingly, the mean
vertical velocity of the updraft changed little, so that the inass flux
variations are due to changes in area rather than intensity of the
updraft.

Mixing and the Evolution of Cloud Droplet Spectra

Ilga Paluch has been analyzing dircrdft data frown CCOPE in an
attempt to generalize the result of a previous case study; that in the
middle and upper cloud levels, there is a fairly well-defined peak at the
large-droplet end of the size spectrum, and that the radius at this peak
remains remarkably constant during horizontal cloud penetrations regard-
less of major variations in droplet concentration. The droplet spectra
were measured from the University of Wyoming's King Air with a forward-
scdttering spectrometer probe (FSSP), which records droplet sizes up to
about 30 pim in diameter, averaged over 10U m (1 s).
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The observed independence of droplet size froin concentration in the
ldrge-droplet peak of the size spectrum is difficult to reconcile with
the idea of honogeneously mixed dir parcels with a characteristic length
scale of 100 in or more, as is often assumed in Inicrophysical cloud
nodels. The observations were tentatively interpreted to imprly that the
nixing remains incomplete for substantial times, with the result that the
local concentration of large droplets rermains close to that of an
undiluted parcel, and thdt is why the size at the large-droplet peak does
not vary.

Subsequent analysis of data from other days during CCUPE shows that
the independence of droplet size from concentration in the large-droplet
peak is a fairly general attribute of the class of clouds studied in
CCUPE. There are, however, some exceptions, where the droplet size at the
large-droplet peak tends to decrease at low concentrations, and these are
typically found in inactive, decaying cloud regions. Data collected from
a sailplane show a similar trend. The observed lack of variation in the
radius at the large-droplet peak cannot be attributed to errors in FSSP
calibration, and this result is observed only when the cloud is sampled
at a nearly constant altitude. When the sampling altitude changes, as is
often the case in sailplane flights, the radius at the large-droplet peak
increases with altitude. These observations are consistent with the
interpretation that mixing remains incomplete for a substantial time,

To see if mixing is inhomogeneous on smnaller scales, as many of the
droplet spectral data from CCOPE suggest, Darrel Baumgardner (Research
Aviation Facility) made measurements of droplet concentration with high
spatial resolution. Paluch has just begun analysis of these data, and
finds that in mixed cloud regions there are usually large fluctuations in
droplet concentrdtior over distances of a few meters and regions devoid
of cloud droplets. The sharp fluctuations in droplet concentration
suggest that the nonuniformities may extend down to scales below z m, the
smallest scale resolved. The largest fluctuations in local droplet
concentration are found near updrafts, whereas in inactive cloud regions
these fluctuations are often less pronounced.

These observations imply that there is a significant time lag
between bulk entrainment measured over )OO-m distances and small-scale
mixing that alters cloud microphysical properties.

The ldck of uniforim nixing, if it proves to be true in general, has
implications well beyond the evolution of droplet size spectrum. It
could interfere with attempts to deduce the origins of the entrained air
fromi therinodynamic diagrams when the cloud data are sampled over dis-
tances as large as 50 or 100 rn. If the "cloud" air contained pockets of
unsaturated air, and in the analysis the sample was considered saturated,
then the altitude from which the entrained air had originated would tend
to be overestimated. The degree of inhomnogeneous Inixing is important in
evaluating the dispersion of seeding material. A consequence of impor-
tdnce, and of more current interest, is that of cloud droplet scavenging
of entrdined pollutants dnd chemical reaction rates--such as oxidation of
SOz within cloud droplets.
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NUMERICAL MODELING OF CLOUD PROCESSES

Modeling Cumulus Entrdinment

One of the goals of the division is to understand the nature of
cumulus entrainment because of the fundamental role entrainment plays in
clouds. Past theoretical investigations of the nature of this process
have been extremely simplified and direct numerical simulations have not
previously been attempted because of the wide range of scales involved,
For example, the prominent cauliflower knobs that form at the top of
growing cumuli are perhaps 100 m across, while the clouds themselves may
be several kilometers across. The simulation of entrainment appears to
require resolution as fine as 10 m, according to the recent modeling
results of Gary Klaassen (visitor from York University in Toronto) and
Terry Clark, who used an interactive grid-nesting approach implemented in
Clark's anelastic model.

Clark's model was applied in two dimensions to investigate the
evolution of a small nonprecipitating cumulus cloud in an environment
with no shear. Grid nesting permitted the use of very high resolution in
the vicinity of the cloud (the finest mesh employed in the Klaassen and
Clark study gave about 160 points across the base of the cloud), and at
the same time the use of a realistic boundary layer forcing to initiate
cloud growth and a realistic environmental response to the presence of
the cloud.

Cloud growth was induced by a rising thermal which originated in a
heated boundary layer. Such forcing was considered to be more dppropri-
ate in this context than the "buoyant-bubble" initializations commonly
employed. In particular, the time scales for growth of the cloud from a
boundary-layer thermal become comparable to the natural event, so that
instabilities also have reasonable times to develop. The boundary-layer
forcing procedure resulted in relatively slow cloud evolution, and with
the observed flat cloud base. After about 8-9 min of cloud growth, nodes
formed on the previously smooth cloud top. There appeared to be only two
general configurations for the positioning of these nodes. Either a
turret or a depression formed at the center of the cloud top. Klaassen
and Clark used the labels center-convex and center-concave, respectively,
to denote these alternative configurations. The selection of a particu-
lar configuration could be controlled by applying appropriate perturba-
tions to the hydrodynamic fields in the vicinity of the cloud top. The
experiments suggested the existence of a bifurcation, or two distinct and
diverging possibilities for the cloud evolution, with the controlling
parameter being the early cloud-top nodal structure. The particular
bifurcation obtained in Klaassen and Clark's study may be primarily of
dcddemic interest because of the idealized geometry of the experiments.
Such bifurcations are likely to take on a different character in sheared
environments and in three spatial dimensions.

An important result of the experiments was a demonstration of the
instability of symmetric two-dimensional solutions to small perturbd-
tions. The center-convex configuration appears to be particularly
unstable against perturbations, while the center-concave configuration is
only very weakly unstable. This instability can generate a marked tilt
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in the central turret and suggests that leaning cloud towers can be
associdted with factors other than wind shear.

Plodeling a Field of Cumulus Clouds

Clark and Piotr Smolarkiewicz recently completed a study of the
simfuldtion of d three-dimensional field of cumulus clouds. The model
included realistic surface forcing incorpordting mesonet data, time-
dependent environinental conditions based on soundings, and real topogra-
phy. Through a comparison with observations, they showed that the
simulation of a field of small cumuli with short life times (20 +10 min)
was realistic.

In order to gain a deeper understanding of the interactions between
the cloud field and the environment, Smolarkiewicz and Clark analyzed the
model results in terms of the eddy fluxes of heat, mnomentumn, moisture,
and cloud water and kinetic energy conversion terms. They showed that
the horizontally averaged eddy flux of moisture carries important infor-
mntion about cloud activity. The commonly analyzed profiles of liquid
water content reflect average cloud base, cloud top, and sky cloud cover-
age. In contrast, the profile of eddy moisture flux reflects cumulus
intensity and the cloud population distribution. Detailed quantitative
analysis of the eddy flux of water vapor mixing ratio and vertical pro-
files of the mixing ratio showed that, in the case studied, the eddy flux
counteracts such physical processes as differential advection of moisture
within the planetary boundary layer (PBL), and differential advection and
condensation-evaporation processes within the cloud layer. Characteris-
tic times of these interactions are different within the PBL and cloud
layer (-1.5 and .4 h, respectively).

As a result of the counteractive processes, the modeled atmosphere
reaches a steady state as measured by such macroscopic variables as the
horizontally averaged mixing ratio profile. Although the eddy moisture
flux in clouds, if considered alone, would appear to have a strong influ-
ence on environmental profiles, the combined effect of microphysical pro-
cesses, differential advection, and eddy transport is typically an order
of magnitude smaller. Thus, while the qualitative analysis of the eddy
fluxes indicates that the fair-weather cumulus cloud field transports
moisture, heat, and momentum vertically, a detailed examination shows
that these effects have a negligible influence on the environmental pro-
files in comparison with larger-scale events.

Sinolarkiewicz and Clark further showed thdt certain aspects of the
simulation could be understood in terms of Le Chateiier's principle. In
particular they found that vigorous convection occurring near the inflow
boundary of the model was a response of the simulated atmosphere to the
time-dependent boundary conditions. The inflow boundary conditions were
based on proximity soundings that did not carry information about the
specific cloud history of dir entering the domain. This resulted in
relatively strong horizontal differences in the vertical gradient of
wdter vapor nixing ratio near the inflow boundary. One can consider this
an external perturbation imposed on the system, with respect to which the
macroscopic thermodyndmical variables remain in a steady state.
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According to the Le Chatelier principle, stationary states are stable with
respect to perturbations of local state variables. Thus this general
principle suggests that the simulated atmosphere will oppose any
perturbations so as to maintain stationarity of the horizontally averaged
mixing ratio profiles. In fact, this is observed in the model results.
As an example, the strongest eddy moisture fluxes and the most vigorous
clouds develop near the inflow boundary. Larger fluxes imply larger gra-
dients and curvatures of the flux profile and, consequently, shorter
characteristic mixing times and an accelerated transition to the mean
equilibrium state.

The Le Chatelier principle can also be used to help understand cloud
initiation. While cloud modeling studies have traditionally initialized
the calculations with a single positively buoyant eddy, the steady-state
PBL is filled with continuously evolving eddies. A small fraction of
these eddies results in clouds. Application of Le Chatelier's principle
suggests that any entrainment of dry air through the top of the boundary
layer will tend to produce compensatory updrafts resulting in increased
upward moisture flux, and this enhanced flux will locally favor cloud
development. Thus, one can maintain the traditional view that cloud
roots are well down in the boundary layer, while recognizing that the
decision about which particular eddies lead to cloud formation may
actually be made near the top of the PBL.

This point of view may explain why new clouds often appear around a
dying cloud. The proposed concept of cloud initiation is not universal,
but is meant to apply to fair-weather situations with relatively weak
surface forcing.

Accurate Parameterization of Microphysics in Cloud Models

William Hall continues to develop microphysical schemes that are
suitable in computational efficiency and accuracy for incorporation into
two- and three-dimensional cloud models. The general approach has been
twofold. The first is a detailed approach in which the microphysical
spectra are represented by a large number of size categories or bins that
allow the physical equations describing the time evolution of the micro-
physical spectra to be solved using established finite difference
methods. The second approach involves a parameterization in which the
microphysical spectra are represented by a short series of empirical or
distribution functions. The physical equations are solved as a least
squares problem with general weighting under the physical constraints on
the number and mass concentration fields. This reduces the problem to a
general matrix inversion to solve for the time tendencies of the distri-
bution functions.

Much of the development work has been performed in a closed parcel
framework, with both models run in parallel under identical physical con-
ditions. During the past year, warm-rain nucleation of droplets, conden-
sation, and evaporation have been successfully introduced into the
previous stochastic coalescence parameterization of Clark and Hall.
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It was found ttdt under some physical conditions the generdl pdrdne-
terization matrix become ill-conditioned or very "stiff." The ill-
conditioning allows nuinericdl error to grow unstably and the stiffness
requires very small time steps. Thus, without further improvement the
scheme would be neither accurate nor computationally efficient. In
an attempt to get around these difficulties, an approximate analytical
solution to the general pardmeterizdtion matrix equation was found which
proved to be extremely accurate under a very wide set of conditions.
This solution allows one to investigate analytically how the least
squares weighting function can be either modified or adjusted to keep the
pardmeterized system well-conditioned.

While the pardmeterization equdtions obey the physical constraints
on the number and mass distribution exactly when the time step used is
infinitesimal, significant truncation errors are possible when finite
time steps are applied. These truncation errors are associated with the
stiffness of the physical (fast time-scale) processes and with the method
of variable updating applied. Empirical testing using 12 different
updating procedures were performed and the most suitable method was
derived which guarantees the conservation of the number and mass
concentration.

In addition to the warm rain processes, ice crystal nucleation, dif-
fusional growth, and the accretional growth of graupel have been incor-
porated in the paraneterization framework and are currently being tested
against detailed mnodels. In a similar vein, the processes of advection
and sedimentation are also being incorporated within the framework of the
pdrameterizati on.

Improved Humerical Methods

In the past year Smolarkiewicz made a number of generalizations of
his previous work with multidimensional positive-definite ddvection
transport algorithms. The central idea of the original approach was
that, given any consistent and stable advection scheme, one could expand
each of its terms in a Taylor series to determine the analytical form of
the truncation error. After the first applicdtion of the advection
scheme in flux form the truncation errors are cast into simnilar flux form
by defining "truncation-error" velocities. The advection scheine is reap-
plied using the "truncation-error" fluxes based upon the Inost recent
values of the scalar. The time step is reversed in sign so that the
second application of the scheme has the effect of subtracting off a
major portion of the leading truncation errors associated with the first
step. Such a procedure may be repeated an optional number of times.
Each corrective iteration increases the order of accuracy in space while
the order of accuracy in time is determined by the order of truncation of
the Taylor series expansion applied in the first stage of the formal pro-
cedure. The desirable properties of the original scheme are maintained
(for exdimple, stability, consistency, positive-definiteness for the up-
strealm differencing method), but numericdl diffusion is yreatly reduced.

Smolarkiewicz generalized the approach, applying it to the diffusion
equation and non-Cartesian torms of the continuity equation. While in
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his previous work the inclusion of corrective terms associated with the
time-dependence of the velocity field was discussed, an alternative solu-
tion of the problem has recently been found. The new solution is univer-
sal and appears to be applicable to the broad class of one-time-level
schemes which are second-order accurate for steady-state flows but are
only first-order accurate in time for time-dependent flows. The algo-
rithm obtained is second-order accurate in time and optionally accurate
in space for any arbitrary advective velocity field including time-
dependent divergent flow.

Smolarkiewicz and Clark incorporated the algorithm into Clark's
hydrodynamical model and tested its utility in simulations of the flow
over mountains and the development of small cumulus clouds. The results
confirmed the properties of the scheme previously predicted theoret-
ically. The positive-definite algorithm was used for integration of all
thermodynamical fields, while the momentum equations were integrated
using the Arakawa scheme. This organization allows one to reduce the
computer memory requirements by replacing the two-time-level structure of
the temperature and mixing ratio fields by a one-time-level structure.

In related work, Smrolarkiewicz also showed how to improve the dccu-
racy of one-time-level advection schemes using as an example the general-
ized multidimensional Crowley scheme. The central idea of Lax-Wendroff
type advection schemes, of which the Crowley scheme is an example, is to
introduce explicitly to the finite-difference representation of the spa-
tial partial differential operators the terms which compensate an impli-
cit diffusion due to the uncentered approximation of the temporal deriva-
tives. This leads to an advection scheme which is formally second-order-
accurate in time and space for a uniform velocity field. The remaining
leading terms of the truncation error are of order At, and are propor-
tional to the temporal and spatial derivatives of the velocity field con-
ponents. Application of the Crowley advection scheme in flux form with
the additional terms which compensate the cross-spatial partial deriva-
tives eliminates the first-order-in-time truncation errors proportional
to the spatial derivatives of the velocity field.

Smolarkiewicz found that to eliminate that part of the truncation
error which is proportional to the temporal derivative of the velocity
field, it is sufficient to reinterpret the original scheme. Traditional-
ly, velocity components appearing in the advective fluxes of the scheme
are taken at the same time level as the transported scdlar field. The
new interpretation uses velocity components at the intermediate (n+1/2)
time level between the old (n) and new (n+l) value of the transported
scalar. The temporal staggering of the velocity field can be realized by
interpolating the velocity component between the "n" and "n+l" time
level, or by extrapolation from "n-l" and "n" time levels. Both
approaches result in the total elimination of the first-order-in-time
truncation error. The modified scheme is neither centered nor uncentered
in time. In its application to fluid dynamics the scheme requires
storing of only the velocity components at two time levels, while scalar
fields may be stored at only one time level.
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INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT

All our ideas about how clouds develop, produce precipitation, and
interact with their environment are derived from, and must be tested
against, observations. Since many CSD studies are based upon data
derived from large-scale field programs, we have a strong interest in the
nature and accuracy of existing instruments and in the development of new
ones. Apart from radar, most measurements have been made by instruments
mounted on research dircraft that penetrate tile clouds under study so
that much of the emphdsis has been upon dirborne instrumentation.

Airflow Distortion

A series of problems that have been insufficiently studied by the
research community are associated with the distortion of the airflow as
it approaches and encounters the measuring instrument and the aircraft
upon which the latter is mounted. As a result of discussions in late
1982 between staff members of CSU, the Atmospheric Technology Division
(ATU), and AAP's Mesoscale Research Section (MRS), it was decided to seek
an engineer to work on this problem. Ldrry Rockwell was appointed early
in FY 1983, the position being jointly funded by CSD and ATU, with John
Wyngddrd of MRS taking the responsibility of coordinating the needs of
the three divisions and generally supervising Rockwell's work. Advantage
was taken of the presence of Jarren King, a visitor from the Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) in Australia, to
commence this work by studying the way in which cloud droplets flow
around and impact on instruments mounted on NCAR aircraft. King had
already studied this problem in Australia for the CSIRO aircraft and
hence Rockwell was able to obtain solutions for the NCAR aircraft quite
rapidly. It came as no surprise to learn that very small droplets follow
the streamlines and that there are regions near the aircraft fuselage
where shadow zones exist, accompdnied by nedrby regions of enhdncement of
the concentration of droplets. However, we now have quantitative values
for these pdrdmeters, we know the magnitude of the errors (which fortu-
ndtely are sminl), and we can rapidly assess where and wnere not to place
new instrumentation. Another airflow problem to which King gave some of
his attention while he was visiting NCAR is that of the observed rotation
of small ice crystals as they approach instruments mounted on the wing
tip of research aircraft. The problem, which is still under study, is
important because it can on occasion result in the incorrect interpreta-
tion of crystal habit from the images produced by the measuring
instrument.

Icing Tunnel Cdlibrdtion of the CSIRO Liquid Wdter Content Meter

King dnd Dye, in collaboration with Walter Strdpp of the Atmospheric
Environment Service of Canada, Darrel Uaumgdrdner of RAF, and Dale
Huffman of Particle Measurement Systems Inc. (PMS); conducted a series of
tests of various versions of the CSIRO liquid water meter in the high-
speed icing tunnel of the Canadian National Research Council in Ottawa.
The CSIRO hot-wire device measures liquid water content by sensing the
amount of power required to keep the sensor at a constant temperature.
Slave coils on either side of the main sensor are used to reduce axial
heat flow. Four different controller units, including a unit constructed
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according to CSIRO specifications, two stdndard-length (8 cm) PMS units
with some electronic modifications, and the new shorter-length (4 cm) PMS
version, were tested. In all, 17 different probe sensors--including the
half-sized and new, robust shielded sensors, jointly developed by CSD and
PMS--were used in the tests.

The shorter probes were designed to allow measurements to be made at
a liquid water content (LWC) of >2 g/ms which previous tests have shown to
be the upper limit of operation for the standard-length probes. The
shielded probes were designed to increase the robustness of the sensor by
placing a thin metal sleeve over the windings of the standard sensors.

The tests demonstrated that the CSIRO probe represents an advance in
instrumentation for the airborne measurement of LWC. Correctly operated
probes will measure to better than within 15% of values calculated from
measurements using a rotating icing cylinder, the basis of comparison in
these tests, and the most fundamental means that we presently have for
the measurement of LWC. Differences in response for all properly operat-
ing units was rarely more than 10% and always less than 15% except for
the shielded ones. Because the response of the probe to LWC can be
calculated directly, the need for a separate wet calibration is
el iminated.

Similar tests by Walter Strapp and Robert Schemenauer of the
Atmospheric Environment Service of Canada, conducted in the same facility
for the Johnson-Williams (J-W) hot-wire LWC meter, showed significant
occurrences of air speed dependence, unpredictable calibration changes
with change of sensor head, and increasingly severe icing problems at
temperatures less than -15°C. For LWCs less than 1.9 g/m4 at -5°C, at
most, 75% of the probes tested by Strapp and Schemenauer agreed to within
20% of tunnel LWC values. By comparison, in the present study all but a
few percent of all the points from all tests and probes (including
improperly operated and shielded probes) were within 20% of the tunnel
values. From these observations, it appears that the performance of the
CSIRO/King-designed system is superior to that of the J-W in many key
aspects of cloud droplet LWC measurements. It has not had the same
extensive operational field testing as the J-W probe, and more flying
hours are required before a realistic assessment of its field usage can
be made. Also, unlike the J-W probe, which has a cutoff in response for
droplets larger than 40 4,m diameter, the CSIRO probe has been shown by
laboratory and field tests to have a partial response to drizzle and
precipitation-sized drops.

Specific conclusions that can be drawn as the result of these tests
were:

* The commercial PMS version, with a few electronic changes which
now have been incorporated in the PMS units, does not behave
differently from the CSIRO version.

* The performance of the short probes is comparable with that of
the standard-length units. Variations in diameter of 50% also
produced no measurable differences in performance.
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* The operating temperature for unshielded versions should be on
the order of 10U°C. For shielded versions, it should be at
least 220°C, 240°C if construction will allow, and improved
construction techniques are needed to accomplish this.

* Setting of the correct offset voltage is imnportant--an over-
damped probed will result in a decreased response.

* For the standard 8-cm long probe at 2 g/rnm dt 75 m/s, probe
performdnce will degrade if the supply voltage is less than
26 V. For higher LWC and speeds, it is recommended that a
shorter-length probe be used.

* Corrections for both probe lengths are less than 3%, for yaw
angles less than 15°, and hence can be ignored.

* Operation without the slave windings produces errors on the
order of b% for 2 g/rn in a standard-length probe, but up to
25% in the shorter probe. Separate recording of the slave wire
status is strongly recommniended.

Response of the King Probe to Different Drop Sizes

The tests described above were conducted with LWCs less thdn 2 g/mn
at 100 rn/s using drop size spectra withl mean volume didnaeters of 20 pWn
and cutoffs of less than 40 im. Separate studies are currently being
conducted by Dye, Huffmran, and Cleon Biter to examine the probe response
to drops of different sizes. As drop size increases, one would expect
that the probe would not detect all of the LWC due to splashing and other
effects. These tests are being conducted in the PMS wind tunnel to
determine where this reduced response occurs by using different spray
nozzles to generate different drop size distributions. By proper selec-
tion of spray nozzles, Biter and Huffmilan have been dble to generate
distributions with median volume diameters (MVD) ranging from about 30 to
700 Im. Becduse of the wide range of droplet sizes, it has been neces-
sary to combine measurements from both a PMS forward-scattering spectro-
ineter probe (range 2-47 Ium diameter) and a P1S two-dimensional gray-scale
probe (range 11-938 Inm diameter) in order to completely define the drop
spectra to compare with the LWC measured by the King probe.

These tests are still underway; however, preliminary results indi-
cate that the King probe response decreases with increasing drop size
until MVDs of about 200 Ipm are obtained, at which point the response
reimains rather constant out to distributions witlh rVDs of 700 [iun (the
largest sizes produced). Present testing is aimed at determining the
drop size at which the response first begins to decrease.

While thie tests to date have yielded a consistent set of data, for
small MVDs the LWC measured by the King probe is as much as a factor of
two higher than the suim of the LWCs measured by the forward-scattering
and two-dimensional probes, even with careful calibration of all sys-
tems. Clearly, this result is not physically reasonable and additional
studies are needed. These results exemplify the difficulty of making
accurate LWC measurements over a wide range of drop sizes, and also of
evaluating the performance of airborne microphysical instruments.
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Infrared Temperature Sensing

The findl report by the Ophir Corporation resulting from a contract
with NCAR for a design study on an infrared temperature sensor was
completed in November 1983. After consideration by scientists from CSD,
MRS, RAF, and the Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronomy Division, it was
decided to let a further contract with Ophir for the development of an
instrument for airborne use. This contract is jointly funded by CSD and
RAF and is for the construction of an infrared sensor capable of operat-
ing at either 4.5 pIm wavelength for the measurement of air temperature or
3.7 lm wavelength for the measurement of sea-surface temperature. As a
result of the design study and consultation with NCAR scientists, Ophir
has made many improvements on the concept originally put forward and
these have been incorporated in the instrument presently under construc-
tion. It is expected that the finished instrument will undergo prelimi-
nary flight trials in November or December of 1984 and that it will be
handed over to NCAR early in the 1985 calendar year.

It is hoped that the instrument will enable scientists to measure
air temperature within clouds or precipitation to within about 0.2°C. No
previous instrument has hdd this accuracy in dll cloud conditions
-- particularly when the temperature has been below 0°C. Since no stan-
dards exist for the measurement of temperature in clouds, it is antici-
pated that the new instrument will undergo an extensive series of field
trials before its accuracy and reliability are thoroughly established.
It may also be some time before its performance as a sensor of sea-
surface temperature is well known. In contrast, it will be a relatively
simple matter to determine its accuracy in clear air since we already
have instruments of sufficiently high performance with which to compare
it in flight. Some comparisons may also be made with instruments mounted
on a tower by flying the aircraft carrying the new sensor past, and at
the same height as, the tower. However, the new instrument measures
infrared emission over an extended path dnd, while 50% of the signal
comes from the first 1-2 m of the atmosphere, 10% of the received emis-
sion originates from COz 10 m or more away from the instrument. Since it
is intended to operate the instrument in a downward-looking mode it may
well turn out that tower fly-bys are not as reliable a means of calibra-
tion as has been the case with earlier, direct-measuring instruments.

Remote Sensing of Cloud Liquid Water Content

The technique put forward by Jack Warner for determining the distri-
bution of liquid water in clouds by mathematical inversion of brightness
temperature data obtained from a pair of ground-based scanning radio-
meters las now been extensively studied in computer simulation experi-
ments. This technique represents the first of what is hoped to be a
series of new remote-sensing techniques which will be developed by CSD in
cooperation with RAF in future years. Ground-based radiometric tech-
niques for measuring the liquid water content of supercooled clouds are
of particular importance to the weather modification community since they
offer d means of continuously monitoring the liquid water over extensive
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areas. The technique now being investigated by CSD should be particu-
ldrly valuable because it offers a ineans of determining the distribution
of water in the vertical and hence in locating and monitoring regions of
supercooled water which miight redct favorably to seeding.

Reduction and consideration of data obtained from two scanning
radiomfeters operating in the boulder area in August 1983 is nearly comn-
plete. The distribution of liquid water in siiall clouds as calculated
from the radiometric brightness temperature was found to be compatible
with adiabatic development of these clouds. In the particular situation
under study, where cloud base is typicdlly at a temperdture close to 0°C,
most of the body of a large cloud is at a teinperature of -10°C or less
and the liquid water content is very low. High brightness temperdtures
observed by ground-based radiometers may then be associated with rain
below cloud base. Under these conditions it appears that the new
technique may be able to determine the rain intensity and its distribu-
tion in the subcloud region. Such d cloud was observed in the August
1903 field experiment and the radiometric data are being examined
dccordingly.

For more general cloud physics studies, an airborne version of the
technique is more appropriate since it enables the researcher to make
measurements in any location rather than waiting for a cloud to appear
over the line between ground-based rddiolmeters. In airborne studies the
emission from clouds dbove the aircrdft is measured dlterndtely in two
directions, in our case dt angles of 45° fore dnd aft of the zenith as
the aircraft carrying the rddiometers flies below cloud base. Here, the
motion of the aircraft provides d scan of the cloud and the emission can
be imeasured froin a large number of paths through the cloud. Such an
airborne system is presently under design with a view to installing it in
NCAR's Electrd aircraft in the first half of FY 198b. Flight trials are
scheduled for October-November 1985. In these tridls it is planned to
use the King Air to penetrate the clouds and to measure the liquid water
content and drop size distribution at different levels as the Electra
flys on a pardllel track below cloud base measuring the microwave
radiation.

In a radiometer receiver, electrical noise is averaged out by inte-
grating over a time period which is usually 1 s or more. Such a long
integration period in an airborne system with the aircraft moving at 100
m/s would restrict tne number of sampling beams available for Ineasuring
emissions from the cloud and hence reduce both the accuracy of retrieval
of cloud water distribution rid the spatial resolution that could be
achieved. Studies of the proposed airborne system, and comparison with
simulation studies of the ground-based configurdtion, suggest that it is
preferable to reduce the integration time to 0.1-0.3 s, putting up with
an increase in receiver noise, in order to increase the number of samples
obtai ned.

These considerations suggest that with the airborne system an dccu-
rdcy of 0.1 to 0.3 g/m3 (roughly proportional to the Imaxinmum liquid water
content in the cloud) should be obtainable with a spatial resolution of
200 m. It does not dppedr likely thdt the Spdtidl resolution can be
improved to much better thdn 200 m, which cledrly limits the usefulness
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of the technique. However, this value is comparable to that obtained
with present-day radar, and equally importantly, a complete vertical
cross section of the cloud can be obtained in the 2-3 min required for an
aircraft to fly below cloud base. Successive passages should therefore
enable a study to be made of the temporal and spatial variation of liquid
water throughout the cloud under investigation.

Interpretation of Imaging Probe Measurements

Particle Measuring Systems two-dimensional imaging probes have
become standard instruments for microphysical measurements from cloud
physics aircraft. Unfortunately, although these instruments are widely
used and have contributed greatly to our understanding of the ice phase
in clouds, interpretation of the images obtained from them is both
difficult and often highly subjective. Nancy Knight and Heymsfield are
conducting a series of experiments in a cold room which are designed to
provide photographic images of snow crystals for comparison with the 2-U
probe images of the same crystals, as well as providing data on the fall
velocities, masses, and bulk densities of the crystals.

In these experiments, natural snow crystals fall through an opening
in the roof of the 30th Street laboratory into a cold room. A PMS 2-D
imaging probe is set up in the cold room in conjunction with a system of
strobe lights and cameras. The snow crystals are photographed as they
fall and those that fall through the laser beam of the 2-U probe are col-
lected. The photographs are later used for comparison with the probe
images of the same crystals as well as to determine their fall veloci-
ties. The collected crystals may be individually mounted on a device
with a variable-speed arm with which they may again be passed through the
probe laser beam at calibrated "fall speeds" and in a variety of fall
attitudes. The mass of each individual crystal may then be determined
from its melted diameter and its bulk density calculated. This work
began in the winter of 1983-84 and accumulation of a significant data
base is expected to require several additional seasons.

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY

SnoW Investigations

Charles Knight has been continuing work on the vapor growth of ice
crystals and snow in two general areas. He continues microscopic examin-
ations and photography of natural snow, seeking evidence of ice multipli-
cdtion mechanisms. A good case of the Hallett-Mossop process still has
not occurred, but one hope for the future is to examine the snow and
graupel from such a case to look for physical evidence of the nature of
that process.

Knight, in collaboration with Alfred DeVries of the University of
Illinois, studied some very interesting giant frost crystals from the
Antarctic. These crystals exhibited several novel morphologies that are
not understood. The frost observations have led to questions about the
role of temperature gradients in snow crystal growth itself, and about
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why ice dendrites have such a strict crystallographic control of
orientation. Experimental work on this last question is commencing, and
there may be implications for the growth mechanism and for the long-
standing problem of the habit changes of snow as a function of tempera-
ture.

Antifreeze Proteins in Antarctic Fish

Charles Knight has continued his work on the intriguing problem of
the mechanism of operation of the antifreeze glycoproteins (AFGPs) from
Antarctic fish. These inhibit ice crystal growth without lowering the
freezing point, and the problem of how they act has the greatest funda-
nental interest. Experiments were performed by Larry Oolman (a student
assistant) on the effect of the AFGP upon ice nucleation. There is an
effect but it is not very large and the reason for it is not clear.
Tritium-labelled AFGP was used to study the partition coefficient of AFGP
between ice and water dt very low concentrations and low ice growth
rates. Cathy Danna of the University of Colorado helped with the analy-
ses. It was surprising to find the AFGP strongly rejected by the growing
ice. This important result (if true) needs to be repeated, using fresh,
tritium-labelled AFGP. Further work is planned for the next year. An
X-ray study of ice grown from concentrated AFGP solution has been
started, with help from Joseph Sinith of the University of Colorado, using
X-ray equipment at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
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STAFF AND VISITORS

Administration

Toni Biter
Sharon Blackmon
Carol Brown
Edwin Crow (long-term visitor)
Jan Rosinski (long-term visitor)
Patrick Squires (31 July 1984)
Edward Zipser (director)

Cloud Physics Instrumentation Group

Cleon Biter
James Dye
Walter Grotewold
Brendan Ruiz
John Warner (project leader)

Macrophysics Group

Jose Alvistur
Terry Clark
James Fankhauser
G. Brant Foote (project leader)
Harold Frank
William Hall
Sudie Kelly
L. Jay Miller
Carl Mohr
Marta Oryshchyn
Paul Poulsen
Ronald Rinehart
William Roberts
Piotr Smolarkiewicz
Ramesh Srivastava (long-term visitor)
John Tuttle
Charles Wade

Mesoscale Interactions Group

Gary Barnes
James Cracraft
Lesley Julian
Margaret LeMone (project leader, acting)
Thomas Matejka
Gregory Stossmeister
Edward Szoke
Daniel Wadsworth

Charles Knight (project leader)
Nancy Knight
Carlos Latorre (long-term visitor)
Ilga Paluch
Joanne Parrish
Roy Rasmussen (long-term visitor)
Michael Spowart
Robin Vaughan
James Weber
Andrew Weinheimer (long-term visitor)

Visitors

Petr Chylek, New Mexico State University, 15
June to 15 August 1984, microphysics

Andrea Flossmann, Johannes Gutenberg University,
Mainz, West Germany, 1 July to 31 August 1984,
macrophysi cs

Warren King, Commonwealth Scientific and Indus-
trial Research Organization, Melbourne,
Australia, 11 August 1983 to 4 May 1984, cloud
physics instrumentation

Gary Klaassen, York University, Toronto, Canada,
9 to 29 January 1984 and 8 to 17 May 1984,
macrophys i cs

John Latham, University of Manchester Institute
of Science and Technology, Manchester, England,
11 June to 5 July 1984 and 27 September to 5
October 1984, administration

Piotr Smolarkiewicz, University of Warsaw,
Warsaw, Poland, 22 August 1983 to 21 August 1984,
macrophysics

Daniel Wadsworth, Metro State College, Denver,
4 June to 10 August 1984 (Summer Employment Pro-
gram), mesoscale interactions

Microphysics Group

Ronald Bennett
Jeffrey Bogen
Daniel Breed
Thomas Brokaw
Darrol Draper
Jack Fink
Timothy Fredrick
Vincent Glover
Richard Graw
DeWitt Harrison Jr.
Andrew Heymsfield
Frances Huth
Peter Johnson
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Innovative research in the atmospheric sciences depends upon large-scale
computing to support various types of atmospheric simulation and modeling as
well as for the analysis of extraordinarily large data sets. These activities
demand computing resources that are not generally available to most scientists
at those universities involved in atmospheric research. NCAR's Scientific
Computing Division (SCD) exists to provide these users, as well as those
resident at NCAR, with best-available, high-performance computing capabili-
ties, merged with extensive support services to aid in their research.

Essentially a service organization, SCD provides computing power for
extensive modeling and data analysis, and for storing and archiving major data
collections. To provide these services, SCD maintains and operates twin
CRAY-1 supercomputers, two IBM 4341 computers, an AMPEX Terabit Memory System
(TBM+), which serves and a variety of peripheral computers and support equip-
ment geared to sustain the data-processing needs of atmospheric research.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

During fiscal year 1984 a sizable proportion of divisional activity was
devoted to planning for both new procurements and the implementation of a new
file-management system. Other significant divisional accomplishments are
highlighted here. More detailed descriptions of these accomplishments may be
found in the summaries of section activities. Among the more noteworthy are:

* A research archive of worldwide ship weather reports dating from 1854 has
been completed. Major portions of these data have been converted into
standardized formats for use by atmospheric scientists.

* A joint National Science Foundation/NCAR project to archive ionospheric,
incoherent-scatter radar data was initiated.

* The division has become involved in a joint U.S.-India Monsoon Research
project. The project, initiated by NSF, provides for the exchange of
meteorological data and scientific visitors between the two countries.

* A joint research project involving division staff and the British
Meteorological Office has been initiated to incorporate orography into a
new system of equations for numerical weather forecasting.

* Data base management systems have been installed on both the IBM 4341 and
CRAY-1 computing systems to enhance accounting capabilities and provide
for improved management of divisional computing resources.

+TBM is a registered trademark of the AMPEX Corporation.
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* New software was installed on the IBM 4341 computers that permits the two
machines to appear as a single system to the user. This software upgrade
enhances the user interface to the machines and provides more flexibility
in job scheduling and execution.

*A preliminary design for a new hierarchical file-management system was
developed and discussed with a variety of user groups. Further discus-
sion is planned before the design is finalized.

* Conversion of all SCD graphics software routines to the base-level inter-
national Graphical Kernel System standard has been completed. The stan-
dard is being developed to normalize graphical output on any graphics
device which also supports the standard. This emerging "device-
independent" capability will permit users to move their graphics software
to other machines or computing environments without extensive software
modification.

* Division staff members have been involved in detailed procurement activi-
ties for acquiring enhanced hardware or software capabilities. During FY
84 proposals for a new mass storage system, an advanced vector computer,
a satellite data-communication system, and text-processing systems
(including workstations and high-quality laser printers) were written and
submitted to NSF.

* An NSF task force on supercomputing requested SCD participation on a
panel to study data communications. The task force indicated great
interest in the division's asymmetric satellite scheme as well as SCD's
general approach to remote-user support.

* A team representing SCD and the Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction Divi-
sion (AAP) visited Japan to review the status of the current Japanese
supercomputer effort. Their report (distributed to SCD's executive com-
mittee, NCAR's director, and other national research laboratories that
use supercomputers) represents an important and valuable contribution to
our understanding of that Japanese program.
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ORGANIZATION

SCD is organized into five line
that report to the division director

sections with several staff functions
(see Figure 1).

Figure 1. SCD Organizational Chart

"FTEs" refers to full time employees

Research into numerical algorithms widely used in atmospheric research is
carried on by members of the Advanced Methods Section. The section addresses
specialized research and consulting needs and produces quality special-purpose
mathematical software for problems that arise in the atmospheric sciences. In
particular, section members have developed software for rapid computation of
highly accurate solutions for separable and non-separable elliptic partial
differential equations (PDEs) which occur frequently in models of atmospheric
phenomena.

Maintaining a large and well-organized archive of computer-accessible
research data is the principal task of the Data Support Section. The section
makes these data available to both local and remote users and provides assis-
tance to users in locating data appropriate to their research needs. Melding
user-designed programs with section data sets and accessing utility routines
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for data manipulation are additional services provided by the section. A
catalog of data sets (including summaries of the data in each set) is main-
tained in on-line and hard-copy form.

The Systems Section is responsible for maintaining the operating systems
software for the CRAY-1and IBM 4341 computers, the local high-speed data-
transmission network, the data communication and mass storage systems, as well
as the language compilers supplied by vendors. The section develops and
enhances system software to provide better service on the major computing
machines, and develops and maintains network and communication software to
link the various elements of the NCAR computing facility together.

Information and assistance on how to access and use the division's com-
puting resources is supplied by the User Services Section. The section offers
consulting and training services for users; suppTies information and documen-
tation on computer use (including special features and required operational
procedures); provides software libraries of numerical, utility, and graphics
tools; and develops software utilities and systems to improve the user's com-
puting environment.

The Computer Operations and Maintenance Section is responsible for the
managementand upkeep of all (Tvisional computing systems and peripheral
equipment. The section also provides users with digital-data library and tape
archive services, furnishes statistics on machine usage, and produces micro-
film, microfiche, and computer-generated movies.

FY 84 Computing Support Provided to Projects

Computing projects supported by the division are divided into three main
categories: support of atmospheric and related research by university scien-
tists; support of atmospheric and related research by NCAR scientists; and
support of joint research by university and NCAR scientists.

Table 1 gives the number of projects, by category, that received support
from the division in FY 84.
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Table 1. FY 84 Computer Support Statistics

Number of Projects
Receiving Support

New Projects
Activated

University Projects 526 105

Joint NCAR/University 99 14
Projects

NCAR Projects 421 68

Totals 1,046 187

Computer resources were distributed among the broadly defined scientific dis-
ciplines as follows: climate, 36%; weather prediction, 20%; cloud physics,
13%; basic fluid dynamics, 8%; upper atmosphere, 10%; astrophysics, 6%;
oceanography, 7%.

Another measure of the computational services and support
is illustrated in Table 2, which gives a summary of CRAY-1 use
accounting units (GAUs+) for FY 84.

provided by SCD
in general

Table 2. Use of the CRAY-1 Computers

Fiscal Years

University
Joint
NCAR

TOTAL

1984 1982 1983* 1985(est)

4,906 2,406 3,606 4,800
1,054 821 1,372 2,400
4,217 2,793 3,156 4,800

. .... ... .. ... _-

11,177 6,020 8,134 12,000

* The second CRAY-1 was put into general service in June, 1983.

+The GAU is a weighted sum whose value is a measurement of the amount of
computing resources used (such as CPU hours consumed, number of hours in
memory, number of mass storage accesses).

Category

__
~_ _ -__ _____ ______ _

- -- --

- -----,--·r·-�l , ,_ --- _ - _ --1- - -- ----11)��1

- --- - - - -- ---- --���·-� --·-- --
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ADVANCED METHODS SECTION

The Advanced Methods Section, managed by Paul Swarztrauber, has three
main functions: performing computer-related research that is applicable to
the atmospheric sciences, developing both special and general purpose scien-
tific software, and consulting with users.

Highlights

Gerald Browning and Heinz Kreiss (California Institute of Technology) are
investigating the incorporation of orography in the new system of equations
for numerical weather forecasting that they had developed earlier. They were
invited to visit the British Meteorological Office to present the new system.
As a result, Browning has begun a collaborative effort with Andrew White
(British Meteorological Office) to use the system in a new model of the rotat-
ing annulus problem. Browning is also beginning a collaborative effort to
incorporate the system in the adaptive mesh program that Professor Joseph
Oliger (Stanford University) is developing for the U. S. Navy weather fore-
casting research group in Monterey, California.

Code to calculate the specific heat, viscosity, thermal conductivity,
solar heating, oxygen dissociation rate, and ion drag tensor was developed
within the thermospheric general circulation model. These quantities are no
longer treated as given input fields but are calculated dynamically as func-
tions of model output. Using code developed last year, Cicely Ridley and Ray
Roble (Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronomy Division [ACAD]), simulated an annu-
lar and a total solar eclipse. The current version of the model was modified
for application to the thermosphere of Venus. This has been used by Stephen
Bougher (Advanced Study Program) in support of his doctoral thesis work.

Swarztrauber and Joseph Oliger (Stanford University) are investigating
methods for solving Poisson's equation as part of a system of time-dependent
partial differential equations. In a time-dependent setting, a good initial
estimate of the solution is available that could make iterative methods
attractive. The authors are quantizing the merits of various methods.
Swarztrauber also developed several new fast Fourier transform algorithms for
special symmetric sequences. These algorithms can be efficiently used to
solve partial differential equations (PDEs) that are subject to standard boun-
dary conditions.

Swarztrauber and Akira Kasahara (AAP) completed their work on computing
the Hough functions using the vector spherical harmonics. New steady rota-
tional modes were computed and a complete software package was developed.

John Adams and Swarztrauber are working on a spherical harmonics software
package for use by atmospheric scientists. Adams completed a new code for
Israel Tzur (ACAD) to solve three coupled, nonlinear, elliptic PDEs that exam-
ine charge distribution, due to ion convection and diffusion, about a spheri-
cal particle in an electric field. He also has extended and modified his non-
separable elliptic solvers (CROSEL and LIPTIC) for various users to produce
versions that are portable, that solve singular problems, and that solve prob-
lems with nonstandard boundary conditions.
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Russell Rew directed the Relational Information Management System (RIM)
evaluation project, which included the testing and evaluation of the Boeing
Computer Services RIM data-base management system on an IBM 4341. The result
of the project was to recommend the acquisition of the Structured Query
Language/Data System for the IBM 4341 and the RIM data-base system for the
CRAY-1 machines. These systems were subsequently acquired and installed.

James Curry (University of Colorado, Boulder), computational mathematics
consultant to SCD, has been involved in various aspects of the eigenvalue
problem at NCAR. In addition to testing various software packages for the
"large" eigenvalue problem for very sparse matrices, he has been involved in
various software routines for computing the eigenvalues of modest-size full
matrices on both the NCAR CRAY-1 computers and the CDC CYBER 205. The results
of these various tests are being prepared for a future article on software.

As the division's Statisitical Analysis System consultant, Ginger
Caldwell assisted over 50 scientists from NCAR and member universities on sta-
tistical questions related to their research.

Adams and Ridley act as consultants to the SCD Advisory Panel on the
allocation of computing resources to the universities. They continue to spend
half of their time processing requests for computer time from atmospheric
scientists in the universities.

DATA SUPPORT SECTION

Headed by Roy Jenne, the Data Support Section is responsible for the col-
lection, maintenance, and distribution of high-quality meteorological and
climatological data sets to the atmospheric science community. Section staff
also participate in national and international planning for data archives,
data exchanges, and field experiments. Activities during FY 84 included par-
ticipating in large data preparation and archive projects, planning of
national and international data acquisition/exchange projects, and answering
requests for data. Consulting on data sets and general data problems contin-
ues to be an area of high activity within the section.

Highlights

At the end of FY 84 routine updating of the data collections held in the
section archive were current to the following dates:

* National Meteorological Center (NMC) global grids and 65 x 65 tropos-
pheric and stratospheric grid sets though June 1984.

* NMC upper-air observations through August 1984.

* Australian Southern Hemisphere analyses through June 1984.

* Monthly mean climate reports (global coverage) through 1982.
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*World Monthly Surface Climatology through 1982.

* Limited Fine-Mesh Analyses through July 1984.

* NMC global surface subset through May 1984.

* 700-mb daily latitude/longitude height- and temperature-grid time series
through 1982.

* 500-mb monthly 47 x 51 height-grid time series through 1982.

* U.S. cooperative station data through 1982.

* U.S. time-series radiosonde observations through 1983.

For the monthly latitude/longitude time series of sea-level pressure, the
grid was extended to include all Northern Hemisphere data to the equator for
the period January 1967 through December 1982. In cooperation with Dennis
Shea (AAP), Indian precipitation data, Canadian data, monthly data from U.S.
stations, and Australian monthly precipitation data have been processed and
added to the World Monthly Surface Climatology set. The U.S. Hourly Precipi-
tation set is now available through 1983, but due to data-sequencing differ-
ences between the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) and the Data Support
Section, the entire set had to be obtained again from NCDC. The time-series
radiosonde observation set was augmented with the addition of U.S. controlled
radiosonde observations through 1983, and the inclusion of India radiosonde
observations (1951-1978). This procedure involved the conversion of several
programs for execution on the CRAY-1 computers.

Data set maintenance required rebuilding TBM volumes that were no longer
readable and making new copies of frequently accessed volumes that were still
in CDC 7600 computer format. Data tapes in several collections were recopied
for security and/or archive-compression purposes, and several errors in
archive content were identified and corrected.

New collections added to the archive include Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory (GFDL) atmospheric circulation statistics; USSR grids of sea-level
pressure (1880-1979); India satellite data (April-June 1984), Krishnamurti's
FGGE (First GARP Global Experiment) vertical-motion archive and MONEX precipi-
tation analyses; GFDL FGGE analyses; monthly surface data for the United
States and Canada; and National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC) ocean atlases
(Levitis and Gordon) containing temperature, salinity, and oxygen data at
various depths.

Ship Data Project (surface ships, 1854-1979)

The final trimmed statistics on squares of two degree latitude/longitude
for monthly means have been computed and sorted into time-series order, docu-
mentation is being completed, and the data is being entered into the long-term
archive. Five group files, each containing the major statistics for four
parameters, have been created to allow easier access to the most commonly used
statistics parameters. Each group file is contained on two 6250 bits-per-inch
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tapes. The pre-1970s data has been converted to the NCDC format and 87 tapes
were shipped to NCDC. The major remaining task is to convert the 1970s data
into the NCDC format. Julius London (University of Colorado, Boulder) and
Steven Warren (University of Washington, Seattle) have used the compressed
version of the ship observations for their cloud climatology project, and
numerous researchers have received part or all of the statistics sets.

Incoherent-Scatter Radar Project

During FY 84, the joint NSF-NCAR project to archive ionospheric,
incoherent-scatter radar data was begun. A programmer was hired in May, and
work began on format design, archive planning, and coding of the initial pro-
cessing programs. The primary data-base format is nearly complete and has
been circulated to all interested parties. Program development included
creating codes to handle new and old formats, converting the codes into the
new format, and generating modules for handling input, header record creation,
and handling parameter code files. Code is currently being developed for
graphic presentation of the data. Some codes have been made available to the
radar sites. Test data tapes have been received from four of six radar sites,
and the project should soon begin receiving data routinely.

U.S.-India Monsoon Research

The Indo-U.S. Science and Technology Initiative in Monsoon Research
involves the exchange of scientific visitors and data sets between the two
countries. As the U.S. coordinator for data, Jenne went to India in 1984 to
discuss data from the Indian satellite programs and from ships, among other
topics. He also attended a related meeting on seven- to ten-day forecasting.
In addition, NCAR sent 95 data tapes of analyses and monthly station data to
India.

Data Requests and Consulting

University and other research groups received over 750 magnetic tapes
derived from over 1680 archival volumes. In addition to these outside
requests, the staff provided frequent consulting support on data set usage and
general data problems to data users on the NCAR system.

SYSTEMS SECTION

The Systems Section, led by Paul Rotar, provides software design, imple-
mentation, and maintenance for the operating systems and subsystems in SCD.
It also develops and maintains network and communication software to link the
various elements of the NCAR system. It plans, develops, and enhances operat-
ing system software to provide better service on the major computing machines
within the division. The section assists vendor customer engineers in identi-
fying hardware faults in and between the various computer systems and provides
support for proposals and technical documentation as required to promote divi-
sional growth and the timely acquisition of best-available advanced computing
technology.
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Organization

The Systems Section is divided into two departments: Large-Scale Systems
and Small-Scale Systems.

The Large-Scale Systems Department manages two computing systems that
provide users with advanced-level, high-speed computing capabilities. The
department is responsible for furnishing the operating system software support
for NCAR's twin CRAY-1 computers (currently running under COS 1.12) and the
TBM mass storage system. This responsibility is divided between two groups
within the department: the CRAY Group and the Mass Store Group.

The Small-Scale Systems Department oversees the computing systems that
permit users to access the CRAY-1 computers and the TBM. Such "front-end"
capabilities are handled by two IBM 4341 computers (currently running under
VM/CMS), several minicomputers to facilitate remote use of the IBM 4341 com-
puters, and the NCAR local network. Three groups within the department pro-
vide software development and maintenance support, as well as enhanced net-
work, communications, and graphics software for all of these systems. The
three groups are the IBM 4341 Group, the Network and Communications Group, and
the Graphical Output Group.

During 1984, Systems staff continued to enhance software for the NCAR
Local Network using Network Systems Corporation network-adapter boxes and
HYPERchannel+ data trunks. Software was also developed to support performance
improvements, operational improvements, statistics gathering, accounting, and
general system enhancement.

Highlights: Large-Scale Systems Department

CRAY Group. The installation of the 1.12 release of the CRAY Operating
Syste i(OS)Wand associated products, libraries, and utilities proved chal-
lenging due to the large number of incompatibilities with previous system
releases and fundamental changes in areas in which considerable local code had
been added. The effort was successfully completed in July 1984, and the sys-
tem has subsequently become the most stable, trouble-free system installed on
the CRAY-1 computers at NCAR.

After COS 1.12 was stabilized, all user and system software were con-
verted to be able to use the new subroutine calling sequence introduced by
Cray Research, Inc. (CRI). This required regenerating and checking all local
libraries and utilities in coordination with User Services Section (Software
and Libraries Group). CRI supplied a method whereby users could continue to
use the old calling sequence for an interim period, thus making the transition
to the new sequence a smooth one.

One major goal for 1984 was reducing the number of system interruptions
due to software malfunctions. Software-related interruptions have been virtu-
ally eliminated in the current operating system by the careful analysis of all

+HYPERchannel is a registered trademark of Network Systems Corporation.
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system dumps, and by thoroughly reviewing all locally developed code for its
functionality and compatibility with vendor software changes. In addition,
resource control has been improved to prevent system interruptions, resulting
in a more reliable, trouble-free operation. The current system gives opera-
tors more information and better control for detecting and preventing impend-
ing system problems.

Improved on-line diagnostic software, which periodically checks the sys-
tem hardware for correctness, has been integrated into the NCAR operation.
This has allowed earlier detection of hardware failures so that prompt action
can be taken to correct problems. Thus, most problems have been resolved
before they lead to incorrect user results. Less computer time has been lost
to faulty operation and malfunctioning hardware has been repaired in a more
timely fashion.

Work is underway to convert COS 1.13-release software. It appears that
the COS 1.13 system, like the 1.12 release, contains many incompatibilities
with previous ones. Some COS 1.13 products are already in use and full
integration of the software should be completed in the first quarter of 1985.

Mass Store Group. Substantial progress was made over the past year in
designing the software for NCAR's new mass storage system. A planning and
design document was written that details the new system and how it is to be
implemented.

A "user interface" portion of the document was sent to over 400 users,
and a meeting was held to provide interested users with an opportunity to com-
ment on the design of the new system and to discuss possible changes. The
result is a design that will adequately meet the needs of the users in the
file management area for many years. It is intended to be flexible enough to
be virtually independent of data-storage hardware since it is not clear at
this time exactly what form the data-storage hardware will take.

The mass storage control processor, already on order, will be an IBM 4381
system, which has sufficient power and speed to support virtually any hardware
subsystems that are likely to be acquired. Staff members are currently work-
ing on plans for the installation of this system, scheduled for mid-December
1984.

Staff members have been involved with the engineering test currently
underway at NCAR of Storage Technology Corporation's (STC) optical disk. For
nearly a year, an STC 7640 optical disk has been in the machine room with con-
nections to the IBM 4341 and a CRAY-1. Extensive efforts are being made
jointly with STC to thoroughly evaluate this product.

Planning has begun for an IEEE symposium, to be held 4-7 November 1985 in
Tucson, Arizona, entitled "Toward Automated Mass Storage Systems". The sympo-
sium will address the environments served by mass storage systems and the
technology being developed to meet the large-capacity data-storage require-
ments being defined in several computing communities, including specialized
users with automated systems. Also on the agenda are a report from a more
specialized meeting on mass storage and discussions of future requirements for
mass storage systems in supercomputing environments.
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Highl i ghts: Smal 1-Scale Systems Department

IBM 4341 Group. The IBM 4341 computers were configured to run in Single
Systen image (ssi) mode on 30 April 1984. As a result of this software
upgrade, the two machines appear to the user as if they were a single machine.
The resources of either machine are available for a user's job, providing
fuller utilization of the hardware and greater reliability and availability.
The combined systems provide greater ease of use for the user, and the user
load between the machines can be dynamically balanced for better performance.
The SSI software required extensive modification for local enhancements to
work at NCAR.

The IBM 4341 systems provide a variety of services to NCAR users, pri-
marily interactive CRAY-1 job preparation, output review, and remote job entry
capabilities. These systems provide all interactive services for most NCAR
users including review of graphical information and direct access to permanent
file storage. These machines, which connect into the NCAR local network
(NLN), provide a gateway into the rest of the NLN.

In addition to the NLN, the IBM 4341 complex is linked to both CRAY-1
computers by data management support processor software. This link allows
interactive use of the CRAY-1 machines to debug programs and submit jobs, and
in past years, it supported systems activities. The link has been modified
over the past year and now supports regular users on a "friendly user" basis.

Network and Communications Group. Major achievements during FY 84 were
the design and completion of NLN Software for one of AAP's VAX/VMS system com-
plexes, and of the NLN software for the SCD APOLLO graphics workstation. The
software designed for the AAP machines will provide a test for remote DECnet
computer nodes which, in turn, will become nodes on the NLN via DECnet connec-
tions to the AAP VAX machines. This design will be tested by linking an AAP
Ethernet to a remote Ethernet connecting the Mesoscale Research Station, Con-
vective Storm Division, and Field Observation Facility VAX/VMS computers.

Graphical Output Group. Eighty-five percent of NCAR's graphical output
and a significant amount of its printing are handled by the department's
DICOMED graphics processors. A record for the system was set in February 1984
when the system processed 16 gigabytes (1.6 X 10 bytes) of input data and
produced over one million frames of film. The subsequent months have remained
within a comparable range and are within the range considered normal for the
current NLN configuration. In the future, it may be necessary to handle two
to three times this load; even then, restrictions will have to be placed on
the amount of hard copy data users attempt to produce on the system.

USER SERVICES SECTION

The User Services Section provides both local and remote users of SCD
with assistance and support in their use of NCAR's various computing systems
and resources.
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Managed by Richard Sato, the section offers consulting services, training
assistance, and documentation support for all of the computing services and
equipment within the division. User Services also acquires, manages, and
maintains software libraries of numerical analysis packages and utility tools,
and develops modeling, data processing, graphics, and other software utilities
and systems to enhance the user's computing environment. The section has
overall responsibility for the interface between users and the communications
facilities that allow remote access to NCAR.

The section remains active in many areas to ensure a continuing improve-
ment of all user facilities. Staff members research new developments in
mathematical software; work on standards committees; attend and participate in
meetings of relevant computing-related organizations such as the Cray and IBM
user groups, and special interest groups in graphics, user support, and
operating system software; work with the scientific community on collaborative
projects; and work with other division staff in SCD's procurement process.

Organization

Section staff are organized into the following four groups reflecting the
diverse needs of SCD's computer users:

* Data Communications provides the interface between the remote user com-
munity and the communications facilities maintained by SCD. The group
also has major responsibility for planning enhancements to and future
directions of the communications facilities provided by SCD.

* Information Services is responsible for consulting, documentation, and
training support for SCD users. The group has principal responsibility
for both short- and long-term interaction with SCD users at all levels of
expertise and is divided into three projects: Consulting, Documentation,
and Training.

* Multi-User Software develops software systems and utilities to support
tne user community's often unique software requirements.

* Software and Libraries acquires, manages, and maintains collections of
software routines and utilities. The group also has primary responsibil-
ity for developing NCAR graphics software and managing the division's
Digital Equipment Corporation PDP 11/70 computers running under the UNIX
operating system.

Highlights

Data Communications. Providing less-expensive long-distance access to
divisional computers for remote users is a high priority for the division.
Some measure of success in that endeavor is reflected in the monthy averages
of connect time by remote users. Use of the UNINET packet-switching network
(a national data transmission network providing more cost-effective access to
SCD computers by remote users) grew to nearly 3,000 hours of user connect time
per month. This figure is roughly twice last year's and represents a signifi-
cant growth in computer use by remote users. There are currently about 190
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users at nearly 60 institutions nationwide using
machines, and the costs for the service averages
time. This compares to approximately $20 to $25
cated telephone lines.

UNINET to access SCD
about $6 per hour of connect
per hour over leased or dedi-

An IBM 4341 software package, SIM3278, that gives full-screen support for
line protocol access has been tested, purchased, and made available to UNINET
users. An accompanying program, AZPC2, which runs on a user's IBM PC, has
also been made available.

Information Services.

(1) Consulting Project. All consultants are using the IBM PC to learn
aboutF he various data communication packages that NCAR supports. While per-
sonal computers do not yet constitute an integral part of SCD's computing
environment, their proliferation among SCD users is growing and will undoubt-
edly become an area in which users will require more assistance.

The office remains active in serving the various consulting needs of
local and remote users. Table 3 illustrates use of the Consulting Office dur-
ing FY 84.

Summary of Consulting Office Use Statistics

Month Walk-in Phone-in Documented Trouble
Follow-up Reports

Oct 83 384 327 33 0
Nov 83 325 327 21 1
Dec 83 293 284 13 1
Jan 84 334 402 15 3
Feb 84 340 304 13 0
Mar 84 336 341 21 0
Apr 84 339 280 0 0
May 84 401 362 0 10
Jun 84 320 277 11 4
Jul 84 461 386 32 3
Aug 84 393 336 12 1
Sep 84 317 345 6 3

(2) Documentation Project. New, major publications on SCD's mass storage
system, data communications, supercomputing at NCAR, using the IBM 4341 gate-
way computers, an overview of SCD, and the proceedings of the most recent SCD
User Conference were printed and distributed.

The project now sends copies of all new and/or updated SCD documentation
to remote user sites on a quarterly basis. Under this policy, inaugurated in

Table 3.
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the final quarter of 1983, the most current version of important SCD documen-
tation is sent to remote sites that have designated one of their staff to act
as a documentation representative--180 remote UCAR/NCAR affiliate sites
throughout the United States.

(3) Training Project. The Training Project continues to arrange special
courses an sin ars tor Foth staff members and users. Seminars on using
tapes from the CRAY-1 computers, accessing PSTORE from the IBM 4341 machines,
and a three-day intensive course on CRAY-1 optimization and vectorization
techniques highlighted a busy training schedule.

For the annual SCD site visit program, coordinated by the Training Pro-
ject, section staff members traveled to 24 remote sites. Preparations for the
program began in early 1984 with the mailing of 306 letters to users asking if
their site would be interested in a site visit during 1984. Site visits were
made to the following locations:

1984 Site Visit Locations

California Inst. of Technology

Colorado State University

Desert Research Inst.

Florida State University

Harvard University

Iowa State University

M.I.T.

Naval Post Graduate School

Oregon State University

Pennsylvania State Univ.

Princeton University

Purdue University

South Dakota School of Mines & Technology

University of Alaska

University of California

University of California

University of Chicago

University of Colorado

University of Hawaii

University of Illinois

University of Maryland

University of Miami

University of Missouri

University of Virginia

University of Washington

University of Wisconsin

Multi-User Software. This group initiated a project
comercially available data-base management systems. The
project is to acquire systems that will meet the needs of
community and SCD.

to evaluate various
objective of the
both the scientific

__ _ _ ��_��__ � ___ ___�_��_ __ __ _ _ _ __ __._

__ ____ _LI
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Major upgrades to PSTORE (a permanent data storage program) and the Com-
munity Climate Model (CCM) and Comnunity Forecast Model (CFM) mail service
were accomplishments within the group. The group expended considerable effort
in the preparation of two extended-day model cases to be run as examples of
the operation, performance, behavior, and output products available from these
models. The cases are to be documented with statistical and graphical
displays. The group continues to provide consultanting on the CCM/CFM models.

Software and Libraries. The feasibility of providing higher-quality
laseroutput devices was investigated early in 1984. As a result of this
investigation, a request for a laser printer and front-end system to replace
the division's ageing letter-quality printers was issued at the end of the
second quarter. Responses to the request have been received and evaluated and
a contract for the purchase of the laser printer was submitted for NSF appro-
val. The system will provide high-quality output for SCD documentation and
will serve as a prototype for additional high-quality laser systems that would
be made available to SCD users.

Conversion of the NCAR graphics software to the base-level Graphical Ker-
nel System standard (begun in late 1983) is proceeding smoothly. A new
metacode translator is running, and work to convert the utilities is begin-
ning. With encouragement from NSF, members of the group are working with
scientific staff from the Mesoscale Research Section of AAP on a proposal to
NSF for accelerating the development of graphics facilities within SCD.

COMPUTER OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE SECTION

The Computer Operations and Maintenance Section, managed by Gary Jensen,
has overall responsibility for the day-to-day operation of the division's com-
puting machines and peripheral equipment. The section is divided into three
groups; Computer Operations, Computer Maintenance, and Resource Accounting.

The Computer Operations Group is comprised of 25 staff members of which
13 full-time and 3 half-time operators provide coverage 24 hours a day
throughout the year. Operations supervisors are responsible for the activi-
ties of the computer room during their respective shifts. Staffing is
scheduled to provide smooth and quick job turnaround during all shifts. The
remaining staff members are divided into two subgroups: Data Entry, which
provides keypunch and data verification services, and Computer Graphics,
responsible for processing and distributing microfilm, microfiche, and
computer-generated movies.

The Computer Maintenance Group is responsible for 252 terminals on the
Mesa Lab and 62 at other NCAR locations, of which 112 belong to SCD and 202
are under contract to other NCAR divisions. The group contracts with other
NCAR divisions to perform preventive and/or emergency maintenance on selected
brands and models of computer terminals, provided that spare parts are avail-
able. The group does not maintain the CRAY-1 computers or the IBM 4341
machines, but is responsible for maintenance of all other divisional hardware.
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The Resource Accounting Group analyses the use of NCAR's two CRAY-1 com-
puters, the two IBM 4341 machines, and the Dicomed graphics processors. In
addition the group provides information about the users of these systems. The
reports produced by the group detail day-to-day operational statistics, and
provide data used in planning for long- and short-term computer needs. Users
may also make use of file management services provided by the Resource
Accounting Group.

Highlights

During FY 84 the section was involved in several planning activities that
required extensive logistical analysis. The two that consumed most staff
resources for the year were the plans made to add up to two CRAY-XMP computer
systems to the division, and plans for moving the microfilm/microfiche room
(along with associated computers and graphics processors) into a new room.

In the first case, plans for bringing the CRAY-XMP systems on-line
required a detailed study of the entire infrastructure of the Mesa Laboratory;
location of electrical conduits, plumbing, air duct and ventilation systems,
and building support structures. All of these factors needed to be analysed
to ensure that, should the CRAY-XMP machine be purchased, its installation and
testing could be accomplished with minimal disruption to normal computer
operations.

In the second case, the machines that provide users with their graphics-
production capabilities (16- and 35-mm microfilm, 105-mm microfiche, and 35-mm
film) had to be moved to make more floor space available in the machine room.
A detailed planning effort was required to move the entire operation into a
new room, expressly constructed for that purpose. As with all of the
section's planning, the user would be unaware of the change in physical loca-
tion of the machines, except for the few days when the machines are discon-
nected and moved.

Another highlight was the designation of the section as NCAR's emergency
first-response team. Should a physical or medical emergency occur anywhere in
the Mesa Laboratory, Operations and Maintenance is notified first and responds
to the emergency call. The decision to select Operations and Maintenance for
this role was based upon the fact that operations never "closes." As a
result of their continuous presence at the Mesa Laboratory, the Computer
Operations staff have all received intensive training in cardiopulmonary recu-
sitation and emergency first aid. All section operators are certified to per-
form a wide range of emergency medical assistance.

Other section activities during FY 84 were:

* Responding quickly and effectively to a broken water pipe that doused the
IBM 4341 computers and flooded the machine room. Without the rapid
intervention by Operations personnel, NCAR would have suffered a serious
loss of computing machinery.

* Doubling the number of connections that can be made through the Gandalf
Corporation PACX, SCD's port selection device. This required extensive
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rewiring of the PACX and was accomplished over a three-day holiday period
with minimum disruption of service to users.

* The section set a precedent for other divisions and research groups to
have their computing machines placed in SCD's central and controlled com-
puting environment, by providing space, PACX connections, and security
for the VAX computing systems used by AAP.



JOINT NCAR/UNIVERSITY USERS OF THE
SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING DIVISION COMPUTERS (FY 84)

LEAD USER NAME JIbSTITUTION OF JOINT USE WITH LEAD USER

ANTHES, RICHARD A.
BAILEY, PAUL
BLACKMON, MAURICE
BLACKMON, MAURICE
BOVILLE, BYRON
BRANSTATOR, GRANT
BRANSTATOR, GRANT

PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

L.
L.

BRETHERTON, FRANCIS
BRETHERTON, FRANCIS
BROWNING, GERALD
CHERVIN, ROBERT
CHERVIN, ROBERT
CLARK, TERRY
CLARK, TERRY
COAKLEY, JAMES
GARCIA, ROLANDO
GILLE, J. C.
GILLE, J. C.
GILLE, J. C.
HAIDVOGEL, DALE
HERRING, JACKSON R.
HOLLAND, BILL
HOUSE, L. L.
HSU, HSIAO-MING
JENNE, ROY
JENNE, ROY
JOSEPH, DENNIS
JOSEPH, DENNIS
JULIAN, PAUL R.
KLEMP, JOE
KREISS BARBARA
LAMB ,GEORGE
LEITH, C.
LIVERMAN, DIANNA
LIVERMAN, DIANNA
MADDEN, R.
MANKIN, W.
MASSIE,STEVEN
MCWILLIAMS, JIM
MEARNS,LINDA
MIHALAS, DIMITRI
MILLER, JAY
RAMANATHAN, V.
ROBLE, R.
ROBLE, R.
ROTUNNO, RICHARD

P.
P.

UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY
IOWA STATE
UNIVERSITY

OF COLORADO
OF MIAMI-MIAMI
OF WASHINGTON
OF WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY
OF WASHINGTON

BEDFORD INST OF OCEANOGRAPHY
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INST.
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECHNOLOGY
UNIV OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
U. OF WISCONSIN AT MILWAUKEE
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
STATE U OF NEW YORK
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
DREXEL UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
SCRIPPS INST. OF OCEANOGRAPHY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
U. OF WISCONSIN AT MILWAUKEE
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
NOAA
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
DALHOUISE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECHNOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
UNIVERSITY OF COLOGNE
DENVER UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
UCLA
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
NOAA
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
PURDUE UNIVERSITY
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SCHNEIDER, STEVE
SCHNEIDER, STEVE
SCHNEIDER, STEVE
SKUMANICH, A.
SRIVASTAVA, R. C.
THOMPSON, S.L.
VAN LOON, H.
WASHINGTON, W. M.

MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI-MIAMI
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
NATIONAL CTR FOR SCI RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN



SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING DIVISION

SCIENTIFIC

USER NAME

ABBOTT, DAVID C.
ABREU, V.
ACKERMAN,STEVE
AGEE, ERNEST
AHLQUIST, JON
AHRENS,GLENN D
AKASOFU,SYUN-ICHI
AKIMOTO,KAZU
ANDERSON,JOHN R
ARAGAO, ORIBE
ARAGAO,REGINA
AREF, HASSAN
AREF, HASSAN
ARRITT, RAYMOND W
ASHOUR-ABDALLA,MAHA
ASTLING, ELFORD
AUSTIN,PHILIP H
BADER, DAVID
BAER, FERDINAND
BAKER, GREGORY
BAKER, MARCIA B.
BALA I ,VENKATRAMANI
BALLENTINE,ROBERT J.
BAND,DAVID
BANNON, PETER
BANNON, PETER
BEALS,ERIC
BEAUCHAMP,JIM
BEGELMAN,MITCHELL
BIRCHFIELD, G. EDWARD
BLACK,MICHAEL
BLATHERWICK, RONALD
BLECK, RAINER
BORNMANN,PATRICIA
BOSL,WILLIAM J
BOUDRA, DOUGLAS
BOWER,BRENT
BOYD, JOHN P.
BRADLEY,MICHAEL
BRAHAM, JR., ROSCOE R.
BRANSCOME, LEE
BROWN, PHILIP
BUJA,LAWRENCE
BURTON, GRANT
CAIN, JOSEPH
CALLAN, MICHAEL

UNIVERSITY USERS OF THE
COMPUTING DIVISION COMPUTERS (FY 84)

UNIVERSITY AFFILIATION

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
PURDUE UNIVERSITY
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI-MIAMI
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI-MIAMI
BROWN UNIVERSITY
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UCLA
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
U. OF WISCONSIN AT MILWAUKEE
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI-MIAMI
DENVER UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI-MIAMI
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI-MIAMI
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI-MIAMI
CTR FOR ENVIRONMENT AND MAN
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
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CARLSON, TOBY
CARR, FREDERICK
CARR, FREDERICK
CARTON,JAMES A
CHANG, HAI-RU
CHANG, HUNG-CHUN
CHANG, TA-LIN
CHANG,CHIH-PEI
CHANG,FONG-CHIAU
CHEN, DAVID
CHEN, MIKE
CHEN, SUE
CHEN, TSING-CHANG
CHEN,CHAING
CHEN,S.C.
CHRISTENSEN-DALSGAARD, BIRTE
CHRISTY,JOHN
CHURCHILL, DEAN
CHYLEK, PETR
CIESIELSKI, PAUL
COTTON, WILLIAM R.
COX, STEPHEN
COY,LAWRENCE
CRANE, ROBERT
CRAVENS, THOMAS E.
CRAWFORD,STEPHEN
CRUM,FRANK
CRUPI,KEVIN
DAVIS, BILL
DE SZOEKE, ROLAND
DEANE,ANIL E
DEBLONDE,GODELIEVE
DEMPSEY,DAVE
DIRKS,CHARLES
DODD,GREGORY
DOMINY,JAMES F
DONALL,EVELYN
DOUGLAS,SHARON
DOWNIE,RODERICK M
DOYLE,JAMES
DRAKE ,STEPHEN
DROEGEMEIER, KELVIN
DUPUIS,M
DURRAN, DALE
DUTTON, DR. JOHN A.
ECCLES, MARGARET
EDDINGTON,LEE
EMANUEL, KERRY
EMANUEL, KERRY
ESBENSEN, STEVEN
ESPINOLA,THOM
ESPOSITO, LARRY

PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
STANFORD
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
NOAA
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
DENVER UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY OF CALIF.-BERKLEY
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
UCLA
VARIOUS UNIVERSITIES
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
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ESTOQUE, MARIANO
EVANS,CAROLYN
EVERHART, EDGAR
FANG,LIE-SHIEU
FARLEY, RICHARD
FERNALD, FRED
FERRIER,BRAD
FIEGLES,STEVE
FISHER, GEORGE
FLATAU,PIOTR
FLAUTA,MARIA
FORTUNE,MICHAEL
FOVELL,ROB
FRANK,WILLIAM M
FRASER,DUNCAN
FRIEHE, CARL
FUJITA, THEODORE
FULTON, SCOTT
GAETZ, TERRY
GALL, ROBERT L.
GALL, ROBERT L.
GALLIMORE, ROBERT
GAMACHE,JOHN F
GAMAGE,NIMAL
GARCIA,GUILLERMO
GAUTIER,CATHERINE
GAYTON, ANN
GEISLER, JOHN
GIBSON,WAYNE
GILLIS, JIM
GISLASONGARY
GOLDHIRSCH, ISSAC
GOLDMAN, AARON
GOMBOSI, THOMAS
GOULD-STEWART,SHARON
GRADY,BILL
GRAFFY,JOHN
GROSS,JACK R
GROTJAHN, RICHARD
GU,HONGZAO
GUETTER, PETER
GUHATHAKURTA,MADHULIKA
GUSTAFSON, KARL
HAASS,JON C
HADA,TOHRU
HAGEN,DONALD E
HALASI, KADOSA
HALE, BARBARA
HANNA, ADEL
HANNOH,NG
HANSEN,ANTHONY
HAO, WINSTON

UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI-MIAMI
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
DENVER UNIVERSITY
ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY
SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL OF MINES
DENVER UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIV. OF CALIFORNIA-SAN DIEGO
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY OF CALIF.-IRVINE
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
SCRIPPS INST. OF OCEANOGRAPHY
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
CTR FOR ENVIRONMENT AND MAN
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI-MIAMI
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI-MIAMI
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
DENVER UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
DENVER UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
UNIV OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
DENVER UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
UCLA
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
DENVER UNIVERSITY
YALE
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
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HARTMANN, DENNIS
HATHAWAY, DAVID
HAURWITZ,MARION
HAWLEY,JOHN F
HAY,WILLIAM
HAYS,PAUL B.
HEALD, R.C.
HELSDON, JOHN H.
HENDERSHOTT, MYRL
HENDON, HARRY
HEPLER,KAREN
HERMAN, GERALD F.
HERTZMAN OWEN
HERWEHE, J.A.
HESS,PETER G
HIPSKIND,STEVE
HIRSCH, JOHN
HO,JAI-HO
HOBBS, PETER V.
HOLTONJIM
HUANG,CHESTER
HUNG,R. J
HURLBURT,NEAL
IERLEY,GLENN
IERLEY,GLENN
INAN, UMRAN S.
INGLES,KEVIN
IREDELL, MARK, D
ITO,HIROSHI
JACOBS,CLIFFORD
JENSEN, J. B.
JIANG,JIH
JOHNSON,RICHARD
JUANG,HANN
JURICA,JERRY
KALB, MICHAEL
KAO,JIN
KARYAMPUDI,MOHAN
KAU, W. S.
KAWA,RANDY
KESSLER, ROBERT
KESSLER, ROBERT
KEY,LARRY
KILADIS, GEORGE
KLEIN,PATRICE
KLEIST, JOHN
KNIGHT,DAVID
KNUPP, KEVIN
KOHLER,KEVIN
KOMARKOVA, VERA
KOPP, FRED
KOUSKY,VERNON

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
SAC PEAK
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL OF MINES
SCRIPPS INST. OF OCEANOGRAPHY
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
NASA-AMES RESEARCH CNT
SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL OF MINES
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
MICHIGAN TECHNOLOGICAL UNIV
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INST.
STANFORD
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
CTR FOR ENVIRONMENT AND MAN
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INST.
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
NOVA UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL OF MINES
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
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KPAEYEH,J.ALVIN
KRAICHNAN, ROBERT
KRISHNAMURTI, T. N.
KUNASZ, C.V.
KUNASZ, PAUL
KUNDU,PIJUSH K
KUNITANI ,CRAIG
KUO, HUNG-CHI
KUSHNER,YOCHANAN
KUTZBACH, JOHN
KYLE, T.
LAKHTAKIA,MERCEDES
LANGER, STEVEN
LANGER, STEVEN
LANICCI,JOHN
LAPENTA,WILLIAM
LARIO,ANNETTE
LARKIN,CLAIRE
LEDLEY, TAMARA S.
LEDLEY, TAMARA S.
LEE, DONG-KYU
LEE, JEFF
LEE, JEFF
LEE,CHENG-SHANG
LEE ,STEVE
LEGLER,DAVID
LIEBMANN,BRANT
LIN, YUH-LANG
LIN, YUH-LANG
LIN,CHIN S
LIN,JACK
LIN,WOEI-MIN
LING, XIUDE
LIU, SHAW C.
LO,CECIL
LOCATELLI,JOHN
LOWELL,JUDY
LUDLOW,RICH
LUHMANN,JANET G
LUYTEN,JAMES
LYNCH,DIANE
MACAYEAL,DOUGLAS R
MACHADO, LUIS E.
MAHRER, YTZHAQ
MARCUS, PHILIP
MARSHALL,HAL
MARSHALL,SUSAN
MARTIN,RUSSELL
MASS, CLIFFORD
MASUTANI,MITIKO
MATSUMOTO,CLIFF
MATTOCKS,CRAIG

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
NO AFFILIATION
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
NOVA UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
DENVER UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
RICE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UCLA
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
DREXEL UNIVERSITY
YALE
SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INST
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
DENVER UNIVERSITY
DENVER UNIVERSITY
UCLA
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INST.
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECHNOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECHNOLOGY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI-MIAMI
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MCANELLY,RAYMOND
MCCLYMONT, ALEXANDER
MCCORCLE, M.
MCCREARY, JULIAN
MCKEE, THOMAS B.
MCKEEN,STUART
MCKIE, WILLIAM
MCKOY, VINCENT
MCNIDER, RICHARD
MEACHAM,STEPHEN
MECHOSO,CARLOS R
MEIRON, DANIEL
MEIRON, DANIEL
MELVILLE, W. KENDALL
MERRILL, J. T.
METZGER,EDWARD
MOBLEY, ROBERT
MOBLEY, ROBERT
MOCK DONALD
MOD ICA,GEORGE
MOGHADDAM-TAAHERI,EBRAAHIM
MOON,HIE
MOORE,BRIAN
MORO,BORIS
MUGNAI, ALBERTO
MULLEN,PETER
MURCRAY, DAVID G.
MUSGRAVE,DAVE
MUTH, LORANT
NAPPI,ANDY
NESE,JON
NESPOLO, CAROL
NEWMAN,PAUL
NI ,YUN-QI
NICHOLLS,MELVILLE
NICHOLSON, DWIGHT R.
NICHOLSON,SHARON
NORCROSS, DAVID
O'BRIEN, J.
O'BRIEN,CHRISTOPHER
OGINO,TATSUKI
OLUWAFEMI,CORNELIUS
ONEIL, STEVE
OOKOUCHI, YASU
OOSTERHOF,DARLENE
ORSZAG, S. A.
ORVILLE, HAROLD
OTTO-BLIESNER, BETTE
OU,STEVE
OWENS, W. BRECHNER
PAEGLE, JAN
PAEGLE, JULIA

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIV. OF CALIFORNIA-SAN DIEGO
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
NOVA UNIVERSITY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECHNOLOGY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
UCLA
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECHNOLOGY
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI-MIAMI
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
CTR FOR ENVIRONMENT AND MAN
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
DENVER UNIVERSITY
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INST.
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
COMPASS SYSTEMS, INC
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
CLARK UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
UCLA
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL OF MINES
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INST.
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
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PARKER,LINDSAY
PATEL, VITHALBHAI L.
PATERA, ANTHONY
PAUMIER,JAMES 0
PAYNE,GERALD L
PEARSON, DR. RICHARD, JR.
PELZ,RICHARD
PERKEY, D.
PERKEY, NADINE
PETKEVICH,MICHAEL
PFEFFER, RICHARD
PIELKE, ROGER A.
PITCHER, ERIC
PITTER, RICHARD
PLATNER,RUTH L.
PLUMMER,DAVID
PONTHIEU,JEAN-JACQUES
PORTMAN,DAVID
POWELL, THOMAS
POWELL,JAMES
PRATHER, MICHAEL J.
PSUMODEL,LARKIN-CLAIR
PSUPOST,LARKIN-CLAIR
QIAN, Y.
RAMAMURTHY,MOHAN K
RANDEL,WILLIAM
RAO, G. V.
RAVICHANDRAN,M.G.
RAYMOND, W.
RAYMOND, W.
RECKER ERNEST
REITER, ELMAR R.
RHINES, PETER
RICHMAN,JAMES
RISER, STEPHEN C.
RIZZOLI, PAOLA
ROETMAN,RAY
ROLENS, DARWIN
ROSS,BECKY
ROSS,BECKY
ROWLAND, H.
ROY, SYLVAIN
RUSCHER,PAUL
RUSSELL, R.
RUTLEDGE, STEVEN
RUTLEDGE, STEVEN
SAHA-ATTRI ,SURANAJANA
SALPETER, E.E.
SAMELSON,ROGER
SARDIE, JOSEPH
SARMA,R. A
SCHEMM,JAE-KYUNG E

SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL OF MINES
DENVER UNIVERSITY
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
DREXEL UNIVERSITY
DREXEL UNIVERSITY
DENVER UNIVERSITY
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI-MIAMI
DESERT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI-MIAMI
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
UNIV OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY
SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL OF MINES
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INST.
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
DENVER UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL OF MINES
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
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SCHLESINGER, ROBERT E.
SCHMIDT,JEROME
SCHUBERT, WAYNE H.
SCHULTZ,CARL G
SCHUNK, ROBERT
SCHWARTZ,STEPHEN
SEAMAN, NELSON
SEGAL, MORDECAY
SEKORSKI, JOSEPH
SELKIRK, HENRY
SHARMA,O P
SHAVIV, GIORA
SHELLEY,MICHAEL
SHEN, COLIN
SHEN,MEI-MEI
SHEN,RUJIN
SHEPHERD, THEODORE G.
SHIH,CHI-FAN
SHYU,KAE
SIGGIA,ERIC
SINGH,NAGENDRA
SIXIONG,ZHAO
SMITH, DAVID R.
SMITH, DEAN F.
SMITH, ERIC
SMITH, LINDA
SMITH, LINDA
SMITH, MAILE E.
SMYTH, WILLIAM H
SNOW, JOHN
SOJKA,J J
SOLOMON, SUSAN
SOMERVILLE, RICHARD
SONG,JENN-LUEN
SOONG, SU-TZAI
SPAHR,JOSEPH
SPANGLER,STEVEN R
SRIVASTAVA, R. C.
ST. MAURICE, JEAN PIERRE
STARR,DAVID 0
STAUFFER,DAVID
STEFFENS, JERRY
STEFFENS, JERRY
STEIN, ROBERT
STEINOLFSON, RICHARD
STEVENS, DUANE
STEWART,CHERYL
STOKER,TIM
STRUB, PAUL TED
STULL, ROLAND B.
SUAREZ, MAX
SUI, CHUNG-HSIUNG

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
CTR FOR ENVIRONMENT AND MAN
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
DENVER UNIVERSITY
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
PURDUE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
NOVA UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI-MIAMI
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECHNOLOGY
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
PURDUE UNIVERSITY
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
UCLA
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
SCRIPPS INST. OF OCEANOGRAPHY
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF CALIF.-IRVINE
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIV OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
UCLA
UCLA
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SUN, WEN-YIH
SUN,GUO-ZHENG
SZOEKE,ROLAND
TAFFERNER,ARNOLD
TAI,KINGSHENG
TAJIMA, TOSHI
TAKAHASHI, TSUTOMU
TAKLE, EUGENE S.
TEJWANI ,GOPAL
TETENBAUM,DAVID
THOMAS, GARY
THOREN, STEPHEN
TREMBACK, CRAIG
TRENBERTH, KEVIN
TRIPOLI, GREGORY
TRYGGVASON,GRETAR
TUCKER,DONNA
TUCKERMAN LAURETTE
TUNG KA-KIT
TUNI CKARNOLD
TWINING,DAVE
UTTAL, TANEIL
VAN ALLEN, JOHN
VAN VOORHIES, COERTE
VANDENDOOL,HUGO
VICKERS,DEAN
VISWANATH,L
VOELS,STEPHEN
VOGEL, CURT
VOORHIES, COERTE
VORWALD, JOHN
VUKICEVIC,TOMISLAVA
WAKIMOTO, ROGER
WALCEK,CHRIS
WALSH, JOHN
WALSH, JOHN
WANG,JOUGH-TAI
WARNER, TOM
WARNIERS,RANDALL
WARREN,STEPHEN
WAYNE,BRETT
WEARE, BRYAN C.
WEAVER,CLARK
WEBSTER,PETER
WELCH, RONALD
WERNER,FRANCISCO E
WESTPHAL, DOUGLAS
WETHERBIE,JOHN
WILDE,TYREE
WILHELMSON, ROBT
WINSAND,DOUGLAS
WISCOMBE, WARREN

PURDUE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI-MIAMI
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS-AUSTIN
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII-HILO
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
DENVER UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
CTR FOR ENVIRONMENT AND MAN
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
BROWN UNIVERSITY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
DENVER UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
UCLA
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
UCLA
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIV OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL OF MINES
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
UCLA
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
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WOODRUFF,BRIAN
WU,CHENG-CHIN
YANAMANDRA,PADMAVATI
YATTEAU,JOHN
YEH,E. N.
YEN,MING-CHENG
YIN,YUH MEI
YOON,NAM SOOG
YOSHIDA,ATSUSHI
YOUNG,DAVID PAUL
YOUNG,GEORGE S
YU,CHANG-HAN
YUE,DICK K
ZAFFINO,MATTHEW
ZAHNLE, KEVIN
ZARICHNY, JAMES
ZHANG, MING-SAN
ZHANG,CHIDONG
ZHENG, QINGLIN

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
UCLA
DENVER UNIVERSITY
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
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STAFF AND VISITORS

Administrative Section

Mary Bartels
Debbie Benson
Margaret Drake (Deputy Director)
Frieda Garcia
Kathy Lucero
Walter Macintyre (Division Director)
Pete Peterson
Betty Thompson

Data Support Section

Roy Barnes
Ann Gayton (Long-term visitor)
Roy Jenne (Manager)
Dennis Joseph
Paul Mulder
Wilbur Spangler
Gregg Walters

User Services Section

Daniel Anderson
Edward Arnold
Edward Ash
Frederick Clare
Donna Converse
Ann Cowley
Astrik Deirmendjian
Benedict Domenico
Mike Ernst
Salvador Farfan
William Frye
David Fulker
Kenneth Hansen
Lofton Henderson
Stuart Henderson
Barbara Horner
John Hurbrecht
David Kennison
Robert Lackman
Tania Loftus
Gregory McArthur
Donald Morris
Robert Nicol
Harsh Passi
Michael Pernice
Herbert Poppe
Richard Sato (Manager)
John Szajgin
Erich Thanhardt
Richard Valent
Gloria Williamson
Marie Working

Advanced-Methods-Secti on-

John Adams
Gerald Browning
Ginger Caldwell
James Curry (Consultant)
Russell Rew
Cicely Ridley
Paul Swarztrauber (Manager)

Systems Section

Barbara Bateman
Phylecia Brandley
William Faulkner
Karen Friedman
Gilbert Green
Gene Harano
Darrell Holley
B. Lynn Irwin
Louis Jones
David Kitts
John Merrill
Marc Nelson
Bernard O'Lear
Deidra O'Neil
William Ragin
Paul Rotar (Manager)
Eugene Schumacher
Sandra Walker

Operations Section

Julia Bartram
Donna Barday
Melissa Breedlove
Mary Buck
Doug Chaney
Steven Chapel
Gaynez Connell
Sylvia Darmour
Randy Eastin
George Fuentes
Marlene Furmanek
Nancy Goldstein
Delbert Harris
Sue Hartter
Rita Hemsher
Gary Jensen (Manager)
Richard Lindenmoyer
Cynthia Martin
Sue Long
Stan McLaughlin
Rosemary Mitchell
Pamela Moore
Robert Niffenegger
Sharon Phillips
Vickie Pinedo
Scott Quinn
Andrew Robertson
Susan Schemel
Larry Scott
Valerie Shanahan
Steven Storm
Dave Strayer
Mary Trenbour
Nancy Waldron
Ken Walton
Michael Ward
Wesley Wildcat
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Visitors

V. Balaji, Ohio State University, May
to June 1984

Lawrence Buja, Iowa State University,
June to July 1984

Gary Burkgren, Denver Public Schools,
January to June 1984

Tsing-Chang Chen, Iowa State University,
June to July 1984

Charles Dirks, University of Denver,
June 1984 to June 1985

L. S. Fang, St. Louis University,
January to March 1984

Danny Harvey, University of Toronto,
May 1984 to September 1985

Alberto Mugnai, Colorado State University,
February to April 1984

Durga Nune, Iowa State University, June
to July 1984

Mohan Ramamurthy, University of Oklahoma,
June to August 1984

G. V. Rao, St. Louis University, December
1983 to April 1984

Linda Rogers, Florida State University,
January to December 1984

Susan Solomon, NOAA, May to August 1984

David Tetenbaum, University of Colorado,
December 1983 to December 1984

John Vorwald, Iowa State University,
June to July 1984

Brett Wayne, University of Colorado, April
1984 to April 1985

Ming-Cheng Yen, Iowa State University, June
to July 1984





ATMOSPHERIC TECHNOLOGY DIVISION

STATEMENT OF GOALS

The goals of the Atmospheric Technology Division (ATD) are twofold:

* To provide unique, centrally administered facilities for use in
atmospheric research

* To improve and upgrade these facilities and to develop new and
better facilities by means of a strong internal development
program.

Our capabilities, in relation to the first goal, include a skilled
operations staff and high-quality aviation, ballooning, and field observing
facilities, along with an interactive computing system. With respect to
the second goal, our capabilities reside primarily in our staff of
scientists, engineers, and programmers. Attesting to their competence, 16
of the papers presented at the 22nd Conference on Radar Meteorology were
authored or coauthored by members of our staff, and the staff have
published a number of other papers in the past year on topics including
instrument and technique development, nowcasting, and physical
interpretation.

STRATEGY

ATD's continuing strategy is to balance its program appropriately
between providing support to the atmospheric sciences through its existing
facilities and developing new systems. Development is aimed at providing
the capabilities required to meet the longer-range needs of the community.
Most evident are those for the major initiatives planned in mesoscale
meteorology (for example, the National Stormscale Operational and Research
Meteorology [STORM] Program), global and regional chemistry, air-sea
interactions, and coastal meteorology. From these plans it is immediately
apparent that the areal extent of observing networks must be increased
greatly over the coverage provided by those deployed in the past. The need
for small-scale measurements over larger areas suggests a heavy reliance on
aircraft with enhanced remote-sensing capability. Larger experimental
domains will also call for longer-range aircraft and for improved
communications systems. In addition, there is a need for more rapid
acquisition of three-dimensional data sets with remote sensors in order to
define the smaller temporal and spatial scales better. Our long-range
development plans reflect these community needs.

Collaboration with universities, other agencies, and other NCAR
divisions is essential to ensure that the division remains at the forefront
of technology and continues to provide the instruments and services most
needed by the community. Collaborative efforts are ongoing with several
universities, including Ohio State University, Colorado State University,
the University of Wyoming, the University of Chicago, the University of
Colorado, and the University of Oklahoma. We are also working closely with
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the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) Program for
Regional Observing and Forecasting Services (PROFS), NOAA's Flight
Facility, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). There is also work under way with
NCAR's Convective Storms Division (CSD) and Atmospheric Analysis and
Prediction Division (AAP).

SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

ATD's accomplishments in fiscal year 1984 are in consonance with the
strategy of maintaining a balance between support with existing systems and
the development of new and better systems. The following summary of
highlights for the year illustrates some of our achievements and the
balance in our program:

* The division provided support to 32 field programs in FY 84, a
record number.

* The second-generation portable automated mesonet (PAM) system was
deployed simultaneously along the East Coast of the United States, in the
central United States around Lake Michigan, and in the Gulf of California.
This multiple program support demonstrated conclusively our ability to
deploy PAM stations virtually anywhere within the coverage of the
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite system and to acquire
data, without mutual interference, at a central location.

* Studies of the clear, summertime boundary layer with sensitive
Doppler radar are leading to the realization that thunderstorms are most
likely to occur in regions associated with convergent wind boundaries.
Tracking and monitoring of these boundaries now make it possible to fore-
cast, with considerable precision, the location and approximate time of
thunderstorm development.

* With polarization-diversity radar, it has been demonstrated that
hail can be unambiguously distinguished from heavy rain. This has signi-
ficant implications for short-term forecasting and nowcasting.

* Analysis and evaluation of data from an airborne Doppler radar have
shown that these radars can be used to derive three-dimensional kinematic
fields that are comparable in quality to those obtained with ground-based
radars.

* A new radome gust probe concept for research aircraft has been
evaluated and tested and will begin to be used in support of the community
in FY 85. This gust probe concept eliminates the need for costly and com-
plicated mechanical vane systems and permits simultaneous use of the radome
for quantitative radar or other remote-sensor observations.

* The Automated Shipboard Aerological Program system for automated
tropospheric soundings on ships of opportunity is now operational in the
North Pacific, and tests are under way in the North Atlantic in collabora-
tion with the Atmospheric Environment Service of Canada, our own National
Weather Service, and the World Meteorological Organization.
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e A balloon gondola was developed to house delicate sensors in a
benign environment, to process and compress complex data, and to provide
reliable data transmission from superpressure balloons located anywhere on
the globe. This system was used successfully on a series of stratospheric
research flights in the Southern Hemisphere to study the electrodynamics of
the middle atmosphere.

* An instrumentation manual, the result of an instrumentation
colloquium and workshop held in the summer of 1983, has been completed, and
more than 200 copies have been distributed. The manual has been warmly
received by UCAR universities and is being utilized by many of them in
their courses related to atmospheric instrumentation.

More detailed accounts of each of these highlights appear in later
sections of this report.

ORGANIZATION

The division consists of three facilities: the Research Aviation
Facility (RAF), the Field Observing Facility (FOF), and the Global
Atmospheric Measurements Program (GAMP). These facilities provide the
community with measurement capabilities that extend from the earth's
surface through the troposphere and into the stratosphere. A wide variety
of instrument systems is available; among them are instrumented aircraft,
Doppler radars, surface networks, sounding systems, and balloon platforms.
Operations staff and expertise for deploying these capabilities are
routinely provided in support of the community's field research programs.
Within the facilities, ATD provides outstanding research and development
capabilities, particularly for remote and immersion sensors, tracking
systems, data processing, interactive computing, and displays. Through its
Design and Fabrication Services group, ATD also provides mechanical design
and machine shop services to all of NCAR.

RESEARCH AVIATION FACILITY

RAF Mission and Strategy

The RAF mission is to develop and operate instrumented research
aircraft for the atmospheric science community. Scientists are allocated
aircraft flight hours following review by the RAF Advisory Panel. Over the
past several years, RAF has supported a large fraction of the requests for
support despite scheduling, staffing, and budgetary limits.

In order to meet the research communities' needs, RAF maintains an
active effort in the design, development, and testing of new airborne
measurement systems and techniques. In an attempt to balance its support
program with new capability development, RAF maintains a scientific staff
who anticipate and respond to research measurement needs and who keep
abreast of advanced technologies which can be applied to meet those needs.
Only through this commitment can facilities keep pace with the research
needs of the community.
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The RAF development program is presently in transition from an
emphasis on improved in-situ measurement capability to a focus on new
remote-sensing techniques that will dramatically enhance our research
capabilities. The radome gust probe development addresses the need to
improve in-situ air motion measurements. Remote sensing, in the form of
airborne Doppler radar, airborne lidar systems, and radiometers, is clearly
necessary for the large-scale STORM and atmospheric chemistry programs now
planned. Development of these systems aboard aircraft platforms requires
immediate community-wide efforts. At the same time, the remote-sensing
requirements point to new aircraft that are capable of carrying the
antennas and on-board receiver-transmitters, added data systems, and
observers. In order to properly address and support these new development
needs, two new senior scientific staff have joined RAF during the past
year.

Aircraft Fleet

During FY 84 RAF's fleet of research aircraft consisted of:

* A Beechcraft Queen Air with twin turbocharged-piston engines that
has a range of 1,482-1,853 km (800-1,000 n mi) and an altitude capability
of 7,620 m (25,000 ft) above mean sea level (MSL), which can carry a
payload of 454 kg (1,000 lb) including crew. The Queen Air normally
supports low-altitude light-payload research.

* A North American Rockwell twin-jet Sabreliner, with a maximum
flight altitude of 13,411 m (44,000 ft) MSL and a range of 2,409 km
(1,300 n mi) with an 816-kg (1,800-lb) payload. The Sabreliner has been
used extensively for upper-troposphere and lower-stratosphere air chemistry
and atmospheric dynamics research.

* The new Beechcraft twin-turboprop King Air modified and instru-
mented for research, which has an altitude capability of 10,668 m (35,000
ft) MSL, a range of greater than 2,780 km (1,500 n mi), and payload capac-
ity of 907 kg (2,000 lb) including crew. (See Summary of RAF Research and
Development, subsection (1) King Air, which follows later in text.)

* A Beechcraft twin-turboprop King Air equipped for cloud physics
measurements, which is leased from the University of Wyoming for six months
per year--April through September--through FY 86. The leased King Air has
an altitude capability of 9,144 m (30,000 ft) MSL and a range of greater
than 2,780 km (1,500 n mi) and can carry a payload of 907 kg (2,000 lb)
including crew.

* RAF's four-engine Lockheed Electra was on standby status and has
not seen service since FY 82. Refurbishment of avionics and the data
system was begun in FY 83 and continued in FY 84. As a major effort in
FY 84, we completed the avionics refurbishment, and began to refurbish the
aircraft instrumentation.
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Accomplishments in FY 84

During FY 84, 20 programs were supported with a total of 881 flight
hours in 337 flights. These totals do not include the additional hours
necessary for pilot proficiency and aircraft maintenance tests. Programs
supported during FY 84 included studies of air-sea interaction, the
boundary layer, storm dynamics, atmospheric chemistry, and cloud physics
and instrumentation development. One program was flown for the FAA in
support of that agency's research on aviation vertical separation
standards. The research use of RAF aircraft is summarized in Tables 1 and
2a,b,c.

Table 1. Summary of RAF Aircraft Use during Fiscal Year 1984

No.of Projects No. of Hours No. of
Requested Flown Requested Allocated Flown Missions

N306D 6 5 324.0 302.0 236.2 100
N307D 5 6 206.9 179.9 148.2 77
N312D 9 8 645.0 460.0 439.9 134
N308D 1 0 90.0 0.0 0.0 0
N2UW 1 1 96.0 60.0 56.7 26

Total 22 20 1,361.9 1,001.9 881.0 337

The following brief descriptions illustrate the level of RAF's
operational and scientific support for research projects during FY-84.

Project #4-265, New England Winter Storm Study. Richard Passarelli's
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology) major research goal was to make
observations of the kinematic, thermodynamic, and microphysical structure
of the New England coastal front and New England pre-warm-frontal mesoscale
bands. Eight of the flights concentrated on mesoscale precipitation bands,
and the remaining two examined the coastal-front situations. Three flights
included attempts to perform long climbs and descents along surfaces of
constant atmospheric angular momentum. Major measurement objectives were
achieved on all ten flights.

Projects #4-664 and #4-263, Lake Snow Studies. Roscoe Braham
(University of Chicago) conducted investigations into the dynamical and
microphysical aspects of lake-effect snow storms. The King Air provided
increased capability that RAF has not offered previously. This new level
of capability was coupled with some excellent meteorological conditions
provided by record cold air outbreaks. The early results seem very
promising from this project, which absorbed a major portion of RAF
resources this winter.

Project #4-784, Aircraft Vertical-Separation Standards. The FAA is
investigating the feasibility of reducing required interaircraft vertical
spacing in high-altitude airspace from 610 to 305 m (2,000 to 1,000 ft).
The saving this would allow is estimated to be about $50 million per year,
assuming it is feasible. The method chosen, after a survey of possible
methods, was to map the profile of pressure field and geometric height
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Table 2a. Sumnary of Aircraft Utilization
Fiscal Year 1984
Queen Air N3060

Drninef Dotrh n-;-+ n:_; R1 L , -_· :_. :__ .. 1 _ M_ -L-A ., I- -_-r---i _-- - s ..- _r ffi
rrcujeCL teseadrcn
Number Period

rroject
Name

mrincipai
Investiaator Institution

Lnaracterist ics
of the Research

Kequested Al Iocatea No. ot Hours and
Hours Hours (No. of Missions)

4-664 12/1-17/83
12/28-
1-2//84

Lake Snow Brahan
Studies

4-631 3/5-16/84 Nitric
Acid

4-655 5/7-11/84

Huebert

Warner

4-685 6/8-25/84 Shelf-Break Garvine
Front

4-633 3/8-20/84 Radon in Kay
Mari ne
Env i ronment

Univ. of Chicago

Colorado College

NCAR CSD

Univ. of Delaware

Drexel Univ.

Study the dynamical, cloud
physical properties of lake-
induced storms over Lake Michigan.

Nitric acid instrumentation for
DYCOMS program.

Reverse-flow thermometer
performance.

Oceanographical study of shelf/
slope in the Middle Atlantic
Bight.

Radon in marine environment, in
preparation for DYCOMS program.

97 97

45 45

24 24

122 100

36 36

N306D Sub-total: 324 302 236.2 100
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Table 2b. Sumnary of Aircraft Utilization
Fiscal Year 1984
King Air N312D

Project Research Project Principal Characteristics Requested Allocated No. of Hours and Remarks
Number Period Nane Investigator Institution of the Research Hours Hours (No. of Missions)

11/1- N.E. Winter Passarelli
12/10- Storms
14/84

12/22/83 Lake Snow Brahan
1/3-28/ Studies
84

3/1-27/84 AFCGOC II Winant

4/9-13/84 S02 Oxi- Lazrus
dant Test

5/15- Phoenix 84 Hildebrand
b/30/84 Lilly

7/17- Tropo- Singh
8/23/84 spheric

PAN

Cloud Huebert
Water

8/29- Radone RAF
9/28/84 Test

4-362 5/1-
6/29/84

MIT

Univ. of Chicago

Scripps Institution
of Oceanography

NCAR ACAD

NCAR RAF
Univ. of Oklahoma

SRI International

Colorado College

NCAR

MAYPOLE Seliga et al. Ohio State, CSU,
II NCAR

New England Winter Storms II.

Study the dynamical, cloud physical
properties of lake-induced
storms over Lake Michigan.

Atmospheric forcing of the ]
circulation of the Gulf of
California.

SO2 oxidant availability test.

Boundary-layer experiment. ]

Measurements of vertical profiles 1
of tropospheric PAN.

Evaluation of cloud water
collection for DYCOMS program.

Test and evaluation of a radome
gust probe.

N312D Sub-total: e

King Air N2UW

CP-2 multiparaneter measurements.

65 65

93 93

135 100

87 15

100 82

114 70

31 15

20 20

645 460

96 60

58.7

84.7

101.3

13.5

84.8

73.4

13.5

10.0

439.9

(19)

(22)

(33)

(6)

(27)

(16)

(5)

(6)

(134)

Instrument test and
evaluation.

Includes piggy-back
experiment of Con-
vective Waves for
Kuettner, et al.

Instrument test and
evaluation.

Testing continued
October '84.

56.7 (26)
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Project Research
Number Period

3-765 10/83

4-784 1/16-
2/3/84

4-740 3/12-
3/26/84

4-751 6/29/84

4-735 9/12-
9/28/84

4-782 7/20-
8/20/84

Project
Name

Lidar
Cirrus

AVSS

SO2 in SC
Boundary
Layer

L Test

Trace Gas
Profiles

Cb Mass
Flux

Principal
Investigator

Sassen

Col anosca*

Bandy

RAF

Dickerson

Raymond

Instituti

Univ. of Utah

FAA

Drexel Univ.

Table 2c. Sumnary of Aircraft Utilization
Fiscal Year 1984
Sabreliner N307D

Characteristics
ion of the Research

Lidar cirrus studies.

Aircraft vertical separation
standards program.

SO2 in stratocumulus boundary
layer.

NCAR Lynan-alpha instrument test.

Univ. of Maryland Trace gas profiles around
thunderstorms.

New Mexico Institute Cumulonimbus mass flux.
of Mining & Tech.

N307D Sub-total:

Requested
Hours

39

63

30

1.9

33

40

206.9

Al ocated
Hours

27

63

30

1.9

23

35

179.9

No. of Hours and
(No. of Missions)

9.4 (5)

51.2 (27)

29.9 (13)

1.9 (2)

20.9 (10)

34.9 (20)
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using a calibrated aircraft (the NCAR Sabreliner) and a precision tracking
radar (NASA Wallops Island Facility). The geometric height-keeping perfor-
mance of the aircraft was then compared with the precision tracking radar.
The Sabreliner gathered data for the initial evaluation of spatial and
diurnal variations in profiles of the pressure field and geometric height.
As a part of this project, RAF evaluated the static pressure defect of the
Sabreliner aircraft by flying a trailing cone as a pressure reference
standard.

Project #4-234, SO Oxidant Availability. Allan Lazrus' (Atmospheric
Chemistry and Aeronomy Division) test program was flown on the NCAR King
Air to evaluate the S02 instrumentation under flight conditions. These
measurements were a pilot study in preparation for a more extended
atmospheric chemistry experiment to be flown in FY 85, which will measure
large-scale atmospheric chemical processes relating to the formation of
acid rain.

Project #4-215, the Atmospheric Forcing of the Circulation in the Gulf
of California. Clinton Winant (Scripps Institution of Oceanography) and
Antoine Badan-Dangon (Scripps and the Center for Scientific Investigation
and Higher Education of Ensenada, Mexico) studied the atmospheric and
oceanic circulation in the Gulf of California (Mexico) in an international
cooperative research program. The King Air aircraft was used to define the
spatial variability of the atmospheric fields as well as the air-sea fluxes
of momentum, heat, and moisture. In addition to atmospheric observations,
the sea-surface temperature was continuously tracked with an infrared
thermometer, and the vertical profile of ocean temperature was surveyed
through 125 AXBT drops. The airborne expendable bathythermograph (AXBT)
capability is new to the King Air and represents an important extension of
RAF capabilities for sensing of ocean temperature profiles.

Project #4-211, Phoenix 84. Peter Hildebrand and Douglas Lilly and
Tzvi Gal-Chen (University of Oklahoma) completed the Phoenix 84 program.
The objectives were to address the improvements needed in Doppler radar
techniques of measuring turbulence, pressure, and buoyancy budgets and
testing of models and parameterizations of the structure of the planetary
boundary layer (PBL). The aircraft measurements provided measurements of
the PBL mean and turbulent structure for analysis and comparison with
Doppler radar data, as well as in-situ measurements of mean vertical
structure and small-scale turbulent structure. All aspects of the core
experiment were very successful. Flights for noncore aspects of the
experiment included observations of cumulus-induced waves, for Joachim
Kuettner (AAP), and observations of large horizontal eddies which form in
the lee of the Rocky Mountains, for James Wilczak (NOAA Environmental
Research Laboratories). These both were pilot studies for future, and more
complete, experiments.

Project #4-362, May Polarization Experiment II. Thomas Seliga (Ohio
State University), .N. Bringi (Colorado State University), Richard Carbone
(FOF) and Paul Herzegh (FOF) conducted a continuing cooperative research
program using the King Air aircraft to establish the utility of multi-
parameter radar measurements. The aircraft obtained essential cloud and
precipitation microphysical observations for intercomparisons with radar
multiparameter data.
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Project #4-633, Radon in Marine Environment. Jack Kay and Don Burtner
(Drexel University) conducted a test of a high-volume radon collection
system. This system proved capable of pressurizing a 15-liter cylinder to
703,100 kg/m 2 (1,000 lb/in.2 ) in less than 30 min. The experience gained
will ensure the successful incorporation of this radon system into the
Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus (DYCOMS) project on the
Electra.

Project #3-765, Lidar Cirrus Studies. Kenneth Sassen (University of
Utah) used the Sabreliner to provide air-truth measurements of cirrus cloud
microphysics to be correlated with measurements from his ground-based
polarization-diversity lidar system. Finding cirrus clouds with sufficient
areal extent and persistence turned out to be rather difficult. However,
two very nice cases were flown at the end of the project.

Project #4-239, Cloud Water Collector Test. Barry Huebert (Colorado
College) tested various designs of cloud water collectors. The field
trials were preceded by wet wind tunnel testing by Darrel Baumgardner and
Huebert in Ottawa, Canada. Surprisingly, there appeared to be large
differences in collection efficiency for specific designs between the wind
tunnel and the aircraft. For more details, see the section titled "Other
Instrumentation Development," subsection (2), "New Cloud Microphysical
Measurements," later in text. The information gathered will help in making
these collectors useful for the DYCOMS project.

Project #4-236, Tropospheric Peroxyacetyl Nitrate. Hanwant Singh
(SRI International, Menlo Park, California) flew this project to determine
the vertical structure of peroxyacetyl nitrate in both marine and land air
masses. This was the summer portion of the total experiment; the winter
phase will be conducted during February 1985. As planned, four night
flights and six daytime flights were used to gather the broadest possible
data. An additional 3.1 research hours were used to round out the project
to an even ten flights.

Project #4-740, DYCOMS Test. Alan Bandy, Donald Thornton, and Arthur
Driedger (Drexel University) used the Sabreliner as a test bed for
evaluating a gas chromatograph for measuring S02 in a marine boundary
layer.

Project #4-685, Shelf-Break Front. Richard Garvine (University of
Delaware) used the Queen Air aircraft in an oceanographical study of the
shelf/slope front in the Middle Atlantic Bight. The Queen Air obtained
current field measurements (by tracking radio direction-finding [RDF]
drifters), wind field, state parameters, and sea-surface temperature.
During the period three drifter deployments were made and in concert 11
research nissions were flown. Preliminary review indicates the sea-surface
temperature, state parameter, and RDF drifter data to be excellent.

Project #4-782, Cumulonimbus Mass Flux. David Raymond (New Mexico
Institute of Mining and Technology) utilized the Sabreliner successfully to
obtain horizontal mass fluxes in and out of cumulonimbus clouds. Radar
chaff drops by aircraft outside the cloud allowed flow estimates in and out
of the storms over a broad altitude range. Trace gas profiles were also
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measured during the flights in a piggyback experiment conducted by Russell
Dickerson (University of Maryland).

Project #4-735, Trace Gas Profiles. Dickerson used the Sabreliner to
obtain trace gas profiles through a wide range of altitudes both in clear
air and in and around small convective clouds. The gases of interest were
ozone, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxide compounds. The distribution of
ultraviolet radiation was also investigated.

Project #4-250 RAF Radome Test. The King Air was modified to include
a nose radome flow-angle-sensing configuration designed by Edward Brown.
The modifications included installation of the bleed air heat system by RAF
Maintenance, buildup and installation of the radome by RAF Instrumentation,
and a series of flight tests. Preliminary results indicate that the new
radome wind-sensing capability has been a success.

Summary of RAF Research and Development

Aircraft Improvements and Modifications. The following paragraphs
briefly summarize improvements and modifications to the RAF aircraft.
These improvements and modifications have generally been initiated in
response to users' needs for new or improved instrumentation.

(1) King Air. Several significant events occurred involving the King
Air. An airborne launch system was developed for dispensing AXBTs for
oceanographic research. A radome heating system was installed by the RAF
Maintenance Group to provide anti-ice capability for the newly developed
radome air-motion-sensing system. The newly developed radome air-motion-
sensing system was installed and tested under the direction of Edward
Brown. It will be used in its first research program in FY 85. A Douglas
trailing static cone system was installed that allows very accurate static
pressure measurements to calibrate existing aircraft pressure measurements.

(2) University of Wyoming King Air. A joint effort, led by Dennis
Knowlton, was undertaken by RAF and the University of Wyoming to enhance
the research capability of King Air N2UW. This will include installation
of top fuselage apertures on N2UW that will allow air chemistry, cloud
physics, and radiation equipment to be installed. In addition an improved
data system for N2UW is being developed by Knowlton and the University of
Wyoming which will be compatible with the RAF data system.

(3) Electra Refurbishment. The effort to restore the Electra to
research status is being led by Norman Zrubek and is proceeding on schedule
to be ready for DYCOMS, starting in August 1985. The significant achieve-
ments to date have been the installation and check-out of a new avionics
and inner communications system, ground check-out of the airborne data
system, and dynamic testing of the nose boom to eliminate a radome
vibration, from which a proposed solution has been determined.
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(4) Gulfstream I Aircraft. A proposal has been developed by Byron
Phillips for integration of a Gulfstream I aircraft into the RAF fleet
should this aircraft become available to us through the FAA aircraft fleet
revamping plan. A statement of work has been written that outlines the
requirements to prepare the Gulfstream for flight readiness and research
status.

Summary of Remote Probing Instrumentation Developments.

(1) Airborne Doppler Radar. During FY 84 the airborne Doppler radar
team, headed by Hildebrand, completed major evaluation of the capabilities
of airborne Doppler radar and made good progress towards the specification
of the system to be installed on RAF aircraft. Other team members include
Charles Frush (FOF), senior engineer; Craig Walther; Zrubek; Cynthia
Mueller (FOF); Brian Lewis (FOF); and Mark Medrud (FOF). The major FY 84
activities included evaluation of airborne Dopler capabilities and planning
for development aboard the Electra aircraft.

The evaluation of airborne Doppler radar capabilities was completed
through analysis of data collected during the Joint Airport Weather Studies
(JAWS) Project in 1982. These analyses, performed by Hildebrand and
Mueller, provided direct comparisons between airborne and ground-based
observations of several convective storms. The analyses demonstrated that
the airborne radars possess substantially the same observing capabilities
as ground-based radar systems. The airborne radars demonstrate slightly
degraded mean velocity measurement performance; however, the mobility of
the airborne Doppler radar tends to mitigate this deficiency. The quality
of the Doppler measurements collected on the NOAA P-3 system is adequate
for studies of storm-scale motions and larger-scale frontal structures.

In their analyses, Hildebrand and Mueller tested the ability of
airborne radar to be used alone and to be used in conjunction with ground-
based radars. It is likely that both modes of data collection will be
employed in the forthcoming Genesis of Atlantic Lows Experiment (GALE) and
STORM programs.

Under the leadership of Frush, the availability of possible airborne
Doppler system components was ascertained. The scientific needs for air-
borne Doppler radar were assessed by Walther, Hildebrand, and Frush using a
survey of scientific community perceptions. Based on these studies, a
realistic plan for the development of an airborne Doppler radar was
drafted. This plan provides for the construction of a dual-Doppler-radar
system, to be installed in the tail of the NCAR Electra aircraft. This
aircraft would be able to provide dual-Doppler measurements of atmospheric
storm structures, collected during single one-directional passes of the
aircraft past the storm. The radar is likely to be an X-band radar, with
2°-beam-width antennas. Plans call for collection of data at approxi-

mately 300- to 500-m intervals throughout the data collection domain. The
draft plan is to be revised and presented to the community for review in
FY 85, with construction of the radar to begin in early FY 86. The planned
timetable is designed to provide airborne Doppler data collection at the
time of the STORM experiment.
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(2) Airborne Lidar Development. RAF has initiated active planning
for the development of an airborne lidar system. Ronald Schwiesow and
William Cooper have led discussions with CSD and AAP staff to clarify and
focus the scientific needs for an airborne lidar facility. Lidar perfor-
mance calculations point toward a system based on an infrared (10.6-Pm
wavelength) laser. To support planned research in boundary-layer dynamics
and cloud physics, a four-stage plan has been put forth. This plan will
provide a useful lidar system at the completion of each stage. The first-
stage lidar will be used to profile aerosol backscattering and thus give
the distance to the top of the boundary layer and a picture of its struc-
ture. A simple reflectivity cloud radar is planned as a later adjunct to
the lidar to determine the top of a cloud-capped boundary layer from an
aircraft flying in the boundary layer. The second, third, and fourth
stages of lidar development are planned to include enhancement of the
first-stage system to increase sensitivity and permit various types of
Doppler measurements of atmospheric wind fields.

(3) Cloud H20 Remote Sensing. Preliminary layout work has been done
for installation of a cloud-liquid-water-sensing, microwave radiometer on
the Electra. The system is intended to measure the three-dimensional
structure of liquid water with a spatial resolution of 300 m and an
accuracy of approximately 0.2 g/m3. This development project, which is
being led by Jack Warner (CSD), is a joint effort between CSD and RAF.

(4) Remote Near-Field Temperature Measurement. The development work
with the Ophir Corporation on an in-cloud radiometric temperature sensor is
continuing. Tests have been made and the results look very promising. A
final report is planned for early FY 85.

In-Situ Instrumentation Development. RAF, together with CSD and AAP's
Mesoscale Research Section, has participated in the following activities
to evaluate the effects of airflow on atmospheric measurements made from
aircraft.

(1) Airflow Effects Workshop. A workshop on airflow effects was
conducted during the first week of December 1983. This workshop, led by
Darrel Baumgardner and attended by individuals from the United States,
Canada, and Australia, addressed specific problems in measuring particle
distributions and other meteorological parameters. This workshop set in
motion an effort to plan additional experiments for studying airflow
effects.

(2) Studies of Liquid Water Content Probe. In October 1983, Baum-
gardner, James Dye (CSD), Warren King ATD visitor from Australia), Dale
Huffman (Particle Measuring Systems [PMS]), and Walter Strapp (Atmospheric
Environment Service, Canada) conducted wind tunnel tests of the PMS version
of the liquid water content probe of the Commonwealth Scientific and Indus-
trial Research Organisation, Australia. The purpose of these tests was to
study the response of the probes under a variety of liquid water contents,
temperatures, and air-speeds. As a result of these tests, design flaws
were detected and corrected, leading to subsequent improvements in the
probe's performance. A paper reporting on these results has been submitted
for formal publication.
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(3) Studies of the King Air Pylon. In the third week of December
1983, Baumgardner and Zrubek traveled to Ottawa, Ontario, to participate in
wind tunnel studies of a mock-up of the King Air instrument pylon. This
study was conducted by Ian MacPherson and Al Drummond (National Aeronau-
tical Establishment of the National Research Council of Canada).

The preliminary results indicate a strong spanwise flow toward the
pylon and split flow around the pylon both combining to produce flow fields
which may affect the particle distributions measured by the PMS particle
probes. There are indications that the airspeed at the instruments mounted
on the pylons may be less than the free stream velocity. Lift and drag
measurements in the tunnel indicate that the pylons increase the lift on
the wing but also greatly increase the drag. Confirmatory aircraft
measurements are planned for the spring of 1985.

(4) Numerical Studies. ATD, CSD, and AAP are jointly conducting
numerical investigations of airflow effects on in-situ aircraft measure-
ments. These investigations include effects on cloud physics measurements
and turbulent wind measurements.

Other Instrumentation Development.

(1) Workshop on Two-Dimensional Data Processing. In April 1984 a
workshop was conducted by Andrew Heymsfield (CSD) and Baumgardner to study
problems in the processing of data measured with the PMS two-dimensional
imaging probes. Participants in this workshop discussed ways of deter-
mining probe sample volume, techniques for rejecting spurious images, and
pattern recognition techniques for automatically classifying ice crystal
habits. Baumgardner has developed a software check-out and training data
set using a simulation program which is available for interested users to
debug software or to train observers how to recognize various ice crystal
habits in the two-dimensional images.

(2) New Cloud Microphysical Measurements. During the 1984 May
Polarization Experiment (MAYPOLE) two new cloud microphysics instruments
were tested by Baumgardner. One instrument uses data from the forward
scattering spectrometer probe to determine the spacing between individual
cloud droplets. The preliminary results from these measurements are highly
encouraging and offer a new way of examining the question of cloud entrain-
ment.

Another instrument, an ice water content probe designed by King, is a
hot-wire device which measures the amount of power necessary to maintain
the heated wire at a constant temperature while melting the ice particles
striking the element. Preliminary results indicate that this probe pro-
vides reasonable values for water content but still requires much addi-
tional testing to completely understand its response under mixed phase
conditions and to a variety of ice particle habits.
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In preparation for flying Mohnen-type water collectors, wind tunnel
studies of a cloud water collector were conducted by Baumgardner and
Huebert. These studies were done in the low-temperature icing wind tunnel
at the National Research Council of Canada in Ottawa. Results from these
tests indicated deficiencies in both the basic design of the collectors and
the rod configuration used on the aircraft. In particular, it was found
that the collection efficiency of the rod was well below 100% (<30% at an
aircraft speed of 100 m/s), that it was a strong function of airspeed and
rod material, and that it was severely affected by how close rods were
placed to one another. As a result of these studies, new designs are being
studied, and additional tests are scheduled for the Ottawa wind tunnel.

(3) Cross-Flow Lyman-Alpha Instrument. A cross-flow Lyman-alpha
design was tested at the Air Force Academy wind tunnel and on RAF aircraft
by Arden Buck. These tests showed that immunity to icing and liquid con-
densation was greatly improved but that the aspiration rate was too low to
allow a satisfactory frequency response. The instrument is being modified
to provide the necessary aspiration rates. In addition to having improved
performance, the new design is much less costly to fabricate and much
easier to service in the field.

Airborne Data System Completion. ADS has been sucessfully operating
on the King Air and Sabreliner aircraft for well over a year. Major use of
the system centered on its reliability and the ability to display data in
real time during flights and thus to vastly enhance the capabilities of the
scientists to collect data in the right locations in the atmosphere. RAF
chief engineer Dennis Knowlton received the 1983 NCAR Technology Advance-
ment Award for the design and construction of ADS.

(1) ADS Manuals. RAF staff continued to work on a complete package
of ADS manuals. The software manual (Software Manual 001-41ADS-001
Aircraft Data System [ADS] by Richard Friesen, Mary Griffith, Ronald Ruth,
Craig Walther, and Carol Nicolaidis, Ed.) was completed in July 1984. The
hardware manual is presently being written, and the user's manual should be
completed by mid-December 1984.

(2) ADS Improvements. An enhanced version of ADS is being developed
using an improved microprocessor computer as the heart of the system. This
improvement will enable higher data collection rates, better displays, and
future multimicrocomputer data processing. This new capability will allow
on-board data processing of much more sophistication than is available with
the current system. This development effort is needed for the Electra,
where higher data rates are required; on the Queen Air, where a more com-
pact system is desired; and in order to install ADS on the University of
Wyoming aircraft. During FY 84 the design work was completed and a proto-
type system was constructed. Installation on the RAF and Wyoming aircraft
is planned for FY 85.
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RAF Staff

During FY 84 RAF hired two new senior staff members, Ronald Schwiesow
and William Cooper. Schwiesow is an atmospheric physicist who is an expert
in lidar and in the application of lidar to measurements of atmospheric
phenomena. He comes to us from the NOAA Environmental Research Labora-
tories in Boulder and is leading the airborne lidar development studies.
Cooper is an atmospheric scientist specializing in precipitation physics
who comes to us from the University of Wyoming. He is occupying a new
leadership role in atmospheric cloud physics instrumentation and plans to
place substantial emphasis on remote-sensing techniques. Together,
Schwiesow and Cooper represent a major supplement to the RAF's staff.
Their complementary capabilities are ideal for the new thrusts in instru-
mentation that are now beginning. Both individuals will function addi-
tionally in the capacity of field project manager from time to time.

As a result of their research and development activities, RAF staff
published a total of 11 papers during FY 84.

FIELD OBSERVING FACILITY

Mission and Goals of FUF

The mission of FOF is to provide surface-based measurements and spe-
cialized interactive computing capabilities in support of meteorological
experiments. In meeting its mission requirements, FOF engages in the
following major activities:

* Operation of advanced remote- and immersion-sensing systems to
support the research of atmospheric scientists in universities and
NCAR.

Development of new measurement systems in cooperation with RAF,
GAMP, CSD, and various university collaborators.

Development and maintenance of a data-delivery system including
data archival, applications software development, and operation of
an interactive computing facility.

* Development of operational and analytical techniques for optimum
use of its facilities, and transfer of these techniques to the
atmospheric sciences community. These techniques include sensor
calibration, instrument deployment, data collection, scientist-
machine interaction, and data analysis methods.

* Short-term forecasting/nowcasting. Research and development in
collaboration with universities and other NCAR divisions.

FOF's emphasis in recent years has been on supporting mesoscale and
boundary-layer meteorology in accordance with the growing national
scientific interests in convective systems, winter cyclonic storms, and
boundary-layer processes. As we move towards a National STORM Progran and
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other advanced mesoscale research efforts, FOF will focus some of its
resources on the expansion of existing observing systems based on proven
technologies together with a few essential developments of more advanced
technologies for new observing systems.

Strategies Adopted for Current Operations

The decade of the 1980s is rapidly evolving toward the National STORM
Program and other advanced mesoscale research programs. All STORM and
pre-STORM field programs will require more PAM stations, Doppler and multi-
parameter radars, and experiment control capabilities. Data-processing
support for postanalysis will also require expanded and improved capa-
bilities to deal with the large quantities of data collected.

The scientific objectives in these field programs are multiscale in
nature, sometimes calling for the recovery of PBL and mesoscale precipi-
tating system processes in a regional-scale context. Included among these
objectives are some requirements new to FOF, such as observations in the
marine surface layer aboard buoys and PBL flux measurements. Air chemistry
observations may also be required. PAM will likely play an increasing role
in acquisition and communication of these data together with classical
meteorological observations of state variables.

However, NCAR does not plan to reprogram all of the FOF resources to
large, multiscale programs. Extremely important scientific objectives fall
outside this type of activity, in more focused, smaller field programs.
While the level of support for such programs will necessarily decrease
during preparation for STORM-Central, limited sensor and system develop-
ments must proceed for FOF to be responsive to future observing require-
ments. Among these requirements, advanced Doppler radar capabilities are
paramount for cumulus-scale studies on cloud dynamics and the evolution of
precipitation. In addition, there is increasing demand on FOF resources
for more applied science objectives, such as those represented by
nowcasting and aviation meteorology interests.

Our broad scientific objectives require a set of specific strategies
as follows:

* The FOF capacity to render field and computational support must be
consistent with the minimum requirements of the National STORM Program.

* Cyclical emphasis on either field support or observing system
developments will be necessary but not sufficient to prepare for and
conduct STORM field programs. This implies reduced field support during
development periods and vice versa.

* It will also be necessary to subcontract fabrication of major
observing subsystems to the private sector during development periods and
to supplement regular FOF staff with numerous temporary staff during field
episodes.

* Selective pursuit of non-NSF funding for some major developments is
desirable in order to supplement limited divisional resources.
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Field Program Support

Ten field programs, an unprecedented number, were supported by FOF
during 1984. These are summarized below.

* Scripps Institution of Oceanography (Clinton Winant, Antoine
Badan-Dangon). PAM support in Mexico continued throughout the year. These
data were used by scientists from Scripps and from the Center for
Scientific Investigation and Higher Education of Ensenada in Mexico to
characterize the wind and moisture fields across the Gulf of California.

* Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Richard Passarelli, Spiros
Geotis, Frederick Sanders). Fifteen PAM stations were deployed along the
New England coast to aid investigators from M.I.T. in studying the struc-
ture of coastal fronts in New England winter storms.

* University of Chicago (Roscoe Braham, Robert Kelly, Ramesh
Srivastava) and Purdue University (Ernest Agee). Radars, rawinsondes, and
PAM stations provided a variety of information to these scientists explor-
ing forcing mechanisms for Great Lakes effect snowstorms. Special emphasis
was given to radar signatures in identifying driving mechanisms.

* University of Wyoming (John Marwitz) and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
(David Reynolds). The Sierra Cooperative Pilot Project utilized a C-band
Doppler radar to document kinematic properties in winter orographic storms
moving over the Sierra Nevada range in northern California.

* Ohio State Unversity (Thomas Seliga), Colorado State Universit
(V.N. Bringi), and NCAR (Richard Carbone, Paul Herzegh).MAYPOLE concen-
trated on exploratory measurements of linear depolarization ratio and
differential reflectivity (ZDR) with the CP-2 radar. Airborne hydro-
meteor observations were conducted by NCAR with the King Air aircraft.
Ground truth was obtained with PAM stations and chase vehicles. The
primary objective was to evaluate multiple-parameter radar techniques for
hydrometeor type and phase discrimination.

* University of Oklahoma (Douglas Lilly, Tzvi Gal-Chen). The Phoenix
II Project studied boundary-layer energetics and large-scale eddy structure
with two C-band radars, as well as 25 PAM stations and the NCAR King Air
aircraft near the Boulder Atmospheric Observatory tower in Erie, Colorado.
Numerous observing facilities from the NOAA Wave Propagation Laboratory
were also involved.

* NCAR (Charles Knight, CSD; James Wilson, ATD; James Fankhauser,
CSD). The Convective Initiation project utilized CP-4 and CP-2 to explore
mesoscale air-mass boundaries associated with developing thunderstorms.
Intersections between gust fronts and other mesoscale air-mass discon-
tinuities are likely regions for convective storm development. This
program was carried out amidst Phoenix II and MAYPOLE on a nonconflicting
basis,
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Table 3. Field Observing Facility Users. FY 84

Principal
Investigator(s)

Clinton Winant,
Antoine Badon-Dangon

Richard Passarelli, Spiros
Geotis, Frederick Sanders

Roscoe Braham, Robert
Kelly, Ramesh Srivastava

Ernest Agee

John Marwitz, David
Reynolds

Thomas Seliga, V.N. Bringi,
Richard Carbone, Paul
Herzegh

Douglas Lilly, Tzvi
Gal -Chen

Charles Knight, James
Fankhauser, James Wilson

William Winn, Charles
Moore, James Dye,
Peter Ray

Edward Gross

John McCarthy, James Wilson

Robert Clark

ATD Staff

Observing Systems

Affiliation-Program

Scripps Inst.- Gulf
of Calif. Study

M.I.T.- New England
Winter Storms

U. of Chicago -
Lake Effects Study

Purdue U. - Great
Lakes Project

U. of Wyo., BuRec -
Sierra Project

Ohio State, CSU,
NCAR - MAYPOLE II

Univ. of Oklahoma -
Phoenix II

NOAA, NCAR - Convective
Initiation

NMIMT, NCAR, NSSL -
Socorro Project

NOAA - Summer
Olympics

NCAR - CLAWS Project

NOAA/PROFS

NCAR

System(s) Used

PAM II

PAM II

PAM II; CP-3 &
CP-4 radars;
rawinsonde

Research
Period

7/1/83-
3/30/85

11/1/83
12/31/84

12/1/83-
1/28/84

Rawinsonde 12/1/83-
1/31/84

CP-4 radar 2/1
3/31/84

PAM II; CP-2 5/1/84-
radar 6/30/84

PAM II; CP-3 &
CP-4 radars

CP-2 & CP-4
radars

CP-3 & CP-4
radars

PAM II

CP-2 radar

Sensor Dev. Lab.

Sensor Dev. Lab.

5/15/84-
6/30/84

5/1/84-
6/30/84

7/9/84-
8/19/84

7/10/84-
8/12/84

7/2/84-
8/15/84

As needec

As needec

Research Data Support System

Name(s)

Thomas Arnold, William Mahoney, Brooks Martner,
Steven Smutz, Frederick Remer

V.N. Bringi, V. Chandrasekhar, Jotherim Vivekanandan,
James Toth, Kevin Knupp, Jerry Schmidt,
Richard Johnson

Thomas Seliga, Kultegin Aydin, Haldun Direskeneli,
V. Balaji

Miriam Blaskovic, R.R. Rogers, Peggy Leach

Gregory Byrd, Peter Ray, Douglas Lilly,
Susan Lee Wang, Mary Stevenson

Francis Fujioka

Robert Kropfli, William Moninger, Bonnie Weber,
Alfred Bedard

Owen Hertzman, Steven Businger

Paul Krehbiel, William Winn, Charles Moore

Michael Schoenberger, Roscoe Braham, Robert Kelly,
Robert Fenimore, Brian Smith

Staff of ATD, CSD, AAP, Scientific Computing Division

Affiliation

Univ. of Wyoming

Colo. State Univ.

Ohio State Univ.

McGill Univ.

Univ. of Oklahoma
and NOAA/NSSL

U.S. Forest Service

NOAA

Univ. of Washington

New Mexico Inst. of
Mining and Technology

Univ. of Chicago

NCAR
--
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* NCAR (John McCarthy). The CP-2 Doppler radar was used by NCAR
scientists during the CLAWS (Classify, Locate, and Avoid Wind Shear)
Project to advise FAA controllers at Denver's Stapleton Airport about
dangerous microbursts and gust fronts. Results have shown that both
efficiency and safety of arrivals and departures have been increased by
providing real-time meteorological input to Stapleton tower operations.

* National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Eight PAM sta-
tions were provided to the National Weather Service in support of the games
of the XXIII Olympiad. Data were used for real-time forecasting and obser-
vations at several locations.

* New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology (William Winn,
Charles Moore), NCAR (James Dye), and National Severe Storms
Laboratory (Peter Ray). These investigators used both C-band Doppler
radars along with other sensors to determine air motions within developing
convective storms near the Langmuir Laboratory in New Mexico. Associated
observations were made with aircraft to document electrical and micro-
physical properties of these storms.

Use of the Research Data Support System for data editing and analysis
increased by 20% during FY 84. Scheduling procedures and resource limi-
tations were introduced to ensure equitable access for all users. Table 3
provides a complete listing of all FOF user activities during FY 84.

PAM II Base Station Development

Use of the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)
system has enabled PAM II to support more than one field program at a
time. Often these programs require data at the field site in near-real
time. To meet this need George Saum, Steven Semmer, and John Militzer have
begun the development of two new field-deployable PAM II base stations.
One system is designed to be trailer-mounted and features several scien-
tific work stations and a small maintenance shop in addition to the
receiver and computer components. The station will be capable of providing
other GOES products such as visible and infrared spin scan radiometer/
vertical atmospheric sounder (VISSR/VAS) and weather facsimile products as
well as the data collection system (DCS) outputs used in PAM II. The
second new base will be air-transportable and as such will support only the
GOES DCS subsystem. It is designed to be used in an office-type
environment thus appealing to the single, often small-network, user of PAM
II who has difficulty or inconvenience in retrieving data from telephone
connections to the Boulder base. Mark Hjelmfelt has led a team of
scientists to define those work-station hardware and software features
which directly impact real-time user scientist interactions. Both field
bases will provide interactivecolor displays of raw data and analyzed
fields of derived variables with software developed primarily by Michael
Carpenter. Limited color hard-copy and video recording capabilities will
also be provided. It is expected that mature display software will be
available for the GALE field program in 1986.

The Boulder base station continues to provide VISSR/VAS to PROFS as
well as DCS data for GAMP and PAM II. A data "glitch" which appeared when
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monitoring two different DCS channels during the Phoenix and MAYPOLE
experiments was corrected by adding a buffer circuit to the Telcom demodu-
lators. A technique has been tested by Fred Brock to restore data when
glitches occur. The technique relies on median impulse filter logic. The
PAM II error rate is consistently lower than 1 in 106 bits.

Immersion Sensor Development

Recent deployments of the new integrated sensors in PAM II revealed
some design limitations and faulty components. Barometer performance was
not quite as good as expected, the fault being traced by Julian Pike and
Bryan Lee to an unstable reference capacitor. FOF solved a major sensor
engineering problem concerning anemometer signal amplitude variability.
This problem had seriously compromised wind data from the University of
Chicago's Lake Effect Snow Study. Extensive measurements made during the
summer of 1984 helped to further ascertain the quality of data including
wind direction alignment and radiation-induced temperature errors. Initial
investigation into sensor modifications for flux measurements was conducted
by Joost Businger and Julian Pike. One major objective is to decrease the
time constant for pressure perturbation estimation.

Radar Developments

Polarization-Diversity Radar. The polarization measurement capability
of CP-2 was extended by Brian Lewis, Charles Frush, and Joseph Vinson to
include a 3-cm linear depolarization measurement in addition to the pre-
viously implemented 10-cm differential reflectivity (ZDR) measurement.
During the MAYPOLE 84 field program it was evident that simultaneous ZDR
and reflectivity measurements form an excellent indicator of hail. The
linear depolarization data are being analyzed by Seliga, Bringi, Herzegh,
and Carbone to determine how well hydrometeor phase can be discriminated
and what impact this capability has on cloud physics research. CP-2 was
moved to the Marshall Field Site southeast of Boulder in January 1984, and
presently the polarization modifications are being made permanent so that
CP-2 will be routinely deployable in its multiple-parameter configuration
beginning in fall of 1985.

Advanced Displays. In the past year Jonathan Lutz has tested an
advanced display system (on the CP-2 radar) which provides the investigator
with higher resolution and much sharper radar images. Display processing
of the meteorological data allows new, derived images to be displayed,
e.g., radial shear, rain rates, hail signals, and spectrum width.
Time-lapse images will be added by the spring of 1985.

System Control. Due to the efforts of Robert Barron, we are now able
to control CP-2 via a touch screen panel with a continual display of all
the radar processing and scanning parameters. These improvements allow the
investigator to control the radar and interpret the data more readily than
with the previous system. Our present plan calls for future upgrading of
the data system on CP-3 and CP-4 with identical control hardware and
software.
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Advanced Doppler Radar. The Rapid-Scan Doppler Workshop, held in
Boulder in 1983, revealed broad-based support for improved radar perform-
ance on airborne and ground-based systems including multiple-parameter
capabilities. Priority Doppler performance improvements include clutter
rejection, velocity unfolding, and removal of second trip echoes, in
addition to the improved temporal and spatial resolution to be gained from
simply a faster-scanning radar. Rapid-scan radars using high-performance
antennas (i.e, step-scanning or multibeam systems with low side lobes) and
wide-band signal processing will cost several million dollars. Based on
this cost and uncertainties as how to best integrate many of the desired
features with faster-scanning concepts, FOF's present approach is to
gradually improve the performance of CP-3 and CP-4. The existing staggered
pulse repetition frequency mode of CP-4 can be combined with processing
capabilities to perform real-time velocity unfolding and a dual-frequency
pulsing scheme to aid in the second trip echo removal. Faster mechanical
scanning can also be achieved up to the point where scan-induced broadening
degrades the velocity accuracy. The further addition of a low-side-lobe
antenna and clutter processing will form NCAR's "advanced Doppler radar,"
which will allow us to design the rapid-scan Doppler radar with experience
in all performance aspects which are important to the scientific community.

Airborne Doppler Radar. During 1984, preliminary specifications for
an affordable dual-Doppler airborne Doppler radar were completed. The
proposed system would be able to obtain high-resolution (<300 m) data in a
short time (3 min) from a volume of 220 km in space. Since the radar will
be mounted on an aircraft, it will be possible to make measurements in
close proximity to the desired observation volume, thus providing very good
spatial resolution. The proposed system is based on coherent, broad-band
radar components which will expand the capabilities of this radar to allow
acquisition of data at nearly three times the rate possible with technolo-
gies currently used in the NCAR ground-based CP-4 Doppler radars. To
provide a working system by 1988, ATD proposes to concentrate initially on
a basic implementation of the radar, using a single frequency and two
beams, with a repetitive pulse train very similar to existing ground-based
equipment.

Research Data Support System

In the past year the RDSS has been functioning as a user-oriented
system with three interactive color raster graphics work stations, three
6,250-density tape drives, 2.27 gigabytes of disk storage, eight megabytes
of memory, plus a new Dunn Instruments 35-mm hard-copy device. This
represents a 25% increase in disk capacity, doubling of memory, and
improved hard-copy capabilities during the past year.

Use of the RDSS was particularly heavy during late spring and early
summer, with overall use of the RDSS increasing by roughly 20% over last
year. The RDSS was used to analyze data sets from the Cooperative
Convective Precipitation Experiment, the New Mexico Cloud Electrification
Experiment, the Thunderstorm Research International Program, the Cyclonic
Extratropical Storms program, JAWS, CLAWS, the project to study lake
effects, the Sierra Cooperative Pilot Project, the project on convective
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initiation, Phoenix, MAYPOLE, the Automated Shipborne Aerological Program,
and the program on electrodynamics of the middle atmosphere.

Software development by Richard Oye, Jonathan Corbet, Michael
Spratte, and Michael Carpenter includes work on implementing the Graphic
Kernel Standard (GKS) on the RDSS, improvement of existing software such as
the radar data editor, and radar perusal software. The group has assumed
responsibility for many aspects of PAM II real-time and postanalysis
software.

Research and Technique Development Highlights

Most of the applications objectives of the JAWS Project were met in
FY 84. A detailed analysis of approximately ten microburst cases was
conducted to obtain a basic scientific synthesis of microburst structure,
formation mechanisms, and life cycle. Typical microburst characteristics
include: a horizontal dimension of 1 to 3 km; a lifetime of 5 to 15 min;
an average headwind-to-tailwind shear of 25 m/s for an aircraft in flight;
a maximum wind differential of 48 m/s observed by Doppler radar; and an
average incidence of 0.0007 microbursts per day per square kilometer
applicable to summer conditions near Denver (approximately 15-20 close
aircraft/microburst encounters during a typical summer at Stapleton).
Several precursor signatures with individual radar echoes have been noted:
rotation, strong convergence aloft, echo weak notch, and descending preci-
pitation cores. Details of these investigations were reported in papers
submitted to the 22nd Conference on Radar Meteorology held in Zurich, Swit-
zerland, 10-13 September, and in papers submitted to the Second Interna-
tional Symposium on Nowcasting in Norrkoping, Sweden, 3-7 September.
Ramesh Srivastava modeled evaporatively driven downdrafts and microbursts
in a dry subcloud layer. Srivastava, a University of Chicago professor,
spent the year as a visitor with the JAWS Program.

At the request of the FAA, in response to the United Airlines Flight
663 wind shear accident on 31 May at Stapleton International Airport, a
$309,000 field project, informally known as CLAWS, was initiated. From
2 July to 15 August, forecasting and nowcasting techniques developed during
analysis of JAWS data were used to issue microburst and wind shear warnings
in real time to air traffic controllers. One pilot credited a microburst
warning with saving his aircraft from a potentially lethal microburst
encounter. An unanticipated benefit of the program was that wind changes
were forecast with such accuracy that runway changes based on these fore-
casts saved many thousands of dollars in fuel costs.

McCarthy is leading an FAA-sponsored task force to assess today's
aviation forecast system; to make recommendations for improving the fore-
cast system through application of existing technology; and to assist the
FAA in achieving timely improvements to the aviation forecast system.

Wilson and Mueller conducted a field experiment on convective initia-
tion with Charles Knight (CSD). This project studied the initiation of
convective storms by radar-observed boundary-layer convergent lines.
Essentially all storms not initiated by elevated terrain such as the Rocky
Mountains and Palmer Divide developed along these convergent lines. Sta-
tistics are presently being compiled to quantify those findings. Studies
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have been initiated to investigate the airflow features associated with
these lines and the physical mechanisms responsible for storm initiation.
Many of the above findings were reported on at the Second International
Symposium on Nowcasting in Sweden. Wilson has been working with PROFS to
integrate Doppler radar techniques for forecasting thunderstorms, micro-
bursts, and severe storms into the PROFS nowcasting exercise planned for
the summer of 1985.

Hjelmfelt (together with Heymsfield of CSD) examined the roles of
coalescence, melting, and shedding of ice in large-drop production as well
as the most likely hail embryos and likely hail-growth regions within
convective storms. Secondary ice crystal production potential was also
considered in this work.

Evaluation of the scientific utility of the new dual-polarization
capabilities implemented in 1983 and 1984 on the dual-wavelength CP-2
Doppler radar is an ongoing research goal of Herzegh and Carbone (FOF),
Bringi (Colorado State University), and Seliga (Ohio State University).
Herzegh and Carbone completed a quantitative study of the influence of
antenna illumination function characteristics on CP-2 measurements of
differential reflectivity (ZDR). They found several types of recurring
"artifacts" observed in CP-2 ZDR data to be the result of asymmetry in
the illumination function characteristics of the radar, and they provided
guidelines necessary to minimize the role of these artifacts in meteoro-
logical analyses of CP-2 data. This may have more general significance for
the interpretation of previously published data from similar radars
throughout the world. As an outgrowth of this work, adjustments to the
antenna shape and feed position have been made by Frush and Jeffrey Keeler
to reduce the illumination function asymmetry.

From MAYPOLE data, case studies of precipitation development in
stratiform and convective systems will be carried out in 1985. Early
results indicate that the implementation of a linear depolarization ratio
measurement capability on CP-2 significantly enhances our ability to
distinguish certain hydrometeor types using multiparameter radar mea-
surements. This capability is expected to aid research in precipitation
development and cloud microphysics. Throughout MAYPOLE, measurements of
ZUR (in combination with reflectivity factor) proved to yield a highly
reliable and simple real-time indicator of the presence of hail at the
surface. This has a potentially major impact on severe storm warnings by
the National Weather Service with the next-generation radar network.

Carbone, Carpenter, and Christopher Burghart completed a study of
Doppler radar sampling limitations in convective storms. Due to the highly
energetic 1-km scale of motion, large errors are introduced into multiple-
Doppler analyses when storms are scanned at close proximity. This finding
has direct impact on advanced Doppler bandwidth design criteria.

Other Activities

Throughout the year, McCarthy and the JAWS staff presented over 30
seminars, briefings, and presentations in the United States, Canada,
Australia, Sweden, Switzerland, and Brazil on results from the JAWS
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Project. These include briefings to the deputy of President Reagan's
science adviser, to U.S. Congressmen and staff, to the Air Force I pilots
and crew (Andrews Air Force Base), and to visitors from the People's
Republic of China.

In January, McCarthy assumed the two-year position of chairman,
Atmospheric Environment Technical Committee, for the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics.

Wilson taught two short courses on the operational applications of
Doppler radar for very short period forecasting to National Weather Service
personnel and as part of the American Meteorological Society's Intensive
Course on Mesoscale Meteorology and Forecasting.

The Instructor's Handbook on Meteorological Instrumentation
(NCAR/TN-237+IA) was distributed to all participants of the 1983 collo-
quium, Teaching of Meteorological Instrumentation, along with a final copy
of the annotated bibliography, on 1 August 1984. This concluded the collo-
quium activities, which were led by Brock and Pike.

Carbone served as editor of the Journal of Climate and Applied
Meteorology and as cochair of the 22nd Conference on Radar Meteorology,
Zurich, Switzerland.

Miriam Blaskovic (American Meteorological Society Howard H. Hanks
Scholar from McGill University) participated in MAYPOLE as part of her
M.Sc. thesis program.

Joost Businger (ATD senior visiting scientist from the University of
Washington) served as acting head of the Immersion Sensing Group.

Members of the scientific staff served on Ph.D. Committees at several
UCAR universities. Jothiram Vivekanandan (Colorado State University) was
awarded an NCAR graduate assistantship, with Carbone serving as principal
adviser.

GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC MEASUREMENTS PROGRAM

Missions and Goals of GAMP

GAMP has for two decades been the leader in development of innovative
stratospheric and upper-tropospheric balloon systems. During the 1970s,
these activities were essential elements of the Global Atmospheric Research
Program. The emphasis on mesoscale research in the next decade will re-
quire vastly improved sounding systems for the troposphere and lower
stratosphere. GAMP has therefore refocused its activities on the develop-
ment of new sounding systems to provide the atmospheric data required for
mesoscale studies.
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Strategies

The atmospheric sounding system development effort will continue for
the next several years, and GAMP will assume responsibility for the
operation of these new and improved tools in support of the scientific
research programs planned for the next decade. GAMP will continue to
maintain a capability for development and operation of global-orbiting
balloon platforms required for middle-atmosphere research programs.

Accomplishments of the Past Year

Automated Shipboard Aerological Program. The objective of ASAP is to
provide upper-air sounding data from the areas of the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans which are critical for North American and European weather fore-
casts. During 1982 and 1983, GAMP developed a prototype system which was
installed on a Japanese car carrier sailing between the west coast of North
America and Japan. The self-contained, upper-air-sounding system includes
a semi-automatic balloon inflation and launch system. Omega navigation
signals are relayed from balloon to ship, processed automatically, and
relayed to the Global Telecommunication System via the GOES satellites.
Twenty-two crossings were made, with a total of 300 soundings accomplished.

The success of this program, directed by Harold Cole, encouraged the
Canadian and U.S. Weather Services to fund a follow-on effort to develop an
operational system which could operate with either LORAN-C or Omega navi-
gation systems and would be usable with a variety of radiosondes rather
than the single proprietary sonde used for the prototype.

During 1984 the prototype system was used in the Atlantic for a dozen
crossings from England to Canada. The operational system was tested in sea
trials from San Diego in October 1984 and then placed on the M.V. Friend-
ship (the original carrier for the prototype system) in November. It is
now in routine operation between Japan and Canada.

Plans are now under way for several new systems operated by Canada,
France, and other nations with support from the World Meteorological
Organization. These systems will replace the remaining weather ships in
the eastern Atlantic. GAMP's role, henceforth, will be as a consultant to
the weather services which plan to design and operate ASAP systems.

Electrodynamics of the Middle Atmosphere. EMA had as its goals
investigation of the global electrical response to a solar-flare/polar-
cap-absorption event, study of the global current systems, study of the
diurnal and longer-term variations of the atmospheric electric field, and
investigation of planetary-scale turbulence in electric parameters. Robert
Holzworth (University of Washington), Paul Kintner (Cornell University),
Alan Shaw (Utah State University), Roger Williamson (Stanford University),
and Richard Dowden (University of Otago, New Zealand) are the principal
scientists involved.

GAMP provided balloons, launch technology, launch facility, gondola,
and logistics, as well as power, telemetry, electrical interfacing, and
first-line data processing. The first test flights were conducted in March
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1983, with the main series of six flights from November 1983 to February
1984. All launches were made from the GAMP Flight Station in Christchurch,
New Zealand.

A number of major developments were required for the success of the
program. An ingenious way was devised, within the protocols of the Argos
data collection system, to permit transmission of eight times the data that
the system normally passes. A unique bus system allowed two on-board
computers to collect and process data from a variety of sensors and control
elements. Thermal control of the gondola was achieved through use of heat
pipes (the first successful demonstration on long-duration balloon
flights). Unique devices were developed for balloon launch, payload
rotation, and measurement of gondola rotation. All systems worked well.

Flight duration averaged a disappointing 20 days, apparently the
result of undetectable pinholes introduced in balloon packaging. In spite
of the less-than-predicted duration, the program was successful. Holzworth
writes:

"From the scientific point of view, this experiment has been a
smashing success. In a recent paper published in Physical Review Letters
we described the discovery of short-term variability in the planetary
scalesize electric current system. By doing so we demonstrated how to
generate a 'geo-electric' index similar to a global magnetic activity
index. Another discovery recently reported at the International Commission
on Atmospheric Electricity meeting in Albany, New York, June, 1984, was the
occurrence of dramatic decreases in electric conductivity in the strato-
sphere over thunderstorms. This will have a significant impact on our
understanding of the connection of individual thunderstorms to the global
circuit. This research program has just this year completed the observing
phase, and yet it has already resulted in the publication of three techni-
cal papers on how to let smart payloads do the work of determining the
vector electric field on board these long duration balloons, publication of
one scientific paper and the presentation of two invited and one con-
tributed scientific papers. There are no less than six scientific papers
in progress at this time."

A follow-on program is planned for the 1987-1988 period.

CLASS. Development was initiated in 1984 on the Cross-Chain LORAN
Atmospheric Sounding System as a new immersion sounding system for meso-
scale studies such as GALE and STORM. It utilizes the same automatic
inflation and launching system developed for Safesonde and much of the same
software.

Safesonde was developed as a research-quality rawinsonde system since
existing tracking systems were too costly or lacking in accuracy. The
navigation-aid systems using Omega are not usable over much of the conti-
nental United States, and LORAN-C coverage has been adequate only in the
Great Lakes and coastal regions. A major breakthrough was achieved in
LORAN navigation in 1983, with the development of a reliable aircraft
navigator using cross-chain techniques. (Since all LORAN chains are tied
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to the same time standard, it is possible to utilize stations from
different chains in a navigation solution.)

One of these cross-chain systems was tested throughout the "mid-
continent gap in coverage" and found to give excellent data for wind
computations in all areas, even when absolute position data were poor. As
a result of these tests, the Safesonde system development efforts have been
redirected to take advantage of the cross-chain technology. A CLASS system
has been assembled and tested. Error analyses have been completed for all
of the United States, indicating that only one area in the central Dakotas
will have marginal wind accuracy. When the FAA completes its planned
implementation of a mid-continent LORAN chain, the CLASS system will re-
produce the fine-scale wind structure in all areas of the United States.

Six systems are now under construction for use in the GALE program in
January-March 1986.

Aircraft Dropwindsonde. The U.S. Air Force procured 4,000 of the NCAR
dropwindsondes (produced by VIZ Manufacturing, Inc.) for use in its own
missions and in support of NOAA programs. GAMP provided assistance in
updating drawings and troubleshooting problems in manufacture. The Air
Force has now provided GAMP with $250,000 to provide improvements to the
present system, including lower-cost components and sensors.

These funds, in addition, will provide a start towards a new dropwind-
sonde system which will be used for both research and operational missions.
This new sonde will have both LORAN and Omega capabilities, be usable in
all types of aircraft, and be nonhazardous for overland drops. Work is now
under way on these developments, which will provide a critically needed
tool for the mesoscale programs of the next decade.

DESIGN AND FABRICATION SERVICES

Missions and Goals

The primary goal of Design and Fabrication Services is to provide
engineering design service through the Mechanical Design Group and fabri-
cation service through the Machine Shop to all of NCAR. The Mechanical
Design Group often renders assistance by contributing development team
members to major project efforts. The Machine Shop performs machining,
welding, sheet-metal, cleaning and anodizing, and assembly services. It
typically handles over 200 projects annually.

Activities of the Past Year

Major developments that involved both the Mechanical Design Group and
the Machine Shop included:

ASAP II balloon launcher (GAMP, Harold Cole)
Safesonde (GAMP, Ernest Lichfield)
Mobile Aircraft Positioning System (CSD, Jack Fink)
Global halogens balloon gondola (Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronomy

Division, Walter Berg)
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Aircraft cloud water collectors (Colorado College, Barry Huebert)
CP-2 radar dual X-Band (FOF, R. Jeffrey Keeler)
PAM II improvements (FOF, Fred Brock)
Air motion system improvements (RAF, Dennis Knowlton)

Machine Shop support was distributed among the various NCAR divisions
and other groups as follows:

Percentage

Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronomy Division 26.7
Atmospheric Technology Division 35.3
High Altitude Observatory 23.9
Advanced Study Program 0.8
Administration Division 3.5
Scientific Computing Division 0.6
National Scientific Balloon Facility 5.8
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin. 1.4
Convective Storms Division 0.2
Colorado College 1.8

The total Machine Shop effort last year was about 26,000 person-hours.

The preliminary survey work has been completed on the acquisition of a
computer-controlled numerical milling machine. The new machine will repre-
sent a major new tool for the shop and will add to both the capability and
the productivity of the group. The machine should be in service by January
1985.
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PUBLICATIONS

Publications of NCAR staff and visitors that either
appeared or were in press between 1 January 1984
and 31 December 1984 are listed below. Co-authored
publications whose authors are affiliated with more
than one NCAR division are listed only once, ac-
cording to the division of the first author. An
asterisk indicates a non-NCAR co-author. Each divi-
sion's list is divided into refereed publications
and other publications.
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